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NAVY SHIPBUILDING PROBLEMS AT GENERAL
DYNAMICS

MONDAY, APRIL 15, 1985

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE, FINANCE,

AND SECURITY ECONOMICS OF THE
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire
(vice chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire and Mattingly.
Also present: Richard F. Kaufman, general counsel.
Senator PROXMIRE. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our witness this morning is Mr. MacDonald.
Mr. MacDonald, would you like to take a position right here?
Thank you, sir, very much.
I have a short statement then we'll be happy to hear your state-

ment and we have some questions for you, sir.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE, VICE CHAIRMAN
Senator PROXMIRE. We've been holding this latest series of hear-

ings on Navy shipbuilding at the Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics since last July.

ALLEGATIONS OF WRONGDOING BY GENERAL DYNAMICS

The record so far is loaded down with allegations of wrongdoing
and questionable actions by the company in the performance of two
contracts for the construction of 18 nuclear-powered submarines.

What is disturbing is the amount of documentary corroboration
of the allegations.

In the July hearings, a number of documents were released that
tended to support some of the allegations of P. Takis Veliotis, the
former head of the Electric Boat Division and a vice president of
General Dynamics.

Two weeks ago, a staff study was released showing that there
was much additional evidence of wrongdoing by General Dynamics.

The ball is now in General Dynamics' court. A substantial case
has been made that the company:

One, bought into the flight II contract by concealing the cost
overruns on the flight I contract;
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Two, submitted false information to the Navy about man-hours
necessary to complete construction of the submarines, while con-
cealing more accurate internal estimates;

Three, submitted false information to the Navy about schedule
delays, while concealing more accurate internal estimates;

Four, failed to disclose losses on the submarine contracts in its
financial reports to the public and the SEC; and finally,

Five, kept two sets of records on precisely the same elements of
its shipbuilding contracts: one-which was grossly inaccurate-for
official reports to the Government and public, and the other-the
second, which was generally accurate-for internal use.

It seems that General Dynamics deceived the Navy and knew at
the time it did so that it was deceiving the Navy.

Gordon MacDonald is executive vice president of General Dy-
namics for finance and administration, and was general manager
of the shipyard in 1976 and 1977.

Mr. MacDonald, we're pleased to have you. We would welcome a
statement telling your side of the story responding to any of the
allegations that have been made against you and your company.
Then we will ask some questions.

Go right ahead, sir.
I beg your pardon, Mr. MacDonald. Mr. MacDonald, will you rise

and raise your right hand?
[Witness sworn.]

STATEMENT OF GORDEN E. MacDONALD, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION, GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORP.
Mr. MAcDONALD. Thank you, Senator Proxmire. You'll have to

excuse my voice. I think I lost a little bit of it last night.
Senator PROXMIRE. If you'll wait just a minute, the clerk is going

to pull the microphone over so that you'll have access to both
microphones. I know it's difficult, but pull the microphones as close
as you can and go right ahead.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I am Gorden MacDonald, I am the executive
vice president and chief financial officer of the company.

And during the period of May 1976 through October 19, 1977, I
was the acting general manager of the Electric Boat Division.

In response to your letter of March 20, 1985, I am appearing
before this subcommittee for the specific purpose of discussing the
first and second flight contracts of SSN 688 Class submarines built
by General Dynamics and allegations of wrongdoing that may have
been made concerning cost overrun claims arising out of the per-
formance of those contracts.

In building the 688 submarines, General Dynamics was a
"follow" yard. This means that we were building the submarines to
a design provided by the Navy through another design agent, in
this case, Newport News, which was building the first submarine of
this class.

Throughout construction, which was begun before design was
complete, the design drawings were late in coming, and often inad-
equate. The design of the 688 was far more complex and difficult to
work with than was anticipated. There were long delays and huge
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cost overruns. In addition, there were countless change orders that
totally disrupted the work in the yard.

We did the best we could under incredibly difficult circum-
stances. We were supposed to deliver our first boat 10 months after
the design agent delivered its first boat. We cut this interval to a
little bit over 8 months.

Ultimately, we were compelled to file claims for overruns attrib-
utable to design and change problems, and we did so in 1975 and
1976. The second claim, filed on December 1, 1976, lead to the
Public Law 85-804 settlement. Because of opposition from Admiral
Rickover, it also led later to a lengthy grand jury investigation.

THE CLAIM

In discussing this claim, I should first put things in the proper
context. Let me first explain to you my involvement and my posi-
tion during the processing and submission of the claims.

A claim was filed on December 1, 1976, with the Navy in the
amount of approximately $544 million covering changes on the
first and second flights of the SSN 688 Submarine Program for
Navy responsible events through the period of October 1976.

I am the one who signed and certified that claim. In connection
with doing so, I instructed the personnel at Electric Boat responsi-
ble for preparing the claim to make certain that it was fair and
accurate, and that it did not include invalid elements thrown in for
bargaining purposes. Everyone understood this. The extraordinary,
meticulous manner in which the claim was prepared has been fully
described in the memorandum that General Dynamics submitted to
the Justice Department in its grand jury investigation on August 1,
1980.

In certifying that claim, I relied upon the certifications submit-
ted to me by all responsible Electric Boat personnel that the claim
had been properly, honestly, and accurately prepared by the profes-
sionals in the yard. Given my responsibilities as the acting general
manager at the time, I, of course, did not personally participate in
preparing any of the details of the claim. I could not then, and I
cannot now, respond to detailed questions about the thousands of
factual matters covered in that claim.

The filing of this claim in 1976 gave rise to a heated controversy
with the Navy as to who was responsible for the loss on the pro-
gram.

Nonetheless, as I understand it, neither the Navy Claims Settle-
ment Board, or the Office of the Navy General Counsel, the SEC,
or the Fraud Section of the Justice Department found any fraud in
the claim, or any grounds for a criminal prosecution.

A couple of years after the Justice Department declined prosecu-
tion, and independent study of that investigation was done by a
separate office within the Criminal Division. This separate and in-
dependent Justice Department review rightly concluded that there
was no basis for a fraud prosecution for the simple reason that the
issue being investigated did not involve the criminal law, but in-
volved legal disputes as to the proper legal conclusions to be drawn
from the underlying facts.

Still more recently, Assistant Attorney General Trott, who was
not in office at the time of the original investigation, apparently
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reexamined this matter. Last summer, he informed this commit-
tee that there was not "one scintilla of evidence" to justify indict-
ing General Dynamics.

This conclusion was absolutely correct, and it is precisely the po-
sition that the company has taken throughout this cruel and un-
justifiable ordeal.

Nevertheless, the ordeal has been renewed following accusations
by Takis Veliotis, who, as far as I know, has produced no new evi-
dence whatsoever. He was not at Electric Boat when the claims
were filed and he knew little if nothing about the claim.

WHY THE CLAIM WAS JUSTIFIED

Now, let me talk about these claims and explain very simply
why they're entirely justified and not fraudulent in any respect.
The claim really involved two major elements. First, the company
contended that it was the Navy that was legally responsible for the
entire period of delay between the delivery schedule embodied in
the contract and the delivery schedule embodied in the claim. The
delay in the program of several years cost the company hundreds
of millions of dollars.

The Navy has always conceded that a substantial part of the
problem on the 688 program arose from the inability of Newport
News, the design agent, to provide necessary data in a timely fash-
ion to enable Electric Boat to build the 688 ships on schedule. This
failure was concededly the legal responsibility of the Navy. The ar-
gument with respect to the delay portion of our claim was whether
the Navy was responsible for all of the delays, or only a part of it,
in view of the various internal problems at Electric Boat which
have been highlighted in a number of documents referred to in Mr.
Kaufman's study of April 2, 1985.

General Dynamics' position that the Navy was legally responsi-
ble for the entire period of the delay relied, for the most part, on
two simple propositions: No. 1, it was our belief at the time and
remains our belief today that we could have delivered the second
flight of 688's on time, despite whatever internal problems we had
to wrestle with, had the Navy and the design agent not utterly dis-
rupted the program through the failure of the design agent to pro-
vide proper and timely data to construct the submarines.

In the claims themselves, we discussed in detail the type of man-
agement problems in the yard which Mr. Kaufman's study refers
to, and we explained why it was in our view that most of these in-
ternal problems were ultimately traceable to the design agent's
failure to perform. One could disagree with that conclusion, but the
underlying facts were in no way concealed.

No. 2, as we were advised by counsel, the issue of who is respon-
sible for the delay in ship deliveries was really a legal question,
and not merely a factual question. We relied on legal authority to
the effect that if one of two parties to a dispute is the overwhelm-
ing and primary cause of the loss, then that party is legally respon-
sible for the entire loss, notwithstanding the fact that there was
some limited fault on the other side as well.

No one can say how the Federal courts would have ultimately re-
solved these disputes had the case between the company and the
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Navy ultimately gone to trial. Mr. Kaufman in his thorough study
of April 2 has suggested some arguments the Navy could have
made. We, then, have made all the arguments set out in our claim,
and we believe we would have won. We believe we might have done
considerably better than we did through the Public Law 85-804 set-
tlement. Nonetheless, we agreed with the Navy that it was best for
both parties and for the country to resolve this dispute in the way
it was resolved. That settlement cost us $359 million and meant
that, in effect, as of 1978, the Electric Boat Division had built virtu-
ally the entire nuclear submarine fleet for the Navy and many
other submarines over a period of 40 years for a profit of zero dol-
lars and zero cents. That was a pretty big blow to take.

In any event, it was entirely proper to argue from the facts
known to both parties that the Navy was the principal and over-
whelming cause of the delay; and therefore legally responsible for
the entire delay, just as it would have been entirely proper, had
there been no Public Law 85-804 settlement, to advance the same
arguments in court, and wait for the judge to decide which party
was right.

This was all laid out very thoroughly in our claims and in our
legal submissions to the Justice Department. The Justice Depart-
ment's independent study in 1983 of the criminal investigation
came essentially to the same conclusion.

The only other major element in the claim was quite technical
and involved the items of unsuitable submarine design. As far as I
know, this issue is not a focus of this inquiry. I can describe it fur-
ther if you desire, but it, too, involved a purely legal issue as to the
legal standard for imputing knowledge to the company as of the
time of the 1973 bid on the second 688 contract.

The Justice Department obviously concluded that we were right
in our position and no fraud could be involved in our disclosing the
facts and advancing a legitimate legal position.

Putting aside details and minor matters, these were the issues in
the criminal investigation. I would hope that fair minded persons
could by this time understand why Assistant Attorney General
Trott, who was not around at the time but who reviewed the situa-
tion later, could inform this committee that there was not one scin-
tilla of evidence of any crime committed by General Dynamics with
respect to these claims.

PUBLIC LAW 85-804 SETTLEMENT

There was also nothing improper about the 1978 settlement with
the Navy or the negotiations that led up to it. I did not know until
recently the entire process that the negotiated settlement went
through from the Government's side.

Saturday, I happened to be watching Public Television and I saw
former Navy Secretary Hidalgo appearing before this committee.
His statement indicated that the Navy Department, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Defense, the General Ac-
counting Office, and the U.S. Congress had reviewed this settle-
ment. Even President Carter was briefed on this settlement.

This level of review should certainly give one complete confi-
dence that the negotiated settlement was proper in all respects. I
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can assure you that Secretary Hidalgo was a very tough negotiator
and fought very, very hard for the Navy. He made us take a terri-
ble beating on that contract.

In briefly reviewing Mr. Kaufman's study, I am not sure that he
is really claiming that there was any criminal fraud in these
claims. He seems to be concentrating mainly on some other issues,
which I would like to address briefly.

THE KAUFMAN STUDY COSTS AND SCHEDULES

In his study, Mr. Kaufman refers to numerous documents previ-
ously reviewed by the SEC and/or the Justice Department which
concerned various cost estimates, proposed schedules, and financial
data generated by various persons within the company over the
period of years. He has compared various documents with each
other and suggests that these documents show that Electric Boat
was withholding vital information from the corporate office, the
Navy, the SEC and the shareholders.

This is the origin of the suggestion that Electric Boat was keep-
ing, quote, "two sets of books." Mr. Kaufman's study shows that he
and his colleagues devoted a lot of hard work to their project. I do
not question their good faith. However, their conclusions are com-
pletely erroneous because they are based on fundamental miscon-
ceptions as to the nature and significance of documents they re-
viewed.

First, let me say unequivocably that to the best of my knowledge
and belief, General Dynamics has never filed any false financial re-
ports with the SEC or its shareholders.

Next, Electric Boat at no time published a delivery schedule to
the Navy that was not an honest schedule that Electric Boat be-
lieved it could meet based upon the various assumptions that went
into that schedule. Third, Electric Boat never published a cost to
complete to the Navy, to its auditors, or to its shareholders that
was not an honest cost to complete that Electric Boat believed it
could meet based on the various assumptions that necessarily go
into a cost to complete.

Finally, to the best of my knowledge and belief, no one at Elec-
tric Boat, or in General Dynamics, improperly delayed the disclo-
sure of new cost and schedule estimates so as to deceive the Navy,
the shareholders, or anyone else.

In order to understand the misconceptions in the Kaufman
study, it is essential to understand what a cost to complete is. It is
not a scientific formula, and it cannot be computed with certainty.
Quite the contrary. A cost to complete is a prediction. Into that
prediction go various ingredients, some more or less objective, some
highly subjective.

To derive a cost to complete, you need to study factors such as
return cost, predicted schedules, the workload of the yard, the
manpower availability, trends in costs, problems that you know
about, plans and hopes for productivity improvements, the record
of the company's performance on work that we believe analogous,
and where it is a follow ship contract as this one was, assumptions
as to whether the experience of enormous "change" traffic would
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continue or slow down as a result of the future performance of the
design agent.

Different people working from different perspectives and operat-
ing on different assumptions produce a different tentative and pre-
dicted cost to complete. It is then the job of senior management to
evaluate these inputs and to conclude what cost to complete repre-
sents in the best judgment of all circumstances considered.

That is why we had numerous review meetings. The fact that
there are memos in the files containing various different estimates
does not mean in any way whatever that the company was keeping
two sets of books. All the memos prove is that you have various
different inputs, tentative conclusions, rejected alternatives, and so
forth.

The facts with regard to delivery schedules on the submarines
are essentially the same. The delivery schedule is also a prediction.
It is interrelated to the cost to complete. It is based on assumptions
as to the expected performance of the design agent, plans with
regard to the availability and utilization of manpower and facili-
ties, expectations as to hoped-for productivity improvements, simi-
lar matters. You can predict a number of different but completely
honest delivery schedules on a variety of different assumptions.

Once again, the fact that there are in the files various memoran-
dums and other documents relating to schedules or proposed sched-
ules that are different from those submitted to the Navy does not
in any way show that the company was keeping two sets of books.
All it shows is legitimate differences of opinion, tentative input,
and rejected alternatives.

With respect to both cost to complete and delivery schedules,
there is no doubt, in hindsight, that things turned out worse than
anyone anticipated. No one fully understood the impact upon the
program of the late and unsatisfactory design, and the unbelievable
number of changes flowing therefrom.

THE ALLEGED BUY-IN

The Kaufman study also revives the accusation that we bought
into the 1973 contract by bidding less than we knew it would cost,
presumably, with the intent of filing cost overrun claims later. This
accusation was disproved by the Justice Department investigation,
and the arguments Mr. Kaufman now makes are based on faulty
analysis and ignorance of the fact General Dynamics believed it
could make a profit on that bid.

I know because I was there at the time Mr. Lewis approved that
bid. The Kaufman study says that the Navy was misled because
they did not have the return cost information from us on the sub-
marines already under construction for a period later than the
fourth quarter of 1972. This is false.

The Navy received our reports on 1973 first and second quarters
return cost in May and October 1973, before the contract was
signed.

The Kaufman study states that a March 29, 1973, review book
and an internal memo dated April 5, 1973, contained cost informa-
tion that was withheld. I am advised that this also is incorrect, in
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that the cost figures in both these documents were very close to
those submitted with our actual bid.

Further, in May 1973, I am informed that an immense amount of
current cost and schedule information was given to the Navy long
before the contract was signed in connection with the Navy's
preaward survey.

The Kaufman study also seems to deny that the Navy bargained
us down on the basis of even lower man-hours than we estimated. I
am advised that the documents plainly show that the Navy did do
this prior to the final agreement.

In short, there is no substance whatsoever to what Mr. Kaufman
says about a buy-in.

THE FINANCIAL REPORTING

With respect to the allegation that the company misled the SEC
and its shareholders by failing to report a loss on the 688 program
until the settlement with the Navy was arrived at in June 1978,
there is one simple, important fact that the Kaufman study ig-
nores. The information given to the shareholders over the years
prior to the settlement gave ample warning of the risks that had
been developing on the 688 program. The clear proof of this is the
fact that when the company announced that it would take an im-
mediate $359 million loss as a result of the settlement with the
Navy, the stock actually went up, not down.

Under the circumstances, it is patent nonsense to say that we
have been deceiving the shareholders. This committee does not
appear to refer to any new evidence with respect to financial re-
porting issues. We discussed them fully in the submission we made
to the SEC at the time they closed their investigation.

We believed then, and we believe now, there was no false report-
ing to the shareholders.

THE 1974 DEDUCTION

I would like to comment, additionally, on two specific serious
misunderstandings in the committee's study of April 2. It is sug-
gested that the company took a $95 million tax loss in 1974, and
paid a tax-free return of capital to its shareholders in 1979, that
this shows we knew of loss in the program far earlier than in 1978
and should have been reported to the shareholders at that earlier
time.

This is totally false. Again, the company does not maintain two
sets of books, but it does report certain matters on its Federal tax
returns differently than it does for SEC financial reporting pur-
poses, because the tax laws so provide.

The Kaufman study fails to recognize the difference between re-
porting for financial purposes and reporting for tax purposes when
it discusses the Federal tax treatment of the $95 million tax deduc-
tion.

In this regard, the study is correct in indicating that for 1974,
General Dynamics did not accrue any profit or loss on its books for
the 688 program, but did claim a $95 million deduction in its 1974
Federal income tax return, based on anticipated losses of more
than $750 million on the program.
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The large tax loss claimed on the return, however, was caused by
the fact that the company anticipated revenue from price escala-
tion and equitable relief from the Navy was not definite enough to
accrue for tax purposes, even though this revenue was properly ac-
cruable under generally accepted accounting principles.

For purposes of negotiations and overall settlement with the IRS
in 1976, the company agreed to accrue the price escalation revenue
of approximately $512 million in 1974.

THE 1979 RETURN OF CAPITAL

The Kaufman study also erroneously assumes that the company
commenced a special study in 1976 for the purpose of determining
whether it could pay a tax free cash dividend in 1978 or 1979 be-
cause of large financial losses on the submarine contracts when, in
fact, that was never the purpose of the study.

The company requested and received permission from the IRS to
adopt the completed contract method of accounting commencing
with the year 1976. It was a request the company, ane many other
companies, made because of a change in the Federal tax laws.

That method permitted deferral of contract profits until the year
in which the contract is completed, and also permits certain cost to
be deducted in the year incurred against other company income.

Because of the deferral of profits and the current deduction of
certain costs for tax purposes, the company projected tax losses for
1976 and subsequent years; thus, it was necessary to conduct a spe-
cial study to determine the company's accumulated earnings and
profits through 1975 in order to determine whether or not future
tax losses occurring because of the new method might eliminate
the accumulated earnings and profits.

When such earnings and profits are exhausted, dividend pay-
ments on company stock are considered a return on capital and not
taxable as ordinary income to the shareholder. The special study
was not conducted in anticipation of large financial losses on the
submarine contracts. Those losses were totally irrelevant to the
study.

In fact, the completed contract method of accounting precludes
the recognition of losses as well as profits until the contract is com-
plete. Thus, the company received no benefit for tax purposes from
any anticipated losses for 1976 and subsequent years.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize once again that on mat-
ters of cost schedules and financial forecasts, you can and do have
many different honest views within a company. It is the job of
senior management to sift all of these and come to the best conclu-
sions they can. This is what we did as honestly and as reasonably
as we could. The reason the Justice Department and the SEC find-
ing no wrongdoing is there was none.

I thank you for your patience. I will now attempt to respond to
any further questions you have as best I can at the present time,
after a lapse of a number of years since these events occurred.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, Mr. MacDonald. We
are delighted to have Senator Mattingly with us, who has joined
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the panel, and also to join in the questioning, to the extent he
would like to do so.

Mr. MacDonald, you have been the chief financial officer for
some time of General Dynamics as I understand it. Is that correct?

Mr. MAcDONALD. That's correct.
Senator PROXMIRE. You were also for a crucial period, a short

but important period, you were the acting manager of the Electric
Boat Shipyard, where the submarines were built, so you have very
close knowledge of what was going on.

Mr. MAcDONALD. That's correct.
Senator PROXMIRE. And I'd like to say it's very useful, it seems to

me, for you to respond as you have this morning to the staff study
of April 2, because we now have the staff study, we have General
Dynamics' response to it. We also have the documents and records
on which the staff study was based.

One of the objectives of the subcommittee is to get the facts out
so that Congress can judge the truth. You have not given us access
to some relevant documents, but we are pleased that you came for-
ward today and we appreciate that very much.

Now I have some questions for you, sir, and I'm sure Senator
Mattingly will have some, too.

First, I want to ask about one of the many internal studies of in-
efficiency and other problems at the Electric Boat Division Ship-
yard. This document is a commentary on an industrial engineering
plan from G.G. Johnson to J.F. Burns, dated June 11, 1976, just
about the time you took over management of the shipyard.

Mr. Johnson was head of the industrial engineering standards;
Mr. Burns was director of operations and control. The title page
says: "General Dynamics, private information."

I'd like you to follow in your copy there as I read from the fourth
page. It says:

Despite the literally hundreds of studies, plans and recommendations by industri-
al engineering and others, the division continues to conduct business as usual.

You acknowledge there were many studies conducted at the ship-
yard, and at the corporate level, of inefficiency and mismanage-
ment in 688 class construction.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I acknowledge there were many studies made,
without question, by various people in the division.

Senator PROXMIRE. The document goes on to say: "Business as
usual means costs are out of control."

What does that mean? Costs are out of control.
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't know what his intent was.
Senator PROXMIRE. I am sorry, I left out one important word.

"Business as usual means that '688' costs are out of control."
Mr. MAcDONALD. I couldn't possibly try to interpret what Mr.

Johnson intended at the time. I know what the words mean, if they
were in fact true.

Senator PROXMIRE. The words mean that costs were out of con-
trol in building the 688, isn't that right?

Mr. MAcDONALD. In this gentleman's judgment, apparently yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Then further down, "Key event schedules

continue to slip."
Can you explain that?
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Mr. MAcDONALD. In his judgment, we were missing some key
events that we should be making.

Senator PROXMIRE. And then No. 4, "Special property is still un-
controlled."

What does that mean?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I am not sure whether he is referring to com-

pany property or government property. I don't know.
Senator PROXMIRE. What does he mean by "still uncontrolled"?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't know what he means.
Senator PROXMIRE. Not covered by cost accounting?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Normally, property would be under the control

of accounting and facilities people, but all within the same division.
Senator PROXMIRE. Then a little further, "The division has two

separate cost accounting systems." That is a quotation.
How do you explain that conclusion? Does it mean one system

was used for reports submitted to the Navy and SEC and another
system used for internal reports?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't know what his opinion or judgment was
in order to make a statement like you just read, Senator, but
during my period of stay up there, to the best of my recollection, I
never knew there were two sets of cost accounting records. That
would be a ridiculous way to run a company.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, that is astonishing. You moved in to be
general manager of the shipyard. You have been chief financial of-
ficer since then. This is a report. You were brought in by General
Dynamics to make a study, and they say, "The division has two
separate cost accounting systems."

Mr. MAcDONALD. I didn't say that.
Senator PROXMIRE. I didn't say you said it. I said people brought

in by General Dynamics to make the study said-and the quotation
is right in front of you there-"The division has two separate cost
accounting systems."

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't understand, Senator. I thought this was
written by--

Senator PROXMIRE. These were your own subordinates. They
worked for you.

Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes, but you are saying I brought these people
in to make this study and they came to these conclusions. I did not
do that.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am told they were your subordinates. They
worked under you.

Mr. MAcDONALD. There is no question that these gentlemen
worked under me, yes.

Senator PROXMIRE. They say here, "The division has two sepa-
rate cost accounting systems."

Mr. MAcDONALD. In the judgment of this gentleman who wrote
the report. That is what he says here, yes.

Senator PROXMIRE. They quote, "The division has two separate
progressing systems."

Doesn't that mean, among other things, that the shipyard reported
to the Navy one figure for physical progress in the construction of
the ships while another figure, held internally, showed there to
have been less physical progress?
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Mr. MAcDONALD. No, to the contrary, I would interpret that to
mean that there was a set of rules governing the progressing of the
ship and one man had an opinion that was contrary to that. That
is the way I would read that. That is Mr. Johnson.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, if you are the superior officer, shouldn't
you work on a reconciliation to see who is right rather than have
two separate reports that contradict each other?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No question about it, and during that period of
time-as you had indicated earlier, I had been there approximately
a month at this time-I had all kinds of people that were telling
me the place was in all kinds of trouble, and I would sit down and
review this with each of the subordinates that worked for me, sepa-
rately and together-I would bring in these people at different
times. I don't know whether I did it with Mr. Johnson or not. I
don't recall that-and try to find out who is right and who is
wrong. If something was wrong, I tried to correct it. I tried to take
the action necessary to correct it.

But in a large corporation there are always people that have
their judgments, that are not necessarily proper or correct.

Senator PROXMIRE. Then the next remark-and I quote: "Ship-
yard manning is poorly matched with available work."

Does that mean workers with the appropriate skills were not
being supplied in a timely way to areas where they were needed?

Mr. MAcDONALD. That could mean that, yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. And then a little further, "Material doesn't

appear on schedule."
Does that mean materials were not being delivered on time to

construction sites?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Well, at the time we had some material prob-

lems. Some of the material shortages that we did experience were
very difficult to handle, but this included government-furnished
property as well as our own procured items. They were both signifi-
cant problems to us, yes.

Senator PROXMIRE. A little further it said and I quote: "Trades
work is partial and out of sequence."

What does that mean?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Working around. If you did not have the mate-

rial, you would try to work around that particular job so as to ac-
complish something and not have people standing around.

Senator PROXMIRE. A little further-I am still reading from the
June 11, 1976, document-it says, and I quote, "There are still no
valid measures of the capacity of the shipyard, one, to perform
work; two, to utilize machines; three, to employ people."

Can you explain that?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I believe Mr. Johnson has put his opinion down

with those words. That was the opinion of Mr. Johnson and not
necessarily the opinion of the people that I had to review this kind
of a problem with and try to take the corrective action to resolve
them.

Senator PROXMIRE. And then further, "Data processing costs are
up, service is down."

What does that mean?
Mr. MAcDONALD. That may have been the case. On the other

hand, I don't recall that at all. We were growing in the shipyard.
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We were trying to implement new systems, better systems to get
control. Naturally, it is going to cost you a little more. But service
being down, I don't recall that at all.

Senator PROXMIRE. The commonsense conclusion would be that
you are spending more money and getting less for it.

Mr. MAcDONALD. Well, that is his opinion, Mr. Johnson's.
Senator PROXMIRE. The next remark by Mr. Johnson: "There are

major discrepancies in the production plan between key events and
feeder details."

What does that mean?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't know. It appears to me that he might be

searching for more things just to extend the list. I have a tough
time on that because Mr. Johnson is one person. We had a depart-
ment that had nothing to do except schedule the yard in complete
detail. Mr. Johnson was not in that particular function. He was in
industrial engineering, if I recall.

Senator PROXMIRE. I just have two more. One is, "Work occurs
before or in spite of the paper issue date."

Can you explain that?
Mr. MAcDONALD. This, to an extent-not wholly but to an

extent-involves the many changes that were continuing to come
in to us from Newport News, the design agent, and our having to
feed back through the Navy to Newport News to permit us to keep
going and not just stop. That was a disaster from the yard's stand-
point.

Senator PROXMIRE. After this long list-the division has two sep-
arate progressing systems; shipyard manning is poorly matched
with available work; material doesn't appear on schedule; trades
work is partial and out of sequence; still no valid measures of the
capacity of the shipyard to perform work, utilize machines, employ
people; data processing costs are up, service is down; major discrep-
ancies in the production plan between key events and feeder de-
tails; work occurs before or in spite of the paper issue date-and
the last item reads, "et cetera."

Mr. MAcDONALD. That is a big one.
Senator PROXMIRE. That included just about everything you can

think of. What did he mean by "et cetera"?
Mr. MAcDoNALD. I guess he ran out of time or something.
Senator PROXMIRE. It looks as if in just about every respect-and

many that he couldn't list them-there were deficiencies and waste
involved here.

Mr. MAcDONALD. Well, Senator, I can't disagree with the fact
that he has a list. All I can repeat is this was his judgment and not
the judgment of the senior management of that yard.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever speak to Mr. Johnson or Mr.
Burns about this report?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Mr. Burns worked directly for me. Mr. Johnson
worked for him.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you speak to them about this report?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall whether I did or not. I may have.
Senator PROXMIRE. Didn't you promote Mr. Johnson later that

year?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I promoted Mr. Burns.
Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Johnson was promoted, too.
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Mr. MAcDONALD. He may have been.
Senator PROXMIRE. To director of industrial engineering.
Mr. MAcDONALD. That may be, yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. It appears you didn't have a complete lack of

faith in his ability.
Mr. MAcDONALD. No, just because an individual disagrees with

what maybe the management of the division feels is not necessarily
that he is dumb and ought to be fired.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am going to yield to Senator Mattingly.
Then I have more questions to follow on this particular matter.

Senator MATTINGLY. I have another hearing I have to go to, but
just listening to the questions, you talk about the fellow saying "et
cetera." It sounds like somebody has been working for the Federal
Government.

Having spent over 20 years at IBM Corp. myself, listening to
somebody talking about data processing costs going up and service
coming down, I guess that could be said in any time, any place.

I notice about the two accounting systems-I am glad whoever
did this study didn't come in and look at the Federal Government.

Let me just ask you something just for my own edification. Then
I will go.

But I noticed in the beginning of your testimony you were talk-
ing about the design agents and how Newport News was develop-
ing and building one submarine and they were sending down the
information, so to speak, down to you all. You say in there it was
slow in coming, the information, is that correct?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes.
Senator MArrINGLY. How many firms were involved in the de-

signing or the studies or consultants? Do you have any idea?
Mr. MAcDONALD. No; I really don't. There are so many pieces to

the submarine that Admiral Rickover, without question, held the
complete responsibility for the different design people. But the
basic submarine was the design responsibility of Newport News.

There were approximately, if I remember right, 35,000-plus
changes, all at a time when we were supposed to be in production.

Senator MATrINGLY. 35,000 changes?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes, sir, some little, some small.
Senator MATTINGLY. You say there were internal studies going

on, but were there external studies also being done by the Govern-
ment suppliers, et cetera?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I am sure there were because many discussions
that I had with Admiral Rickover and Admiral Bryan at Sea Sys-
tems Command-trying to plead with them about the design
changes which were just killing the yard. I know they had some-
thing like 900 to 1,000 people, Navy representatives, at Electric
Boat, and I imagine even today it is up to that level, if not more.

Senator MATTINGLY. But when you referred to the 35,000
changes, were some of these changes that you needed right away
that you weren't getting, that they were slow in coming, et cetera,
or what?

Mr. MAcDONALD. It was not just a matter of slow coming; it was
a matter of slow coming and bad design and we would have to feed
back through the Navy to get a design corrected. And in the major-
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ity-well, no I can't say the majority-in many, many cases there
is no question we were correct.

Newport News had never designed a nuclear submarine before.
Senator MATINGLY. But the Navy would be the one that would

have that information for us, right?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes.
Senator MArrINGLY. Thank you.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Senator Mattingly.
Now, Mr. MacDonald, the next document is No. 3 in the packet

we have distributed. I am turning to another document dated June
22, 1976, soon after the Johnson report.

This handwritten document has your name at the top and was
prepared following a meeting between you and your outside audi-
tors. It discusses the proposal by former Deputy Secretary of De-
fense William Clements to settle the shipbuilding claims with Gen-
eral Dynamics, the Ingalls Division of Litton, and Newport News,
referred to as NPN.

It says at the bottom of the first page, and I quote: "Letter from
Max Golden to Norm Victor, telling Norm what schedule to use for
purposes of the claim. Shades of NPN-two separate schedules, one
for the Navy, one for EB."

Tell us who Max Golden and Norm Victor are and what the
statement about two separate schedules means.

Mr. MAcDONALD. First of all, could I take a minute and just read
this? I have never seen it before.

Senator PROXMIRE. Yes, sir, by all means. Go ahead.
[Pause.]
Mr. MAcDONALD. First of all, Max Golden was at the time vice

president for contracts for the corporation. Norm Victor was the
gentleman who had the responsibility for scheduling the yard; in
other words, the detailed scheduling of the yard, as well as prepar-
ing the schedule that would have been used in a claim.

Senator PROXMIRE. Was Mr. Victor director of planning?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. The memo goes on to say, and I quote:

"Schedule slippage has major impact on amount of claim and EB
has to get number up as high as possible."

Do you acknowledge that it was your intent, once the second
claim was filed, to show as much schedule delays as possible in
order to support the claim and that you directed that a claim
schedule be published showing substantially greater delays than
had previously been reported?

Mr. MAcDoNALD. Absolutely not.
Senator PROXMIRE. You deny that?
Mr. MAcDoNALD. I am trying to figure out who wrote this and

what the purpose was.
Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it correct that on June 18, 1976, a few

days before the memo I just quoted from, you directed Norm Victor
to prepare a shipbuilding schedule that would reflect, and I quote:
"a more normal shipbuilding effort" than previous schedules sub-
mitted to the Navy, and isn't it true that Victor's schedule showed
far greater slippages than the Navy was being told about?

Mr. MAcDONALD. To the best of my recollection-and I am not
sure about that exact date, Senator-but there was a schedule that
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was being worked to in the yard. That schedule was a difficult
schedule, but the Navy was well aware of it that it was being used
to attempt to get the yard to perform and not give them a slip and
then actually have the slip come to be, come to pass.

I ask Norm Victor to give me a realistic schedule and what made
sense. I believe that may have been the timeframe. I am not sure
though.

Senator PROXMIRE. In fact, didn't Victor's schedule completed on
August 11, 1976, show that ships in flight II would be delayed up to
3 years while the Navy was being told that later ships in the series
would be only 12 or 13 months late?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I am not sure about the specific schedules you
mentioned, but if I could just go back one second and mention that
there were two schedules, as I have said, the one that the yard was
working to and the one that Victor came up with, which had
stretched way out. And I asked Norm Victor to go back and come
up with something that included some specific productivity im-
provements that we could incorporate into the yard that was some-
where in between the most pessimistic schedule that he had and
the schedule that was used in the yard. And I personally discussed
this point with Admiral Bryan, I believe, and maybe Admiral Rick-
over. I am not sure. We were trying to get something realistic.

Senator PROXMIRE. The charts that I have here show the discrep-
ancies in delivery schedules submitted to the Navy and those kept
by the company. The first chart shows the discrepancy that existed
in 1975, the one on the right.

Incidentally, the red shows the internal figures on delay and the
blue shows what the Navy was told and the only basis on which
they had to judge.

It showed-the first chart showed the discrepancy that existed in
1975, and the Navy was told there would be delays of between 5
and 11 months on the early ships and virtually no delays on the
last three ships. But an internal schedule showed all ships would
be delayed more than a year.

Do you acknowledge that David Lewis personally directed the
shipyard to understate the delays?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Absolutely not.
Senator PROXMIRE. You deny that?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. The second chart up here on the left shows

the discrepancy in 1976. Isn't it correct that Mr. Lewis maintained
the policy of understating delays in 1976 and directed you to under-
state the delays reported to the Navy?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Could you repeat that, please?
Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it correct that Mr. Lewis maintained the

policy of understating delays in 1976 and directed you to under-
state the delays reported to the Navy.

Mr. MAcDONALD. Absolutely not.
Senator PROXMIRE. You deny that?
Isn't it correct that Mr. Lewis wanted the schedule slippages un-

derstated to prevent the price of General Dynamics' stock from
slipping?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Absolutely not.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Do you acknowledge, in 1977, that you dis-
cussed the problems of delays with P. Takis Veliotis and that you
expressed to him Mr. Lewis' concern that full disclosure of the
delays would cause the price of General Dynamics stock to slide?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Senator, I heard a taped conversation between
Mr. Veliotis and myself played by the Justice Department. We do
not have a copy nor a transcript of that tape. It appeared from the
conversation that something had been done to the tape. It did not
represent the full conversation. Apparently, that was the case.

Senator PROXMIRE. What was left out? How was the tape doc-
tored?

Mr. MAcDONALD. The conversation that I recall on that particu-
lar day was the result of a Navy press conference that was held the
day before the conversation I had with Veliotis. The Navy press
conference stated that General Dynamics was going to overrun the
Trident Program by $400 million indicating that we were going to
lose that kind of money.

We had conversations with Admiral Bryan, I believe Secretary
Hidalgo-I'm not certain-trying to get them to correct the mis-
statement that had been made and the primary concern was, here
we were in a big battle with the Navy on the 688 program and two
admirals all of a sudden hold a press conference and say that we're
about to lose our shirt on the Trident. And that was ridiculous.

We are not overrunning the Trident contract. As a matter of
fact, we made money on the first ship and every ship we built on
the Trident Program. We tried to get that corrected. My discussion
with Veliotis included primarily the potential loss the admirals
claimed on the Trident Program. The schedule was secondary.

We put out a press release as the company that tried to describe
this. I was reading to Veliotis what was in the newspaper as a
result of the admiral's press conference and our proposed press re-
lease. The only thing that's in the tape that I had referred to a
minute ago played to me once by the Justice Department, was a
schedule problem, and that was insignificant. It didn't mean any-
thing. The big problem was the potential loss and that was all cor-
rected by the Navy in their press release which confirmed ours.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now let's get back to the claim schedule sub-
mitted to the Navy on December 1, 1976. Isn't it true that the di-
lemma you faced was that you needed to show substantial delays to
support the claim but if you showed the full extent of the delays, it
could affect public confidence in the company and the price of the
stock would slide?

Mr. MAcDONALD. That's not true.
Senator PROXMIRE. That wasn't the case?
Mr. MAcDONALD. No.
Senator PROXMIRE. I want to read the full text of a memo dictat-

ed on tape by Mr. Veliotis on December 5, 1977.
Here's the way it goes and I quote:
December 5, 1977, Monday morning, I spoke with John Rannenberg, I questioned

Mr. Rannenberg why they didn't use the Victor schedule on the claims in lieu of thebest possible delivery date schedules that they used and Mr. Rannenberg, unquali-
fied, told me that he was directed by Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Lewis. He also saidthat Mr. MacDonald's concern was the price of the stock. Had we gone in with the
Victor claim, the amount of dollars would be much higher and, therefore, MacDon-
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ald was afraid that the stock would go down. This is to record my conversation with
Mr. Rannenberg.

Do you acknowledge that you had such a conversation with John
Rannenberg and that you expressed your concern that if the delays
in the Victor schedule were made known, the price of the stock
would go down?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No. In the first place, the movement of our
stock up or down is only a problem if someone knows something
that ought to be disclosed so that the average shareholder or the
people out in the street understand where it is you think you are.
We believe that we've done an excellent job of disclosure in Gener-
al Dynamics, at least since I've been with the company.

As far as Mr. Rannenberg, in the conversation he had with Mr.
Veliotis, this is Mr. Veliotis' opinion. Remember, though, he has
been indicted for perjury. When did he write this? I have no idea. I
wouldn't believe anything Mr. Veliotis would put in print or on
tape.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever hear David Lewis say that he
did not want the published schedules to show the full scope of the
delays estimated by Victor and others in internal documents be-
cause of the potential effects on the price of the stock?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No, the only thing Mr. Lewis ever said regard-
ing schedules along that line had to do with, if someone comes up
with a schedule, you'd better very well make sure that this has
been worked out and it's understood and it's the correct schedule
because we're going to publish the truth. As far as the comment
about the stock, no.

Senator PROXMIRE. I'm told by Mr. Kaufman, that you didn't
answer the previous question I asked, so let me ask it again.

Do you acknowledge that you had such a conversation and I read
the memorandum from Veliotis before, with John Rannenberg in
which you expressed your concern that if the delays in the Victor
schedule were made known, the price of the stock would go down?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall a conversation on that at all.
Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever have such a conversation with

either Rannenberg or Veliotis to your recollection?
Mr. MAcDONALD. To the best of my recollection, the only time

was that one tape that I referred to a minute ago that Veliotis
turned over to the Justice Department.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever have such a conversation with
David Lewis?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No, not to the best of my recollection.
Senator PROXMIRE. How many shares of stock in General Dynam-

ics did you own in 1976 and 1977 and how much were they worth?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Senator, I'm going to have to guess; I'm not

real sure, but it would be in the neighborhood of probably 25,000
shares and at the time it was probably worth about $2 million.

Senator PROXMIRE. How many did David Lewis own?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't know. It would probably be better if I

got the information for you, if you would like, and submitted it. I'd
have to guess on this, too, Senator, because I'm not sure.

Senator PROXMIRE. Do any of the gentlemen who are with you
from General Dynamics have that knowledge?
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Mr. MAcDONALD. No, they don't have it with them.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, the assumption is that he would prob-

ably have at least as many as you have.
Mr. MAcDONALD. Oh, he had more than I had, yes. No question.
Senator PROXMIRE. So he had more than $2 million and is it pos-

sible that large ownership of stock by top corporate management
may have unduly increased the concern about stock prices and
making reports on the status of defense contracts?

Mr. MAcDONALD. My honest answer to that is, no. We're certain-
ly not in the stock for the short term; what we'd like it is for the
long term and what happens in any particular period of time
doesn't mean anything.

Senator PROXMIRE. I understand your position. In many cases, it
wouldn't mean that much but in other cases it would, depending on
whether you had liquidity problems or whatever.

Let me proceed. On November 28, 1977, Norman Victor sent a
memo to P. Takis Veliotis summarizing a new 688 class base line
study. In his memo Victor said, and again I quote:

As part of the study it was determined that earlier ships were overprogressed. For
example, SSN 696 launched on a reported 76.5 percent progress. The real progress
was determined to be 71.3 percent for that ship at that time.

Doesn't this mean that the Navy was paying you for more
progress than had been achieved and the company was, in effect,
getting interest-free use of the Government's money?

Mr. MAcDONALD. May I see the memo?
Senator PROXMIRE. This is No. 32 in the package.
[Pause.]
Mr. MAcDONALD. Senator, can you tell me where you were read-

ing from in this particular document, please?
Senator PROXMIRE. The fourth page, about the fifth line-sixth

line. Do you see it?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes, I do.
It appears to me-I've never seen this document I don't believe.

It seems to me like what Victor is doing is telling Mr. Veliotis that
he's going to implement a new schedule and that in his judgment
he thought he could meet these schedules, talking about undocking
for a certain period of time. Talking about how long you keep it in
the water.

Senator PROXMIRE. I understand that, but the reason for my
question is, because when you overprogressed 76.5 compared to 71.3
may not seem like a great deal but these are very expensive ships;
that's a few million dollars. That means that that money gets in
before it should; that's a violation of the law, and it means, of
course, that General Dynamics was able to earn money on those
early payments. The greater the progress payments you can make,
the earlier you can get it, it's just plain money in the bank in more
ways than one.

Mr. MAcDONALD. There's no question that the way you put it,
you are correct. On the other hand, the thing that I'm sure of is
there was a procedure in being, approved by the Navy, that was
used for progressing ships. I don't know whether what Victor in-
tended, in his words here, to mean but it could mean that if we go
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to this new system of scheduling, it is overprogressed. He may have
meant that; I don't know.

Senator PROXMIRE. According to that Johnson report, there were
tv, o sets of progressing; two systems of progressing these ships.
This is why we're concerned about it.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall that other than if it means at one
point in time there was a discussion with the supervisor of ship-
building up there-and I believe this is a requirement-to periodi-
cally review the progressing system to make sure that it's still ap-
propriate. Maybe that's what he's talking about.

Senator PROXMIRE. This seems to me to be a confession of wrong-
doing. It says, "As part of the study it was determined that earlier
ships were overprogressed."

Mr. MAcDONALD. If he's referring to a change in the means of
scheduling the yard.

Senator PROXMIRE. This man was the director of planning.
Mr. MAcDONALD. That's correct, he was.
Senator PROXMIRE. He was in a position to speak with authority.

He knew what he was talking about. He said they were overpro-
gressed. That means, as I say, it's a violation and it means that the
company received Federal funds they shouldn't have received.

Mr. MAcDONALD. If that were the case you would be right. But
I'm just saying or suggesting to you I don't believe that was the
case unless Mr. Veliotis got him to write something down here to
make it look bad for us.

Senator PROXMIRE. Veliotis didn't write that down; Victor did.
Mr. MAcDONALD. But you don't know if Veliotis made him write

it down.
Senator PROXMIRE. Victor's still with the corporation; isn't he?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes, he is but Veliotis is not.
Senator PROXMIRE. Were you aware that some of the ships were

overprogressed during the period when you ran the shipyard? Were
you totally oblivious to this?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I was not oblivious, but I will say that to the
best of my knowledge, I don't ever recall being told that we were
overprogressed.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever have a discussion or any oral or
written communication with Norman Victor, David Lewis, or
anyone else, about the fact that some of the SSN 688's were over-
progressed?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall any discussion with either party
on that.

Senator PROXMIRE. On December 5, 1977, Mr. Victor told Mr. Ve-
liotis in a memo that the then-current delivery schedule could not
be achieved.

Mr. MAcDONALD. What date was that please?
Senator PROXMIRE. December 5, 1977. This is in exhibit 33-and

that the use of unrealistic recovery schedules-well, I'll wait until
you get the memo.

I'm reading from this document that you hold in your hand. It
says, "The use of unrealistic recovery schedules, probably adapted
to accommodate customer procurement positions with the Con-
gress, caused intermittent crash hiring programs resulting in fur-
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ther inefficiencies from inadequate skill mix." That's on the first
page, second paragraph. Will you comment on Victor's analysis?

Mr. MAcDoNALD. I've read it, Senator. To a degree I understand
what Mr. Victor is telling Mr. Veliotis. I would like to remind the
committee that Mr. Veliotis took over the yard in October 1977 at
which time he had made many statements including statements to
Admiral Bryan and, I believe, Secretary Hidalgo, that he was inthe process of preparing a new schedule for both the 668 and Tri-
dent and that this schedule-this, by the way, included an estimat-
ed cost to complete the 688 program-would not be completed until
the end of February 1978. It was completed at approximately the
end of February 1978 and it appears to me from this that either
Victor is trying to tell Veliotis some thoughts he has, some prob-
lems that do exist as far as crash hiring programs-plural--

I don't recall a crash hiring program-plural-during the period
I was there. We did have one hiring program of significance but
that's certainly not plural; it's singular.

This also talks quite heavily about material problems resulting
from late Government furnished design data and Government fur-
nished responsible changes. I don't know, this could be a lot of
things.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever discuss with Navy officials the
need to withhold from Congress, pessimistic estimates of delivery
schedules? Is this something the Navy wanted you to do?

Mr. MAcDONALD. To the best of my knowledge, I don't recall
that.

Senator PROXMIRE. That means you don't deny it, right?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I'm trying to think whether I could say abso-

lutely I deny it. I'm not sure; that was about 8 years ago, 9 years
ago.

Senator PROXMIRE. I'd like for you to look at a document entitled
"Scheduled Comparision Recommended Versus Current." We'll
have that available to you right away. It's dated the fourth quarter
of 1977. This document shows deliveries for the 688's and the first
four Tridents.

My question is, have you ever seen this document or do you recog-
nize it as the kind of schedule comparison prepared at the ship-
yard?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I can say that I've seen this type of a document
many times while I was at the yard. As to whether or not I saw
this one, the odds are that I did not but I'm not real sure because I
had left the yard at that time. This was strictly related to Mr.
Veliotis.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, the Washington Post story of October
18, 1984-just last year-recounted taped telephone conversations
between you and Mr. Veliotis in November 1977, in which you
urged that a 1-year delay for the first Trident not be made public
to protect the price of the company's stock.

In response to this story, a General Dynamics spokesman said
the company had no firm or reliable analysis at the time showing a1-year slippage. A General Dynamics press release also said that
the company used the best data it had at the time from its experts,
forecasting delivery in 2 years. But the document I just showed you
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recommends that the delivery be scheduled for 3 years rather than
2 years.

How do you explain that contradiction?
Mr. MAcDONALD. In the first place, that goes back to the tape

that I told you was played for me once by the Justice Department.
We do not have a copy of that tape nor did we have a copy of the
transcript of the tape. At that time Mr. Veliotis had no idea what
the schedule was and he had indicated, if I remember right also in
one of those articles-the tape of which I have not heard-that
he'd had conversations with Admiral Bryan where he indicated to
Admiral Bryan that, I will not complete my study until-I believe
in there, he said-February 1978, at which time I 11 tell you, Admi-
ral Bryan, where I am.

That isn't the exact words, but I read that in the newspaper.
Whether it's true or not; I don't know.

Senator PROXMIRE. You see, the question is, you maintained it
would be 2 years late, the ship would be 2 years later. The docu-
ment shows it would be 3 years late. And that's the contradiction.

Now, my question was, how do you explain it?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I think probably, if I may, Senator, I have a

problem with the tape. Before responding, I can try to respond to
whatever questions you bring up the best I can, but I would like to
state that counsel has advised me to assert the following legal ob-
jection with respect to the use being made of these Veliotis tapes.

First, they are totally unauthenticated. We have been given a
copy of only one of these tapes. The tape involved is Veliotis with
me. We have to examine the tape. We don't have a copy. We don't
have a transcript. We believe that it may be incomplete, or even
doctored.

We have asked the committee staff of the Dingell committee for
copies of the tapes which he had to review and use for the hearing;
we have not received any such tape. Counsel advises me that there
is a Federal law specifically designed to protect the integrity of judi-
cial and legislative proceedings, and the rights of citizens from un-
scrupulous persons such as Veliotis, who may surreptitiously
record contrived and tailored conversations and attempt to make
use of them for criminal torts or injurious purposes.

Accordingly, I must hereby object to the receipt of any and all of
Veliotis tapes in evidence or the asking of any questions based
upon their alleged contents, on the grounds that they were made in
violation of 18 U.S.C. 2511(2)(d), which forbids private parties not
serving law enforcement purposes to intercept wire communica-
tions for the purpose of committing criminal torts or injurious acts,
and title 18, section 2515, which forbids introduction of such tapes
or evidence derived therefrom in this legislative proceeding.

However, I wish to make it clear that if the Chair now overrules
this objection, I will proceed to answer your questions concerning
these illegally made tapes as best I can under the circumstances.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. MacDonald, I'm not talking about a Veli-
otis tape here. A General Dynamics press release said the company
used the best data it had at the time its experts forecasting deliv-
ery in 2 years.

This document, which doesn't come from Veliotis, coming from
your files; it shows 3 years, that you knew it was 3 years.
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Mr. MAcDONALD. I realize, Senator, you are referring to that doc-
ument, but you also referred to the conversation on tape with
Veliotis, and I just wondered if--

Senator PROXMIRE. I think you have answered that part of it.
Now the question is about the conflict between the press release of
General Dynamics on the one hand, and the scheduled comparison
document on the other.

Mr. MAcDONALD. All right, going back to your question on that,
because you are setting the tape aside, the press release is the best
we had at the time. Veliotis did not have one at the time we made
that press release. The Navy had another schedule that I believe
was 6 months later than mine, and they believed that to be a rea-
sonable schedule.

I don't know what Veliotis had, Senator, I'm sorry.
Senator PROXMIRE. Is it possible that the Trident schedule sub-

mitted to the Navy also did not accurately reflect realistic delivery
dates, or that slippages had been understated?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No. As a matter of fact, every schedule that
was given to the Navy was the best we had based on my descrip-
tion of it in my opening statement. I had discussions with several
of the admirals at times, now I'm including Admiral Rickover and
Admiral Bryan in that regard, where I advised them that we were
redoing the schedule. We were not hiding anything from them at
all. As a matter of fact, that I would personally deliver the sched-
ule to Admiral Bryan.

I think we did a very good job of disclosure with them during the
time I was there.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you a few questions about the bid
for the 688 flight II contract in 1973. Didn't General Dynamics
know at the time the negotiations of man-hour costs were overrun-
ning on construction of flight I subs? And wasn't this information
withheld from the Navy?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No. As a matter of fact, as I said in the open-
ing statement that Mr. Kaufman's study indicated I believe that
the Navy was dealing with the fourth quarter 1972 actual informa-
tion. And that I stated in there that the first quarter in 1973 was
delivered to the Navy in May, and the second quarter in 1973
report of actual information was given to them in October, before
the contract was finalized.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did those reports show all the cost overruns?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall what they showed at the time,

Senator. I was not at the yard at that time.
Senator PROXMIRE. In fact, they did not show all the cost over-

runs.
Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall what they did show.
Senator PROXMIRE. That's the point, they didn't show it. Didn't

the company know as early as 1971 that it was having problems
with flight I and that there would be large cost overruns on it?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I couldn't answer that, Senator. I didn't join
the company until April 1971.

Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it true that in 1971, company officials
were discussing the need to prepare a claim for cost overruns on
flight I? And that cost overruns and delays increased throughout
1972, partly because of what C.B. Haynes, a shipyard executive, de-
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scribed as insufficient planning, and low productivity, and partly
due to what Mr. Victor, the director of planning, described as a
critical manpower shortage?

Mr. MAcDONALD. You hit me with 1971 and 1972. I have to dis-
count 1971 completely. As I said, I was just new with the company,
and I believe the same thing carried over into part of 1972. I was
still trying to learn what was going on in the company. And there
were other parts of it that I covered.

Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it true that Homer Boyd, a corporate ex-
ecutive, estimated in 1973 that the last of the flight I ships would
require 4 million man-hours to build? And the Navy was told at
the time of the bid they would require only 3.4 million man-hours?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I read Mr. Kaufman's study. I looked at the
schedule that he included in there of Mr. Boyd's. I have checked
with the financial people, which include the cost estimators up at
Electric Boat to find out whether Mr. Kaufman's study is accurate
in that regard.

The best I could get was an assurance that what we did was
used-I'm trying to think of the exact words now so I don't mislead
you. I wrote a handwritten note down, I believe. Here it is. I asked
the financial people at Electric Boat to check this. And they assure
me that the man-hours in the table are not inconsistent with the
numbers that we gave the Navy. And if you would like, I could
have them put that together with the written explanation, and
submit it for the record.

I don't believe I could handle the answer.
Senator PROXMIRE. You're not denying that the corporate execu-

tive estimated 4 million man-hours, one of your people, and the
Navy was told it would be 3.4 million?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I'm not denying that. I'm not admitting it
either. I don't know.

Senator PROXMIRE. In fact, the 11 submarines in flight II re-
quired 76.9 million man-hours. Do you deny that corporate and
shipyard officials knew during negotiations that the ship would re-
quire more than 40.6 million man-hours and David Lewis knew this
but ordered a low bid in order to get the contract?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No, I don't believe we submitted a low bid at
all to get the contract because, as I said earlier, we were confident
we could have made money on that second flight. And the thing
that really was the big problem was that the changes continued at
such a high level that we couldn't get the productivity out of that
yard that it's currently getting today on both the 688 and the Tri-
dent program.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, in August 1973, Mr. Victor received a
report stating that production problems were still not under con-
trol, enumerating many deficiencies in the shipyard and conclud-
ing that there would be extensive delivery delays. In November
and December of that year, there were more reports of problems
and new discussions of the need to file a claim.

Do you acknowledge that productivity did not improve in 1973?
Mr. MAcDONALD. No, I can't answer that categorically. I know

we had problems throughout the whole 688 program. I don't think
we comprehended what the problems were, the magnitude of the
problems, because we had no control over the design agent. But I
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think some of these letters that you refer to, there are all types of
people, as I said, in a company.

Mr. Victor is a very outspoken man. I take nothing away from
his integrity. I think he's a good man in that. But he had one way
of getting across his point, and that was to exaggerate an issue.

Again, I'm not saying he exaggerated. I don't know what he
meant. I don't believe I can answer the question.

Senator PROXMIRE. He wasn't alone there. Many company inter-
nal reports show that conditions got worse in 1974, including a
July 10 memo from Mr. Boyd to Max Golden, a corporate vice
president, showing shipyard performance had deteriorated, and a
statement by Boyd, that, and I quote:

"Performance has gotten progressively worse during the first
half of 1974." Unquote.

Arthur Barton, the Electric Boat Division controller, drew simi-
lar conclusions in a special study completed in August 1974. Mr.
Boyd found that conditions had further eroded in October 1974.

Do you acknowledge that productivity did not improve in 1974?
Mr. MAcDoNALD. I acknowledged that the problems continued in

the yard to whatever degree they had them. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Although there were problems posed by the

Navy's designs, didn't Boyd, Barton, Victor, and others in their in-
ternal reports attribute much to the shipyard's problems to poor
planning, idleness, poor worker attitudes, and other inefficiencies?

Mr. MACDONALD. That's quite a statement. I--
Senator PROXMIRE. That's what the document says. I don't ask

you whether you agree. I ask you whether it's not true that Boyd,
Barton, and Victor made that attribution.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I'm not sure I've seen the document that you
have read from. I know there's one here.

Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it correct that Mr. Barton, in his August
1974 special study, concluded that the man-hour cost to complete
forecasts submitted to the Navy were not accurate, inaccurate?

Mr. MAcDONALD. You said were not accurate and then you said
were not inaccurate.

Senator PROXMIRE. I went a little too fast. Isn't it correct that
Mr. Barton, in his August 1974 special study, concluded that?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I'm not sure I've seen that document.
Senator PROXMIRE. Are you familiar with the June 4, 1975, letter

from Conrad Kunze of Canadair to David Lewis in which Mr.
Kunze comments on the results of the study team effort ordered by
Mr. Lewis, in which he said he was shocked by the depth of the
problems, that they boiled down to ineffective management and un-
satisfactory manpower and cost control techniques?

That's exhibit No. 6 in the packet.
Mr. MAcDONALD. Senator, if I might just say a couple of things. I

know Conrad Kunze very well. As a matter of fact, I served as
chairman of Canadair for General Dynamics for many years. I
think, probably-if I could just read four paragraphs:

"It is the job of management to identify management's prob-
lems"--

Senator PROXMIRE. Can you tell us what you're reading from?
Mr. MAcDONALD. This is a note that I made beforehand related

to what our problems were. Even the most successful programs,
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your file should be filled with memos referring to problems you've
identified. We had very many problems in the early stages of the
637 class program. That was long before I joined the company. But
we turned that program around and wound up delivering the boats
early and earning bonuses on them.

We believe we could have turned the 688 program around. I had
many discussions with Admiral Rickover on that, on sea trials as
well as in his office and in mine.

And I explained in my opening remarks, as we explained in the
claims themselves, it appeared to us that many of the internal
management problems such as green labor, undermanning, lack of
material, and so forth, were ultimately traceable back to the late
and inadequate design. Our performance was dependent upon the
performance of the design agent who built the 688 submarine, the
first.

When you enter into a submarine contract, you do not bid on the
theory that your performance will be literally perfect. You will
always anticipate having problems and you estimate your delivery
schedule with this in mind.

We never said that we didn't make any mistakes and we don't
deny that we have made mistakes that did contribute to the delay.
We said that had it not been for the impact of the late and inad-
equate design, we would have delivered the boats on time. We
relied on that legal authority that says that if one of the two par-
ties is the principal and overwhelming cause of the loss, they are
legally responsible.

But that doesn't mean that we don't deny that we had problems.
We have acknowledged this before. Admiral Rickover is well famil-
iar with our admission of that, too.

Senator PROXMIRE. By the summer of 1975, the problems in the
shipyards had gotten so bad, the board of directors directed you to
visit the shipyard and find out what was wrong.

Isn't that correct?
Mr. MAcDONALD. It was a little bit different than that. They

were concerned about the reports of the potential problem with
changes continuing the way they were. That was the primary em-
phasis in the reporting to the board-not the only one. I don't
mean that. I was asked, and I believe it was on July 3, 1975, to
take over both marine divisions and report to the board in our var-
ious board meetings how we were doing on the LNG tankers at
Quincy, because we had not delivered our first one yet. And that
the magnitude of the change problem really was at Electric Boat.

That was the assignment I was given.
Senator PROXMIRE. Didn't you also report after a stay at the

shipyard that there was lack of coordination between various
groups of planners and management of the yard driving up hours,
overtime, and cost. When you reported this, didn't the board want
to fire the head of the Electric Boat Division?

Mr. MAcDoNALD. No, as a matter of fact the board did not, to the
best of my recollection, say to fire him. They had sent me up there
to supervise the two yards and report back to the board with my
recommendation of what ought to be done.

Senator PROXMIRE. You and Mr. Barton met with your outside
auditors, Arthur Anderson & Co., on July 30, 1976. You were told
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by them that the submarine construction program picture had
worsened a good deal since the previous December, and they ad-
vised you to tell the board of directors about their deep concern; do
you recall that?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't recall it because I've never had anyone
tell me to tell the board something. I was always the first one to
tell them.

Senator PROXMIRE. The Arthur Anderson memo says this. They
said they told you that the construction program had worsened a
good deal and they advised you to tell the board of directors about
their deep concern.

Mr. MAcDONALD. They may have said that.
Senator PROXMIRE. An Arthur Anderson memo dated September

24, 1976, observes that productivity improvements have not been
achieved and that recent management changes at the shipyard
when you replaced the former general manager were the result of
poor performance. Do those observations surprise you or do you dis-
agree with them?

Mr. MAcDoNALD. No, they don't surprise me because it goes back
to the continued confusion that existed as a result, primarily, to
the continuation of the high level of changes and the confusion in
the yard.

Senator PROXMIRE. You had no prior experience managing a
shipyard. Isn't it true that you were given that job primarily to
make sure that the very large claim was prepared for submission
to the Navy, or otherwise persuade the Navy to pay for the ship-
yard's cost overruns?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Absolutely not.
Senator PROXMIRE. Why were you put in charge in view of the

fact that you had no experience managing a shipyard?
Mr. MAcDONALD. My conclusion, and recommendation to the

board was that Mr. Pierce was physically and mentally exhausted
and that I felt he had to be replaced. I was put over the yard in
May 1976 with the direct agreement with Admiral Rickover that
we would find a man to run the yard because I had no experience
in building submarines or ships. This was a temporary deal. That's
why I was acting general manager. We pursued that, searching for
a replacement for many months.

Senator PROXMIRE. You say this man was replaced because he
was physically and mentally exhausted. What does that say about
the management of the yard?

Mr. MAcDONALD. We had a few people that were probably in a
similar boat, but they were not of the age that Mr. Pierce was.

Senator PROXMIRE. In January 1977, David Lewis visited the
shipyard and found that conditions had gotten worse. In a memo
he sent to you, he described his "very revealing and extremely
painful visit." Among other things he said, and I quote, "There are
hundreds and hundreds of people who are operating completely
without supervision." And the total output on the 688 contracts
had not increased even though the number of people assigned to
many of the ships has been increased by 100 percent or more.

Do you disagree with Mr. Lewis' conclusion?
Mr. MAcDONALD. May I see that, please? I have a purpose in

that, Senator.
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[Pause.]
Senator PROXMIRE. Let me give you that a little later. I'll go on

with questioning and come back to that as soon as the staff can
find it.

On July 27, Mr. Barton sent you a report, and I quote, "There
has been a steady deterioration in our performance since this time
last year." He went on to say that man-hour cost overruns for the
year were 65 percent for flight I, 24 percent for flight II, and 79
percent for Trident. Do you disagree with Mr. Barton's conclu-
sions?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I'm not familiar with the letter; I'm sorry, Sen-
ator.

Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it fair to say throughout this period that
the hoped-for improvements in productivity did not occur, that
there were continuing problems of low productivity and high ineffi-
ciency?

Mr. MAcDONALD. You said in July; you didn't say what year.
Senator PROXMIRE. This was July 27, 1976-July 1976.
Mr. MAcDONALD. I'd been there since May 1976. And he's talking

about performance since a year earlier?
Senator PROXMIRE. Throughout the period, including the time

you were there and just before you were there. I presume when
you came in you made an analysis of the situation and then you, of
course, were on the spot during part of the time.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I don't deny that the productivity was not what
we hoped it would be, especially during the period that I was there.

Senator PROXMIRE. When Mr. Veliotis took over from you in Oc-
tober 1977, you received reports of further deterioration. On the
day he became general manager he fired 3,000 people. By the end
of the year he'd created 2,000 additional vacancies. Don't those ac-
tions demonstrate that the shipyard had an excess of manpower
and was very inefficient?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No, as a matter of fact, if I might just take the
point of the firing of 3,000 people, I have stated in my judgment
that he did not discharge 3,000 people and 2,000 more later by the
end of the year. But rather there were several things coming to a
conclusion, one of them, we were delivering, I believe, the Skipjack
with an 800-manpower level. The minute that was delivered there
were 800 people that were not needed. He moved the better people
over and unfortunately the younger ones had to take over.

Then completed another job for the Navy-I can't remember the
name of the specific plant, but it was in Beaver Falls, PA. We were
doing overhaul on a Navy reactor plant and we completed that
project right at the time I left the yard. And if I'm not mistaken,
there were 400 people on that and we reduced about the same time
the manpower level of the Trident-I am trying to remember what
we called it-up in Albany, NY, significantly and I think these
large numbers of people let go were primarily Mr. Veliotis' means
of blowing up more problems than really existed.

I'm not denying that there were problems. I'm not denying we
didn't make the progress we should have made.

I will acknowledge in your first comment, too, that just prior to
my leaving the yard I was advised, I believe, by Mr. Victor that we
had had a 10-week slip in a schedule. I may be wrong in the
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number but it's something like that; 10 weeks on a 2- or 3-year
period is not something that's not insurmountable. Norm Victor
would be the first to admit that.

They can be overcome but, yes, there was a 10-week slip about
the time I left the yard from the prior schedules given to the Navy
for, I believe, July 1976.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Mr. MacDonald.
I want to go back, now, to that question I had on David Lewis.

I'll repeat the question. The document's been handed to you. You
have it in hand now, so I'll repeat the question.

In January 1977, David Lewis, the top man at General Dynamics,
visited this shipyard, found out that conditions had gotten worse
and in a memo he sent to you what he described as "was very re-
vealing and extremely painful visit." Among other things, he said
that, "there are hundreds and hundreds of people who are operat-
ing completely without supervision." That's a quotation. And the
total output on the 688 contract has not increased at all even
though the number of people assigned to many of the ships had
been increased by 100 percent or more.

My question was, Did you disagree with Mr. Lewis' conclusions?
Mr. MAcDONALD. The first time I saw this letter was maybe 9, 10

months ago. The letter was never signed nor sent. Why it was not
signed or sent, I don't know; I can't answer it. I don't deny
that--

Senator PROXMIRE. It was addressed to you.
Mr. MAcDONALD. It was never mailed, never sent, never signed. I

will not deny some of these points that are in here.
Senator PROXMIRE. Before that, let me ask you, did you know

whether or not Mr. Lewis actually dictated the letter, whether it
was his letter, or whether it was something that somebody wrote
and he had no knowledge of?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I assume he wrote it. Mr. Lewis normally
writes his own memos. But it was never signed or sent.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you talk to him about this?
Mr. MAcDONALD. No; as a matter of fact, about the letter and ev-

erything in it, no. But going back at times, I talked to Mr. Lewis
probably once or twice a day on the telephone, in the whole year
and a half period I was up there, and I am sure some of these
points did come up, no question about it.

Senator PROXMIRE. How do you know the letter wasn't sent and
you didn't receive it?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I asked him. When I was shown this letter.
Senator PROXMIRE. And he said he'd never sent it?
Mr. MAcDONALD. He said he'd never signed it. It was just a draft.

Things-I assume he wanted to talk to me about them.
Senator PROXMIRE. Did you talk to him about the letter?
Mr. MAcDONALD. No, I did not. I was out of the yard at that time

so there was no need for it.
Senator PROXMIRE. How did he tell you he didn't send it then?
Mr. MAcDONALD. When I was shown the letter, I asked if this

letter was ever sent because I don't ever remember seeing it.
Senator PROXMIRE. Who did you ask?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Our inside general counsel.

53-461 0 - 87 -2
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Senator PROXMIRE. You didn't talk to Lewis about that. Over the
years, the forecast of the man-hours needed to complete the ships
steadily escalated as reflected in the quarterly reports you submit-
ted to the Navy, the company also had internal reports showing
much more man-hours would be required. The charts showed the
discrepancy and also the same pattern that existed every year for
both contracts.

How do you explain that?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Where are you now?
Senator PROXMIRE. It's on this chart here. It was in the staff

study. We had it a couple of weeks ago. As you can see, the forecast
of the man-hours needed to complete the ships steadily escalated;
that's the blue line. The company also had internal reports show-
ing much more man-hours would be required; that's in the red line.
That shows the discrepancy. How do you explain that discrepancy?

Mr. MAcDONALD. You say, the blue is what we told the Navy and
the orange is what the internal reports said?

Senator PROXMIRE. That's correct.
Mr. MAcDONALD. The only thing I can say, Senator, I'm not fa-

miliar with them. Although I did watch the hearings a short time
ago when Mr. Kaufman presented his study. The only thing I could
conclude is that the orange line represented some of these stray
opinions of people in the yard where, in their judgment, the orange
line is where we ought to be. But the opinion of the senior manage-
ment of Electric Boat said the blue line is it. We have ways of get-
ting there and that's what we went forward with to the Navy.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, November 4, 1975, Mr. Barton wrote to
Joseph Pierce, then head of the Electric Boat Division, that the
man-hour cost to a complete system is supposed to be a communi-
cations device, but, and I quote: "It is really communicating false
information and top management is fostering this."

In view of the fact that the internal estimates were consistently
closer to the truth than what was being reported to the Navy,
wasn't Mr. Barton right?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Well, I think-I don't know exactly what Mr.
Barton meant at the time he wrote that note to Mr. Pierce if, in
fact, he did. I don't question that he did.

I think the one part that might be left out is what the impact of
all these changes and the problems with Newport News also have
to be on there. Certainly, if it's not 100 percent, it's a major part of
it.

Senator PROXMIRE. Did you ever discuss man-hour estimates with
David Lewis and did he ever direct you or any other official to
submit figures to the Navy that were lower than the internal esti-
mates?

Mr. MAcDONALD. I discussed the estimates with Mr. Lewis many
times and I don't recall ever being told to do something different as
far as submission to the Navy.

Senator PROXMIRE. You don't recall. Do you deny it?
Mr. MAcDONALD. I believe, to the best of my ability, I would

deny it.
Senator PROXMIRE. Did Mr. Lewis ever indicate to you or anyone

else that the full extent of the manpower estimates be withheld
from the Navy?
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Mr. MAcDONALD. No; that I don't recall.
Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Lewis did not direct--
Mr. MACDONALD. No.
Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it correct, that withholding the truth

about the man-hour cost overruns would have been consistent with
the corporate strategy of not damaging public confidence in the
company and causing stock prices to go down?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Absolutely not.
Senator PROXMIRE. Would it be consistent with it? It may have

not been done. Is it your testimony that the fact that the internal
delivery schedules turned out to be more accurate than those sub-
mitted to the Navy and the internal man-hour estimates turned
out to be more accurate than those submitted to the Navy was a
mere coincidence?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No; as a matter of fact, I believe you have to go
back to the opening statement that I made. I tried to describe all
the ingredients that go into making up an estimate to complete or
a delivery schedule and you have to take all of the inputs, sort
them out, and decide what is the most realistic thing and probable
thing that will happen. That becomes your schedule.

It's very easy to sit back and be the critic and it's very difficult
using hindsight, but, you have to be more familiar, I think, with
the way these delivery schedules are put together.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, a memorandum of a conversation with
you on September 8, 1975, by a vice president of Chase Manhattan,
one of your company's banks, states that you assured him that the
company has huge, hidden reserves on its books from a number of
other company programs, including the F-111.

Can you explain how General Dynamics hides huge reserves on
its books and whether this practice is legal?

Mr. MAcDONALD. Could I see that memo?
Senator PROXMIRE. Yes.
[Pause.]
Mr. MAcDONALD. Senator, could I just glance through this be-

cause I am not familiar with this, although the gentleman that ap-
parently wrote it, I assume his initials show me that I know him
quite well. I can't believe what I am reading.

Senator PROXMIRE. You say you know Mr. Calwell quite well?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes, I do.
Back to your one question, I'd like to answer that if I may, where

it says here Gorden also assured us that the company also still has
huge hidden reserves on its books or that it can take-which arise
from a number of other company programs, including the F-111. I
don't ever recall having made a statement like that.

The kind of a statement I've always made to our banks is that
we are conservative in how we do our accounting; we disclose
really ahead of what the normal practice might be.

When he identified this F-111 Program here, we were in the
process of negotiating a major change. I may have mentioned that,
but it certainly wouldn't have been a hidden reserve. We don't
have hidden reserves.

Senator PROXMIRE. So you deny that you made the statement.
The statement is very unequivocal.

Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes.
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Senator PROXMIRE. A flat statement also assured us that the
company still has huge hidden reserves on its books or that it can
take which arise from a number of other company programs, in-
cluding the F-111. Gorden did have with him substantial amounts
of documentation on both the Electric Boat and Quincy Division
figures. These are going to be sent to banks and so forth?

Mr. MAcDoNALD. There's no question we had documents. We
gave banks reports every quarter, we had bank meetings every
quarter, we very candidly laid out where we thought we were. I
don't ever remember making that comment. I would deny that I
made a comment about hidden reserves.

Senator PROXMIRE. It would be surprising if the vice president of
Chase Manhattan, a man you say you know, would make the state-
ment that you assured him the company has huge hidden reserves
on its books.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I deny that I used those terms. I would never
refer to hidden reserves. We don't have any such thing.

Senator PROXMIRE. You left the Hughes Corp. to become General
Dynamics' vice president for finance in 1971.

Mr. MAcDoNALD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. General Dynamics, we are told, and I'd like

you to affirm or deny this, has paid no Federal income taxes since
1972.

Were you hired in part to show the company how to avoid the
payment of income taxes? And did you discuss this part of your
duties with David Lewis and Henry Crown?

Mr. MAcDONALD. No; there was never any discussion of that in
that regard. As a matter of fact, Senator, remember, the new tax
law that did go into effect in the 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, and 1975
time period. There was a percentage-of-completion method used for
tax purposes which immediately went in in 1976, as I said in my
opening statement, with the completed contract method of account-
ing. We did have tax laws carried forward and back.

We have not paid any taxes since 1972, but it's all within the tax
law that the Congress passed. We are looking forward to-I believe
it's 1986 will be taxable. I believe that's the date. And, remember,
as I said, on the long-term contracts, you take no loss or no profit
until you complete the contract.

Senator PROXMIRE. Isn't it true that, during this period, General
Dynamics enjoyed a substantial net profit from 1972 through 1984,
the period during which you paid no taxes?

Mr. MAcDONALD. For financial reporting purposes, that's correct.
For tax purposes, the answer is no. And when the Congress passes
a tax law, for a company to ignore it, we wouldn't last very long
with the stockholders. You do what the law says, and that's what
we feel we've done.

Senator PROXMIRE. I don't deny that it's legal. I think it's obvious
that General Dynamics made a good move in selecting, from a
standpoint of the profit sheet, a man with your acumen and your
ability. You made money during that period; hundreds of millions of
dollars net, I understand, and you paid no income taxes legally,
legally.

You're the financial officer, the brains behind it.
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Well, Mr. MacDonald, I appreciate your appearance today. You
have stated your position and the company's position on many
issues. You've denied virtually all the allegations that have been
made. Of course, you are entitled to deny everything, but the deni-
als just don't wash.

It seems to me, in light of the documented facts, you have denied
criticism by Electric Boat officials by asserting the officials were
exaggerating. You have denied there were two sets of records in
the face of clear evidence that the Navy was given one series of es-
timates while the company had another series.

You deny that you made certain statements to your own leading
bank. Obviously, there's a great more to learn about the way Gen-
eral Dynamics performs its Navy contracts.

I want to thank you for appearing. You have been responsive.
You have said a number of times you don't recall, but it has been a
long time, 10 years or so, and there are complicated matters in-
volved.

Finally, I want to commend you. You are obviously a very com-
petent financial officer. General Dynamics has done quite well by
you, the stockholders. The taxpayers haven't done quite as well.

Thank you very much, sir.
The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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G ENE PIDYXAM4dS
GENERAL DYNAMICS, PRIVATE INFO RATION4 D

;ctric Boat Division. ,. f - - ::

Tr E. VHolt- - C- October 27, 1c7I

CRO '. K. Rannenberg -

FILE NO.:

SUBJEct T SS Program - Delinquent Performance by Design Agent

1. In a meetino with your office and z:ograrn, Adnistration on

October 26, 1971, the performance of NesIport News as design agent was
discussed. and the following shortcomings on their part and other facts were
identified:

a. Because of insufficient data from NewDort News, there are
56 EB purchase orders which are delinquent to the EB
Master Construction Schedile. These include 50 items
which are major component problems and HY-80 castings
in particular.

b. The EB Master Construction Schedule for 688 at the present
time includes a 3-months acceleration of the deliveries to

! . accommodate the shipyard to what are understood to be the
Navy's requirements for the follow-on ships, and to accommodate
to the availability of shipyard trades.

c. At this point in time it has not been established that frorm
the EB schedule standpoint the difficulty is irrecoverable
nor is it established that an excess cost would result. It
is apparent, however, that if the situation continues, a noint
will be reached where the schedule and cost will be affected.

d. The point in time when the problerm will have become an
ascertained schedule andor cost problem will be that point
in hime where the Newport Newis purlrnianco has deger' rated
to the extent that Newport Newis cannot recover its own 'i-sign
schedule. That point has not yet been reached, or defin.-l;.1 however, present indications are that they will slip farther.

2. - There in a serious difficulty in niaking a claim for delinquent design
agent data under this contract because of Artirl 16 (i), which contains a
disclaimer that reads in'part as follows: The flrvernment does rot make any

2

-[GE!.FR!.L DY;.AM.cs je
... u.-.<.-- .. IFPRIVATE i8Oxi .... ;T~it
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FGENER.tAL DYftNAMIC'S
SENERAL DYNAMICS PuIVA [ iaFcI:MATI01II
.ictric Boat Division 'MAna - -

'M g C i : -0.: ': . . -:7 w , ........ - - r- . .J

, ' . .' .-- ' - r- , I--.1; :rJ

iUs~cr ~cBS Program - Delinquent Performance by Design Agert - Page 2

representations or warranties with respect to the timeliness of the preparationand availability of such drawings and data ... and the Government shalI not beliable under this contract, or otherwise, on account of such drawings and data.'
The disclaimer clearly applies to drawings and data other than the ND drawings.an. the Government can be eape-~ . assert that it also applies in ND situations.It has been and is our position that there are circumstances where the performance
on the part of the design agent can lead to a successful claim for delay costs,
notwithstanding the disclaimer. However, it is believed that such a claim cansucceed only where the facts are clearly identified and documented and thedeficiencies on the part of the design agent are so gross that they are tantamount.as a practical matter, to a failure to supply the data at all. It is clear that thefacts as they exist at this time on the 688 could not support a successful ciaimat this time, for two reasons:

a. It has not been established that Newport News cannot recover
from their deficiencies in time satisfactorily to support the
EB schedule, and

b. Delay and/or acceleration costs attributable to the Newport
News delinquencies have not yet been incurred, and it is not
possible to ascertain at this time what those costs may become.

3. One of the so-called anti-claim clauses, Clause 76 of the General
Provisions -ntitled "Problem Identification Resorts", is relevant to the presentsituation. Ilhis clause states in part:

"Whenever the Contractor knows of or reasonably can anticipate
the occurrence of any 'contra.t problem,' which term as used
herein means a fact or circunistance which can or will significantly
or substantially alter the time of delivery or connpletion of performanrce
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GENERAL OYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division MEMORANDUM :
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Vr1 I

iNM.

FILE 50.: :.

SL(TS of688 Program - De:nquent Perforrrance by Des'zn Agent - Page 3

1R~itNsCE

or can give rise to a substantial c'aim for increased compensation or
for modification of a contract or specification requirements, but
excluding any claim for w-ich notice is required by the clause of this
contract entitled 'Cha=ces, ' the Contractor shall promptly transmit
LW ;..e Sdpervisor a 'Problem, iderniiication Repor:. The parties
agree that the meaning of such words as 'significantly, ' 'substantially.
'substantial' and the licse as used in this paragraph shall be interpreted
in the same manner as they would be interpreted by a reasonably
prudent businessman under all the relevant circum.stances . ..
Notwithstanding the 'Changes' clause of this contract, except for
possible claims based upon defective specifications, the Contractor
shall not be entitled, because of the occurrence of a contract problem,
to any equitable adjustment of the contract price due to the incurrence
of costs therefor more than 20 days before the Contractor submits
the required Problem Identification Report. Further, required
Government actions performed prior to the date of a Problem Identificaticn
Report identifying such required Gnvernment actions shall be
deemed to have been timely performed."

Although for the reasons stated in paragraph 2 above a claim cannot properly
be asserted at this time, a "problem" has certainly been identified and car properly
be reported to the Gov.'rnment even though the consequences cannot be identified
at this time. Although the 20-day limitation is not really a difficulty to us at this
time, because we are sot incurring delay ccsts yet which vould be cut off by the
20 day rule, since the delinquency is a continuing and progressive problem, it is
I_-irable to submit the report non' to preclude the Government from later taking
the position that the present `:eport News lead yard service is "deemed to have
been timely performed."

53-461 . 4

53-461 0O 4
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GENERAL DYNAMICS |-
GENERAL DYNAMICE1 PRIMY IIJll OJIrM1T'ON

______ ______ ____ VI -M- -dRANDUElectric Boat - ;'! '*

CR Flt'g;'$ I .-~;;1a E-- ntX,; -

TO «BYDMPT -.': - O C: F '- TA . . '. 1; ^O.iA

vAR C H CF C'.FC'2 ', .A,, ; - -. . . a- ;70, ORD~~E iw ..':- ' 0, ,.r T i- ,2

FILL .0.: 1

SUsiCTl 688 Program Delinquent Performance by Design Agent - Page 4

UIIIRINCI:

4. Assuming that a Problem Identification Report will be submitted now,
the question can be asked as to when we would be in a position to assert a claim.
That point will have been reached when all of the following have happened:

a. It has become an established fact that Ne-port News
cannot recover from their delinquencies in time to
support a reasonable EB schedule, and_

b. It has been established that as a result, EB '&ill -

inevitably incur excess costs due to delays and/or
acceleration, and

c. The amount of the resulting EB cost can be well supported, and

d. The design agent performance can be demonstrated to be so
grossly delinquent as to overcome the disclaimer clause,
to the extent that clause applies.

cc: A. M. Barto.
Z 3J. Noga . - -

S. B. .e. .ter
G. W. Roos

:- .. :- f GENERAL DYNAMICS I
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File: 688M89-Dr March i' 1971

Subject: SSN688 Construction Contract Cost Reports, !.
Contract N00024-71-C-0263-

Enclosure: 1 Contract Status Report
2 Cost-to-Complete Tab Run fcr the SSN679 Construction
3 Material Statue Reporting.

Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
;'.cepartment of the Navy

a..shington, D. C. 20350

i.uAttention: CAPTAIh C. E. Slonim, USN

`!via. Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, USN
Groton, Connecticut C6340

-EUl.- The subJect contract requires that w'thin six weeks of a.aro,
,.£1ectrIc Boat Div'sion furnish to the NAVSHIPS Project Mana.er, 'cr-
:!Spproval, Its proposed cost reporting systerm. The format snall provide

if~or cost category reporting In accordance viltb the work breakdown atruc-
:ture as submitted with the Contractor's prizing proposal for t.ls contract
-,3!he June 1970 proposal sumieited a work breakwcwn structure th; : Jea -;
i.,lonly with the ahipyard (oceratio-i) trafe labor hourE. A!! ot-c- iabor
* Itnon-operations) hours were in general prised ty dert-.ert or._',--
-:<tional basis. Iaterlal costs proposed In June 1970 were in the Gover.1-

bent Accounting System for.at. The N4ovember 197C' propcoal used 'hr
, une 1970 proposal and accompanying DD-633 docum.entation Os the asr_
hid-. *aa adjusted for changes in echedulc ond cc3.t charot- pLt:ern,
nd ioproved scope Infora:ton. T'.' 5dztment warc on ar. oserall ratts

lmnd not at the oritInal June work brcakdown otrocturc ieevel for the
:!pperations labor hours.
:_-2. Reviewing Article 10 of the contract in t~ilo context, the Concrsctor -

.has evaluated the various cost reporttng and ma.nagor.enz tools rva' lablc at
sizElectric Boat Division, whbch would satesfy the requirements for cost re-

.,jportlng and provide l:AVSHIPS with the beet assessrert of the program status
both current and projected. The Contractor has concluded that the formal

iBudget Ledger and Cost-to-Corkplete (CtC) catimate made within the Division,
E.whlch are also primory management tcols used by the Division to evaluate the
9fetatus of the program, would acctomlish b-tn purposes. The repbrta will
,' clude direct eaterial dollar3 inczrred and corosrtted.
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Ptie: 689-e9-Ex Karch 4, 197i'
bcDMnder, Naval Ship Systems Co;mand : c
Paye Two .

_ 3. This method of cost reporting will provide the NAVSHIPS Pr--ram
Orfice with a system that has the following attributes:

a. The Cost-to-Complete ls prepared at the grass rmots ley-l by
those departments which lhave an input to the SsN&3aQ class
program, and therefore the Iaxmilitrity or what is reut:-ed
to accomplish tne work scope.

b. Review of the Cost-to-Complete at hign Electric Boat relision
levels by the listed functlcns will: riter outerrone___ con-
clusiona:

(1) Starr manager responsible for the perfcrmance of _oc
departments.

*_0 (2) Comptroller depart-ents.

(3) SSN6,3 Class Program Orict-.

E-, Attached her.ewith are the following:

;Es a. A contract status report which shows a comparison between
the budget as asdjueted by changer and csti'mtted cost at
completion.

b A copy or the Ccst-to-Comp'ete tat run for tie SZNC7T1
constructton which hhows t!ee typict l Jata tnvol';ed an=
the format for such sata.

c. A copy of the matertal ctatus reportt.g.

'Lo wz will note that these reports c-c'aln Zt-zQondItures to cate,
th labor and matertal, by depertment, a tiric o*zsced czt'tte of ::e

.osst-to-conplete the remaining work, and thie cctttste at comrpl=:ion.
Chc tastc data is In direct labor hours and mi.te:lal dtllars.
*
5

tem (a) above takes thi2 tinfaraticn and appitcai t'! etttrnmtcd tirect
*labor and overhead ratIa to o' ta'n the t11al scst at cszcletion. .t
.Ejl3o inclldes the percent or physical progress ccnpleted as confirmed

I*tih Supervisor or Shipbuilding, Oroton. Thil :ata enables Electric
(bat Division to establish Its budgets for cc.pletton o' the work,
.Its ran lo-d.ng requiremente by trade 'or the work yet to 'be cao.pletec
.nd how n'uch It is ecttcated the job .ill cost w.en It Is in fact coo.Ipleted.

_ s * .;
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?%le: 688-89-12 March 4 197n
r030nder, Naval Ship Systems ommand
Page Three

Variations from thti plan are evaluated to determine if the program status _
ts different from that which was anticipated when the Job atarted, or -
different from the beat work Information as to how it will progress.

6. By providing NAVSHIPS with the eame information the Contractor
uses, we believe a valuable communication link can Le established since
this information la used at all levels and by all departments in tne

IgDivisLon. This will avoid the necessity for translating anticipated
.icostS from the Contractor's cost reporting aystem to some other cost
`aeportint systemh

jyg. It Is requested that NAVSHIPS review the attached data, and
approve the same as meeting the requirements of the contract. If

!zthere are any questions relating to any aspect of the proposed repcrt
.§laecontact UE and we will be happy to answer them.-

Very truly yours,

'IC ) ~GENEMAL DYNAMICS
Electric Baat Jivislon

/s/ E. Holt

E. Holt
* SSN68 Class Program Manager

i£ shc-

-c: Mr. J. Wakefield, PMS 393 w/o encl.
Mr. D. Matteo, PMS 93 w/o encl.

I! Mr. JJ Jensen, SOS w/enc.
Mr. J. Cushing, SOS w/o encl.

Mr. AM Barton w/o encl.
Mr. EJ Behney w/o encl.
Mr. TS Cramer w/o encl.
Mr. RK Gregory w/o encl.
Mr. TL McPherson w/o encl.
Mr. ZJ Noga w/o encl.

Z:

S.

I:
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\4\ M ETING AT NAVSEA RE 688 CLASS REA
OTUBER 17 1975

Navy attendees were the following:

LCdr. E. B. Harshbarger, SC, USN

3. M. Taylor, 08
C. M. Ross, Counsel. SOS, Groton
D. W. Jones, OOL
J. R. Wakefield, 393B
D. Matteo, 393

0

Electric Boat Division attendees were the following

A. M. Barton
W. Gorvine
J. W. Rannenberg
E. W. Shepherd

The following is not a transcript, but is based on notes prepared by the

Electric Boat participants before and during the meeting.

Immediately after opening the meeting, LCdr. Harshbarger

invited Mr. Rannenberg to proceed. Mr. Rannenberg stated that we have

a counter-offer and that we would like to explain what our thinking was in

arriving at our offer. It is not our intention to try to thrash out anything

now but we wanted to tell you our conclusions in arriving at the counter-

offer.

It is an offer for settlement of both flights and the Overhead Ceiling.

It is structured within the constraints you told us you had in dealing with a

prompt settlement. We have kept the offer within the first contract and the

amount within the envelope of the REA. We want to remind you that the

REA was a cost number and the settlement that we are now talking about is

a contract adjustment, with the ceiling number being the important one.

You should keep this difference in mind.

We had considerable difficulty in trying to bring the second flight

into the offer at this time. However, the company is making a sincere

effort to reach a settlement now because of serious cash flow problems

which would otherwise result and because you do not contemplate going

along with provisional payments. That brings a great impetus to settle as

soon as possible. _ .- -.-- --- -

This dosnest contains trade samt and coe....il c financial incrmnaticc cf Cental Dynamics Corportion and is privilegd or cccf-

dential. It is coniderd accept from dirClouf under the provisions of the FPadom ci Inloreation Act and/or athee appticable tstattl.
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Page 2

This is how we assess some of the more important areas of the REA.

In the case of delay and delay-related costs, we can see no basis
for a significant difference as to either the facts or entitlement in this area.

In the case of interest costs, we have taken into account the
applicability of the DPC you have cited as relevant here; however, it should
be recognized that non-recoverability of interest reinforces the Government's
duty to arrive at a prompt settlement, or make provisional payments.

In the area of unsuitable data, we consider the increase in scope of
work represented by the weight changes that have taken place from the
dovernment-Furnished Contract Design Weight Estimate to be clearly a
matter of Government-responsibility and readily quantifiable as shown in the
recent EB weight presentation. Concerning the complexity portion of the
unsuitable data area, we consider that the engineering presentations by
EB clearly establish substantial Government liability in areas other than
pipehangers and foundations, which were already acknowledged by the Navy.

Material escalation has been recognized as an area of
Government liability, the only difference between the parties being the
appropriate measure of the amount. Electric Boat still considers that it is
entitled to recover for this item on the basis of the phasing of the material
escalation table in the contract. However, we also feel that we can reach
a reasonable resolution on the basis that the Navy has preferred to use, and
we have taken this into consideration in our offer.

Disruption, although a significant element of the REA, has not been
discussed at any great length. As we understand it, the Navy has said that
because the quantum has not been specifically "proved" that they should
reject the entire item, even though it has acknowledged that events such as
those which have occurred in the 688 program inevitably cause disruption.
Though real and costly, disruption by its very nature is difficult to prove,
especially in a forward pricing situation. Once returned costs of a ship or
contract are available, the quantitative effects of disruption become much more
readily apparent. We therefore differ with the Navy's position on disruption
and consider that the use of a factor, based on prior experience with the
effects of disruption on the cost of construction of nuclear submarines, is
an appropriate way, and perhaps the most meaningful way, of quantifying
disruption costs under forward pricing conditions.

Mr. Barton stated the following:

We need to discuss the basis of the 6E8-II claim estimate in order
to appreciate the dimensions of the potential claims.on the SSN688 Program -

This document i ntains t.de saecPts and Commercial on financial inormation of Cenorfl Wynamw, Corporation a nd is pririlep d *a Scot
deotial. It is considered exempt from discioswre nder thst prsnisions of the Freedom of Information Aol Indior othe,, aSpl~cit otanmtot,
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that we are attempting to resolve at this time. In view of the status

of the program, it is evident that the forecasts are still very much in

front of us, since only the first two ships have any substantial amount

of work accomplished on them. The Company is looking at an overrun

to the target cost in the $400, 000, 000 range and obviously the possibilities

of an overrun in excess of this amount exceed the possibilities of any

significant underrun. As you can see from the cost reports submitted

to you, we are still being quite optimistic about cost on future ships.

The reason for this is not because of any serious question regarding

the amount of work inherent in building the ships, but rather whether

or not we can achieve the level of productivity we feel is possible.

Some of the things we have in mind which would enable us to improve

out costs are the work practices improvements which the Navy is

aware of as a result of our recent union negotiations.

In order to decide the amount of the work increase of 688-II

which is attributed to Government responsibility, it was necessary to

review the situation as it existed in the Spring of 1973 when we were

preparing our estimates. The returned costs at that time in our

accounting system in the 300 through 900 accounts, which are those

accounts which reflect the scope of work, were approximately 300, 000

manhours on the 690 boat and a trifling amount on the follow ships.

We were experiencing some problems at that time, but we had attributed

them to the late data and the disruption caused by it and thought that

these problems could be overcome and would not affect the follow ships.

For this reason, if you were to look at our bid, you would note that the

688-II estimate was based on the same manhours that we had bid for

688-I. It is interesting that the Government's view of the cost picture

was not different from the Company's. During the course of the

negotiations of 688-II, the Government advised us that their estimate

for the ships was slightly less than the Company's -- I believe, 100, 000

manhours per ship less than the Company's -- and that since this

difference was not significant to the course of the negotiations, a detailed

discussion of the estimated manhours was not held.

The original delivery date for the SSN688 was August 1974.

On December 31, 1973, one month after Electric Boat contracted for the

second flight of ships, the schedule for SSN688 was extended to

February 1975 -- about a six-month extension. In February 1974, it

was igain rescheduled; this time, to June 1975. There have been two

subsequent reschedulings, and the current official delivery date is

November 1975. The Navy is recognizing about a three-month further

schedule delay, although Electric Boat Division believes that it will be

even later than that. Obviously, these continuous schedule problems

have an effect on the 688-second night.

With this background, we assessed the cost overruns on

688-II to determine how much of the cost overrun.was Government

responsible.-The-estimate was not difficult to make since there has not
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been any amount of work done on 688-II so we do not have disruption
and such things as appear in the 688-I REA. Basically, the increases
are related to the unsuitable data, scope increases which continue
from 688-I to 688-II, and also certain "ripple effect" costs which arise
because we were not able to get our production plan on 688-I under-
way as well as anticipated and certain assumptions had been made in
this regard in preparing the 688-11 estimate. The total amount estimated
to be Government responsible overruns on 688-U is $190, 000, 000.
The delay cost, that is, the pure economics of the schedule slip, is
estimated to be $60, 000, 000. The unsuitable data portion, that is, the
scope of work which is the result of the unsuitable data, is $110, 000, 000,
and the ripple effect discussed above is $20, 000, 000.

At this point, LCdr. Harshbarger asked Mr. Barton for a point
6f clarification, i. e., was Mr. Barton referring to "loss of learning"
as representing the $20 million segment as he had just mentioned.
Mr. Barton replied in the affirmative.

Mr. Gorvine stated that we do not feel that there is any serious
doubt that delay costs on the first flight contract flow directly into the
second night contract. He said that we feel that a "two contract" defense
as a legal defense would fail. In cases where the two contract defense
has been successful, the decision has hinged entirely on the facts
associated with the specific case. He cited as an example the SSN638/
SSN649 claims filed by General Dynamics, Quincy Division with the
ASBCA where the Board, although denying Quincy's cross contract
entitlement, did acknowledge that changes on one contract could give rise
to a claim on another contract under appropriate factual circumstances.
Mr. Gorvine also read a portion of a pre-trial order by the ASBCA
as quoted below:

"Instead, he /the contracting officer_ asserted
categorically that as a matter of law changes made
under Contract No. NObs-4355 could not give rise
to claims for an equitable adjustment in contract
price under Contracts Nos. -4509 and -4583 and
cited the Board's decision in Lehigh Chemicals,
ASBCA No. 8427, 1963 BCA, par. 3749, and Hicks
Corporation, ASBCA No. 10760, 66-1 BCA par.
5469, in support of this alleged rule of law. . . "

"The legal rules relied on by the contracting officer
are not correctly stated. . ."

"As to the so-called "two-contract" defense the Lehigh
and Hicks decisions merely hold that a contractor

This document ontains trade suet and commercial or financeil information of General Dynamics Corpornton end is privileged or 0our,-S-61 i,..nn . idend xemont fom disown under the ptoaiions of the Freedom of nlormation Act end/or other applicable clanutms.
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cannot recover business losses, which he

ascribes to the performance of a change, as

part of the equitable adjustment in contract price

on account of such change. But it does not follow,

conversely, that acts of the Government in the

administration of one contract (here: NObs-4355)

may not result in a constructive change, suspension

of work or excusable cause for default in respect of

other contracts (here: NObs-4509 and -4583) and a

valid claim thereunder. For examples see Valley

Forge & Car Co., ASBCA No. 1924 (1956); Aremco

Products Co., ASBCA No. 9491, 65-1 BCA par. 4572."

Mr. Gorvine also cited a recent claim settlement between

the U. S. Navy and the Avondale shipyard which included a two-contract

follow-on situation not unlike the first and second flights of 688's. In

this case, the U. S. Navy settled the claim without even xaising the two-

contract defense as a legal bar. He also noted that in the Litton

Project X appeal, presently pending before the Board and involving

cross-contract effects, the administrative law judge had made a state-

ment from the bench rejecting the argument that a two-contract situation

constituted an automatic legal bar to recovery under the second contract.

He said that it is clear to us that the second contract defense would not

prevail under the facts of this case.

With respect to unsuitable data, Mr. Gorvine stated that the

Navy had previously mentioned that when Electric Boat bid the second

flight it knew, or should have known, the circumstances pertaining

to the unsuitable data and therefore assumed the risk. He pointed out

that, while Electric Boat was aware of some of the problems, which it

was attributing to late design information and which it thought would be

solved before the second flight, Electric Boat could not have known the

magnitude of these problems and their effect on cost. He stated that

the Navy itself presumably did not know the extent of these problems

because the Navy's own estimate of manhours per ship, as discussed

in the second night negotiations, was 100, 000 less than Electric

Boat Divisions. Mr. Gorvine stated that this was an important

consideration because the Navy, as over-all manager of the entire

SSN Class program, had superior knowledge concerning the status of

the program as a whole and would have known of any significant future

problems likely to develop on the 688 Class if anyone could reasonably

have known. Despite this superior knowledge the Navy itself apparently

did not foresee, any more than did Electric Boat, the magnitude of the

problems of unsuitable data which would subsequently develop. Mr.

Gorvine further added that, if the facts should disclose that the Navy,
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with its superior knowledge of the status of the SSN688 Class program,actually did know of the magnitude of the unsuitable data problems butfailed to make this knowledge known to Electric Boat prior toestablishment of the contract price, and even negotiated Electric Boat'sproposed price downward, we were convinced that such a circumstancewould give rise to a significant liability on the part of the Navy.

At this point Mr. Gorvine summarized what he had alreadysaid regarding the two-contract defense as a legal bar-to-recovery -on the second flight contract and regarding the question of ElectricBoat's assumption of risk with respect to the unsuitable data as aresult of our having known the situation pertaining to the unsuitabledata at the time of the second flight contract. He expressed a strongbelief that we would prevail on both of these issues in a litigationbefore the ASBCA or the Court of Claims. He added that, while wehave struggled to confine our counter-offer within the constraintsset forth by the Navy and have therefore applied a large discountfactor for litigation risk on the second flight, we have no intentionof just giving away our rights on the second flight.

Mr. Gorvine stated that we had been talking so far aboutentitlement to an equitable adjustment under the two contracts. Henoted, however, that as part of an evaluation of the entire situation,the Navy should be aware that substantial grounds exist in our opinionfor challenging the legality of the first and second SSN688 Classcontracts and the Overhead Ceiling Agreement. At this point, LCdr.Harshbarger requested Mr. Gorvine to be more specific concerningthe basis for the challenge to legality that Mr. Gorvine had justmentioned, particularly with regard to the two 688 contracts. Mr.Gorvine replied that he did not want to elaborate on this issue in toomuch detail at this time since we hope that it does not become necessaryto pursue this course of action,but made the following comments:

1. A principal basis for challenging the legality
of both 688-1 and 688-I contracts is that the Navyfailed to comply with the Department of Defensecontract policies and requirements ultimately setforth in DOD Instruction 5000. 1. He stated that,under the requirements of DOD Instruction 5000,1,the Government should have used a cost-reimbursement
type contract in lieu of a fixed-price type contract forboth flights because the 688 Class program was at tooearly a stage of development at the time of contractaward to warrant the use of fixed-price type contracts.
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2. In the case of the 688-II contract, if the Government at

that time knew the magnitude of the problems being

encountered on the 688 Class program, and failed to

disclose its superior knowledge prior to establishment of

the contract price, this might also afford a basis for

challenging the legality of that contract.

3. With regard to the Overhead Ceiling Agreement, Mr.

Gorvine stated that the recent legal opinion from the firm

of Sellers, Connor and Cuneo concerning the interpretation

of certain provisions of the Overhead Ceiling Agreement,

had independentlyindicated the existence of serious questions

of legality. He said we had discussed this further with

outside counsel and had concluded that several bases existed

for challenging the legality of this agreementincluding

absence of consideration as one basis.

Mr. Gorvine stated that we consider Electric Boat to be

entitled to receive progress or provisional payments on account of the

additional work required, especially in view of the magnitude involved

and in view of the substantial liability which has in effect been acknowledged

by the Government. He said that we do not consider the NPD which the

Navy has cited as governing provisional payments as constituting a

regulation having the force of law or as binding upon Electric Boat. He

said that this view is reinforced by the Navy's position that interest on

borrowings to finance performance of the additional work is not

allowable and by the fact that the current negative cash flow to Electric

Boat on the 688 program is approximately $150 million. He said that

continued failure on the part of the Government to make progress or

provisional payments on account of additional work represented by the

REA might well constitute a material breach of contract on the part

of the Government. He added that Electric Boat would prefer to avoid

this question, if possible.

LCdr. Harshbarger stated at this point that he wanted to

clarify the Navy's position on provisional payments. He said that

his statements made at a previous meeting were not intended to

"pre-judge" whether Electric Boat would in fact receive provisional

payments but that he had previously mentioned the NPD requirements

that had to be complied with by Electric Boat in a request for

provisional payments. Mr. Rannenberg commented that we viewed

the NPD requirements as meaning that a company had to be close to

bankruptcy in order to obtain provisional payments and Mr. Gorvine

added that the imposition by the Navy of the NPD requirements as a---

necessary condition to thiir Iaiing provisional payments was tantamount

to a refusal to make provisional payments in Electric Boat's case.
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Mr. Barton said that he wanted to bring up the current
discussions on the Overhead Ceiling Agreement being held in Groton
between Electric Boat and the DCAA. He said that, out of a $70 million
overrun using the Government's entitlement position, DCAA's
assessment of the "value" in terms of the profit and loss effect, was
$50 million while Electric Boat's assessment is $35 million, including
the effect of the current strike. He said this Electric Boat evaluation
was the result of a detailed contract by' contract evaluation which had
just been completed and that we were satisfied that our calculations are
correct. He said that $8-10 million of the difference between the
Electric Boat assessment and the DCAA assessment was due to the
failure of DCAA to take into account ASPR disallowances - i. e. , if the
Overhead Ceiling Agreement were cancelled, ASPR allowability rules
would still apply and would affect the amounts actually paid by the
Government. The remainder of the $15 million difference may depend
largely on whether you think we will be on the 70/30 shareline on the
688-II contract. We want you to be aware of our position especially
with respect to the ASPR disallowances treatment. Mr. Rannenberg
added that we want to emphasize that we do not consider that the $50 million or the
$35 million figure represents the value of cancellation of the Overhead
Ceiling Agreement in view of the interpretation and legality questions
which have previously been discussed. LCdr. Harshbarger stated that
the final Government position on the Overhead Ceiling Agreement, including
the treatment of ASPR disallowances, will be his and not the DCAA's.
He said he may want to meet with Mr. Barton at some later time and discuss
this calculation in more detail so that he properly understands it.

Mr. Rannenberg stated that we have reduced our counter-offer
to writing in the form of a contract modification and release, as the Navy
had done with its original offer on the REA. He then proceeded to
summarize the key features of our counter-offer as follows:

1. Electric Boat would release rights under both contracts
with respect to events prior to May 1975.

2. Regarding the 688-I1 contract, there would be an adjustment
only of delivery dates.

3. There would be some relatively minor exceptions to the
release of rights.

4. The ceiling price of the 688-I contract would be
increased by $185 million.

5. The Overhead Ceiling Agreement would be cancelled
-- - -- ~ ~~~-~~-_ 5iriitIo.
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Mr. Rannenberg then handed out copies of the attached contract

modification and release identified as Draft - EB - 10/17/75.

There was then a recess of approximately one hour held at the

request of the Government so that they might review in private the

Electric Boat counter-offer. At the end of the recess LCdr.

Harshbarger returned to the meeting alone.

LCdr. Harshbarger stated that the Government understood

the various provisions of the draft release submitted by Electric Boat.

He stated that he wanted to make it clear that the Government

did not concur with all the presentations which Electric Boat had

made in the course of the meetings. He said that this was a "speech

he had to make."

LCdr. Harshbarger said that the Navy negotiating team is

"shocked" at the magnitude of Electric Boat's counter-offer. He said

he recognizes it was within the parameters but that they do not feel that

we adequately assessed the Government's responsibility for the REA

itself, the second flight and the Overhead Ceiling Agreement. From the

size of the number here, the Overhead Ceiling Agreement is assessed

by Electric Boat as a minimal liability but the Government does not

take that view.

LCdr. Harshbarger said that "shocked" is the best

way to describe how the Government views Electric Boat's counter-

offer. He said they will look at it and their first determination will have

to be whether there is any basis to continue toward settlement in a

"negotiated fashion. " He said he would get back to us as soon as he

could concerning what that assessment-is. Mr. Rannenberg asked

LCdr. Harshbarger whether we could expect to hear from him

the early part of next week and LCdr. Harshbarger said that it would

be later than that.
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o*;%ATE INFOaie1ATION

G-ENERAL DYNAMICS MEmORANCDUM

Electric Boat Division

TO: J. F. Burns D." June 11, 1976

FRO: G. G. Johnson

OIL[ HO-' 634/GGJ/76-152

SUSJICT 1 E. Plan

stltaitict.

Enclosure: (1) 1. E. Plan

I have reviewed the previously submitted Industrial Engineering

Plan and have concluded that it suffers in nany respects. 1

have, therefore, taken the opportunity in the past two weeks to

sit down and put on paper where it is I think we should begin.

My assessment of the Division's current posture - as I am sure

you have gathered - is rather pessimistic. I am further

concerned that we do not appear to be taking firm steps in

the direction of developing a comprehensive plan for improving

the situation. Perhaps if you understand my feelings in this

matter, you will understand why I occasionally permitted the

scope of Enclosure (1) to spread beyond the boundaries of

I. E.

For obvious reasons, I have not reviewed those portions of

the plan having to do with organization with any of my managers.

The question of headcount is one we should not discuss until

we have settled some of the questions on function.

C. G. Johnson
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INDUSTRIAL rNGINIERING PLAN

1.0 Context

In assembling a plan for the use of resources within the Industrial
Engineering Department, certain -givens were defi1bed. These "givens"
provide guidance in setting directions for I.E. and establish very
real constraints upon the alternatives considered.

1.1.0 Division Manhour Comnitment

ff 14kl The Division has established a Cost-at-Completion connitment of 31,000,200
manhours on 688-1. This comnitment is both unrealistic and unachievable.

-v A continuation of performance at its historical levels (156* including
- supervision) will result In a final contract cost (excluding contract

changes) of 36,684,000 manhours. (See Exhibit 1)

The existence of planned objectives implies the existence of a process
of measurement against those objectives. Measurement of Division
performance against a baseline of 31 million hours is tantamount to no
measurement at all. Worse, the cynicism bred by constant reference
made to an unachievable target poses the risk of worse, not better
performance.

1.2.0 Division Schedule Comnitment

To the extent that 'the schedule' serves as a device for concunicating
with the customer, it may-or may not be effective. To the extent that
it serves as a baseline for driving the production plan, it is inadequate.
The mere fact of the existence of some ten to twelve thousand B/M delinquen-
cies should be evidence enough that the baseline is not useful. To the
extent that resources are conmmitted and expended in pursuit of unachievable
goals, they ae expended in vain.
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1.3.0 Manaoement Acceptance of Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineeringas it is currently organizedis a 'staff

function with an advisory role. Effectiveness in such a role derives

in no small measure from strong management support. as well as frz-

competent engineering and diligent follow through. Support fror.

management has been conspicious by its absence in the past. Facia

with severe and continuing pressure for cost and schedule improve-ent,

management has tended to turn to those with 'line authority" and W.ho

appear to be in a position to direct changes.

/ Despite the literally hundreds of studies, plans and recommendations

made by Industrial Engineering (and others), the Division continues

to conduct business as usual. Business as usual means:

e 688-1 costs are put of control

* key event schedules continue to

e Special Property is still uncontrolled

I/ e the Division has two separate cost accounting systems

> * the Division has two separate progressing systems

a shipyard manning is poorly matched with available work

* material doesn't appear on schedule

* the trades work partials and out of sequence

e there are still no valid measures of the capacity of the
shipyard (1) to perform work, (2) to utilize machines, (3)
to employ people - _ _ _ _-

b * tedata processino costs are up; service is down

* there are major discrepancies in the production plan between
key events and feeder detaels

* work occurs before or in spite of the paper issue date

* etc. CogtRcIMBL
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2.0 Objectives of I.E. Plan

It is critically important, in view of the foregoing, that I.E.
negotiate or be assigned objectives which are both relevant and
achievable. For example, the simple objective of cost reduction
is irrelevant so long as a valid baseline for its measurement is
absent. Such global objectives also lead to a diffusion of effortsimply because they are too broadly stated. Industrial Engineering
can make contributions in three areas, given that Division objectives
are stated realistically:

2.1.0 Produce, for the Divisi0n, a realistic cost performance baseline.

This objective involves both the definition of initial parameters
(values) and establishment of a mechanism for maintaining the cost
performance baseline on 688-1.

2.2.0 Continue to perform assigned or chartered production support functions
within assigned budoets.

This objective recognizes that approximately 2/3 of the personnel
assigned to the department perform routine 'service" functions.

2.3.0 Pursue oportunities for major. srecific cost-reductions.

In meeting this objective, Industrial Engineering can pursue both
the Division's commitment and its own need to establish a clear,
vigorous identity. To qualify under this heading, opportunities
must be identifiable in advance and their resolution consistent
with other Division objectives.

(The Business Systems Applications Review - expected to result in
the development of a 1977 data processing plan - serves as a useful
aodel. Otlfer similar opportunities can be identified in advance.)
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2.4.0 Upgrade Qualifications of Personnel

Of the 286 personnel assigned, 133 (47.) hold degrees; breakdown

is as follows:

BSIE - 39

MSIE - 8

Other BSE - 37

Other MSE - 0

Partly for historical reasons and partly as a result of development

policies over the past few years, the I.E. degrees tend to be con-

centrated among younger, more recently hired persons. An upgrade

in the capabilities can and should be taken in conjunction with a

general headcount reduction.
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

(6/10/76)

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 39 7 1 47

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING a 2 1n

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 16 5 21

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 4 6 1 1 12

MANAGEMENT 2 1 3

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 5 1 6

ENGINEERING MANAGEYENT 1 1 2

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION 4 4

INDUSTRIAL SUPERVISION 1 1

INDUSTRIAL ENGR. TECHNOLOGY 1 1

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 2 2

ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 1 I

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 1 1

CIVIL ENGINEERING 2 : . 2

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1 1

NAUTICAL ENGINEERING 1 I 1

MARINE ENGINEERING 2 r- c 2

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 1 -j it 1 2

AEROSPACE DESIGN , 1 1

ENGINEERING PHYSICS 1 1

MATHEMATICS 2 2

ACCOUNTING 1 _ = 1

MARKETING 1 ;2'- 1

FOREIGN LANGUAGE 1 c 1

FORESTRY 1 v 1

GENERAL SCIENCE 1 = 1

PHILOSOPHY 1 1

PSYCHOLOGY . 1 1

SOCIOLOGY 1 1

ENGLISH 1 1

EDUCATION 1 1

TOTALS 104 16 2 11 13

53-461 0 - 87 -3

BS I rs PhD I_____ ____ _____ ____ ___ I __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ASSOC . T T L
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3.0 Problem Statement

The Division's major problem can be factored into four elements.

The Division's major problem is excess cost.

3.1.0 Continuino Cost overruns in direct production work

Performance to date is 156: to the standard. Performance since tpe
strike is averaging only slightly less (Exhibit 2). Efforts tC'a±rs
a continuing improvement continue to be plagued by every imaginable

obstruction:

late paper
rework

plan revisions
lack of material

out of sequence work

poor methods
inadequate supervi sion
lost material

unskilled labor

etc.
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3.2.0 Excess cost of production support personnel

Production support costs continue to run at what are judged to be
excessively hiah levels. There are currently 3228' supervising,
indirect, and direct production support personnel for 10,307 direct
production personnel (Groton and Quonset). The vast majority of these

are directly involved in the planning and control of production work.

Production planning is a highly labor intensive process characterized
by 'do it the way we did last time planning' and 'let's get all the
delinquencies out at a meeting' control. Substantial quantities of
paper are p4Oduced vet many of the trades maintain supplementary

detailed planning and control systems of their own.

-Planning, Production Planning, Industrial Engineering and Operations
supervision.
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Industrial Engineering is viewed largely as an organization whose

chief purpose It is to place someone on report. Industrial Engineer-

ing admittedly wastes a great deal of time and money:

_e wondering what its role is
so defending its existence

.e devising methods to compensate for unplanned production
evolutions (torpedo sleeves SSII 701, machinery alignment
on 696, etc.)

-e gathering information.

3.3.0 Excessive backlog of material

- _.-~' The Division recently-leased a modern, high utilization warehouse.

cv' "_' his event was a testimony to the fact that:

aJ.* l. >. > we have a lot of the wrong material
e we don't plan and control our storage space effectively.

Excess material generates three types of excess costs:

e '8N" costs - in-process stowage so jammed that the material gets
lost - for awhile

e 'Waterford Warehouse" costs - the raw cost (excluding
investment) of storage

Lv v '..... '.... >es"multiple manufacturing" costs - excess investment and
storage costs of uncoded material we made to save money.
(See Exhibit 3)

3.4.0 Manasement Systems and Information Costs

The most obvious symbol of excess cost in this area is the computer.
The computer Is blamed for everything from lost material to chipped

paint. It is generallyacknowledgedto be out of control.

More pernicious, if only because it is less obvious, is the excess

cost associated with the tangle of manual systems supported by the

Division. The sheer manual xff't ,'qo'irvd fin enamole to clear a
reiectninn e-i,,,t * 4^^ i' material finn itc recrrded end

use is enormous.
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4.0 Issues for too tananement

The effort required to gain control of costs in the Division must be

a joint effort involving top management as well as operating manage.

gent. In order for management in general to perform its tasks. top

management must release the artificial but real constracite nd-r

which the Division attem2tL to plan and control iW*ork. At this

point. top management must then re-establish a new and more promising

set of 'givens' or objectives which can be translated into more

efficient and effective operations.

4.1.0 Schedule

There are a number of interrelated actions which should be taken in

connection with the schedule (See Exhibit 4). The current practice

is that the schedule drives a number of the Division's key operating

systems. To the extent that the schedule is unrealistic or one of

the several operating systems (e.g. production control) does not

follow the schedule, the smooth functioning of the overall system

is destroyed.

Management should direct the implementation of an operating schedule

to drive the several operating subsystems in a coordinated fashion.

Variances between the operating schedule and the 'official" schedule

should be summarized and reported so that a true schedule baseline

is maintained and tracked. All "recovery plans' (plans designed to

'recover' the official schedule) should be made explicit and formally

incorporated into the operating schedule. All operating subsystems

should be driven by the operating schedule.

4.2.0 Orqanization

Recent organizational changes have created a vacuum of purpose.

Although itis recognized that certain changes were made in con-

junction with management changes nonetheless there remain a number

of unresolved organization issues : DDCET ttIlS TTADE StRTs AND cc''L¶E'~,L
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4.2.5.0 Directors in General

There are too many people reporting to the General Manager. This
is a direct indication that top management does not articulate its
own priorities.

4.3.0 Operating Philosophy
* A.

The key issue facing the Division follows directly the answer to

one simple question:
a Does the Division formally recognize that whatever

it is it is doing, there has to be a better way?

If the answer to the above is 'yes", then the key issue demanding
management's attention is the initiation and management of change.

There are many factors in the local environment and in the way we

do business which combine to produce a natural resistance to change
besides plain old human nature:

so 55 acres on the side of the river - means that facility
changes tend to be marginal compromises

sa formal separation of "engineering" and "production"
reinforces image on production side that engineering
won't work when it comes to ship construction

-. historically fluctuating employment levels - the
feeling among blue collar and white collar workers
that this is just a place to work

\o adverse planning economies - at any particular point in
time, the marginal economics of altering the way we do
business generally appear unfavorable - it's easier to
continue past practices because people remember them, they
appear to have worked, and there is never any direction to
the contrary.

4
i * a lesitinste fear in top management that - if called upon -

7 webculdn't write down all the chines resuired to build a

\. a management development process that staffs the production
support areas with ex-trades personnel thereby solidifying
further the old way
an "organizational" perspective on problems which leads to
organization changes but few changes in the things people do.
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4.4.0 Dealing with the Customer

The fact that we have only one customer seems to blind us to the

fact that he has only one E.B. As a consequence, we appear willing

to take a loss on each boat in the hopes that we can make it up in

volume.
a p.

Our compliant attitudes towards customer generated needs has

caused us to:

a start construction before the design is stable

a accept multiple changes to that design after construction
is well along

a design operating control systems which soothe the customer
but do not necessarily lead to profitable operations

* produce an organization structure which is unmanageable

a deal with problems in a piecemeal fashion

- kid ourselves, more often than not.

A clear, unequivocal, written policy on customer relations would be

a tonic to the Division. The policy might mention that:

* ES is a division of a profit-seeking commercial enterprise

acustomer 'engagement" hereafter will be severally
J restricted to legitimate. contracturally required

incursions.

4.5.0 Management Information

Division top management currently receives status information on a

rather 'hit-or-miss' basis due to a lack of reporting discipline.

Related, but uncoordinated, bits of data arrive in varied format,

detail and frequency. Essential messages or requirements for executive

action are not readily discernible. Information in conflict, which

should be resolved at lower levels, arrives unresolved. Top manage-

ment 1 left W.,, *I. 'ttSc nf sorting the important from the unim-

portant, the-xecutive decision items from the ourelv informational

items, etc. M M
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Required to overcome this is a clear statement of Division

objectives, the development and acceptance of a plan in support

of those objectives, the assignment of organizational respon-

sibility for accomplishing pieces of the plan and a set of ineasures
which track to the plan.
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5.0 Industrial Engineering Contributions

Industrial Engineering employs resources (personnel. financial and capital)

in support of two broad areas of activity:

* routine. reasonably well-defined tasks in support
of either the production process or the planning
and control process

e emergent work activities - generally special
studies or projects - which require industrial
engineering technical input or are relative to
basic industrial engineering functions.

This plan makes explicit the distinctions between the two kinds of

activities much in the way that an automobile owner makes a distinc-

tion between wheel bearings and pin stripes. The forcer is necessary

just to make the car go. The latter is an extra which may or may nco

increase the value of the car.
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5.1.0 Chartered Industrial Enqineerinq Service Activities

FUNCTION

Cost Performance Reporting - various

Cost Variance Analysis -

Earned Value Input
Baseline Maintenance

Activity Sampling

Standards Development

Systems and Procedures

Data Systems Control
Handling/Storage Engineering

Facilities/Equipment Engineering

Shipyard Processes
Shipyard Standard Procedures

Producibility Review (TRIDENT)

Tool Design

Transportation Engineering

Tool Engineering

393 Clerical/Staff

Clerical (various)

<.

I

HEADCOUNT

Current Possible

20 -10 ;
6

20 -10

S

2
4 -8

13

3

8
13

12

8

14

23

5

13

12

10

191

5.2.0 Contributions towards reducinq cost overruns in direct oroductinn

work

5.2.1.0 Required Outcomes

a Increase, substantially, the level of "material availability"
for installation work.

1. adopt valid schedule baseline to preclude using scarce
,.Capacity to produce ahead of real need date

2. increase emphasis on real delinquencies.
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2.
635 3.

4.
5.
6.

676 7 7.

17.

18.
12.

393 l13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
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5.2.1.0 Requifed Outcomes (Continued)

a Establish a valid configuration for 688 Class construction.
Develop a mechanism to identify and classify emergent work
at the wet dock areas to improve performance visibility and
to provide quicker and more reliable justification for contract
improvements.

a Establish a Division-wide policy that wook.will be completed
by the production area to which it is assigned. Conduct a
program to reduce the number of DWO-type work transfers.

* Upgrade substantially the level and professionalism of in-
process inspection. Strive to eliminate the shipment of
bent decks, tanks with reversed members, frames without
chamfers, etc. that are the cause of substantial amounts of
rework in the installation areas.

* Establish clear lines of authority and responsibility for
cost and schedule performance within the Operations Depart-
ment.

5.2.2.0 Specific Industrial Engineering Tasks

A Spotlight Cost Improvement

e Develop an ongoing prioritized list of specific shipyard
tasks to be engineered for improvenent. Tasks to be
selected and assigned priority on the basis of past budget
performance and hours required, (i.e., a 2.000 hour task
running 200: of budget would be investigated prior to a 1,000
hour job running llOS of budget).

- Focus Industrial Engineering talent to the areas which
which have the most potential return

- Develop a group of production engineers with the capa-
bility to optimize the methods, tooling and produci-
bility of individual shipyard tasks.

r Identify and categorize root causes of cost performance
variances THIS DCO.':'ENT CONTAI[S TRACE SECRETS AND COMMERCIAL
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e Identify next similar job in sequence and define conditions
required for cost improvement. Identify responsibilities to
assure conditions are met. Track comnitments.
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Spotlight Cost Improvement (Continued)

a Accumulate variances as a basis for identifying generic
production support, training, supervision kinds of
problems on a broader basis.

Contributions:

e Direct cost reduction possibilities through formalized
capture of experience and transfer of experience to
downstream tasks ("learning").

a Establish a basis for continuing upgrade of production
support functions.

* Direct, hands-on application of Industrial Engineering
skills.

A Site Producibility Project

a Form a producibility team in the specialized areas of
mechanical, structural, piping and electrical whose
task would be to review the work at the S8G Site
periodically.

|- Convert available information from the S8G Site
into factual changes for use on the TRIDENT ship.

| - Cheek current issued and preliminary drawings
against actual utilization of these drawings at
the S86 Site. Recommend appropriate drawing
changes.

Establish a schedule, using key events and other
important construction phases, to determine the
most advantageous time to conduct trips to the
S8G Site.

Contributions:

e Avoid reinventing the wheel in the development of tools,
methods, layout and sequences.

* Capture 'learning' aspects of site experience.

e Cost avoidance opportunities by not repeating
unforseen problems.
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A Special Property and Major Tooling UtiliZation

* Evaluate utilization, handling. storage and disposition
of Division Special Property and Major Tooling items.

* _Conduct post-acquisition audit of economic benefits
~~~~eo~ ~~~~r

a Evaluate design in field areas.

* Develop a special property control system.

* Initiate disposal of underutilized special property
and major tooling.

Contributions:

* Establish a more cost effective set of criteria in
connection with the justification and acquisition
of special tooling.

* Decreased cost of special property/major tooling
through follow-up reporting and control.

* Improved utilization through control reporting and
identification to user.-

Establish a Shipyard 'Problem Central" CZ

* Set up an office and a small staff to handle shipyard
initiated problems/questions.

* Establish a mechanism for recording, summarizing, and
following up on inquiries.

Contributions:

* Reduce confusion existing among shipyard personnel
in connection with the appropriate production support
department to call for assistance.

e Improve the responsiveness of the production support
operations in a constructive fashion.

A Area Manlea'dinQ

* Establish on a production area basis the requirements
for Production Control to meet its detailed manpower
planning objectivesTHs oOCUItENTaCONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMAMERCIAL
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Area Manloading (Continued)

* Develop for each production area the approach and
detailed procedures required to develop an area man-
load plan.

* Identify software requirements necessary tosupport
manloading.

e Produce for each production area a Manload Procedure
(or its equivalent).

Contributions:

* Reorient Division manpower control policies in the
direction of applying manpower to schedule availabilities
rather than to the schedule in the absence of available
material.

* Reduce excess cost created by the presence of scheduled U

manpower over and above material availabilities.

Revise Operations D8S/WBS 'd-.

* Establish on behalf of the Operations Director a revised SY
OBS/WBS structure. '-'?

oR5
* Establish a simplified OBS coding structure consistent

with a revised Operations Department organization
structure as a basis for sorting cost and schedule
performance reports. Recode data processing files as t .
appropriate.

e Initiate revisions to the Management Account Dictionary c -
to simplify the collection of cost and schedule control
information.

- devise a mechanism for 'capturing such revisions
on issued work packages.

- implement a crosscharge reporting mechanism. °r _

Contributions:

* Establish clear lines of authority and responsibility
within Operations.

* Provide a uniform basis for the possible application
of C/SCSC to 688-1.

s Reduce the complexity and cost of the Shipyard Direct
Labor Cost Control System.
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A Trade Entry-Level Training Requirements

e Establish baseline skill level requirements by trade
department.

e Translate requirements into specific and measurable
training objectives. ,

* Establish a program for measuring the impact of entry
level training programs in terms of baseline skill
level requirements.

Contributions:
! ^-

* Improved control and assignment of entry-level trades B o g 1
personnel resulting from the creation of uniform entry. O .
level skills. .

* Improved utilization of educational resources through C.

better definition of a broader range of entry level '
requirements. -

Area Industrial Enoineerino Support

a Assign to each iajor production area a specific
Industrial Engineer to coordinate delivery of I.E.
support and preparation of requests for support. F

a Assist trade management in the development and -;
coordination of area productivity improvement plans. 3

Contributions:

e Reduce demands upon trade manager to coordinate
production support.

e Provide initiative for direct productivity improvement.

5.3.0 Contributions towards reducinQ cost overruns in production support
areas

5.3.1.0 Required Outcomes

Conidct a zero-base budget review of each production support
II area, function by function.

e Redefine functions and responsibilities of production support
areas so as to provide a baseline for a more objective assess-
ment of their performance.
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RequIred Outcomes (Continued)

* Upgrade the Division's non-operations people cost control
system. Provide consistency within the CTC. budget ledger ,
and headcountbudgatts. -_ .

* Identify opportunities to achieve substantial cost reductions
within production support areas by: *,-

1. simplifying the production planning process;
2. reducing the manual component of reporting systems; and
3. adopting a valid schedule baseline.

5.3.2.0 Specific Industrial Engineerino Tasks

A Materials Requirements Planning

* Establish a time-phased plan for the implementation of
integrated materials management to include:

7 Materials Requirements Planning
A Parts Numbering System

f Inventory Control

t Usage Controls

f Materials Accounting
t Automatic Requisitioning and Staging

* Materials Handling Planning
f Material Control Reporting

e Establish a baseline systems definition; identify loss
functions; control points and codify operating decision
rules.

e Establish overall requirements framework from design to
inspection of finished item. Assess probable impact of
design/specification changes on stability of material
baseline.

* Establish process requirements of materials planning/
sourcing/acquisition/control/disposition.

* Establish informat1on/reporting requirements and perfor-
mance objectives. Initiate data processing plan changes.

* Establish detailed implementation plan.
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Contributions:

* Reduction in Division inventory levels.

e More explicit and cost effective make/buy decisions.

* Reduction in Operations Department costs.eapended in
working around material shortages.

a Reduction in the number of personnel supporting Procurement.
Production Planning. Production Control and Katerial Control.

a More profitable cash flows.

e Reduction in materials handling costs.

* Increased manufacturing economics through the selected
application of group classification and scheduling
technologies.

* Reduction in capital requirements.

A Kanufacturinq Planning

Review the Division's current approach and practices in connection
with the planning of manufacturing work. Review production paper
coding practices, methods employed for the assignment of work to
production area, the application of production methods and production
support requirements to work paper, the role of work paper as an
accounting and material collection practice, etc. Review the process
of developing B/M paper and its role in planning and controlling pro-
duction in the manufacturing areas and its role in providing group
available material.

* Determine the imnact of Dhysically distinct manufacturing
locations upon the Division's traditional Dractices

M3 coiTAINS TRADSt~tsC~ETS AND COMMERCIA
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' e Clarify the relationships between Groton and Quonset
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* Devise more Cost effective approach to the development of
manufacturing paper.
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Contributions:

e Reduced cost of 'production support".

* Improved loading of manufacturing areas leading to
more stable production and reduced cost.

* Improved cost/schedule control In manufaityring.

* Improved material availability leading to reduced
installation costs.

A Ship Construction Methods Engineering

Conduct a comprehensive review of Division activities responsible
for the engineering and design of ship assembly techniques. These
include, but are not limited to, Construction Engineering, Production
Services, Production Engineering (Endloading), NC&E, Ship Assembly
Engineering and Planning.

e Determine departments originating requests for services,
schedules and events driving the support level of
activities.

e Establish a production event construction schedule
identifying requirements for engineered support.

* Identify established construction techniques and
formulate necessary approval channels for departure
requests from the established methods.

Contributions:

* Eliminate redundant methods, planning and engineering
activities.

* Avoid conflicting schedules and priorities through
elimination of parallel management.

a Consolidate technical support skills and needed
expertise.

* Avoid conflict of work operations caused by incompatible
tooling interfaces.

a Es; blish single point responsibility for cost and schedule
performance for engineered moves required during ship
assembly.
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A Ybna*ennnt Manual Umproverugst Proaam

* Consolidate Standard Practices.

* Reorganize Management Manual to align with DivisiOn
major management decision areas.

* Integrate OC/FR Functional Responsibilitiei with
Standard Practice activity requirements. Eliminate
conflicts between "charter" (form) and action
(substance).

e Integration of Standard Practice versus departmental
instruction requirements.

* Establish criteria for procedures audit, surveillance
and control program.

* Reduce level of resources required for SP maintenance
and upkeep by 5O', thereby providing more resources
for systems analysis and systems cost reduction efforts.

Contributions:

e Direct cost savings in Procedures group.

a Streamlined library of Division reference documents.

* Establish basis for extending uniformity throughout
list of "verbatum compliance" documents.

5.4.0 Contributions towards reducinq backlog of in-process material

5.4.1.0 Required Outcomes

e Identify, status entire in-process backlog. Define work
remaining on backlog, estimate earliest co.mpletion dates
based upon ideal mix of offload/in-plant facilities.

a Initiate offload programs as required to minimize in-process
delays once material is available for work. Assure priority
assignment of available resources to delinquent work.

* Upgrade existing production planning and control systems
to assure adequate visibility is provided to potential
future problems and to provide for more cost effective
local scheduling and statusing procedures.
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5.4.2.0 Specific Industrial EnQineerinQ Tasks

A Manufacturing Capacity Analysis

Establish and promulgate capacities for production areas at
Groton, Quonset. Avenel. Canadair.

c Formally determine preferred capabilities.

* Determine currently assigned work profile over time.

c Determine most appropriate measure(s) of capacity
for each area.

: _§ a* Use measure to determine and state effective production
capacities.

5, . EcDevelop appropriate measures for reporting capacity
utilization (current plan, current actual, forecast).

F, Z -Contributions:

LP - 5 C .u Establish Division manufacturing capacity baseline.

**- .. Upgrade basis for initial make/buy decisions and

.? 5 => ¢ follow-up tracking.

7-- --Z .* Provide Production Planning/Control with framework

_- for more cost effective assignment of B/M work.

- ., * > cEstablish basis for possible integrated materials
requirements planning.

D Provide Production Control with ceiling for area

A~ O < O -xplanning, manloading, offload.
O, Z5 oZ'

A Machine Shop Production Control System

Establish upgraded production control system in the Machine Shop.

c Formally assess factors leading to recent excessive
growth of backlog and work-In-process in the Machine
Shop.

c Determine causes for low or improper utilization of
current 3P system.

c Modify as required current production control system to:

- update detailed schedule/dispatch priorities to
reflect actual (as opposed to Master Schedule)
conditions.

- reduce necessity of physically staging in-process
work on the floor.
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- calculate and distribute a comprehensive ECD listing.
- provide visibility for work not physically within the

shop (feeder material).
- provide machine/work center schedules and forecasts

for manloading.

* Establish an integrated production control'program to
include organizational statements of responsibility,
operating procedures, interface with Operations, etc.

Contributions:

a Reduce in-process inventory levels on the floor leading
directly to a reduction in throughput span times.

e Reduce the uncertainty involved with installation
planning by providing higher confidence ECD's.

e Reduce costs of Machine Shop work through improved
manpower/workload balance.

a Improved schedule control through earlier and more
* accurate identification of local, short-term overloads;

Z ° more flexible and responsive offload.

w ° -O u Consumable Materials Control

S ' a ' * Establish a permanent management system for review and
S -6 control of expenditures.

->= 1>_m a Identify and implement improved budgeting, ordering and
requirements planning policies and procedures.

S5 -O ., a e Increase management awareness and cost consciousness in
the area of consumable materials.

- LD * Provide the measurements and tracking mechanisms for the
realization of S2 million cost reduction by the end of 1977.

Contributions:

E -t.-Y * a Direct cost reduction of $2 million.

X °'°f QkWaterfront-Space Utilization

e Conduct a detailed survey of the current utilization of
all waterfront space (including floating facilities).

a Establish criteria for planning future utilization which
makes appropriate cost/benefit tradeoffs among people
needs, material storage needs, and production work
area needs.
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Waterfront Space Utilization(Continued)

a Develop a detailed three-year plan for waterfront space
utilization and upgrade.

* Integrate plan with 1977/1978 Capital Budgets.

Contributions:

e Permit the efficient staging of Iaterials and support
services in support of outfitting during 1978 (7 ships).

* Obtain economics in service material support of out-
fitting - consolidate storage and issue points - reduce
costs.

a Establish a basis and initiative for the subsequent
development of an 'outfitting and test" area plan to
coordinate delivery of software, consolidation of
service requirements, reduction in trade planning
support requirements, reduction in the cost of
level-of-effort services.

A Integrated Capital Budget

a Identify capital expenditures required in the production
and production support areas which directly affect:
- lower production costs
- increased efficiency of material storage.
- special property/tooling utilization and control.

a Establish engineering-based economic justification in
support of cost reduction capital proposals.

e Establish a comprehensive and integrated capital
expenditure planjfor production/production support
departments.

Contributions:

* Eliminate redundancy in the capital request/justification
circuit.

e Reece span time in development of capital plan.

e Upgrade impact of capital expenditures from year to year
in terms of satisfying some positive, longer term objectives.

THIS DOCUWENT CONTAINS TRAnE SECRETS AND COMMERCIAL
OR Fl.A!:(.'L P'F :T:C or GE:'ERA DY'A'ICS CO:.PORATION
ANDI'P .'C: !.'' FWL.IT IS CC-.S'3E.'
VE..'P .: 5 :. r E fEEDOM
OF 1. F..;'T,r .Al* . . C;..E. :-i I E :-T:,E.. IT
IS SUi..':Tli, O.. ;. E.; .il.u; T.00 I:S CO'.4E'.IS WILL NOT
E.E L E;'- W'NiC.T PMiOR WRITIEN N3TN;E TO GENERAL
DAMU;S C;;:.P;?ATIN.
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5.5.0 Contributions towardIs reducing the cost of management systems

5.5.1.0 Required Outcomes

e Establish a Business System Control Boardwith overall
responsibility for the Division's data processing
planning and control. .

a Establish a comprehensive and integrated plan for the
expenditure of resources on business systems data
processing.

* Establish formal procedures for the reporting and
control of business systems data processing.

e On-going functional review of Division operating systems.

* Speedy corrections of 7000.2 validation deficiencies.

5.5.2.0 Specific Industrial Engineering Tasks
Data Processing Applications Review
Conduct a review of data processing utilization in all production
and production support areas. Identify major data processing
applications and their actual/potential impact upon the efficiency

* and effectiveness of key management decisions. Identify, by
* 8 eapplications area, cost reductions to be implemented, needs not

being addressed and consolidations which are desirable.

* Define a data systems baseline for the Division.

* Evaluate the magnitude and variability of "controllable'
t ,._ -. an data processing expenditures.

* Consolidate data processing applications.

* Provide visibility to top management of data processing
a expenditures.

* Identify manager and responsibilities for data processing
expenditures.

e Establish a Division Data Processing Plan and a mechaniso
___°Bx for tracking and controlling ongoing and proposed data

processing expenditures.

Contributions:

* Increased effectiveness in the expenditure of what amounts
to an annual fixed charge for data processing services.

a Improved control over continuing expenditures for develop-
ment efforts through:
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- specific assignments of responsibility.

- the existence (upon completion) of a plan fmr
business systems data processing.

s_ clear definition of the jlnterfa~c bcje9f te..-
Division-and DSSiEDSC. -

DODI 7000.2 Implementation

* Simplify the Division's current approach to C/SCS
implementation by:

- reducing the complexity of the current systems design

- integrating the criteria of DOD] 7000.2 into the
Division's basic control systems.

a Establish criteria and procedures for continuing systems
audit. surveillance and maintenance.

Contributions:

e Provide a basis for a single facility-wide cost and
schedule control system leading to:

- reduced system costs
- improved control.

A Data Processing Paper Drive

e Review hard copy reports issued by DSS.

- = * Identify commonalities and possibilities for distribution
to multiple users.

- - za e Redefine user requirements and DSS distribution to eliminate
reports.

c ° 8 Contributions:

_ Eliminate duplicate and excessive computer output.

'Increase management awareness of data processing costs.

_ Reduce overload of computer output requirements placed
3 X = on the Eastern Data Center.

C?
eSurface opportunities for sharing of data, consolidation

si K of reports, reduction in frequency of computer printout
orders.

s *2 a e Direct cost savings.
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5.6.0 Contributions towards general I.E. objectives

5.6.1.0 Required Outcomes

e Define clearly routine requirements expected of
Industrial Engineering in connection with:

- performance reporting * A.

- tooling design, engineering and control

- methods determination

- capital plan development

- systems analysis and design

- 7000.2 support

- general support activities

e Define management expectations in connection with the
maintenance of an on-going level of effort devoted to
general cost improvement activities.

e Define management expectations in connection with:

- headcount reduction

- personnel upgrade/improvement

5.6.2.0 Specific Industrial Engineering Tasks

A Reallocation of Resources

= , e* Reorganize for more efficient delivery of support.

. Reduce overall headcount.

> °* I Establish criteria for upgrade of Management Systems
0 ~ " 5 v -Ofunction.

° ' _, *~S'' * eUpgrade general skill levels by combination of headcount

reduction and selective hiring.

- * S C- t a Establish formal project control system to assure
-. - a competent delivery of productivity improvements and

vigorous follow-up

E. '7. 12ntributions:

' . ~' ; , O¢ ° * Establish a stable I.E. charter.

_ . ~ , _ .- - .a eEliminate overlapping responsibilities.

* Establish a valid basis for measuring I.E. contributions
_ c -C D a- to Division objectives.
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CANADAIR

CONRAD KUNZE
G~t L .v[._W^Wt 0PS~s10 ............... June 4, 1975!

Dear David:

After much thought, I am writing you about the problems at

Electric Boat. For more than two years I had been hearing
of developing difficulties in the Shipyard. Until you sent

the team back on April 28, with a second assignment, the
difficulties seemed to be more rumor than fact. After a
week of digging I was most shocked at the depth of the
problem.

The organization recommendations the team made for Planning,
Manufacturing Control and Industrial Engineering would help

make Shipyard support more timely and effective, but the

Electric Boat problems are more serious than indicated by
our recommendations.

i The cost-to-complete forecast of Shipyard hours of 27,500,000

is understated. With present operation productivity a cost-

to-complete of 34,500,000 hours appears more probable. Assuming

the improvements to meet 34,500,000 hours for the seven ship

program the cost curve will project a high hour situation into

the eleven ship program where an overrun in excess of 10,000,000
hours is likely.

The approach being taken of slow, incremental improvements is,

in my opinion, wrong. When performance is as bad as it now is

major step improvements should be possible. The direct labour
budgets can be met and courses of required actions necessary
for bringing the Shipyard to budget immediately should be
instituted.

RECEIVED

- - - OFFICE O

- - - __ THE CHAIRMAN!

Tlim dec*aom ts m;s ted.mesd s.mmm rcW o, financIa inforaftio f Gdenanl Oammis Csertio tad is PrivRled an COGS

nniat. It 6is "aidend ezempt htam diow" Under the prtonns of the sFndorm of .4 In i9n At sad/n ethow a8ppicsbi SItuy
-. . .. . .dn,...,. rrercis
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CANADAIR
MOltftt* Lo-ai 2 -i

In Outlining a course of action for major improvements inShipyard costs, an analysis of present management short-comings, and how they came about, is necessary.

Early in 1973 a major shift in management technique wasintroduced. There were diverse reasons for the moves thatwere made. In planning (1971-1972) for the expected heavywork load three major points were developed:

One, that, of the Shipyard management then in being,
most of the managers would be retiring about half-way
through the Trident program. Thought was given to thepossibility of putting new managers into place prior
at the start of the Trident program.

Two, that certain of the Shipyard managers, O'Neil,
Britagna, Impellitteri, were adverse to changing
their management style to that of a planned, control-
led operation.

Three, that the projected work load of 688 Class, Over-
haul and Trident would overload the most competent trademanager and that a solution to this projected difficulty
could be management by product line.

In March 1973, product line management was introduced, trademanagers were set aside, and young managers who could beexpected to have a work career throughout the life of theTrident program, and who could also be expected to acceptnew planning and control concepts, were placed in chargeof the Shipyard.

While the goals of the product line management concept werelaudable, insufficient analysis was made of what was beinglost and methods of providing for the losses were not devel-
oped.

When the trade managers, O'Neil, Britagna, Pia, Impellitteri,
Bauer and Jones were set aside, Shipyard operations lost threethings:-

"hs doc' 0t centzins trade same and co-emrial or financi inostioo sf GgeiI, DVn,,ci C ad is pni5, ,d s en, .- . .*..~ A._ No AIn, ..ad,, th. croci,-os of the Freedom at Infaifstoa Act sdls, t.t applinAis aertst,
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CANADAIR
LIIInCO zOfl~tfl - 3 -

1. Trade know-how. Planning at Electric Boat is "what to
do" with the craft trades providing the "how-to" capa-
bility. The best "how-to" capability was set aside.

2. Fairly competent management. Some of the trade managers
were mediocre managers of people, but several were quite
competent.

3. Problem solving skill. All of the set aside managers
were experts at building submarines and resolving
difficulties as they arose. This skill was completely
set aside with no replacement.

The product line managers appointed in March 1973 have, with
one exception, since been replaced and several of the replace-'
ments have been replaced. The management skill in the Shipyard
is probably of a lesser quality today than the management that
existed prior to the change to the product line concept.

Two major problems now exist at Electric Boat: ineffective
management in Operations and the Shipyard, and unsatisfactory
manpower and cost control techniques.

Proposing an effective solution to the manpower and cost control
problem requires recognition of the type of work involved in a
Shipyard. Submarines are constructed not assembled, and air-
craft assembly line techniques are generally not applicable.
This is the main reason why, after two years of work and
application, crew-loading has been and is proving, ineffective
Shipyard crews, by crew-load definition, do not exist.

Although Electric Boat now has 18 submarines of the 688 Class
to build and low-cost production techniques can be introduced
in such a long run, assembly line concepts are not usable; as
an example of the problems, the hull erection plans for the
first seven submarines are all different. Low cost production
methods and manpower control techniques must be based on the
facts of ship construction. 70Z of all Shipyard work can be
categorized as one man jobs and Shipyard work can be done on
a low-cost basis if the kind of work to be done and the control
problems are recognized and provided for.

Thai dagmaut utmia tade Samts and commasial or financial informntion of ligtl Dy..ks CsWPMtio. tad i Pb pd or co
.. * ...----. L _ 'A. ._ EK ,, to. Frond- of hif rmtion Act ad/lr othte appliubhl eanlr.
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CANADAIR
LI..Itt MoNTELe - 4 -|

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Between 1967 and 1969, first at Electric Boat and then at
Quincy, I was responsible for developing effective Ship-
yard manpower control techniques. Essentially, we devel-
oped small (less than 80 hours) work packages, based on
BM's and Groups, that provided the first line supervisor
with a tool for work assignment to, and performance measure-
ment of, the individual worker. Because the work span-time
was relatively short, two weeks or less, close control of
work performance with resultant corrective action of
indicated poor performance resulted in a major cost turn-
around at Quincy. The attached chart, produced by the Quincy
comptroller, shows the remarkable improvement in performance
achieved in 1969. Unfortunately, Bergeson was named general
manager in October 1969, and he immediately junked the program
with adverse results.

Installation of a similar cost control program at Electric
Boat could, with effective management, result in a rapid,
major improvement in cost performance.

The talent to organize and manage a low-cost Shipyard
operation exists at Electric Boat or in other General
Dynamics Divisions. Use of this talent with a proven cost
control system could make Electric Boat the profitable Division
you have a right to expect it to be.

Sincerely,

David S. Lewis,
Chairman, President and Chief
Executive Officer,
General Dynamics,
Pierre Laclede Centre,
St. Louis, Mo.
63105

This docmtat sowt ins tr de oensm and eammeclat at flnananl infornaton otf CGsna Dynamm; Corpontio and is palpd or co4;-
d ; _* I,.. .- d ---m-s from dislosuro undor the proVionas of the F dTom of Infotion Act andlor other appflcablk &Uoo
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GENERAL DYNAMICS MEMORANDUM

Electric Boat Division

(
TO YMr. P. T. Veliotis e,. November 23, 1977

FROM; T. S. Wadlow

FILI HO.:

SUBJECT: 13 Shipyard Current Performance CTCs
2 Assumption to Meet 688-I Forecast CTC

ERFECRECE: 3) .Summary of-Cost Engineering Forecasts

At your request I have, with the assistance of Bob Januska,
prepared a current performance CTC for the shipyard. The
results are:

(Manhours 000)

688-I 43,436
688-ii 60,112

Also attached to this memo are the list of assumptions to
meet the 42.4 million manhour estimate on 688-I, and a
chronological sutary of Cost Engineering forecasts on
688-1Land I:. It should be noted that farmout differences
have not-been corrected for and therefore the growth is in
fact somewhat more than the number indicated.

T. S. Wadlow

53-461 0 - 87 -4
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November 23, 1977

The following items are assumptions or requirements to meet the 42.4
million manhour estimate for 688-I shipyard trades:

- Stop workforce buildup thereby allowing the skill mix to improve.

- Take necessary disciplinary/administrative action to begin to
reduce absenteeism.

- Make a major reduction in the number of plan changes that are

* going to the shipyard.

In order to continue to improve, as forecast through the second flight,

other actions required would include:

- Reduce unnecessary work such as:

- Poor fit ups that require extra weld deposit.

- Oversized fillet welds (not required by spec).

- Grinding to smoother finish than required.

- Assure that same method is followed on repeat work, unless a
clear benefit results from a change.

- Work to real schedules (proper sequence, etc.).

- Get automatic welding equipment used when it should be.

- Complete work on fabrication before it gets installed.

- Reduce the amount of material which is not available when needed.
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November 23, 1977

Cost Engineering

Summary of Cost Engineering Forecast

(Manhours in Millions)

688-I 688-Ij

Shipyard Support Total Shipyard Support Total

contract -

(June '71 - 688-I 22.2 44.9 27.12. 2 . 4.

(Nov. '73 -688-II) 
32.2 8.4 40.6

Estimate B )0 8.4 48.8

(Nov. '73 - 688-lI) 
4.4 81 4.

Review with 28.7 - - |

D. S. Lewis
(2!1/74)

Study for Pierce
and Curtis

Eati9oe74 -' 28.0 6.1 34.0 38.8 8.6 147.4

RisokEstimate 33.6,2 8.1 41.7 48.8 13.1 61.9

Review with
D. S. Lewis
(11/19/74)
Estimate 32.5 - -

Risk Estimate - - 47.6 - - 66.6

Review with 35.2 7.9 143.1 45.4 9.6 55.0

D. S. Lewis
', t;/i7

Cost Engineering

Revtew (7/3/75) 38 9 0.3 46.8 45 9
optimistic 3. 03 4. 4.

4 ) Current 38.9 10.9 49.8. 48.9

Cost Engineering Study

-~-~ (5/17/77) 
4.

Bersot Possbile 39.4 11.6 51.0 4.

..A. Beost Probable 41.6 12.8 54.4 449.1

ast Engineering Study

Possible (6/7/77) 40.7 13.0 53.7 44.B

Cost Engineering
Estimate (11/17/77) 42.4 13.1 55.5 50.3

12.3 58.2
13.0 61.9 i

12.8 51,.4
13.5 62.6

14.0 5S.8

12.4 62.7

I

i

i . .

i *, . ,
I, L'GB I

'I*<.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

TO: Mr. A. M. Barton

FROM: T. S. Wadlow

FILE HO.'

SUBJECT: 688-I and fl Costs

REFIRENCE:

Enclosure: (1) Summary
(2) Manhour Forecast

Schedule Analysis
(4 Rate Calculation

MEMORANDUM ( )

Dew July 3, 1975

Cost Engineering has recently updated its projection of costs on the
688-I and 688-II contract. Revenues, exclusive of the REA, were also
forecasted so that a net loss could be calculated. While a relatively
gross basis was used for adjusting these rates, Cost Engineering feels
that the projections are nonetheless accurate within normal estimating
error. Included in this update are the results of the Cost Engineering/
Industrial Engineering "scope" review. Also included are the results
of a review of the functional area manhours which makes them consistent
with the 688-1i bid.

Two forecasts have been made. The first is the updated Cost Engineering
estimate. The current performance on the ships indicates that this set
of numbers is somewhat optimistic, though certainly still potentially
achievable. The second set of numbers labeled "b") is more consistent
with the Industrial Engineering forecast and, while recognizing substan-
tial improvements in the future, starts from cost levels based on cur-
rent performance trends.

Attached are four enclosures. The first contains the summary and pric-
ing, the second shows the manhours forecast, the third summarizes the
schedule analysis, and the fourth shows the rate derivation.

/r-S ttt
T. S. Wadlow

: TS.W:pX;.. .:. .. ; . ..,
. . TS14:Vk -~~~..

4.:D.4_ -E I-7



Enclosure (1)

-I and II Analysis Summary

.Shipyard Manhours (000)
Other Manhours (000)

* Total Manhurs (000)

Spent Manhours (000)
.To Go Manhours (000)

Ratc on Spent Manhours
Spent Labor Dollars (millions)

Rate on To Go Manhours
To Go Dollars (millions)

Material CAC (millions)

Total Cost (rmillions)

Revcnue: Current Forecast (millions)
Additional Changes (millions)

Total (millions)

688-I
b

36,489 38,889
10,270 10,930

J46,759 4i9,819

15,998 15,998
30,797 .33,821

$10.79 $10.79
172 172

$14.82 $15.56
$ 456 $ 526

$ 212 $ 217

$ 8110 $ 915

$523 $523
$ 7 7'

$ 530 $ 530

$ (310) $ (385)

688-II
a b

45,891- 48,891
12,315 13,0149

58,206 61,931

322 322
57,884 61,609

$13.45 $13.45
4. 4

$18.07 $21.14
$1,o46 V1,.302

$ 471 $ 493

$1,521 $1,799

$1,224 $1,224
$ 20 $20

$1,244 $1,244

688-I and 688-iI
a b

$ (277) $ '(555) $(587) $040 )

.I .

688-

(Loss) ($millions)
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Explanatory Notes

Negotiated Reduction

For pricing purposes only - no reason on either of these contracts
to think estimate was high.

Estimate Reduction

(688-II) approximately 100,000 hours/ship cut by E.B. General Manager
before St. Louis review - 500,000 hours/ship cut by St. Louis in two
cuts of 300,000 and 200,000 hours.

Scope

What the estimate would have been if the estimator had known what he
knows now about the ship and its design. Much of this has been claimed
as defective design on the 6 8 8s.

Schedule

The labor and material costs of longer schedules. Does not include
economics of higher rates or more expensive material price levels.
Does include current service cost levels in labor. Also includes more
lost material, etc.

Other

Includes performance, disruption, low estimate.

Escalation

Includes price level increases in material - not limited to index
growth rate. In labor it includes all rate growth - both due to schedule
slips and rate changes.

Farmout

Current estimate. Based on no net impact to support hours.

Total Cost

Assumes current schedules (Claim schedule on 688-iI).
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Enclosure (3)

Schedule Analysis

690 Delivery

Intervals

Delivery of 710

Slip of 710

a

May 1976

692 - 6 months
694 - 6 months
Then 4 months

May 1982

15 months

b

June 1976

692 - 6 months
694 - 6 months
Then 5 months for 10 ships
Then 4 months

April 1983

26 months

Note:

1. Neither "a"nor "b" have any strike contingency.

2. "b" reflects what is felt to be the impact which TRIDENT will have
on the overall production capability. "a" ignores TRIDEI' but assumes
a production rate of greater than three ships/year unlikely considering
the size and complexity of the ships.
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Rate Calculation

The rates are based on the First Quarter 1975 CTC rates of $14.11 for
688-I To Go manhours and $16.13 for. 688-II To Go manhours with the
following adjustments:'

688-I

For alt "a"

Estimate a six month slip in the midpoint because of schedule
slips and the fact that the later ships will have the majority
of the added manhours. Use a 10% total rate escalation rate,
since most of the shifted manhours will not cross the first
year of an NTC contract.

Therefore the rate is:

$14.11 X 1.05 = $14.82

For alt "b"

Add three months more shift to the midpoint due to more
schedule shift and add five points to the overhead to be
consistent with the less optimistic manhours.

Therefore the rate is:

$14.82 X 1.05 = $15.56

688-II

For alt "a'

Estimate a one year average slip in the midpoint: Use a 12%
annual total rate escalation rate, since most manhours wilt
cross the first year of a MTC contract.

Therefore the rate is:

$16.13 X 1.12 = $18.07

For alt "b"

Estitate a two year average slip in the -icipoint. Also add
10 points to the overhead to be consistent with the less
optimistic manhours.

Therefore the rate is:

$18.07 X 1.17 = $21.14
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>S/~~~117 / age $

688-I and II
(000)

June 7, 1977
,AL

(I

688-I

2nd
December Quarter
Forecast CTC Possible Ato CIC Ato Possible

Manhours

Trades 36,307
Others 10,752

Total 1+7,059

Labor $ 619
Material $ 225
Schedule I -
Rates -

Total a

37,003 40,700-
11,910 13,000

I4;,913 53,700

647
231

2

STU

719
241
5
7

9-72 128

Manhours

Trades 41,899
Others 10,615

Total 52,514

Labor $
Material $
Schedule A
~Rates

858
531

Total 1,3 9

Total 688-I and II

42,847 44,800
12,472 14,000

55,319 55,800

906 965
531 550
- 50

- 8

1,3u7 1,573

688-iI

48

84

184

312
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SSN688 PROGRAM STATuS

(000' s)

SsN688 I 1977 Plan Cost toComplete $ 843,690

SSN688 II 1977 Plan Cost to Complete 1,389,429

Total Cost $2,233,119

Estimated Revenue 1,858,787

Loss Before REA . $ (374,332)

Increase in Cost to Complete
Foley (including IE and yaintenance) $ 9,127
Nardone 24,733*
Hunters 8,231
Dflefartino, 7,023
Victor . 1,310
Herndon - 14,851
Mavro 5 5917
Xelley 4,314
Other (including material) 398

Total Increase- ' 79 7

New Loss Before REA $ (453,806)

*Includes $17,000 for Qaonset Machine Shop/Shipyard.

( EK A - -

irrid An~~~~~~~~~,,1
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GENERAL DYNAMICS 4 - Q

rIeceric Boat Division l
elm.n Ponm, Root. ..o.n. Co,-nI-nou, 00.340.2Be M5.560

G "en/14 February 2, 1973

Subject Productivity I I uf I70
Reference (a SupShip letter, Ser: 710-7, dated January 8, 1973

(b SupShip letter, Ser: 713-26, dated January 17, 1973
(c SupShip letter. Ser: 710-39, dated January 25, 1973
(d SupShip letter, Ser: 100-26, dated January 23, 1973
(e EBDiv letter dated January 22, 1973
(f SupShip letter, Ser: 100-30, dated January 25, 1973

Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair. OSN
Groton. Connecticut

Attention: Captain P. G. O'Keefe

Sir:

1. References (a). (b) and (c) expressed the Supervisor's concern at the
apparent amount of non-productive. idle time existing in the shipyard together with
the results of his observations in several shops and ships in support of that thesis.
'Reference (d) observed that there was a consistent lack of aggressive management
attention to reduce idle time and concluded that as a result thereof. the Contractor
should be penalized in the determination of profit and fee for change order work
and on proposals for overhaul,'conversion. repair and new construction contracts
in accordance with weighted guidelines calculations for the "'below the line" input.

2. Reference (e) advised the Supervisor that the Contractor's actions in this
regard would be transmitted to the Supervisor by February 2. 1973.

3. To put this whole subject in perspective. it should be recognized that the
Contractor has been directing its attention to the subject of producitvity for some
time and has taken specific actions to improve its performance. The following
actions have been undertaken:

a. The WOFAC program was initiated in November of 1970 and has
been carried on by our expanded Industrial Engineering Department.
Coverage of the Operations Department work force is expected
to be essentially complete by the end of the third quarter of 1973.'
As a result of productivity improvements achieved through this
program. the Contractor was enabled to reduce its proposed ship-
yard hours for overhaul of SSN638, SSBN616 and SSN607 by over
ten percent.

_ _REC_I1VED:----

TEB 5 1973

M. *'. PAIGE

Thn d- et ... Wonuinh rade w-orts and foi-mr-il or rnanei inW-rmation of Gan-rWl Dynamics C.rporatin and is privilegtd or -00r,
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

( Gen /14
Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, USN
Groton, Connecticut -2- February 2, 1973

b. A team of three management personnel under the supervision of
Mr. N. S. Hill. former Project 740 Program Manager, has been
assigned to irake continuous idle time observations throughout the
shipyard, verify that apparent idle time is. in fact, laling or
standing, insure that first line supervision is correcting the problem
and identifying the causes therefor. Where the reason for idle time
is beyond the control of the worker and his supervisor, such as
waiting for a support trade or material. the supervisor will be
instructed by this team in the most expeditious method of. escalating
the problem to set relief. Finally. this team will identify those
supervisors requiring additional coaching or change in assignr.ient.

c. A revised supervisory training program has been established by
Operations and Industrial Relations on the basis that the control of

-. non-productive time is primarily the responsibility of the first line
supervisor. This new course which started on January 2. 1973 will
ultimately be siven to all supervisors in the shipyard. The curriculum
which is still undergoing some refinement in content wi:: last 40 hours
and. to date, 32 new supervisors have completed the course. Emphasis
is being placed on the basic skills required to be a good supervisor
with specific attention being paid to controlling idle time and im-
proving productivity. A new shipyard supervisory selection and
training coordinator has been assigned full time, reporting to the
Operations D; rector to aggressively progress the effective and total
implementation of our supervisory selection and training program.

d. We have establish.ed a schedule. with targeted conmpleticn of May 31.
1973. to evaluate and formally establtsh the scope of responsibility
and support for the nmajor shipyard positions of Ship Ma-ager. Ship
Superintendent, first line Foreman. General Foreman. and Account
Manager (for implementation on contracts invoking DOD Instruction
7000. 2). These scopes will identify the salient parts of each job,
identifv the anmount and type of support to be provided by other
functions and will provide a means of nmeasuring whether incumbents
are making most effective use of their time. This will also improve
the selection process described in c above.

ih, d.c.m. ni nains, Wade scret and comnm--ciai cl iancijl iatnlotm of of G.n. 1l Dynomics Cop-iion and is piAitl,;d a, ac r
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

sn,"'14
supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, USN
Groton, Connecticut -3- February 2, 1973

e. Break time for workers has been more clearly defined to all
Staff Managers and the rules and regulations governing this
area including instructions for implementation have beenr
communicated to all supervision.

f. A work simplification. 'work methods improvement teamn of four
Industrial Engineers started that phase of our productivitv effort
in the sheetmetal shop in November. Further areas are under
investigation and will be entered as resources pernnit.

g. Industrial Engineering functions were consolidated in December.
1972, to synthesize the activities of Work Measurement Control,
Work Methods Improvement, Production Engineering. Welding and
Materials Engineering and Direct Labor Control.

4. On Januariv 29. 1973. Mr. M. C. Curtis was assigned as Deputy General
Manager at Electric Boat with a prinmarv assignment to improve productivity. This

lion will consolidate all production and related actitvities in the yard under one
experienced manager. Mr. Curtis was General Manager of the San Diego operation
of the Convair Aerospace Division of General Dynarn:cs and brings to his new
position a long history of successfully solving production problems at the Canadair.
Fort Worth and Convair Divisions.

S. Electric Boat regards the above response as representing a rneaningeul state-
ment of actions underwvav to satisfy both the Navy's and our own interest in im-
proved productivity and this letter therefore constitutes a proper response to ref-
erences (a). (b). (c). (d) and (f). Mr. Curtis will keep you advised of progress on
a regular basis. In A'iew of Electric Boat's overall performance in timely meeting
the Navv's requirements for construction and overhaul of subn:arines. and in view
of the intensive effort we have been making and will continue to make to improve
productivity, we do not believe it appropriate for the Supervisor to take the action
in respect io profit fee stated in paragraph 4 of reference (d).

Very truly yours.

GENERAI DYNAMICS~ec t c B oat Division

_____- ~ XW t& d__ ,
General Manager

cc: NavShips (Ships 02)

Distribution attached
Thi, d-eui-n -otins trde .-.e and com-.41 o financia 0nomto of tantl Oynamios Cororsi.. and is priNigd .t an
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Distribution:

A. M. Barton
T. S. Cramer
M. L. Curland
M. C. Curtis
M. Golden (St. Louis office)
D. A. Goldstein
W. Gorvine
D. S. Lewis (St. Louis office)
H. W. Paige (St. Louis office)
J. W. Rannenberg
G. W. Roos
D. L. Suydam

Main File

This document nontuins trade secret and commercial or financial information of General Oynamics Cnorporatin and is prinileged or .o.n. f. . . I I . . I-.-----
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SUPSRVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING.

CONmVERSION AND REPAIR. USN'

GROTON. CpNNtCTICUT 06D40 /1 t jn
Code 7 LO: .iMR: ndl
4350
S-r: 710-39
25 January 1973

Fromi: 5u :,Fr o Shipbuilding, Conversion and Pepair. USti Groton

To: General Dynamics Corporation Electric. Foot uivislon, Groton
(Mr. J. 0. Pierce, General Manager)

Subj: Control of Nonproductive Time

Ref: (a) SULPSHIP GROTC01 Itr Ser: 710-7 of 8 Jan 73
(b) SUSHIP GROTON Itr Ser: 713-26 of 17 Jan 73

*(c) EDDIV ltr of 22 Jan 73 same subject

1.. The purpose of this letter is to forward additional observations

relative to the problem of shipyard idle time.

2. References (a) and (b) expressed my concern over the problem of

idleness in the shipyard. Reference (b) stated that systematic observations

have been made to define types of idle time and discussed the issue of break

early idle time in particular. Continuing observations have shown a serious

"standing" problem. As used here, the work "standing" is meant to be the

observation of a worker at a worksite (e.g., onboerd ships or in production

shops) but not engaged in actual work. These standing observations were all

made at times during normal working hours other then the first and last half

hour of the shift and the half hour before and after the lunch break.

3. The results of these observations indicate that 41.5% of the shipyard

work force are in a condition of standing idle; shipboard observations alone

indicate a standing idle rate of 47.5%. These figures are based upon the

cumulative observations of 1667 workers at various work sites and 710 workers

at shipboard work sites.

4. Some illus:rative examples of this standing idle portion of the overall

idle time problem are provided below. They are a cross section of incidents

observed during a recent two week period.'

a. SSl571 . 1915: Two of nine workers observed working; the others
were talking and drinking coffee. Four of the

* seven were inside shelters - all seven left the

area immediately upon noting the observer.

b. 5311616 1000: One man in sail resting, four men idle in LL AMR ,'l,

ctwo men idle in LL AMh R 2 five men idng in LL OPS
comprtmenti Eight rLAn 2,ire moenfing around Pe

pprtitioned-off area of Reactor Compartme'nt.
-M3T-5 in besin). - . . .



Code 7l0:J,4l.:.idI
4359

. . Ser: 710-39

Subj: Control of Nonprodimctve Time

-c. Plate Shop 1005: Fourteen of twenty-eight workers idle.
Returned to plate shop ten minutes later and'
found approxipteely the same per cent (and
individuals) standing around.

d. North Yard 1010: Approxirately ten people were observed standing':
Fabricating idle in this area.
and Assembly
Area , * *._.:- -;'.

e. UT Test Lab 1030: Nine men observed in lab. Five standing and
four sitting; all appeared to be loafing. Same
condition existed five minutes later.-:

f. Clean Room 1045: Eight of fourteen first observed idle. One
Area 6P . man had eyes closed sitting in front of a

non-operating machine on the south side of
':' building. Most men returned to work when

observer was noted.

g. SSH690 1030: Eight men were observed on bottom of ways
standing around for at least ten minutes.

h. SSi4607 1450: Thirty-six of forty-three men observed were
not working:. Sixteen of eighteen in the
engine room were idle. , ' ,

i. SSN607 1500: Sonrar Control Space - three workers observed -
- . none working. Five minutes later five of

five not working. .

: . . Nine man bunkroom - Four workers observed,
al idle and talking. ;

Engine Room - Eighteen workers observed -
sixteen idle sitting or standing in small

* :. * . * groups. .,.

j. sS;685 1420: Chserved six out of six :workers idle in tJh:
heated enclosure in the forward portion of
the building ways.

-- -~ * UL Reactor Co-partment - Cuse rved four ren
idle talking about "ccon hunting."
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Code 710:JMR: nd .
4350
Ser: 710-39

Subj: Control of t!onproductive Time '

k. SS4N638 2000:. Topside Area - Three workers standing idle
under a canvas enclosure. Five standing at
thre brow talking.

5. In reference (c) you indicated that by 2 February 1573 Electric Boat

Division will respond to the Supervisor's requests for immediate corrective

actions to control nonproductive time. In that the overall problem of idle

tire includes the issue addressed in this letter, it is expected that the

reduction of standing idle time will be addressed in your 2 February response.

P. G. O'KEEFE

Copy to:
Codes: 100, 101, 700, 710, 711. 712, 713 164

# . , , . .. , .. ... .. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -.-*-
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Recent Exanoles of Abures of ProductiveTine
at Electr~c Boat 2

These are but a few troical examples of a lanme ber observed in the past twomonths. These examples should not be construed as comprising a complete listingOf instances of poor productivity. They serve only to illustrate the unssttisfncto..ysituation concerning idleness, loafing and irnfficiency in ths yard as determinedrandomly. The situation has been and continues to be endemic at Electric Boat.

Jote: The examples in paragraphs A. through H. below all occurred during 6ILflworking hours - not during lunch freaks or between shifts.

A. Lack of Action by Sunervisors Present

1. On March 8, 1973, second shift, 30 tradesoen and 5 supervisors were aboerdUSS WHALE (sSN638). Ten were idle. One man was looking at magazine picturesin a ship's office. One man leaning against a rail started talking about theweat:er in Connecticut. Two idle men were watching a third man working near theengine room work bench. Three men were in the lower level operations compartr'n'scoking and joking. Two men were in the upper level operations' conrnrtment srokingand talking. One man was just standing in the auxiliary machinery room with a ragin his hand. None of the 5 supervisors present took action to get the idleworkers back to work.

2. On March 9, 1973, first shift, 10 of 13 workers in the Building 130 Elne:tr.-nicsShop were idle. A supervisor was present but took no action with the idle vorlers.
3. On March 10, 1973, first shift, 7 of 16 nen at Wet Dock D and E prernrisgfor the arrival of USS GEORGE BANCROFf (SSBN643) were idle. Six suporvisorz r:represert in the area bat took no action to get the idle men to work.
4. On March 13, 1973, first shift, 7 of 17 workers in the mockup buildingwere idle drinking coffee, eating or engaged in idle conversation. Threesupervisors were present but took no action with the idle workers.
5. On March 15, 1973, first shift, 56 of 83 workers at the North Yard Buil'~m;Ways were idle - many were taking a coffee break. A supervisor present tock n:action with the idle workers.

6. On March 17, 1973, second shift, 3 of 4 en in the engine room of WIIA1; wu:ridle for an hour. A supervisor was in the area frequently but took no action toget the idle men to work.

7. On March 21, 1973, first shift, 20 of 46 workers aboard SS NA'UTILJS (S-'JS71)were idle. Five supervisors were aboard the ship but took no action with tr..' idle workers.

S. On March 22, 1973, first shift, 8 of 13 workers in the Mainten3npe lac. ineShop were drinking coffee and eating. Two supervisors were seated at desks inthe shop. The -__ t no action-vith-t-- _
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9. On March 2L, 1973, first shift, 9 of 11 workers topside on USS GltRG-
WASiaNsaON CARVER (SSN656) ware idle. Two supervisors present took no action to

get the idle men to work.

10. On March 26, 1973, first shift, 21 of 3D workers in the mid ship

cnnpartnent of GLE1ARD P. LIPSCCMB (ssN685) were idle. Two supervisors were in

the comprtmeent but took no action to elr-inate the idleness.

11. On March 26, 1973, first shift, 2 supervisors were leaning against a work

bench in the Graving Dock Pipe Shop talking while 26 of 34 workers in t-.e t-ty

ware eating, drinking coffee or otherwise idle.

12. On March 29, 1973, first shift, one supervisor was in the chief--petty offcer

ouarters aboard ISS LAFAYETTE (SSBN616) reading a newspaper while anoth:r s:pervisor

and 6 workers were loitering in the area.

B. Arrivinv After Shift Beains. Quitting Work Early and Returnine Late frcrn Lurch.

1. On March 22, 1973, first shift, in one compartoent of WHALE 12 men had stocped

work and started gathering around the ladder to leave for lunch 10 minutes f.fore

the start of the lunch period. Another 17 joined then 5 minutes before tie start

of lunch period. Several supervisors were'in the area but took no action to

prevent stopping work early.

2. On March 28, 1973, first shift, 20 of 27 men in the lover level xissile

cnpartment of LAFAYETTE,including two supervisors, bad stopped work anl we.e

waiting for luoch 7 minutes before the start of the lunch period.

3. On March 28, 1973, first shift, 28 workers and two supervisors returnel tc

4NAUIILUS five to eighteen minutes after the end of the lunch period.

4. On March 28, 1973, at the beginning of-the second shift in the resaini' 'Tort

area, 101 trademoen and 6 supervisors arrived 10 to 20 minutes after the rcniZ

began and 75 tradesmen and 7 supervisors arrived 20-30 minutes aftcr tdi zif;

began. A nu:cber of supervisors arrived 35 minutes after the shift stertirf.

5. On March 30, 1973, at the beginninrg of the first shift, 49 r.-rcr-t of t.:.e

workers arrived at the north wing wall of the graving dock 15 to 30 minuter

after the shift began and 15 percent arrived more than 30 minutes after tre s;:l't

began.

;. rceesive Peonle Assicned to Job or Work Site or 0bsErvi'r Work

1. On March 27, 1973, second shift, 18 workers and 4 supervisors .who soP'Le.e.

to -o ssn.tned to the job wore standing around watching a crane lift a steal'

generitor on the dock adjacent to WHALE.

2? On Ma.-ch 28, .1973, first shift, 8 tradensen and one supervisor appmare-.t17

aisigned to the job -ere observing a soni-antonatic bull out being =n de on a

missile tube penetration topside on LAYATLETTE. Six of 19 other workers tops-dr

were also idle..

(

Ths, dmcv-Wrn -Unsi- Td . . . . d -oi' .' -.;. ........... - …r
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3. On March 29, 1974, first shift, 5 riggers were apparently assigr-nd to arigging operation near the #2 missile t-ube on LAFAYETTZ. Only 2 riggers wereneeded for the job; the other three were idle.

4. On March 30, 1973, first shift, 2 workers vera standing at the entr2 nce tothe £5N690 reactor compartment warn!ng people to wateb out for falling rparksand slag from hot work in the compartment. One person could ha.ve erved the SaU!purpose.

5. On April 11, 1973, first shift, 47 people were in the lower levnl e::cgr: rc'mrof LIPSCOMB. Only 16 of them were working. Five workers were wotchngn v. -rru,grind a pipe. Seven other men were in the area where one man was ,rinitn, on abolt. It appeared that at least 4 people were assigned to the area in excezz ofthe nimber which could be expected to work in the space available.
D. Cosncentiur at Retreahhsent Stands and Vendtne Ma2chines

1. On March 9, 1973, first shift, 28 people stopped at a refresbment stand in thegraving' dock support building during a 15 minute period. Another 17 people Jwerecongregated around the stand loafing during this period.

2. On March 28, 1973, 23 men were idle arou;d the graving dock vendinr racihneduring a 10 minute period. The area had the appearance of an orgsaniaed cof zebcreak.

3. On April 11, 1973, first shift, 8 men' congregated for about 5 m nutcr. in tV evending machine shack at the graving dock.

A. On April 11, 1973, first shift, 6 men congregated for about 5 mrnutes in the-South Yard vending machine shack.

E. Persornel R.eadine or Postine tlnsuthorizruefNoticetpon Pulletin Bo Jl
1. On March 28, 1973, a total of 113 personal or cmmercizl notices we- p'st,:don bulleting boards in various locations of the shipyard.

2. On March 28, 1973, first shift, 59 personal or coomerical roticTJ VwI': L-nbulleting board in the main machine shop. During a 15 minute perioi 6 erT-to read these notices.

3. On March 28, 1973, first shift, 7 perconel or coamerical notic: wee- don a bulleting board in the first floor of the Nuclear Design Building. 2wV r:z.-ere drinking coffee and reading the notices.

I..

Thil doe~mem -Uim Mled. *-U ..d -nm"rriM .r finWc i Gfermni,, at ,-, 5.,ie-,, c -tn,.n,. _d - m_ _
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F. ren21e Production Workers Contribut_:nr to Thleness

1. On Febrnary 26, 1973, first shift, one fenale worker spent an hour ritting

in the port passageway of the Auxslinry Machinery Ro=n #2 of lAr^AZ ta;-1ing

to various male workers. Another fearaworker attempting, urcsuc2-s:ull-:, to fit

a cover on a switchboard received advice assistance from 12 retl wa),-.

from several different trades. Eer attEmpts to install the panel wore interu,;ted

cy a 10 minute coeversation unrelated to work.

On March 28, 1973, second shift, a fein-lc shipfitter delivered o:r cu. a

ccffce to idle workers in the South Yard FPi:ication Area.

J 3. Cn April 5, 1973, first shirt, two workers - one male and on2e Xjnialc - vwrc

kissing in the missile ccnpartment of USS KA}EWA (3521642).

C. Idleness Resultine from Coffee Freaks

1. On March 12, 1973, first shift, 18 of 40 men in the graving docl: ln b-Ic

L-AYA-17E and lS3 DACE (55'1607) were idle. Four of the idle men were drinkf::g

coffee.

2. On March 15, 1973, first shift, 21 of 67 mon in the North YfnC Fl4 :-.n

Area were idle. At least 10 of th& idle no)n were drinking cof;'c-.

3. On March 21, 1973, second sF-ift, 4 of 5 workers in the weldinr vbh;a7

head of the graving dock were talking and joking. One was drivd:i: coT. c:.

4. On March 22, 1973, first shift, 4 of the 5 workers in the South -. _:: :t ,.i:a

'hop were idle drinking coffee and eating sandwiches.

5. On Marcb 28, 1973, first shift, 50 oqt of 102 workers in the i2 T5.1a. a.

facility at Midway were idle for 30 minutes drinling coffee, omc:kiT _n

taldrng in small groups.

6. On March 30, 1973, first zhift, outside the Mockup Building 7 v:ts'

'are idle taking a coffee break-

7. On April 5, 1973, first shift, 5 workers and one supervisor wc i-de '.n t r

reactor vessel storage house taking a coffee break.

H. Cnerel ldleness

1. On liarch 8, 1973, second shift, 26 of 3- men in the South "Yrd c t r.: n

area were standing idle. The mcn wore standing around in groups C't 34

2. On March 14, 1973, second shift, four men were sitting on trash) can.l 5t th

. Overhaul Outside Machine Shop as'ckng and talking.

(~~ I.

( hi, dutcnee nf*cmne,.iifmi,,nI 5
,p.d..4

Tth it .-- tt ...t uies tved. t- ..~tld --m~i-l . fin--ti G-la~a .. Crl nam..LC.'PtW..-So ad i Fftd.* t-r.
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3. On March 16, 1973, first shift, one man was performing what was supposedto be the latest dance steps to the armsement of 3 other workers.

4. On March 20, 1973, second shift, in the dry dock in which NALTflUS is docked4 of 8 men were sitting underneath the bull talking.

5. On March 21, 1973, second shift, 4 man were idle in the wet dock sheetmetal shop. One was sitting down with his feet propped up and one was eating
a sandvicb.

6. On March 24, 1973, first shift, 7 workmen were sitting down idle in theChief Petty Officers Quarters aboard LAFAYMEZ.

r.Thild - doc-u-mnt-,.., ; ..t,6d. O
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TI-aro is a Ilck of vlsillility in Electric Bo:: Division Installation wnd

-enufacturing schedules. The foryncts of the group and B/i1 mesters and the contingency:

tif built Into them r.akes It virtually imlossible to analyze them. As a resul . .

It Is impossible to evaluate to what extent tie Design Agent:s design and procurerent 55

schedules are Impactlng Electric boat Division's schedule for SSN69O. The compartrcent! -

schedulds do parplt some appraisal of design and material support at the group and *E

major sanufacturlng levels. owever, they are not specific at the lower levels of

detail. T
PiROBtEUl:

Electric Boat Division has not developed th;e necessary planning tools required co

properly schedule work through the manufacturing shops. As a result it is virtually

lpossible to detact schedule conflict: and ovsrload conditions until it is too latt *

to manage them successfully. The problem is compounded by the lack of visibility

In tIe anrufacturing schedules and by a lack of realisn ind credibility in

manufacturing intervals. -a

IREcC;tNcf TI QN il:

Ths following program would aid In resolving these two problemas The, should be

eccc-.slishe" in the approximate order listed.

1. The published comparteent schedules should bo reviewed and concurred in by

Operatibns and Procuremant for manufacturing and procurerent span tirs and

for installation sequences.

Z. Once the above is accomplished, the Design Ag-nt's arzistirig design and procureinnt

delinquencies e!.i-st those schrdules should bs flqggsd to the Design Asen:

and HAVSHIPS. This should be don- on-a concin.ln' basis, using the comoartnmnt

and rmanufacturing (see below) schedules zs a criteia for dtermning sh' t

constitutes a real delinqueney.

3. cetziled rsnuf.:turinq schedules should be precred for those r-:nr-ssctured

itte.5 which ore der.ed to lW probise itene from a solhed~lo and/or :cscic cv

stnio rint. T-z-e: X d3lc sF uiu show the r.nvf~:Ure of seven s
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_ cr mdteril In Support of the corprtrent schedule Ilsal lat ion Schadules. _

The schedules should show the flow of e::erilel Zoah £sch work center and PLL

' should be based on realistic manufacturing span tix- and Electric Boat

Division's existing or readily evailabLe capacity (space, machines, manpower). ;

:-.Th schedules should reflect prerequisite design and material required dates.

'_ ._Us~ng. the manufacturing schedules developed above and the Inforration generated

In Miaufacturing Engineering's shop capacity studleo, machine ad work center -

loading schidules should be developed for those production areas which are 3E'

suspected of faving insufficient or marginal capacity for all firm ond likelv j

business. These schedules must support the detaIled marlufacturing schedules Vs'

deve loped above. i
5 The detailed manufacturing schedules should then be rescheduled as required t

by work conter overloCads to the maxiysm extent possible. If an overload

condition cannot be resorved in the manufacturing schedules. the installation ;

-schedules should be revised (if possible) toc relieve the problem.. If the

overload condition cannot be resolved by rescheduling a farsout program should

be developed for the impacted work center and the manufacturing and work center j.
schedules should be adjusted accordingly.

6 All schedules (compartment. manufacturing and work center) should be reviewed _t
end revised as necessary on a regular basis. t

.F
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xk;u. it. D. Vittow

rfl GD..

e.r-eU: SShi.6S Class Reccar.ended Recovery Program

DurIng the post year we fitse encountered a rinter of probler.: which have prevented
us from effectively using our steel trade mar.poaer to =est our sche.dle cormiltrents.
These probleans have Included:

/ a. The effect of extenrded labor negotiations which rsulted In en inability
to hire stee! trades in support of a p2:k overhaui workload as well as

-- 5" -- the Inreasing dusdrsr the SSt6N cM ass-
b. Erarsent work: ar7;dc cn stcrl trade ranpewer *.^hich have occurred or.

SS5S57 ocerhkul, due to late identlficatlon of additional cork packages
by the GCovernocot. and w4hich have also reculwcd fren unanticipated s51667.
S'6SI, and 'SN637 I:AVs In recent ronths.

.A- :. Late necnipt of dr;in-s from the Gcverrncntes 55N683 Cless Design Agent,
which effeect;,ey delayed the start Df SS.i683 Class construction. Lane
drawinys also erocented us fro, working a positive steel fabrication
backlog in anticipation of a constantly increasing steei trade: canpewer

e;z Cdemand curnencing ir. the fail of 1572 ans contiruing thru,;h 1973 end
lj E ibeyond.

ita / The result o' these proble-ms, hcs keen a manpzwer shortage in tthe stoel trzads
'i't' for work an SSUi6SS Class ships and, to a lesser degree, on SH6AC _rd in the overl-u:

progrczn. In1 on yttarit to rarefdy the steel trade ewnpcrer short-ec created by the
problec. stoted.obcve. we have twice corpres-ed cu r sshecules on th.e early SS1i6iu
Class slips to the extent that the schedules fcr the first three ships now only

-~t maergira.ly support Leunsh. Kavertholess. 551!688 Class sc:ird:les hvev silpped ansi
EitS I will continue to slip until steal trade cianproer input can by increased to the le-el

required to 'out the sch:dules. Although as of today scriotusly effecting cnly tic
first thrce ships of -he 688 Class, the problem will ern:nd to th- later slips
wIthin tha next frw stonths as their fcbricztin.' start dates becoma dune. sSi6169

Et i is In this position nre. This sltuation wiil be further aggrsvatec' this spring
£ b by a heroy dseterd for X-ray quality -elcdrs ta seld the -otches on SS116;5 in s5 pri t

of tvun h. in pertlel zth 1th:e consistently high deernn of tihe overhaul protrt..

hi v Wh le U. i3 criWc rtl yc-r shortauE is iezl rzse.nized. cud an in nv.e-;e h iring
p-ogrce is unds.rny, in Intarim short range plan vast be i:e'ermstnd urtl! c'e
razsning irrco2se catches vp with the na, workuload densen:d plus the -I inquency
backlog. I believe that It ls econo.sically wIser to t.ake irradiate drastic sct;.-r.
nan rcther thiht to welt in the htce tOnA the tradh-al Increus3 of .anning rtulitli-,
fran. the hiring ar-d tralnini progran will work nut the sbcklon and 2e: she nrc;-flI
back en schesu I. !n ny cpinicn this Is hig1:1 urtlkely, ;nd ts- ircsclfol sitc7

._3 :s ¶2 nan.: c:;-: nz:.. t-: cc;..-f. .-
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SSN688 Class Tecosendnd Recovery Progrci Jauairy 17, 1973
Pag& 2

course of action would be ct best a heavy expenditure of avert!me manhours lateIn the progras to recover or at worst a failure to zeet delivery ccrnaitcents onmany ships.

To best describe my feeling on the economics of pushing the "frnt end" of the68d prcgrcn. I submit the attached "Basic Submarine Construction Work Profils"sIhlch graphically displays the cost payoff of driving the first twelve eonthsof a construction program. Control of the effective use of overtime manhours IsInherent in the low number of trades Involved In the front end. Control Is alsomore readily achieved through the ability to Identify and progress the finite* large structural units. There is raxlaum visibility of what a relatively few*, number of workers are accomplIshing,a

H~'; On the other hand, the consequences of allowing early work to slip beccees:q Progressively fore serious by compromising Work Phase 3 essentially reducing*z -or ellmlnatingvilsibl-ltt; and budgetccontrolwhen 80 .1;000 emn are working over-a- time. Any overtiso recovery effort lets In the program applies not only to more!~I people but also to the higher wae rate of the future. A maximum effort to regainMc SSN688 Class schedule non through the use of overtlme means that these hours willbe spent by experienred men. In the nar future, the ratio of experlunced to learnerwill decrease markedly as the hiring and training program output becomes felt..ja Thus the greater productivity which will be experienced In working overtime now.<. wiil to a con: derable degree offset the premium time pay differential. In addi-E. tion. the risk of delays Incident to unknown problems In the installation andtest programs of the early SSN688 Class ships Is high, since these are "new" ships.The cost of such program delay would probably exceed present expected overtImscosts In addition to Jeopardizing our ability to meet all progrea contractualE; obligatlons.

1E In suessary. for the reasons cited above, our most cost-effective course of action1s to take Immediate steps to prevent furthe schedule slippage and to reduce thedelinquency backlog on the SSi;6d8 l.ass ships. I srongly recommend therefore, that'Zn for the next six months all steel trade work available for acrccpilshment be workedon a six-day week basis to an order of priority to be established by the ProgramCi! iManagers. This I consider to be the mInimnm time to achieve any likely reversalof present trends. During this period we will progress and measure results- Atthe end of the first two months we should be prepared to evaluate the results7s and If necessary to recrmmend further drastic a*tion. A similar review wouId beef lmade ecch succeeding month.

3- In order to restrict this recommended overtica program to the minimum duration,consistent with mecting the demands of the SS!!688 Class steel fabrication andhull erection schedules, plus elimination of the existing delinquency backlog,I further strongly reccnmend that imeedlate steps be taken to Institute a subcontractE=. program on the Ssii588 Class of a magnitude sufficient to ensure that high quality0i0lv steel trade manpower Is made available in r cebers suff!clent to brierg thesIZ 8early -hips In the program back on to the schedule, as well as meeting the demond!*T. of the later ships es that work is required. Tals subcentrect prcgrzm shcula be-3 contined until such timt as the hir~ng and training pr-cgrzm is ca;able of enabling
E-j.
g _,

--5
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ssx63B cia-s Recc.ncereed Rcsovery Pr6prrer .ivr.ary 17, 1373

us to r,3ietain or. in-house effo.t suf.icisr.: ZO -rr!i a pcS:tive bcc!klg zhnr-d of

the -.5 6c8 class sckadules as bas bees directed by the General MHan6;3.

-- N. D. Victo

planning Manager

liD V/fl.

cc: itssrs. 0. WeIllI
J. 0. Pierce
G i. Rocs

lie

E.,

c't

S.s.

ZI

jE!

Z O
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--- (GENERAL DYNAMICS ' '
Blecic Boat Division

T.: J. D. Pierce Dot.: 6lS/71

Fm,: J. F. BURNS

- There is nothing wrong with this Critical
Items letter so I have signed off on it.

. -H1owever, for weeks we have had the sametwo items, Material and Manpower, in a format
- | that is no longer meaningful. How many line:- .items are late, how bad is the deficit, and

I what is the trend? Re manpower, how many
hours are we behind, etc.?

It's time to stand back and give HGR a- ; lmeaningful, overall assessment, and stop thefragmented details we put out each week.

zi 0 ~~~For future consideration, how about
major components, procedures, plans, etc.?
This letter could serve a purpose for EBDiv,
but in its present format its stereotyped
and thus lacks a lot in my opinion.

.I ZZ

C--4

-'i' i~ j - '. ~ e ~ i 2 .;t f r * _ -
- - ./,fr

t o ' I§ts. , /a;t >z< a
j~ ~ ~ ~ o -s, ,, , , , , ,, ,/,

r-

ti _

r -'

TI

z--4U .-

- .- --

: --
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F.-r.4F.N L DYNAMICS
Electric Boat bivision

rum pa Road. 'otuon. conn-cucl OW5 * 2W 4M&S

File No.: 688/559/EH/JDP

Subject: SSN688 Class Critical Items Letter No. 40

March 23, 1973

Vice Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN -
;.;.SHIF3 OS

Laval Ship Systems Command Headquarters
Navy Department
Washington, D C. 20360

S I H

The following items are considered critical to the ssN688 Class Program.

ITEM 1 - LATE RECEIPT OF 688 CLASS MATERIAL

Material receipt, other than steel, is not occurring to

support scheduled manufacturing and installation efforts

on the SSN690.

Present Action

In our March 9, 1973 Critical Items Letter we stated that

the Purchasing Department commitment was to receive 1800

shop order line items during the month of March. For the

first two weeks we only received half the line items that

were committed. This has been reviewed with Purchasing
and they still feel they will meet their commitment.

ASTIGN Action Required

Holt Continue expediting material through receipt, collection,

Painter and availability.
Victor
(EB) Assistance Feguired

None

cc: 4ZP RM Forssell,
44r. EC Brolin,
Ar. EJ Siskin,

NA;SHIPS 08
wA saIPS 08
AE= Rep-Groton

To:.tehlrt rAsl r';!'r Sr:;:'x .;f c.
CJte.v..:l .-t~...:: : a.::
V I Nr.Y. .7 : __! :
vY .-T MGJ;:7f:- -- -

Z'l:. ._ S ., . , .
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,SeNERAL DYNAMICs 688/559/EH/JDP
Electric Boat Division Page Two

March 23, 1973

ITE; 2 - MAECL':F.ER NOT AVAILABLE PCR SEIBOARD WORK

Mar nours are not being expended at the rate required to
vmeez SSN688 Class ships' sc-edules.

Present Action

We have accelerated our nhring rate. Since the beginning
of October 1972 we have hired 1,480 people. Our Welding
Schcol will have to qualiry about 350 qualified welders;
so rar 145 qualified welders have been sent to the silpyard.
Er.phasis has been placed on moving employes from structural
shop work to shipboard work, with later ship structural
shop work being farmed-cut to qualified vendors. Action
has been started to qualify about 75 pipe welders by
September 1, 1973, of which 23 have been qualified to date.

ACTICN Action Required

Holt Better projections of manpower requirements based on
Roos material availability and ship readiness.
Cramer
Iregory,RX
(EB) Assistance Required

None

The writer understands that the reporting of these critical items does not
relieve him of the responsibility of seeing that the necessary corrective
action is taken on these items.

- -- -- Very truly yours,

SSN688 Class Program Y-Mager
Approved

General ;4ansger

cc: XP. FM Forssell, NAVSHIPS 08
KF. EC Brolin, NAVSHIPS 08
Mr. EJ Siskin, AEC Rep-Groton

. ' . :' ..-' .. .' ',

,,. ir

53-461 0 - 87 -5
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17:0, ,AL DYNAMICS
Electric BC7/I thvision

( ern Pc,,t Roed,,d. 0 o1", Co ----: 06340 20J 446 5954

File N40.: 663/,_::./ZHH/JDP Nay 4, 1VfI3

Subject: SSN6a_ Class Critical Items Letter No. 46

:'cc A`-Iral H. G. Rickover, USN

,,afal Sh'p Systers Command Headquarters
Niavy Department
..ashington, D. C. 20360

S I R:

The following items are considered critical to the SSN688 Class Program.

ITEM 1 - LATE RECEIPT oP 688 CLASS MATERIAL

Material receipt, other than steel, is not occurring to
support scheduled manufacturing and installation efforts
on the SSN690.

Present Action

Expediting action for Pipe Shop material has resulted in
material availabilities for about 1,000 details.
Continuous action is being applied In this area to
accelerate deliveries.

Material receipt for the month of April was about 100
shop order line items below target.

We have just reviewed vendor promise delivery dates of key
hardware. Many items are arriving later than schedule dates,
but do not require the change of major key events.
Detail schedules are being revised.

ACTMION Action Reouired

Byman Continue expediting material through receipt, collection,
?ainter and availability.
Victor

(EB) Assistance Recuired

None

cc: Mr. R4 Forssell, NAVSHIPS 08 - . -
Mr. EC prolin,- NAVSHIP. 08
Mr. EJ Siskin, AEC Rep-Groton .
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._N=r4_=ZAL DYNAMI1CS

Electric Roto'rDivition

ou'/6AOO/ZliI/JDP
Page Two
Ciay 4, 1973

1T:E 2 - MANPOWER NCT AVAILABLE FOR SHIPBOARD WCRK

Manhours are no; being expended at tre rate required to
meet SSN688 Class ships' schedules.

Present Action

We are farming out SSN696 and SSN:697 Graph Cut work to
Quincy Shipbuilding. Since our April 6, 1973 letter,
we have added 214 people to our payroll with an additional
106 people hired (but not on roll).

Previously, we reported that forty-eignt welders were being
qualified for pipe welding. In addition, we have added
twenty-seven welders to the program for a total of seventy-
five. We have qualified four welders, tnirty-eight have
passed initial qualification and are undergoing selected
material qualification, sixteen are undergoing initial
qualification, seven withdrew from the program, and
ten were disqualified.

ACTION Action Required

Hyman Better projections of manpower requirements based on
Victor material availability and ship readiness.
Roos
GregoryR Assistance Recuired

(EB)
None

The writer understands that the reporting of these critical Items does not
relieve him of the responsibility of seeing that the necessary corrective
action is taken on these items.

Very truly yours,

.41, Z Henry Hyman
SSN688 Class Program Manager

.Applv(/1 a n

AG~u eal Mnger

cc: Mr. Pj4 FOrSsell, NAVSHI 1. .

Mr. EC trolin, NAVSHIPS Od ffi -r.; -
_ Var. EJ Siski.,, AEC Rep-Groton ;c.P.

:5S Vie!5 :
ttb :"t 11 1. - . .. :;. '., . " f �.:- '., .
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GENI FPAL DYNAMICS
7ectric Boat Division
^ t,. rne^ Roh. G0 or. .Conoct. 06340. *3 '40s5960

Pile No.: 6E
8

/72-2/ZHH/JD? Septembc' 1l, l4,f

Sub'ect: SSN4688 Class Critical Itcmn Letter No. -65

Vice Ad.iral N. 0. Rickover, USN
NAVZHIS Oa
Naval Ship Syste...s Command :'eadquarters
Navy Departmert
Wasnington, D. C. 20360

S I R :

The Pollowing items are considered critical to the SSN688 Class Program.

ITEI-1 - LATE RECEIPT C? 688 CLASS MATERIAL

Material receint, other than steel, is not occurring tosupport schedoled manufacturing and installation efforts
on the SSN690.

Present Action

The SSN690 material receipt of shop order line items for
the week endi..; September 7, 1573 was 109 line items.

As of September 7, 1973, 13,771 shop order line items
have been ordered for the SSIl690. A total of 10,179,
approximately 74%, have been received.

9,433 of the 12,302 line iters scheduled to be received ;'':-.have been rece±,ed, resulting in a schedule delincuency cf
approximately 23.3%, compared to 23.7% the previous ueeN.

The following key delivery improvements have been realizei
this week.

Boat Item Was Now

SSN690 Boiler Water Samnle Czler 8/15/74 5/3/7L
ss!69o 3' Hex Nuts (S Ger.) 3/25/74 C)/li;/7,
5sN6W0 Hyd _y-Pass Vivs 3/23/74 J3/'/;
Ssi,3O Hyd Dcer Conwrol Vlvs 3/23/74 1/ 7j
SSN69O Hyd Servo Vlvs 3/23/74 11/1;7

cc: ;.r. R:i Forzsell, IAVSi:-?S 0 ' J . . '
'-r. EC Brolin, NAV;E:-. '' 08 T S P. E C. U .- I ^ .0 )
:r. EJ ZS':kin, * 5 tn I.H-t~tW F ., ; '_ ..?...;O...z ,F T, FRFEtC

tN Ullilji; Z *. _. * Oi L: ;.rP_:.A LE STATUTES. Ft
4 .- asat itrE US&iaONt Tril iS CO!:JJTS WMLL NOTi qED UWm K=t WUEN WIUCE TO GENERAL

i;. . D5D.. ....
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Gc3NtZRAL DYNAMICSE
Elkctric IJnot Division scpteember 1i,

AC-IO.I Action Rec;:'red

Hy!nan Continue e:~=editing material through receipt, c1lCCtt-7.,
Pctnter and availal':'ty.
V'- tor
(o3) Asclstance Re~red

Nor;e

ITEI 2 - IA'"POC Z iO' A'AILABLE FCR SHIPBOARD WORK

Manhours are not being expended at the rate required to
meet SSN688 Class ships' schedules.

Present Act'cn

Progress continues to be evident on the SSN690.
The second vmith pumps instal'ei,
r' . ' _ _EIRM pumps and the _ air compressor
have been landed in the _____ Additionally, the
piping to the tank is being installed.
Installation of bank piping is continuing in theum
compartment.

- A temporary re-assignment of structural welders and supDort
trades from the SSN688 Class program is being accompl's-,=d
to support other critical shipyard work.

ACTrIoN Action Recuired

Hyran Assess the i-pact of the ter.pcrary reduction of struct-ral
Victor welders and support trades on the SSN688 Class constr.uc in
Gregory,R program.
(EB)

Develop a program for the most effective utilization of
the available structural welcers and otner shipyard
to enturo tnat progress on the SsN690 is not significa--.: ;
affected.

Assistance R?.euired

None

1H1FS GDlu!.t/.l ',O ,TI to .;.~ E .; :.. ' '-- r-r

cc: c Mr. PJ; Forseell, NAVSHIPS 08 t f.. Of ;T .o !
Mr. EC Brolin, WAVSHIPS 08 J L~iT ~ ~ - ~ . TTJE.I19 -U9;17TLLAT4 TS C.:;~7ETS WILL NorMr. EJ Sitkin,- NRXC-Groton gf lASwfS j PRi' -. t i TRL

-2-AMfb CWOtATI.EP
-2-
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GENIlRAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

6i!8/f:Ž/Z1i11/JDP
September li', 19;.-,

The w:riter understands that the reportln- o0 these critical items does :.;;
reliev.. et' of the rc pon::'bility o; seeing that the necessary corrective
action iz taken on these items.

Very truly yours,

Approve d :
, D Pierce

General Manager

iZ, i"enry Hym.an
W7 S1SN6ab Class Program Manager

cc: Mr. RH4 Forssell, hAVSHIPS 08
Hr. EC Brolin, NAVSHIPS 08
iEr. EJ Siskin, NRRO-Groton

ftol IWL SWI'tSC~iA~ Pa

- -- tti Wfi Wu

ez s~r.i'n ,.nPti ril.i: v:.vBtL
is SgButrI J-N%.i
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GENERAL. DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

VOM PoiIt r.d. Gol.o,. ConClicul 06340 23 446-5960

Ftle No.: 683/78c/ZHH/JD? !;:cember 21, 1973

Suboe -: SSN688 Class Critical Items Letter No. 75

Vlze Adi..'ra; H. G. Rickover, USN
NA':SEIPS $8
Naval Snip Systems Command Headquarters
Navy Department
Washingco., D. C. 20360

S I R:

The following items are considered critical to the SSN688 Class Program.

ITE-. 1 - LATE RECEIPT OF 628 CLASS MATERIAL

Material receipt, other than steel, is not occurring to
support scheduled manufacturir.g and installation efforts
on the SSN690.

Present Action

The SSN690 materia2 receipt of shop order line items for
the week enring Novecber 16, 1973 ::s 87 line items.

As of November 16, 1973, 14,4L45 shop order line items
have been ordered for the SSN690. A total of 11,47',
approy.imately 79.5% tase been received.

11,100 of the 13,582 line items scheduled to be received
have been received, resulting in a schedule delinquency of
approximately 18%.

ACTIGN Action Recuired

Hyr.=n Continue expediting r.eerial through rece'pe, collection,
Pa-nter and availabIlity.
V _: ocr

Assistance Required

None

cc: jr. .-' Forssell, NAVSHIPS 08
1jr. EZ Brolin, NAVSHIPS o8
\ 'r. -I Siskin, NRRO-Groton

'-~' ;s- -: :. ,- '
.: i;. c ~ - . -.... S. ..

.E . -' U .

. . :V. . WiI ,:

,,.7. . - . .. . -:.

. ! ... 7 1:

.s . ::.! . ' : '

-,, :, 7:*. -.;L5

.

: .i:!l ':
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

(!Iw!/r/ZHH/J2 1p
Unvolliber 21, 1973

ITE: 2 - iA!.PC.iER NCT AVAILABLE FOR SHIPBOARD WOM

1;an.^ors are not being expended at the rac: rt.iuirad t:,
meet SSN's_2 Class sh'ps' Schedules.

Present Action

Seven (7) structural welders, that satisractorily
completed their qualificaticn on November 19, 1973,
have been assigned to the manufacturing area.

Progress continues co be evident on the SSN690:

Additional piping has been installed in the pipe banks
in the engine roo- and reactor compartment.

Lagging or the pressurizer has been started.

AOCTON Action Recuired

Hvyan Continue to evaluate ship's progress and expedite shipyard
Victor installation trades based on material availability and ship
Gregory,R readiness.

Assess the impact of the temporary reduction or structural
welders and support trades on the SSNo6E Class construction
pro~gram.

Assistar.-e RevuireJ

None

Tne sriter understands tnat t.'e reporting of these critical items does
nat relieve him of the responsibilf'ty of seeing tnra the necessary
c--rrective action is taken cn tbese items.

, ~~ - - :?i,
Sen eral ;ianage-

c r: r. Ri Forssell, N.-.VS:'HIPS O_
; r. _C Brolin, ;A:.SiiIPS 0Q

E"r. J Siskin, ;iRRO-Groton

V~ery~trf y yourS,

X
Z. ..enry yr;%

g i Cla } Pr 'ram Manager

OF. :.

-2- 1: ::..- , R, .
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Q:NERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division
t J:I,- PoMI' Reed. G..e:-. Con-.liewl 06340.203 446.5M

::le No.: 688/8o7/ZHH/JDP

Subject: ssN.68a Class Critical Items Letter No. 78

Decemr~ber 14, 1973

A;dmiral H. G. Rickover, USN
::,.VSHIPS 08
Naval Ship Systems Command Headquarters
Navy Department
Washington, D. C. 20360

S I R:

The following items are considRdred critical -to the SSN688 Class Program.

ITEM 1 - LATE RECEIPT OF 688 CLASS MATERIAL

Material receipt, other than steel, is not occurring to

support scheduled manufacturing and installation efforts
on the SSN690.

Present Action

The SSN690 material receipt of shop order line items for

the week~ending December 7, 1973 was 106 line items.

As of December 7, 1973, 14,717 shop order line items
have been ordered for the SsN690. A total of 11,834
or 81% have been received.

11,484 of the 13,887 line items sc eduled to be received
have been received, maintaining a schedule delinruency of

17% compared to 18% last week.

Action Required

Continue expediting material through receipt, collection,

and availability.

Aszistance Required

:one r.3C l;ORA1

c dc: ,14r. tc4 Forssell, NA:^V
iMr. Iut' Itu-In, NA't'

( Mr-:- :.'Iskin, NAIi

TIOf

h':0 is i3" V.A. ;C -; . , ,* n.'1 FsE 0

SHIPS 08 1a SU~mITTE ON R8E-Z~W'ITIC?1 ATj C, t:',iTEUB iLl. NOT
SHIPS CA BE RELEASED 'I.THC'JT P;OR WRI1Tii !;IICE TO GENERAL

O-Groton DYNAMICS CORPORATIOR-

-1-

ACTION

H{y-an
?ainter
2.'ctor
~E)
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GENERAL DYNAMICS 6;/8O7/JDP
Electric foat Division, f.Dcember 14,.1973

ITEM 2'-' MANPOWER NOT AVAILABLE FOR SHIPBOARD WORK :'

Manhours are not being expended at'the rate required to
meet SSN688 Class snips' schedules.

Present Action

Fifteen (15) structural welders, that satisfactorily completed
their qualification on December 10,-1973, have been assigned :
to the- manufacturing area. .

Progress continues to beevident on the sSN690:.

Additional piping has'been installed in the' pipe bank:
in'the - room.

The -welding of th e pe o p- -f h
'tank is cointinuing

i-nstalled in the -'4 _; ,-i. .e_

ACrI'IO Action Rqui red- St- *-'

Hymna- Continue. to- evaluate. ship. 
t
'progreassand eip~ 8ite ship

Victor installation Itrades ba*eads on- mat erial' vailabiIit'anu ii
( "'-ebory,R readiness. *-

A~sess'5the'' impact'." £,the ̀ temp~rary reduction ot @truc-tura1 :
weloers and' support trades on'the SSN688 Claqs'tddnstruction

None" - .- 4,4 , .x

The writer understands'that the reporting of-these critical items 'does
not relieve him of the responsibility .b-s: e ng that the necessary.- '
corrective action is taken on these items. -

4'_-','i,,S'~~~~nry /~
So8~ Cla~r~?g~ae

Ao~croved
Pierce

General Manazcr ms D G CU!E;;7 S G;iA!'.S eS A.IpCrE Ct^,CA'.

c- Mr. JllM Forssepl, i NAVSHIPS O8 AND ISP RD SC O T-
5. ar. LC Brolin. NAVSHIPS CB EXEMPT FROM DSSJrE MJHEC ,

* -: t CF INFORMATION E
RaUBM~iEO D WI~
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0!S"AL DYNAMICS ,
'lec.+ric Boat Divislon

f o,.m As0, G taOin, ,,g 06340 4* 1 W 4 4 0

Fil cL" 688/8e8/ZiW.DP - December 21, 1973

Stubject: `SN623 Clasf' Critical Items Letter No. 79

Admiral H. G. Ric'c:cer, USN
N^VCSIPS 08
Naval Shtp Syster.s C==and Headquarters
Navy Department .
Washington, D. C. 20360

3 I R:

The following items are considered critical to the SsiE688 Class Program.

ITEMg1 - LATE RECEIPT OF 688 CLASS MATERIAL

k f- ;Material receiptC gother than steel,.is not occurring to
support scheduled manufacturing and installation efforts
on the SSN690.

- - Present Action

- As a result of expediting efforts, the overall material

- receipt delinquencies have been reduced to less than 15%.
This delinquency is manageable and will allow specific
attention to be directed to those critical items that can

adversely affect scheduled nanufacturing and installation
efforts.

Only specific problem areas will be reported on this item.

Pipe Fittings and Valves

A major effort i5 continuing to expedite delivery of tncone:,

monel, and Cu2:ti butt weld fittings and ;avy Standard Valves

to 8 0-2177525 requ4red to suoport fabricatlor. of the
_M service systems. To date, 84% oi the SS 1690 fit nz

- avbeen received. Tap balance are estimated to be rece';e.

by 2/15/74. The inittal shipments of inavy Standari Valves -:

810-2177525 were made from Electr'c Boat Dtvi:'on'.- primn
source (;Morlanf 'Tool Company) during the :;eek W' o :!YiO/73.
An additional zhipaen

t is pro^'sed for t-.e eeX. 1 12/17/7;.

It is anticipated tnat all SSic9D rcq - w1ii be

satisf'ed by _/31/7 4.
TlRK h;2':. . : '.: ..n T:,T a - . ; .. E' :

cc: Ar. RMi Forsell, N7VSHIS OC AI. , - - - ;T

ir EC Br0olin ot g r - .7 THE FQEEM,
. ~J Sis.in. . HRO-~roton . . f 17f0R7-LQ., A~t A2/~ 37 2 ~ .~ £ATUTES. ii

-1- ~ S~s~ir~ 0:1 T~E c:T1-:: X7:: 7),wr nENa~
D NAM4I:S ERALI3
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GEQNZAL DYNAMICS ('Y 2.: !VJDP
electric io',t Division Doonvinber 2;l, 1973

t ~~~~Eneine r0 .-... .Fr're:::l] W.:,L-:_/;l; t1t --at hx(changer

The vendor's (Carrier Corporation) estimated shipment dates
for the _heat
exchangers have slipped from the original pronised delivery
dat of C:-tobcr 173 to the current estimated daLr'S of
2/15/74 (first unit) and 2/2a/74 (second unit). Late
receipt of the heat exchangers will delay timely completion
of the e system in supp:rt of launch.
Electric Boat Division has assisted Carrier Corporation by
providing critically needed raw materials where Carrier was
unable to obtain them within reasonable periods of time.
Procurement is closely monitoring vendor progress and
maintaining contact with the vendors management to ensure
the earliest possible completion of the units.

ACTION Action Reouired

Hyman Continue expediting material through receipt, collection,
Painter and availability.
Victor
(EB) Assistance Required

None

ITEM 2 - MANPOWER NOr AVAILABLE FOR SHIPBOARD WORK

v/ Manhours are not being expended at the rate required to
meet SSN688 Class ships' schedules.

Present Action

There are 162 additional equivalent structural welders assigne
to the SSN688 Class program, and more specitfcally the SS!690,
than were assigned on 14 September 1973, when structural welde
were temporarily assigned to other critical work in the ship-
yard.

The present manning on the SSN690 is satisfacorv for 'the
ship readiness condition and maternal availabiliy.

This item will no longer be reported unless the corrective
action taken does not continue to achieve the deaired resslts.

Action Rocuired Tit!S to - .

None AlJD isp... :-::
EXE.P.-T F.- ....... .t-

Assistance Renuired OFI M-O ..

None b- a ri1 -ss CE Ie

cc: l1r. RNi Forssell, IIAVSHIPS Ci'
Air. EC Brolin, lNAVSHIPS 0S
Mr. EJ Siskin, NRRO-Oroton

-2-
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.5NiAL DYNAMICS
-Electric Boat Division 688/818/ZHH/JDP

December 21, 1973

The wsriter understands that the reporting oi 'hese critical itct3 does
not relieve him of the responsibility of sceeng that the necesa:-y
corrective action is taken on these items.

Very tru y yours, -

Z. Henry H /
SSN6S8 Clasy Proam Managerh~~ p.- O v e «~~f ' ..

//. D. Pierce
G eneral Manager

cc: Mr. RM Forssell,
Mr. EC Brolin,
Mr. EJ Siskin,

NAVSHIPS 08
NAVSHIPS 08
NRRO-Groton

':SMP~ Tr-r: 6

G INFOjTLA~- -~C.2\3 -1 -NOT
i~~ sue 55- '' "'~~~ 'F ~ ~ T~t RA

-3-
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(D A T A A37

SSt688 Class Schedule teveloovent

Tne schedules for the FY 70-72 SSN688 Class ships woe. designed to deliver seven

(7) ships froc EBDiv's esistleg facilities with minibu ye- capital levascoust. The

PrinciPRI': features of the schedle were:

1. Fine (5) sonth intervals betwece the start fob dates of the ships to level

the workload In the steel fubrictloc areas avd precludo a capacity problee.

2. Fowr-aed-ooe-half (4j) mecth ltcervalS between the vessel lau.ch dates to

level the -stallutl o trade workio ds.

- 3. Four (4) ec.th intervals 
6
et-eev deliveries (dictated by RFP).1ff Follouig Contract Awerd on 1/8/71, a decisiov -as eade to ccelerate the suhedu'es

1on all sps by evIng ithe launch dotes si 16) eeks ealier. This was done to

.1 Ileprove EBDti's competitive position for the FY173-74 awrds.

A 'zi 2. Accelerate the start-up of steeltrude work to avert laying off -elders and

sh ipf i ters.

3. Pronie *dditicvul assurance of eeting the FY 70/72 contract schedules.

Iii g 4. To itaie oui-ue "pressure" on the Design Agevt who was doliqu.e.t to hi,

.1} Oesigv Schedule.

a! t} , The objectives of the ocuelerated schedules were vet throughout lutc 171 and

i e-r early 1972. The steciwurk progrussed general Iy as scheduled; By cid-1972, however,

EBDiv bhgan encouvteriog technical problees (particularly in the ouclear area) which

iJ started to slow progress. A significant cwnpli.atisg factor sas thau Newport NCss has

;4 I fulflee far behied schedule on the SSN688 and EBDiv was escouncering -mny of the techeicol

problees before Newport Nuns Etch tir this occorred, delays wore eucoustered while

vJI § the Design Agent resolved the problee.

lf .T_ , L Throughout 1971 and untilI Augst 1972 the Design Agent reschedtred the Class Druivg

*lsse Schedule repeatedly. These slippages did noth"ne a great ipact os the stee lork.

o ' i | .. The protracted a.uor n egotiat4ts thrmgh the sunscer and fall of 1972 - during.6I it t.-"& totLe a -11~
*J J which lie the shipyarJ wasAei - stalled o.% steeltrades g/progr that

Ze fJ1.5'^zA'ZF; I wa s required to yet the risig workluud. The .- 1n_ __: buildup of the shipyard'sri-,A

;' jC
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Draft - SSN683 Class Schedule Oeveelnunent - Page 2

overhaul ,and reuir wcrklk d in the fall of 1972 inposed a higher priority de`and Or

thejsteeltra vs at the Sae time a the 688 Class demands were gro.ing. To eeet

the overhaul and repair requirements. shipfitters nd welders were transferred

from the 688 Class throughout the falI of 1972 and winter of 1973.

The SSN690, 692, aud 694 schedules were progressively slIpped throughout

the surecr and fall of 197: as actual progress continued to 19 the published

schedules.

The latest SSN690 schedule is rouyhly equivalent to full n-on ssN637 Class

ship schedule for tne period frqn now to Launch - an .... dinjoptil stic chedUle

]:| for -aprotntype ship- -

Status

Je The current status against the latest published schedules 1s as follows

L 3 . gSsR690 approulitetly 8-a .weeks delinnuent

692 approuImtely 8-IS weeks delinquent

_ E | 69' approniitely 8 weeks deliequent

696 appropni ately 9 weeks delinquent

Ulli g , , 697 approximteiy 2 weeks delinquent

1 Ij 1 1 These delinqunecies are growing at n verage rate of two weks per month

J I {' due to a lack of sufficient steeltradas amnpower..2
5 ej What Mlust h Doeto Recover

Ii | 2The iarodiate needs of the program are additiontal welders ad an effective

]s i farrout/suhcuntract program to offset the nounting backlog of delinquent work.

TheAprogram hus gained little additional anpower in the past s i months and

3 1, 5 the farmout and Subcontract programs have nut had a significant Inpact to date.

In the meantivo, overthme should be used to the maximum extent possible.

4 '
!U
iC
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Draft - SSii688 Class .thedule Develooent - Paqe 3

Out look

The slippage of the steeltrades work will have a pronounced impact on ih- installa-

tiUe trades. The installation trades will be the victios of late drwing Issue; late

-aterlal ideotificatioo, ordering and receipt; and poor E9Div machine shop support due

i to capaitY problems (naterial, odepocer, priority). Then problems will be farther

3 aggravated by late ccoo.plishenot of prerequisite structural work (decks., foundations.

etc.) due to the steeltrade delloquencies.

ii; 1
I.

'i tii

ii;

;ji

-i .
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- t - - April 24, 1973/CI t

FACTORS THAT HAVE IMPACTED THE 688 CLASS SCKOUJLES

The 688 Class was worked on or ahead of schedule throughout the latter half of 1971

ad first sIx (6) months of 1972. The shipyard s performance to schedule bgegn

to deterIorate In July 1972. There were three basic factors that contributed to '_ _

the deterioration:

1. The protracted labor negotIations which dragged on from July to October
resulted In low worker morale and lower-than-normal productivity. ; a

1. The shipyard-refralned froe hiring during the labor negotIatIons In Spite II
of the fact that the scheduled workload was rising.

3. The overhaul and repair workload rose significantly in the fall of 1972
with the arrival of SS814616 and SSN607. plus the growth of *mrgent work IL

con SSN571.

The Imact of the decision not to hire during the July-to-October 1972 perIod and t-

the growth In the Overhaul and Repair business durlng the fell of 197 can be saen
In the attached chart. The 688 Class began to fall behind schedule In a*d-1972 and

has continued to slip as the num r of manhours expended on the program has continued

to fal;l short of the programs manpor plan. 1-

The 688 manpower problem has been particularly hamered by the large _unt of structural * I
work In the SS8N616 missile tube conversion. The 616 requirement fell on top of a 688 8I

Class structural workload that Is expanding at the rate 7500 manhours per month durIng -

the period Septeober 1972 through October 1973. The overhaul progr_ requireinnts

are continuing to grow, continuing to be accorded first priority and continuing to

drain qualified welders from the 688 Class. A cainplicating factor has been that the .

shipyard's requireamnts for pipe welders, structural inspectors and welder supervisors
are also rIsing and these requirements are being filled from the ranks of the more

experienced first class welders.

A shortage of machine shop capacity (primarily attributable to a shortae of machinists I
and overhaul ship prioritIes) has also impacted the 688 Class program. The problem * r
Is being alleviated through the farmout of machining operatkons, but the volume of

farinut to date has not been sufficient to make an appreciable dent In the accuiulated i

backlog of dellqquittn 688 Class work. I4
* F

- t5.. - LPr I.1t~'T3ot~~. c r Q~cr sl6s- S /0 i /1 2.

JPPQCAJZ ) r_ ~ LCt/ArIZ|I z

- ? IA- P I, cc .~sV 3W zj-)rCIL -/ 1
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SSN 690 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT

COST PERFORMANCE REVIEW

AS OF L1/24/73

CHART #1. GENERAL COMMENT

2. KEY INDICATORS STATUS AND CHARTS

3. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

rzŽ�
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Page 1 _GNEAL l42ENTI

1. TSE QVERLL PICTURE FOR GS690 IS NCiT DiPROVIiG. WIfT
SEP.MiMrDR THE OllLY RECENT EI=CETION, COSTS PER MOiiTll CGIITINU TO
RISE WlILE PREOGRiLS PROCEEDS AT A GEIERALLY STATIC RATE.

" TiHE VARIAliCE BSIMLEEN THE CURRENT DUDGET AiD C.T.C. HAS WIDENED
CaUPARED TO TIVE PREVIOUS MOUTH WITH TIE ORaWlT IN E mliIwEB AiD.
RELATED OVERJEAD TiE PRIGE OFFENDER. TlIS liAHOUR GRQJTl IS
TiE lOCT SERIOUS PROBi05l AFFECTING SUCCESSM}L Cai4PLETIOHi OF
551690. EVilY AFTER EXCLUDIli TIE GRadTH CAUSED DY CHMIGES IN
CIARlGING PATTERNS, UViXPIAIlE2D iAAHIIIUR CHARGES HAVE AFFECTED
SSE69o 50 ADVERS4ELY THAT OVERALL PERiPOiAiCE IS WORSE TANi
ANY siap IN REcarr YEAS (SEE PAGED 4 & 5).

2. TO DATE 53.6% OF TiE LABOR AND OVJGUlEAD SUDGET HAS BEEN EXPENDED.
AS A iilA:S OF REiATIlfG ACTUAL, LABOR EXPENDITURES TO ACTUAL S111P PROGBRSS
TIE FOLLilIliG COCiPARISIOlES ARE PROVIDED..

A. PROJECTED LABOR PROCRESS TiiRU 11/24/73 IS 60%. ACTUAL PROGRESS
is 4o.o%. -

B. B/l4 CaiPLETION3 ARE 900 OF A TOTAL OF 4,490 IN TiE MASTER -
(20.o4li%) 1,628 ARE ACTIVE. GROtUP COCiPLETIONS APE 85 OF
A TOTAL OF 3,369 IN TiE mlASTER (2.54%).

C. Closed Out COmativc
llor: Authorization Hwlhouas north' Perfonnance

Manhour Dujcts cpnvwlcd Increment To BudgEt

Aug. - - -- - 134.0%

Sept. 266,507 367,572 137.9%

Oct. 209,195 403,937 160.3% 139.7%

Nov. 317,536 1156,094 186.9% 143.9%

fliIc Ila~ -v. nip- ic S*WflF P"'d -M F ---'".4 iq f. "n~w q iftI...pan, i i
. P . .



Page 2 SSN 690 - KEYINDICAT(

I. CTC AIIALYSIS (NaV)-(IN DOLIARS, OOO's OMITTED)

NOVEMBE1R ACTUALS NNOVEMBER C

ORS STATUS

.T.C. I

LABOR 1,045 .1 951.3

ItATERIAL 794*2 ,.

TqTAL 3033.2.
II. ~~ANAJ.XA~~L9.(AT COMPL~~ SEPT. OT

II.NUAN&DI CoTyC lAINING ADJ.CAC. 4TH Q.TOT. CUM VAR,(OVEI

LABOR 12,921.4 16,542.9 29,464.3 29,331.3 (153.

0/B1 15,207.6 18,512.9 33,720.5 32,|41.3 (979.

MATERIAL 17 0738 58221 195.
TOTAL tU._t8_ t U87.9 W0

III. NAIN CAUSES OF VARIANCE * (000's OMITTED) , COMMENTS

DIRECT LABOR HOURS $(5,110.11 Performance and charging patte

APPLIED OVERHEAD (6,025.8) o p

DIRECT LABOR RATE -59.6 D/L rat. nerno 02

MATERIAL (2,231.7) Matcrial increase of $2,275.8
subcontracting and farmout

*(see page 5 for details)

IV. 1MAjIjOURS PER PERCENT OF PROGRESS (S/Y OPERATIONS ) - ADJUSTED FOR

MONTHLY INCREMENT

September 1973 66,4U3.M711's/% progress

October 1973 67,339 M/H's/5 progress

-- h- 1973 91,305 M/H1's/% progress
SS-N1637 t C to

SSN 637 at Completion
ssn 650 at Completion
SSN 678 at Coispletion

Cv. COS PER k'A1nAA O 0 n r v

TOTAL
GROSS LABOR
OVERHEAD
MATERDIL

-11 I. -

. VARIANCE (OVER)/UNDER

(184 .2)
242.6)

NOV. AD. C.T.C.
UNDIER BUDGET (OVER )/UNDEi.

02 24,805.8 ( 4,658.'27,685.9 (6,034..
20 661 .2 2 2 234 .7)

!T f3 j (12, 927 .b)

ern changes.

4746.7 hours $59.6
due primarily to increased
estimates.

CHARGING PATTERN CHANGES**

CUtl. (BUWET - 1l.313.)}

50,37M/1's/. progress
51,358 M/H's/% progress
53,156 14/H'D/5% progress

42,220 M/H'r/l progress
39,221 M/H'sf7% progress
32,218 M/H's/% progress

*,lr $r PER . ,._% PROGRESS

BUDGET CUM. TIlRU 10/29 NOV. INCREMENT CUM. T. 
4

4TH TR. EST. AT CO.tP.

7T3 9 U2 13'79 1 372 50 8i7 117 149 4R5

2pivr 0o5 g 3J T s 9 tII 3

276,859 357,617 615,395 369,836 327,413

5O6612 ..'2-19 1 s 'I ' 7ql l_ _ .s ._ _59
;&l t v ,t _ !."_,t ; tt\ A. v x _. t. !

9-.C;'

:V. ~COST- PER Eh-
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Page 5

COST VARIANCE ANALYSIS
NOVEI4BER 1973

SSN 690-N00024-71-C-0268

ADRJUSTED -
vuur~~~~i 14 r T q^Te VARANCEr~l

COST FACTORS S11-24-7 C.T.C. ) - INCREA!
IRECTLABOR HOURS 4740. b .7 7 1,V4o..V)

SDIRECT LABOR RATES $4 .8886 4.861. .0125'
9 2OVERP.HAD RATES 119.31055 119.3417% (.0312) 9

lST ZLEIENTS
-F-CT ABORDOLIARS $23,204.9 $28,255.4 $( 5,050.5)

T'EREDAD DOLLAS 27,685.9 33,720.5 ( 6,034.6)
CT OVERTIME 1,239.2 821.0 418.2

ICCT SH{IFT 361.7 387.9 (26.2)
' RCT NATERIAL 20661 2 22.895.9 ( 2,234.7)

.'lSTI4 ATE AT COMPLETION $73,152.9 t86.o8o.7 $(12,927.8)*

;|ILZTLABOR HOURS (Increase of 1048.-0Q $4.8761 ,( 5110.1)
-PLID OVERHEAD Q 119.3105,5 oq.9

.OST IN;CREASE DUS TO DIRECT LABOR-HOURS _1;0.

! T *RECT LABOR RATES 4746.7 HRS. Q $.oi25 59.6
* I>PPLIED OVERHEAD @ 119.3105% 71.1

-- f ST DZ:SZ DUS TO DIRECT LABOR RATE . 130.7

E ERX.A.D RATE - INCREASE (.0312,) x $28,255.4 (8.8)

i ' IRECT LABOR - OVERTIMZ DECREASE 418.2

F I ERECT LABOR - SHIFT INCREASE - : (26.2)

1 LRECT MATERIAL _ _ ( 2.234.7)

jf&OTAL COST VARIANCE _________

' Overrun variance of $12,927,800 is understated since the Class budget
- contains $11,642,000 more in escalation recovery than the 4th Quarter

6 J C.T.C. estimate. A portion of this $11,642,000 difference is attrn-
* j butable to SSN.690.

s 1I
_: _
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POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

1. THE CUMULATIVE COST PER "AVERAGE" PERCENT OF PROGRESS FOR
THE PAST THREE MONTHS CONTINUES TO GROW AS SHOWN.

SEPTEMBER 1973 $819,932
OCTOBER 1973 828,479
NOVEMBER 1973 851,117

CONTINUED GROWTH AT TH!IS AVEAGE.RATE INDICATES A POTENTIAL

COST INCREASE OF BETTER THAN 16% PER ANNUM (THRU SEPTEMBER
1974) TO ACCOMPLISH ONE PERCENT PROGRESS. FURTHER, BASED

UPON ACTUAL RETURNS AND PROGRESS TO DATE IT IS APPARENT THAT
THE C.T.C. WILL CONTINUE TO GROW (SEE ITEM 1, PAGE 2). UNLESS

THIS TENDENCY IS REVERSED AND/OR PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVED TO
EXCEED SUCH GROWTH OR AT LEAST COINCIDE WITH IT, THE OUTLOOK

FOR SSN 690 IS A SIGNIFICANT OVERRUN. .

I 2. LABOR PERFORMANCE TO MANHOUR BUDGETS CONTINUES TO SHOW A

DETERIORATING TREND (SEE PAGE 1, ITEM 2.C). WHATEVER THE

REASON(S) (PRODUCTIVITY AND MATERIAL DELINQUENCIES ARE THE

MOST FREQUENTLY MlENTIONED) THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT SUCH

PERFORMANCE IS A PRIME CONTRIBUTOR TO THE COST GROWTH SHOWN

IN ITEM 1 ABOVE AND THE MANHOUR GROWTH SHOWN IN ITEM4 IV.-

*3. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT INITIATE A
RECOVERY PROGRAM WITH THE LOGICAL STARTING POINT BEING
PROGRAM OFFICE REVIEW OF THE UPCOMING 1ST QUARTER 1974

COST TO COMPLETE FORECASTS.

-ains env"o Iie /Pee I * * sl 5 m. a la P". saebplep r1nJ3 du ss u isss1 we P 1uep II
*|-..,ae up d ! d. .,Jews .s.11 is .."p.a; "I is . ".. .. "we *Spu wail .,ws. . ...-.-. .
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GE3N)-VRAL DYNAMICS MEMORANDUM
i lectric Boat Division

TO Messrs. M. C. Curtis and D- January 14, 1974
J. D. Pierce

fRO.: Z. Henry Hyman

FILE NO.:

SUBJECT: SSN688 Class Construction Program - Contract NObs 0268 -
Projected Cost at Completion

REflERNCE:

Enclosures: (1) Order of Magnitude Profit & Loss - Based on Current Estimate
(2) SSN688 Class - 1st Flight - Current Expenditures
(3) SSN688 Class - 1st Flight - Estimated Cost at Completion

(Total Division)
(4) SSN688 Class - 1st Flight - Comparison of Basic Budget and

Revised Budget
(5) SSN690 - Comparison of Current Estimate and 4th Quarter

1973 CTC

(6) SSN688 Class - 1st Flight - Current Estimate of Cost at
Completion - Shipyard/Machine Shop

(7) SSN690 - Current Estimate of Cost at Completion & Current
Expenditures - Shipyard/Machine Shop

(S) SSN688 Class - 2nd Flight Estimate
(9) Electric Boat Division Historical Overhead HeadCount

Background

At the present time, studies are being accomplished by the following groups to
establish the projected cost at completion for the subject contract:

(a) The Corporate Office at the request of Mr. D. S. Lewis.

(b) Arthur Andersen & Company as a part of their reviewv of the Electric
Boat Division's profit forecast.

(c) Industrial Engineering under the direction of Dr. D. A. Goldstein
at the request of Mr. M. C. Curtis

(d) Cost Engineering/Financial Analysis at the request of the SSN688 Class
Program Office.

To date, the only study that has been completed that I have seen is the study accom-
plished by Cost Engineering/Financial Analysis. I have howvever participated in
discussions with both Dr. D. A. Goldstein and Mr 

4
-' e study being

accomplished by Industrial Engin tP Mtl O Jl S N stu beingpart of this week. Fl A~~~~~Al!I t _p. :ctUDMI1IR the early
part of this week. V~A~D is PF~ VIMtC' DOt ( F tE:;I;L IT IS CONISIDERED

EXEPTI F: OM D:SC Li: E Ui:E 1 Tht PTVlZIO;S OF THE FREEDOM
OF I;,F0IMATIO;i ACT A:;iDj3R OTAl APPLICAdtE STATUTES. IT
IS SUBMITTED Oi T,:t C::;CITiIN THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE REtLEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATIOt. i

53-461 0 - 87 -6
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Messrs. Curtis/Pierce -2- January 14, 1974

Summary

Enclosures (1) through (9) represents the results of the study accomplished by Cost

Engineering/Financial Analysis and their assessment of this contract. This

assessment will be discussed in detail in conjunction with any required explanation
of the enclosures.

As you can see, enclosures (1) through (9) presents a very bleak picture. It is

important, however, for you to realize that this is essentially the same picture that

was presented in May and June of 1973 as part of the Znd Flight estimate review. This

realization must be emphasized and re-emphasized because after having had a potential

problem identified, we, as a Company, chose a course of action that assumed that we

could overcome the problem and realize a successful program both in performance and

cost. I previously concurred in this course of action and today re-affirm that con-
currence.

As I indicated, there are four studies being accomplished. While the study accomplishe

by Cost Engineering/Financial Analysis is the only one completed, that I have seen, I

am convinced that all of the studies when completed will not differ .significantly from

each other. Therefore, an assessment of the problems based on the Cost Engineering/

Financial Analysis study is considered worthwhile at this time in order to establish

some quantification of the problem.

I recommend that as the other studies are completed, that a comparison be made in

order to refine the magnitude of the problem. In any case, the corrective action

required, in my opinion, will not be significantly affected by differences in the results

of the studies.

The enclosures for the most part are self-explanatory. However, where necessary,
clarifying explanations will be provided.

The format of the enclosures are such that an assessment is possible of the identified

problems. I believe that a careful review of each of the enclosures will make the

implications of each of the enclosures quite clear. The areas that in my opinion are of

special significance are as follows:

(a) The major impact is the apparent scope growth and supervisory transfer

to direct charging. (The Supervisory impact is approaching 10%).

(b) The analysis assumes (and correctly so) that problems experienced on

the SSN690 will not be transmitted to foUow-ships.

(c) The analysis assumes that an assessment is made of production techniques.

as utilized on the SSN690 and where possible, positive action is taken to
prevent recurrence. TiIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAI

OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CO!;FIDENTIAL. IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT F1POM D''CL0SUP.E UNI0ER TKE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHED APPLICABLE STATUIES. IT
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDIT;ON THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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Messrs. Curtis/Pierce -3- January 14, 1974

(d) The analysis assumes that the deterioration in our performance caused

by new hires does not exceed current levels and at some point within

the next year or year and a half, it improves.

(e) The analysis does not reflect any savings to be realized from

Productivity Programs that have been and are being planned for

implementation.

(f) The analysis is optimistil It meiCpTIuleS ths mi.itrE WIEbtNWI ! RKIe
the impact of the identifi4 q 0:T flEO TIHL IT IS

Discussion ~~~~EXEM1PT rOM DIiU-- ""'~ irE p'Y;I: F H Ff
Discussion OF IfO.RMATlON ACT A`D/.01 ci.Ei APPUZAlE STATUTES IT

I Thefact hat e arefacedwith IS SUE-AlT~T0 ON TIE t.IOHTHAT IlUS NEi IU O
i TliOtLf PRIOR WiRITTEN NOTICE TO GENEA

The fact that we are faced with probleifsnAEAN~sli006'er.vg Early identification of this

fact resulted from the efforts associag w e development of the estimate for

the 2nd flight of ships. Early identification of our problems has to be considered an

advantage. To date we have only expended approximately 17% of the total manhours

in the original basic estimated manhours.

The task we face is an improvement in performance. *To meet the 1974 Plan, we must

reduce the projected manhour expenditures by approximately 4, 500, 000 manhours, if

the Cost Engineering/Financial Analysis estimate for the cost-at-completion is used

as the base. This task may be different when the other study results are available;

however, as indicated previously, I do not believe that the magnitude of the task is

going to vary significantly. Improvement in the material area is also going to be

necessary, particularly with regard to our subcontract and farmout programs.

I am not yet ready to throw in the sponge and admit that disaster has to be a reality.

I am convinced that there are others throughout Electric Boat Division of the same

mind. I am, however, firmly convinced that now has to be the time. Time is

creeping up on us day by day. Promises of the future have to be realities of today.

The program must be turned around now!

Suggestions For Improvement

I have attempted to be objective in assessing the analysis provided by Cost Engineering/

Financial Analysis. In doing so, various suggestions for improvements came to my

mind. I am positive, that when collectively the entire Division addresses itself to our

problem, that many more and probably better suggestions will surface. The suggestions

that come immediately to my mind are as follows:

(a) There must be a change in attitude towards the SSN688 Class Program.

We must recognize that we are fighting for our existence. If we do not

solve this problem in the next year, some of our present management will

be unemployed and those remaining will spend the next eight years

fighting for their lives. When one considers the potential profit contri-

bution of the 55N688 Class program to the Division's and Corporation's

overall profit, we must be No. 1, and not 2nd, 3rd or 4th. How this

message is communicated by you to your staff, and they to their respective

subordinates, is one of the most pressing questions facing us.
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(b) There has to be a reduction in the number of learners assigned and working

on the SSN688 Class Program. This should not be a goal for the future,

but there must be a positive program implemented immediately to

change the balance of skill-mix ratios throughout the shipyard in favor

of the SSN688/Class Program.

(c) Scope reduction actions such as the Producibility and Design Improvement

programs must be expanded. The results of pending discussions between

NAVSHIPS and the SSN688 Class Program Office have to be carefully

evaluated to determine the course of action for Electric Boat Division.

Indications are that the Design Agent (Newport News) may not be able to,

or may not want to, respond so that Electric Boat Division can realize

the maximum benefits from these programs. It may be necessary to

implement these programs within Electric Boat Division. This

decision, however, must be based on firm data as regards real savings,

rather than just a desire to do it the Electric Boat way.

id) Industrial Engineering efforts must be concentrated on that activity for

which it was established initially, namely, reducing costs. Those

areas that come to my mind are as follows:

(1) Assure maximum utilization of automatic equipment.

(2) Implementation of those ideas that have been proven their effective-

ness such as crew loading and where possible expand these

concepts. What was accomplished in two weeks by crew loading on

the cylinders used for the keel laying of the SSN696 is an example of

what can be accomplished.

(3) Continue and expand improvements in setting up a production capa-

bility throughout Electric Boat Division for three SSN688's a year.

This capability is mandatory if we are going to come anywhere close tc

the present schedules for the Znd Flight.

(e) A schedule must be developed and issued immediately to the shipyard for

guidance and direction of their production efforts. Without a schedule,

the shipyard is hampered in their efforts to effectively allocate their

available manpower resources. The schedule must be the tightest possible

without being hopeless to achieve by the shipyard.

-f) A positive manpower control plan should be developed. Manpower should I

assigned to the SSN688 Class program by name, rank and serial number.

a program would facilitate checking to insure that the right people are

assigned and retained on the program. The development of teams of

people is mandatory to infsn RLp to ship and

also to insure that ship.

AND IS PRIVIIEGED 0 0NIFIPE E OOAL IT IS COESMERED

EXEMPT FROM DISaUCLV0~i J!IDER THE p-?C.V1~1iS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OlhER AfPLP';LE STATUTES.
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT ITS CONlEINTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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(g) Most frequently, shipyard manhour improvements are discussed.
Recognizing the magnitude of our problem, I feel that a close look
has to be made of all SSN688 Class manhours. Over 20% of the total
manhours that will be expended will be expended by departments
other than the shipyard.

(h) The present procedures in effect for evaluating the impact of changes
initiated by the Design Agent (Newport News) should be carefully re-
viewed to insure that Electric Boat Division realizes the maximum
price adjustment for each change. Additionally, a plan should be
developed to insure that the proper groundwork is established to support
any "claim" action that may be appropriate for Electric Boat Division
to initiate. I have an outline for such a plan that I intend to discuss with
you in the next week or so.

(i) A realistic assessment is necessary for all of the Productivity Improvement
and other improvement programs contemplated and these savings reflected

/ - in all of the study results. For the past year, the cost-to-complete
forecasts have only increased. Identification of improvement programs,
resulted in the increased manhours to implement and manage the program,
but little or no savings reflected in the cost-at-completion of the SSN688
Class Program.

I have to admit that for the most part the above suggestions have been talked about
before and are not new. This fact, however, does not diminish the need for imple-
menting these suggestions nor any others that are developed as we look closer at our
problem. It is noteworthy to me that there does not appear to be any one single action
which will solve the problem. The problem can only be solved by reducing costs
wherever we can in everything thatwe do on the SSN688 Class program.

Last but not least is our overhead costs. A review of enclosure (9) indicates that an
expansion of overhead headcount can be realized without exceeding the established
overhead ceiling level. It be must clearly understood by all, that overhead costs can
adversely impact the SSN688 Class Program. Discipline must be exercised to insure
that overhead costs are not allowed to become a problem during 1974 and subsequent
years.

'Z. enry Hyman
ssN688 Class Program Manager

ZHH:MR

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMI1CS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVIlEGED OR CONnIDENTIAL. I IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURfr UNDER THE PTDVIIOSS OF THEt FREEDOM
OF INFDRMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLIZA1,LE STATUTES. IT
IS SURMITItO ON THE COTDllION THAT ITS CONIlEITS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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ORDER OF MAGWITUDE P&L BASED ON CURRE IT ESTIMATE

Basic Bid 7 Ships Estimated Cost
Supervision
Scope Increase
Potential Productivity
Farmout

* Rate
Overhead 116.4% 2
Direct Lsbor $5.18 $

Shift & Overtime

Material Cost Increases
Farmout
Farmout Premiums

Spent 4
Forecast

- Other Overrun
Spent 4
Forecast

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL ESTIMATE AT COMPLElION

HOURS

2,093
2,201
1,777

(1,500)
31,610

$452,758

4,571 $49,924

(7,828)118.0% '
$5.01

(2,739)

16,383

$4,813
3,187 18,466

14,095
6,371

ti74,206

$i526 ,9614

Ceiling Price . $501,548

Profit(Loss)* 
$(25,416)

*Does not include any impact of schedule slippage beyond "Tapered Six".

An additional 6 month per ship slip would add $13,500,000 to the loss.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND, CDMMERIW.
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

Enclosure 1 AND IS PRIVILEGED OR C~d~FIDENTIPL IT IS CONSIDERED

1-11474 EMPFRMDCLURE UND~ER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
'-L-74 EX EMPT FROM DISCLOTStUruooiil Qpt*ALE STATUTES. IT

OF INFORMATION ACT AD/OR, OTHER APPUALE' STATTETS. WINT
IS SUBMITTED O:N ThE C~,- oI1 ON THAT ITS COITNSWLNO

GE RELEASED WITHOLT PRIOR WRITrEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
Y4AWlCS CORPORATION.
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Labor
Overhead
Material
Overtime & Shift

TOTAL

HOURS

ssi688 CLASS 1ST FLICHT
EXPENDITURES TO DATE

SPENT AND
COMMITTED TO GO

$ 21,398 $136,596
26;823 16o,o49
123,120 51,580
1,081 6,317

$172,422 $354,542

4,612 26,998

L COERICAL

a

Enclosure 2
1-14-74

TOTAL

$157,994
186,872
174,700

7,398

$526 ,9641

31,6io
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Cost at Completion First Flight 688

Total Division lhours (X 1000)

Sbipyard/l-aehbne Shop
Subcontract
STO
Welding Engineering

Total

Procurement
Production Control
liCR
NIQC
Maintenance
Industrial Engineering
UAC
Engineering
1; m-

Comptroller
Security
Progrem Manager
RADCON
flaterial Control
Plarning
Welding Engineering

Q.,.
Subcontract Administration
MIscellaneous Charges

Sub Total

Contracts

Total

Cost Engineering

27,611.5
(1,500.0).

(270.9)
- -0-

143.1
168.6
.536.o
500;8
77.8

333.5
344.5

1,013.0
99.8
24.0

104.6
50.4

108.5
350.4
300.5
99.8

1,413.8
100.5

-0-

.31,6.0.2

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL

OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION Of GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP-Q.RATION

AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CO::FIDENTIP.L. IT is CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSU[.E UNDOER THE pItcV~ri0!S OF THE FREEDOM

OF INFORMATION ACT AWUOP O1r4ER PLC,. SINTUTES. IT

IS SUBMITTED ON WHE CO;:DITION THAT ITS Co::-,E,-Ts wILL NOT.

EE RELEASED WITHIOUT PI'OR WRI1iEN NDTIC E TO GENERAL

rGY::AIAICS CORPORATION.

1974 Plan

22,464.5
(2,200.0)

-0-
(113.5)

20,151.0

188.9
168.6
536.o
500.8
77.8

333.5
380.5

1,013.0
99.8
8.7

1o4.6
50.4
72.3

368.0
360.5
113.5

1,467.2
-0-
1.2

25,990.3

60.6

26,056.9

Enclosure 3

1/14/74
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6 1IS P'I1VI E E. G.I F' E d. -0.°itl L*2.69,66 9,68 9
(OOO'G I rP F7,0'.;' u.^O US. E U:.. E . T. E P J.V ASulT

FdRMATO . ACT A..O/Oi: Oh,.E.1 APPLIiCA*>i S nIT
IS S-.UNITTEV 0,1 l;E CONDITON THAT t wo co1 WiU N t Revised 4th Quarter 1973 Variance Actuals
DYNSICUiCORPOT WRITTE . N Adlusmcnts BudFct Hours at Completion (Over) Under Thru Nov. 1
DYNAMICS CMORP0IRATIOT .......

EO1 14rachine Shop i,767.0 1,074.1 394.6
E02 Shipyard 20.398.3 19.190.4 2,1.8

I;D7 bRlouucta]. Cowtrol 22,165.3 1,477.3 23,6426 _ 20 264.5 3.37U.1 3,213.9
g67 A:oduction Control 54j9.1
E29 Material Control 368.0
E32 Planning 360.5

Sub Total U63.9 61.4 925.3 1,277.6 52
E0 Management Engineerine - - 1 (1
E18 Industrial Relations 125.0 - 125.0 104.6 20.4 4.1
E12 Maintencusce & Construction 77.7 1.5 79.2 78.7 .5 19.4
E05 Procurement - - - 188.9 (188.9) 59.8
B13 Industrial Enainecring 300.0 48.6 348.6 333.5 15.1 125.2
E21 3SII6&3 Class Program Mgat. 53.0 (9.7) 43.3 50.4 (7.1) 25.3
E27 Radiolorgical Control 34.8 (3.2) 31.6 72.3 (410.7) 7.1

Total 2369.7 1,575.9 25,195.6 22,370.6 24825.9 3.849 4
E31 Q'uality Assurance 1,503.2 (7.4) 1,495.8 1,472 28.6 3363
E15 Engineering 982.3 48.6 1,030.9 1,013.0 17.9 151.2
E10 luclear Construction & Repair 349.8 12.6 362.4 536.0 (' 173.6) 24.9
Ell Iluclearquality Control 471.0 - 471.0 500.8 (29. 8) 12a.7
E16 Nluclear Enaineering 4 Design 102.6 3.1 105.7 99.6 5.9 59.7
E23 Contracts 10.5 - 10.5 60.6 (50.1) 60.0
E37 Prorarm Msr. Reserve - (61.0) (61.0) 1,951.6 (2,012.6)
E17 Comptroller - 8.8 8.8 8.7 .1 7

All Other .2 (.2) 1.5

Sub Total 5,637.9

Grand Total 27,039.1 1,580.6 28,619.7 28,008.5' 611.2 4,612.4

ProIit Review Adjustments 1974 Plan

(1,952.5)

Profit Review Total 1974 Plan 27,119.7 26,056.0 *

*This is the manhour number used in the 1974 plan which produces $28.894.000 profit
Enclosure 4

I.-

Cn1
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Enclosure "4" requires the following e:xplanation:

The aLjustmants are the results of change orders issued to date end

changes to charging patterns such as supervisory transfer to direct

charging and functions reassigned between depat trents. This revised

budget has not been adjusted downward for farmout. The enclosure was

prepared to ascertain fron an estimating point of view what the revised

budget should be to make it consistent with the original basic budget.

Since the fa-mout is aproximately 1.7 million manhours of Shipyard
labor, it can be seen that eliminating the adjustment for the super-

visorl transfer and the frn-out would bring the Shipyard manhour budget

in line rith the 4th Quarter C-T-C. The reason for polnting this out

is that when the suner,-iaion was transferred to direct charging, Z3

stated that this would be accomplished without an increase in the pre-

vioualy issued budgets. This Zo03. is yet to be accomplizhed.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL. IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE IUNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLICAKLE STATUTES. IT
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT I1S CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.

l/lsr/7' 4

Encl osure hA
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Division CoMoarison for SS!N690

690 4th Quarter Actual
Cost Enineerin CTC LL/30/73

Shipyard/Machine Shop 4,643.9 3,856.3 1,636.2.

Subcontract (127)

Sub Total 4,51 6.9 3,8 5 .- 3 1,636.1

Procurement 144.6 188.9 59.7
Production Control 31.1 31.1 26.6
I CR 105.2 105.2 23.9
V.QC 99.0 99.0 68.6
Maintenance 12.0 12.0 8.3
industrial Enginaeri-ng 100.6 100.6 78.2
IiAC 281.8 281.8 234.5
Engineering 345.5 345.5 134.9
14-10 D 63.1 63.1 56.5
ComptroU er 6.o 2.1 .2
Security 13.6 13.6 3.1
Progra-;n hianeger 23.9 23.9 21.1
RADCO2T 15.5 12.3 3.1
Material Control 54.3 52.5 15.7
Planrni-g 63.8 63.8 29.3
Welding Ergineering 23.1 - -
qc 262.0 226.7 130.0
Subcontract Administration 12.7 - -
Miscellaneous Charges .8 1.0
Reserve - 250.3 -

Sub Total 6,1797 5 ,729.5 2,530.°

Contracts - 53.6 59.9

Total* Q,1'9.7 5.7; S3.1 2.590.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAIS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL III FOOR ATION OF GEN ERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PKIVILE ED OR CO:'FIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FE OM DISCO S OS;, E U.;i.ER THE PR OVIVI;I S OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT bN;OR or OER!ET APPLVIAJLE STATUTES. IT

iU Unad ju sted for f UT-ou .:. S!I 0MIITTED ON ThE COi DII :DN THAT ITS CON TENTS WILL NOT
;C E Ei E ) W' THOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENIXbl osure 5

I Y iA; I; C P C..P..I TIO . i /iL/7 4



69', 696 G69 698 699 Total

Busd Estimate

Production Problems*

Prorates

Sub Total

Uix Loso

Total x-

Original Estimate

Verionce

Sup~rvisorsa -X*

Scope 1-X-*

M4ix Loss

4,y189.2 3,937-8 3,797.9 3,701.6 3,628.7 3,570.0 3,521.6

1o4.0 18.0 13.0 10.0 6.o 6.o 6.o 163

112.4

4,405.6 3,985.8 3,810.9 3,711.6 3,637 3,576.0 3,527.6

238.3 188.3 175.9 140.7 105.5 70.3 70.3 989.3

4,643-9 4,147Th1f ~7,L'8 3,bS2.3 3,140. 3,bb,3 3,97-9 27,r1

3,517-3 3,266.3 3,178.4 3,116.7 3,o0o.2 3,018.7 3,oo7.7 22,165.3

1,126.6 877.8 808.4 735.6 680.0 627.6 590.2 5,4h6.2

286.1 2,093.0

288.4 2,201.1

105.5 1,152.1

Subcontract hbs not been removed.

XProdiction problems were not forecast on work not started in the systems accounts. Problems msy well occur
as they huve on the structural accounts.

-. Unsdjusted for farmout

*-C*Included in Bnse Estimate

690
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6900 Shinyard/2dachine Shon

To Date

690
Cost Engineering

Original Estimate

Supervisors

Scope

Mi~x Loss - Attrition

Production Problems

One half Ship Leernirg

Total*

3,517.3

345.2

330.3

238.3

104.0

108.8

14,6143.

Spent to Date
LL/30/73

1,251.6

68.5

132.0

80.0

104.o

-0-

1, 63j. 1

*Unadjusted for farnout

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATiON
AND IS PRIVILECED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM D;SCLOSURE UiNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES. IT
IS SUBMIED ON THE CONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED AVITHOLIT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS COiPORATION.

Enclosure 7
. ,. . ,_
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Machine Shoo

Sub Total

August Scope

Sub Total

.kAIteriml Control
Production Control

WAC
Maicte:acce
Industria * 1ngimeering
Enginee:ring
Proc -e:-ent
I;CR
IRC
IEJ
Security
P-og-r= ,a-ager
Contracts
IRADCON
QZ
pl -amimg
Co= t-t7L

Sub Tatal

:N sceil'2zieous
Irosr-- Lassrre

Total*

_econd F'i;2nt 688 i sti-ata

699 700
Lst Qtr. 1973 Ertimate

CTC

231.2 246.0
2,625.9 3,062.5

2,F857. 1 3,30d.5

- - 189.3

2,857.1 3,497.8

31.6 32.6
56.2 186.8

10.8 12.8
39.9 66.5

107.1 143.5
- 87.5
42.4 50.1
63.6 82.5
5.8 31.4

15.1 32.0
3.7 7.0
1.4 -
9.2 10.4

183.4 21.6
12.1 27.1

62.5

62.5 -

3.5Do.49 79.

699
Cost Engineerin3

3,597.9

3,597.9

49.3
21.9
4.9

10.8
30.4

106.5
10.0
70.0
63.8
5.8

15.1
3.7

15.5
208.6
35.7
6.o

4.255.9

*:'U:adjusted fr-out

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAI'IS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINAI.CIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORAllON
AND IS PRIVILECED 01 CO';Fi'' EiTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FFO15 i iC!CSUI.E UI:DER THE Pi VISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFDRlMATIOi ACT AND/UR OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES. IT
IS SUGMITTED ON TIE CONDITION THAT ITS COiTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DY;AMICS CORPORATION.

Enclos-re 8
JJ1/4/74

701
Eudget

3,009.3

3,009.3

33.5
16.5
42.5
12.8
35.3

128.9
6.o

69.1
87.0
2.3.5
32.0
5.4

10.3
207.5
12.8
5.2

3.727.6

50.1

3-im
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I H. E. Boyd
15 July l97g,

ELECTRIC BOAT PROBLEM AREAS

1. New Construction

Trend charts presented to you last week indicate performance has

gotten progressively worse during the first half of 1974. This is
occurring during a period of all-out cost reduction effort as a result
of Corporate review of I February 1974.

Review on individual cost saving projects indicates high potential from
the pilot programs; however, returns from the various units under coo-

I . straction do not reflect improvements over the long run (repeat units
under yard conditions).

This could be caused by:

r t *a. Failure to get acceptance of the item by yard supervision (do the
supervisors understand how to implement the program?)il a b. Some programs will not adapt to yard conditions.

I .~ c. Personnel are being shifted from job to job and not being utilized
on repeats of the same operation, thereby eliminating normal

,| J learning.

d. Worker attitudes and morale, both in the yard and administrative

|J § lareas. are not good.

The above are generalities but have been noted in varying degrees on

trips to the yard.

Z. Overhauls

|Overhauls that have been in the yard long periods (571, 607. 616 and 619)

-1 a Xbecame behind schedule for various reasons and are not improving although

they are receiving maximum management attention. The above overhauls
were negotiated during a period of stable manpower and followed a trend of

underruns (642 and 656).

|I |Recent overhaul inputs (667 and 671) were approached in a very orderly

is fflefashion such as heavy preplanning. early material acquisition and proper

f U 5 loading of the ship upon arrival - getting components out and in the hands

of vendors, thereby limiting equipment shortages when reassembling the

Ei tships. These two ships are nearing 50% completion and are holding schedule

' ]eand cost.

se 585 was approached in a manner similar to 667 and 671, but is a much older

9 | ship and only time will tell If the approach will work on all ships.

Z1

i
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GENERAL DYNAMICS

INTER-OFFICE MEMO Memo No. HEB-74-127
10 July 1974

To: Max Golden

From: H. E. Boyd

Subject: Electric Boat Shipyard Performnance

11 |Attachments: Performance-To-Targets Charts
January - June 1974

The attached charts (extracted from Electric Boat Shipyard Weekly Management

Report dated 29 June 1974) indicate the following:

- >t [ Performance to Target

A' TeRC rWAYb)
1. New Construction: An increase in composite performance fromif; 131% to 142% in te first two quarters of 1974.

{ . 2. Overhauls: A performance that has been extremely unstable but follow-
ing a trend of increasing cost - 144% at the beginning of 1974 to 185%jf 0at the June 1974 accounting close-out.

ur 7nC wArs sittnStk.)
3. Manufacturing: Performance as not moved drastically and has shown

an impruvemret of 2% during 1974 (133% in January to 131% in June).

.4 Nuclear: Nuclear has shown a downward trend for most of the year
8 resulting in a significant drop (174% to 153% in June).

7 ~~~S. Test: Perf-.mnce is very -nstable on a *hort run but is tr nding down-
*ward (slightly). The year started at 135% and closed in June at 129%.

Rework

Ii| These charts are intended to reflect rework in the arious categories.
New construction rework looks normal and is on an improving trend.

g Overhaul rework trending down to 4% (or less) is factual using accounting
data but does not seem to fit the present ituation on overhauls. A com-

- w fi parison of rework charged on SSN-685 and SSN-571, both of which are
undergoing essentially the same type work, indicate the following:

11
[5 ._ ..... __
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Page 2
Memo No. HEB-74-1Z7
10 July 1974

Rework - contd.

SSN-571 Less than 4% reworkL
SSN-685 In excess of 20% rework.

This appears to be a condition in which rework on SSN-571 is being
charged to the basic overhaul and not being segregated as a sepsrate
entity.

This will be checked our thoroughly on my next trip to Electric Boat.

l $ g /meceB~&o~

, ',

!JI,i~B
;,,

C. 5

511:esi
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1974

MANUFACTURii'AG .
* Direct Charging Non-Supervisory

rM ApFdr4 A. . I -_.

(
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FEB |MA | APR |MAY

- 1974

NUCL EAR
Direcf Charging Non - Supervisory

. /C Egg A'2T ' Woek Endl- 6-29-74
. .~~~~~~~~~

- 1 220

200

1£3

. . 160

s.. 140

120
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THIS$ DOCUMENT CDCEIN TRADE A~~ND commERCA
E-- El AH' °CIAJL It tFORMATION AF GE oEk CoY laN / 6 /T6o

IS SUBsIlTTED Ott THE COtlOITiEN Th T OThSWl O
* BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIER WRITTEN NONICE TO GENERAL. J1LY 30, 1974

DYNAMICS CDEPORATIONL .

SUBJZCT: GENERAL DYNAMICS -- ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION - -

BE WU PO NOn Thursday, 
3
uiy 11, 1974, Bill Weldon, Dick Boyle and

I visited Electric Boat and met with Art Barton, controller, to be-
brought up-to-date on the various programs in progress at Electric
Boat and the results of operations to date for the year ending
December 31, 1974. The major items discussed were as follows:

The 688 Program - -

We have had serious reservations about how well the
Company is going to do on this contract, and therefore convinced
them not to book any profit on the contract at December 31, 1973
since based on their current estimates to complete, they would realize
a low profit margin. This decision was based on the fact that the
contract is a very long (eight years) contract and only a small per-
centage of work had been performed to date. Also, the lead ship has
not been completed and therefore the division did not have any history
which they could point to to show that they were going to successfully
build these ships.

Art indicated that this program has encountered additional
problems during 1974. A guideline he pointed out which they use to
measure progress is the number of man-hours required to complete 1%
of the ship. He indicated that during 1973 it was taking approximately
120,000 man-hours to complete each percent of the ship. In 1974, this
level dropped to about 60,000 man-hours per each percent of physical
completion, however, to bring the contract in at a profitable level
the man-hours are going to have to be further reduced to approximately
30 to 35,000 man-hours per percent of completion. It should be pointed
out that this was the first time Art has indicated to us any negative
feeling toward this contract and in the past has always felt that the
contract was going to be very profitable and although there appeared
to be significant problems on the front end, in the end result these
problems would be ironed out. We are starting our preliminary audit
at Electric Boat in October for this year's audit and will be looking
very closely at this contract and the results to date to determine if
a loss reserve is required on this contract.

Overhead Ceiling Agreement

The May, 1974 financial statements indicated the division
would overrun their overhead ceiling,which was agreed to in 1972 in
a contract with the Navy, by approximately $1.4 million. This ceiling
overrun will result in a cost disallowance and therefore these costs
would not be collected from the government. Art indicated that they
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statements were0D*"W4Og*!AQYT reality the ceiling overrun at aminimum, would be from 3-V2 to 4 million dollars this year based
on the current overhead estimates. He also pointed out that he
has had lengthy discussions with the General Dynamics Corporate
office concerning this overhead agreement and has indicated to them
that unless they renegotiate this contract they could wind up with _
a potential disallowance of overhead during 1974 of as high as 12
to 13 million dollars Obviously, this is the outside limit of the
disallowance, however, it illustrates the magnitude of the problem
for the division. The conclusion reached by the Corporate office
and the personnel from Electric Boat was that they will approach
the Navy and try to amend the contract to include an escallation
clause which will allow them to recover the inflationary factor
included in the overhead. Art indicated that these discussions
have not started to date, however, they will be in the very near
future. .

Quons ett Point

During late 1973, Electric Boat started negotiating with
the State of Rhode Island to acquire additional space at the Quons ett
Point Naval Station in Rhode Island. The negotiations on this space
have proceeded very well and Electric Boat currently has personnel at
the site constructing components to be shipped down to the shipyard
in Groton. The lease negotiated with the State of Rhode Island was
very favorable and should be very beneficial to the Division should
they be awarded the Trident contract (Trident contract was subsequently
awarded to E B. for $285 million) which will be discussed later. The
financing has been nearly solidified and the State of Rhode Island
will provide most of the financing. Also, the government is going to
furnish a large portion of the machinery and equipment which will be
required to manufacture submarine components at that site. This will
be very beneficial to Electric Boat since the lead times for new
capital equipment are very long. Art appeared to be very pleased
with the way things have developed at Quonssett Point.

Financial Results for 1974

From a review of the May financial statements the Division
is approximately on budget in regard to sales, however, are signifi-
cantly under budget at the net income line. This results primarily
from additional cost overruns on the overhaul contracts which are
CPIF contracts and since the contracts are in an overrun position
are at the minimum fee of approximately 2 to 3 percent. Also the
costs incurred on the 688 contract have not been up to budgeted
amounts, however, this is just a timing difference as to when the
cost will be incurred.

It was also noted that contracts in progress have risen
significantly and are currently approximately $30 million greater
than budgeted. We inquired of Art as to the reason for this signifi-
cant increase and he indicated that this was primarily due to the
physical percentage of completion on the boats not keeping pace with
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very favorable on the 688 contract.

Trident Progra .

-- _.- The negotiations for the Trident contract have been completed

in the last couple of weeks and Art is expecting an announcement that

the contract has been awarded to Electric Boat. (Contract for $285

million was awarded during week of July 22nd). Also, Newport News has

negotiated for the Trident contract, however, it has been the feeling

of people at Electric Boat and also other sources that Newport News

was not really interested in building the Trident since they are

having significant problems with 688 boats currently under construction.

Art indicated the terms of the Trident contract were more favorable than

the 688 contract and therefore he would hope that it would be a very

profitable contract should it be awarded to Electric Boat. One of the

prime factors in negotiating the Trident contract was the fact that

Electric Boat has a very significant workload at the current time and

was able to take a stronger position with respect to various terms

in the contract.

New Regional Data Center

We inquired of Art as to the status of the conversion to

the new regional data center which will be located in Groton, and

how the conversion from the Univac equipment to the new IBM equip-

ment was progressing. Art said that he was not personally involved

in this conversion since this was a Corporate project and Corporate

people would be handling all the details. How ever, he did express

concern that they had problems at times with data coming from the

computers and sometimes tapes are erased in error or the wrong file

is run and they have to recreate date which is needed by the financial

department. Dick pointed out that in our EDP-107 review during Octo-

ber 1973, items such as lack of header labels on certain tapes were

noted and presumably these problems are being ironed out during the

conversion to the new equipment. We- also indicated we would be doing

another EDP review in connection with this year's audit and would be

looking at items of this nature.

Art said that he would investigate to the extent he could

to determine why header labels were not used since this directly

affected his department and caused long delays for them when errors

were made at the data center.

Avenel

During 1974, the financial and operating control of Avenel

have been transferred to the Electric Boat Division. Avenel is a

plant in New Jersey which manufactures primarily motors for the

marine markets. These motors are used in construction of the sub-

marines at Electric Boat and therefore Corporate felt it was appropriate
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to transfer control of this division to the personnel at Electric
Boat. The division has had significant problems in the past, andlarge lose reserves were set up at the end of 1973 to provide for
losses on contracts in-house at that time. Zero gross margin has
been booked at this division during 1974, and Art indicated thatuntil they were sure whether the contracts in-house would be
profitable, they would not start booking any gross margin. Various
people' from-Electric' Boat have visited Avenel to determine whatsome of the problems are and Roland Plante has been designated to
head up the financial reporting of Avenel. The division will betaking a physical inventory probably at the end of August, and weindicated that we would like to observe this inventory and also
it would give me a chance to visit the plant and see exactly what
the operation is like.

1974 Audit Scope ' - ' '

tyWe told Art that we have been in contact with St. Louis,
and they have indicated they want us to do another full audit at
Electric Boat this year as opposed to a high-spot review which has
been done in some prior years. The scope will be approximately
the same as in 1973, however, we will be reevaluating the internal
control and the financial reporting of the division and altering ourscope accordingly. We also told Art that in connection with this
year's audit, we would be using AUDEX and audit through the computer
on certain applications rather than around it as we have had to do
in the past. Art appeared to be very excited about this and was
glad to hear that we would be achieving better control and have moreassurance that data was being processed properly by the computer.
We briefly explained to Art the concepts of AUDEX and told him wewould like to get started at an early date on this project since itwas imperative that we understand the processing routines and tech-
niques for the applications we will be looking at. Bill and I hadpreviously discussed this matter and had concluded that we should
concentrate our AUDEX work in the payroll area in connection withthe 1974 audit since the division has approximately 17,000 to 18,000employees, and the distribution of this payroll to the various con-tracts is an extremely complex process. Although we would be starting
the audit in October, we would want to get started on the AUDEX appli-cations at an earlier date. Art indicated that we should coordinate
the audit with Chuck Kruse, manager of general accounting, and Joe
Conti, audit liaison, and that we should also contact Jack Currie,
director of corporate internal audit, to arrange to meet with thedata processing people and get the AUDEX work started. Roland
Plante will be coordinating the effort on Avenel and we should con-tact hin whenw %ET ttAr4qMMlMoMDq should be on that division;THIS DOCU

OR nfAN:CIAL II:FORMATION OF GE EiAA Dy"AMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PMVI EED 0.: CDDIDEITLAL IT IS CODSIVEPW
V1CAPT F.0 A'1 DISC OSMEUI. :itR THE! P vR OSOPTEF9
OF l;:.FOOMATIO.1 ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLIOL UTTIE/f..tt PRU

Addendm SUBMITTEDi O THE COKOIciON THAT 0s CGOTEM WILL RHIRUOCE I PkAddrRELEASEDWITHRIIT pRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE To GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.ipon our return from Groton on July 11, Bill Weldon

and I celled Terry Lengfelder, audit partner on General Dynamicsin St. Louis, and discussed the 688 contract with him and relayed
the comments received from Art Barton.
cc: Ur. T. Lengfelder-St.Louia
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SVBU'I.: G2! 'AL DiY)AKICS CORPORATION
ILECTMIC BOLT DIVIS'OI SUI. ARY OF OPEPEATIOVS

Sne Electric Boat Division of General DyneKics Corporation

is located in Groton, Connecticut with its prime manufacturinf opera-

tion: also at that location. The Division also hbs a nufraturin!

operations et Quonset Point, Rhode Island and kynell, New Jersey

although these two locetiors are mot a material portion of the

Division's operations. During 1973 the Division received approximately

one- tbi rd of its revenues fror manufacturing ner rubnpriver fcr the

U.S. Nery, approximately one-third froa overhaul end repair of sub-

marices which have been built either by the Electric B(At DiV.E.OL or

other majcr manufacturers of submarines in the United States and

approxi ately one-third froE engineering and destgn coxtracts for

the U.S. lavy. During 1974 a larger percentage of the Divisioz's

revenues will be from Dew Construction contracts because large contracts

were rece!ved for the manufacture of eighteen (18) 68B class submarines

during l72 and 1973, however, the overhaul program and the engineering

eontra:ts will still be an isportant part of the Division's operations.

The following memo suanarizes the Division's operations by

the three major lines of business, i.e., new construction, overhaul

and engineering contracts.

Few Conrtruetioc Contracts

During the last three years, the Division has bad three

masor new construction contracts. The oldest ccntract being for

the construction of four submarines of the 637 class. fShe contract

for tSO 000,000 was a fixed price incentive cottrLct which ret sub-

stantially coopleted at the end of 1972 with the lct boat being

delivered during 1973. The contract terns include! a one sillicon

dollar delivery incentive per boat for on time delivery. This

incentive was earned on all boats.

Another major contract was for one boEt of the 6E' glass,

which was a proto-type boat and the only one of its class. The

sales price on this contract was 118,000,000. The prime objective

in building this boat wee to arke a super quiet subrarine which

could not be readily traoed underwater. This boat Till be deldvered

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERCIAL

OR FITATCIL I!FORWT10'4 OF GEEVA. DY ,AA!ICS CO PO;aATION

AND IS P,;%VI E3CI 0.: CO F. E T.AL IT IS CO FSHYE ,ED

VIE-PT F..CU CISC 0...; E U :~E TUE P CYVISIXS OF T. E F.EER0L
OF I FO.G '''-0 ACT A:DiD3I OGTE3 APrd IALE T .I.ii

IS SUEAITTED O:I TihE CO;;AAT10N THAM ITS CONTENTS WI L NOT

BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE To GEiNiRAL

DYNtAMICS COCPORATION.
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during late 1974. The contract was * fixed priee incentive contract
nd substantial cost overrun were inourred as a result of cost over-runs by a eubeontractor on the propulsion unit. Electric Boat *ee
Oucceesful In renegotiating the contract terms to receive 100%
reimbursement for these overruns by General Electric. Although cost
overruns have been incurred On this contract, Electric Boat will
still make a profit of approxziately $6,000,000 OD thir contract
assuring there are no additional cost overruns.

The largest eontract ever awarded to the Division is for
the construction of eighteen 688 class submarines. This contractwas awarded In two pieces, the fist being ewarded during the latter
part of 1972 when an award wea made for 7 of the submarines and the
remaining eleven were awarded during the latter part of 1973. The
firet boat to be delivered under tbhs contract Is scheduled for
delivery In June of 1975. Deliveries under thbs contract will
continue to be made until delivery of the eighteenth boat in 19£1.
The total estimated sell price on this contract Is tl,50C,000,000
and will represent a significant portion of the DivIsion's volumethrough 1961. As of December 31, 1972 the Division did not recognize
any profit on the 688 contract since the only costs Incurred were
prirmrily for materials and only a normal amount of labor bad been
incurred. Total estimated direct labor hours on this contract are
60-65,000000. AS of January 1, 1973 the Division started recognizing
profit on this contract on the percentage of corpletior basis and as
of Decenber 31, 1973 bad recogndzed approximately t6,000,000 of prdft.
Then AA&Co performed the audit as of December 31, 1973, It vas evidentthat the contract was not progressing as well as the Division hadplanned. The Division was still protecting a profit on the coctract,however, the estimated profit at completion had declined fror the
prior year and also the Division was not raking the progress they bad
hoped for on this ship. Because the Division was notmakitg-the progress
originally planned and when looked at In total, the progress waE stilllimited with the following percentages of cospietion in each of the
areas - Vaterial ( %)j Labor ( %) and Overhead ( %), we felt
it would be prudent not to recognize any profit on this contract forthe year ending December 31, 1973, however, we did agree that assuming
the contract appeared to be In a profitable positlon as of Decenber 31,
1974 the gross margin could be recognized over the remaining life ofthe contract starting on January 1, 1974. Sufficient progress sbould
be made on the lead ship by December 31, 1974 to give a good iodiceationof how well the Division is going to do on the contract.

The 686 oontract is a cost plus incentive contract with
70/30 shareline, 1.e., any overruns over the estimated target cost
will be shared with the Navy on an 70/30 basic, Electric Boat receiv-
Ing 70% reimburseeent for these coEt overruns up to the ceiling cost,
any overruns in excess of the ceiling cost will be absorbed 100% by
Electric Boat. THIS F.ACUME'T CO%,TA i's TRADE SECRETS AND COMME -Cet

OR. Ff;:A:,C; tI,r' ::! T OF CE -E.A!. DYNA;.ICS Co Po I
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In 5 Jl$MlIf934T~IO~ met with Art Barton, Controller of V
Electric Boat Division, to discuss the progress being made on the
688 contract ead he Indicated the work was not progressing as well
as planned and that the Division still bad to significantly improve
their performance If the Division vas going to make a reasonable
return On this contract. One Indicator that the Division Is not
progressing according to plan on this contract is that the balance
or government contracts In progress on the balance sheet Is
approximately $30 zillion dollars greater than the original budgeted
amount at of June 30, 1974. This significant Increase over the
budgeted amount for government contracts In progress results from
the physical percentage of completion on tbe contracts not keeping
pace with the rate of cost Incurrence On the contract. Billings
are rendered to the government based on the physical percentage of
completion and not in relation to the actual rate that costs are
incurred..

The Division started recognizing profit on this contract
on January 1, 1974 and bhe continued to recognisze profit on a per-
centage of completion basis throughout the year. Total estimated
profit to be recognised for this contract for the year 1974 is
approximately $9,000,000. AA&Co. will be reviewing this contract
very closely to determine If it is prudent to recognise profit at
December 31, 1974 based on the progress that is being Made on the
contract and total *stimsted costs to be incurred.

During July of 1974 the Division was also awarded a major
contract for $285 million to construct the lead ship of the Trident
class of submarines. This submarine will be a super quiet submarine
and will be approximately double the site of the submarines of the
688 class. The 688 class was already substantially larger thea any
previous subcarine built by the U.S. The terms of the Trident
contract are considered much better than the 688 contract because
they provide for better progress payments and also the spreed between
the target costs and the maximum allowable costs or ceiling costs
Is greater. However, the contract Is still a Cost Plus Incentive
contract and if the Division overruns the target costs by a eubetantial
amount, they could also have a problem on this contract. Construction
on thiS contract Is just starting aS of July 31, 1974 and the only
costs Incurred to date have been for rater~els vfth long lead times
which the Division acquired because they were almost assured of
receiying the contract.

Overhaul Program

The overhaul program represents major overhauls to submarines
after they have been in use for a specific number of hours and prior
to 1973, the submarine overhaul program at Electric Boat bad been
very profitable for the Division. The boats are brought into the
yard and given a complete overhaul which restores then to "like nevw
condition. These contracts are cost plus incentive fee contracts
and therefore the Division cannot lose money on them unless the cost
disallowances exceed the minimum fee (usually three or four percent)
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*pelled out in the Contract. Although the Division Is practically
guaranteed of making at least a minor profit on these contracts,
the return On Inveetment Ia very poor If thee contrasts are at
the minimum fee less eU cost disallowances.

These overbauls usually take frou one to two years and -
four boAts cn be overhauled at one time. It Is an exceptional
ease when an overhaul taken an excess of two years. Although the

Division has realized very good rates of return On these Contracts
priot to 1973, the program had a significant downturn during 1973
and nov the Division Is struggling to stay above tbe minimum fee
on these contracts. A further discussion of these problers will be
made In the problems section of this memo. The Division is almost
assured of Continued work In the overhaul area since with the large
number of submarines currently Sn the U.S. Fleet there Is barely
*hbugh capacity in the shipyards throughout the country to handle
the overhaul work.

Ingineering Contracts

In addition to the new construction and overhaul contracts
the Division receives from the Navy, they also receive many contracts
from the Navy for design of new subcarines and new components to be
used in submarines. These contracts are usuasLy cost plus fixed fee
and therefore the Division Is assured of making a profit on theee
contracts unless the cost disallowances exceed the fixed fee to be
received on the contract. The Division should continue to receive
substantial work in the engineering area since they have a major pool
of very experienced engineers and apparently do very good work in this
area for the Navy.

Problems of the Division

The major problen of the Division at this time has to be
the 688 contract and the uncertainties surrounding whetner the
Division will be eble to sake a profit on the contract. Then the
contract vas negotiated the DiviSorn did not have a large backlog
and therefore accepted certain terms which were not as favorable as
on prior contracts. For example, the scheduled peyments by the
Wavy were not as favorable as in prior years thus resulting In a
larger portion of the Division's capital belug tied up in amounts
retained on the contracts. Also, the difference between the target
cost and the ceiling cost under the contract was very small and
therefore the Division would be absorbing 100% of any costs overruns
If the contract was overrun by more than approximately 5%. Another
problem with thie contract which the DivSi:on personnel indicated
bas been substantially solved was that the design on this boat was
done by Nerport News and therefore the Division was not working with
plans whlcb r ere developed by their own people. This created problems* .vhickL~ISrDOUENTl CWISTRADE SECRETSI AND C01.1MERCIAI.

OR FlA'CIAL INFORiATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CO..PO.Ar'.1
AND IS Pi.-I, ENEU 0.1 CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDEHI)
EXEMPT FfOM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVIS:ONs OF T,:E F EL. ONf
OF IWFOM.MATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLICASLE STATjE. IW
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT 'ITS CONTENTS WILL NUJPE PEIEA!E9 WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN N0TICE TO GENELIJ~Y...C2 P:: ATiU
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The Division accepted contracts on two older submarines
and when they started repairing then found then to be
in disasterous condition and therefore have tied up
the yard and not allowed for normal flow of overhauls
into and out of the program. SThe prime boat which has
caused this problem Is the Nautilus which was the :- -:- -
first nuclear submarine constructed. This boat was-
originally schedule for delivery during 1973, however,
it Its still in the yard and will not be delivered until
at least lato 197i. At the present time the Division
Is transferring some of their best people to the -?
Nautilus contract in an effort to get it out of the yard
and let the work start flowing at a normal pace again.
As soon as these few overhaul contracts with a low margin
and with the big unknown problens are completed, the
Division should be able to start earning a reasonable
return On the overhaul contracts again.

Overhead Ceiling Agreement-

During 1972 flectrio Boat entered an agreement with the
Navy for the years 1972 through 1975 whereby the amount of over-
head waich could be applied to contracts would be limited. This
was done because the Navy was putting a lot of pressure on the
Division to out overhead expenses since the Division is 100%
government contracts and all overhead costs are applied to these
contracts. The overhead ceiling agreement limits the overhead based
on a given formula which is related to direct labor hours incurred.
The Division has not been able to reduce overhead as mush as
originally anticipated and therefore this agreement will result In
substantial cost disallowances starting in 1974 unless the contract
can be renegotiated. The estimated cost disallowance under this
agreement for 1974 is currently between 0,0 and 33.5 million and
could be significantly higher per discussions with Art Barton.
The Division is attempting to renegotiate the terms of the agreement
with the Navy and hopefully will gain some relief from the contract.
The prime factor which has caused costs to exceed the oeiling agreement
is inflation. The overhead agreement did not provide a factor for
inflation, however, the entire economy is currently experiencing a
very rapid Increase in cost due totthl5 factor.

Activity Level at the Division I

Because of the 688 contract and now the Trident contract,
the Division bha experienced tremendous pressure fro space restric-
tions since the yard is physically not large enough to handle this
substantial increase in workload. A major capital improvesent
program was started during 1973 and continues into 1974 with estimated
expenditures for 1974 of approximately $100 million. This significant
Increase in activity has caused the Division to increase their work
force from approximately 12,000-18,000 personnel and this expansion
of the work force bas caused many problems as previouelry uindicated
in the- discussion of the overhaul prcgram. Training costs have gone

. . .
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during the early stages of the lead ship however, thee problems
appear to have subsided. Another significant factor In this
contrast which is still unknown is the effects of inflation. The
contract has an escalttion clause in it whereby materials and labor
are escalated based on an index indicated on the contract. This
index represents an average ror cost increases of ohipyardi throughout
the United States and is time phased over the term of tbs centract.
If the costs of Electric Boat were to increase at tne same rate as
the average of all other shipyards in the United States and the ---
timing of costs on the contracts were Incurred precisely in accord-
ance with the estimate as outlined In the contract, then the Division
would not suffer from escalation on the contract except to the extent
overheed ioits inzrsased. Since there is still a substantial pcrtion
of the coats to be tnrurrod, it is not known ahether the escalaticn
fno.-s 7:111 be a Smgniffiant Itea in generating or reducing profit
on this contract.

The biggest problem with the contract has '^een the lack of
physical progre-e on the boeta. Art Beartrc 'ndiated the Di7isaon
eati3astod the total nan hours per perten-age of completion on each
boat could have to be reduced to between 30 %nd 40 thousand man
hours. At the present tine, the nan hours per physical percentage
of completion is running at about 60 thousand man hours and unless
this nunor can be reduced, the Di7ts'on vill be in tr-uble on the
contract and co:;ld suetain rabstintial losses. !!,opefully by
December 31, 1974 the Divisicn will hsve made eone progrees in this
area and we will be better able to evaluate the ultimate outecne on
the contract.

The problems with the overhaul contracts abich heve resulted
in t:e 3ubstantfal decline in profit from these contracts during 1973
and continue -o rleAue the Divislon during 1974 are as follows:

1. The Division had very good cost es-orience on the contracts
completed during 1972 and therefore rhen bids were nade
for contracts to be vorbed on in 1973 and 1974, they were

_ willing to accept a tighter margin £or error since they
v' were confident they could scnplete the *ork on these

3C, contracts on a timely 'basis and witnin the budgeted
_ nount. Certain of these budgets vere too tight and

* _n.,,,, the Division has experienced 3ost overruns *n the 3ontracts.
t O O x 2 The cost overruns resulted not only from the budgets being

q very tight but the fac: that many of the experienced
, ; O O 0 personnel with the Division were taken off the overhaul

' program and put on the new 688 contract sinet this ass
going to be the most significant contract for the Division
during the decade of toe 70's. Less experienced people

'iT w , ere hired to replace the people moved from toe overhaul
21- progran to the new construction program. It took a great

deal of time to train toese people and many of them never
o 8 >§ obtained the produltive levels hoped for and had to be let
Mi>¢;8 go.
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up and also the pool of ekilled worker. has practically been depleted.
The Division has recently entered a contract with the State of Rhode
Island to etart manufacturing submarine om ponent. t the QuoneetPoint Naval Air Station in Rhode Island, sinoe that facility wVa
closed by the Navy in recent years. This new facility is currently
projecting to utilils between two and five thousand employees and
has opened up a new pool of skilled labor for the Division sine --
they on hire the skilled people who worked at the Naval Air Station.
The Divieion Is currently transferring people to Quonset Point nd
Is conducting a vigorous hiring campaign to get these people started
constructing components to be shipped to Groton and installed in the
subs. The substantial increase in volume and the corresponding addi-
tional personnel required along with the space restrictions will
continue to be a problem for the Division throughout the 1970ns.

In summary, the major problems of the Division area

1. The lack of physical progress on the 688 program end
potential cost overrun. on the contract

2. The poor performance on the overhaul contracts and the
necessity to get this program back on stream and
generating profits for the Division

3. The space reetrictione

U 2 ?wtn coXTAINS TRADE SWET~rS AND FO."WERCIAL
V* A ~'!A[ I FOMATION OF GE ErA.- Dy .AZAIcS WY~pORATIONA V IVIL OY , CO-;FW(NTIAL IT IS :O:SWERED

OML DICOSR UNDER THE PI1VAN OF ThE FREEDOM /..IATION ACT AfID/Oft OTHER APpUUB~LE STATUTES. f
ONTI ODTE TAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT,

t%'HU RIOR WRITTEN NNTI 1E TO GENERALV* PROUT
.., ,"~~~~~~~~~~~BU T.! .
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GENERAL DYNAMICS MEMORANDUM
Electric Boat Division

TO: J.D. Pierce July 24, 1974

MROM: M. McIntyre TqIS DrCUV.E!CT i*.'!STFA|E A,:j.

liLt No.: OR FI:A; :! I, FP TZ.'; C EYf' IY:.::-:s CC>C;AT
AWIs PR.LE.E3 r *.' E'.1!!. IS ;s ... _

suBET: Shipyard Suggestions OF V.Fo Rnl.- 4N; U.!ER LC@W T IT
REFRERNCE: IS E'JeC! I TE: C THE UPCNTr:;' TVE.T rS CONTESLTS 'I!L ljiOT

BE RELEASE0 W.ThK`LT PRIOR waiflEN iTICE TO GEUER;L
DYSAMICS CORPORAT1I3x.

1. Job Placement by track record and experience rather than computer
pick or selection by educational or social background.

2. Product Line - change or modify to provide beginning to end re-
sponsibiTity by trade. This ensures material getting to ship
in time and permits quick adjustment of manpower to suit the
greatest need, be it manufacturing at one point, installation
the next.

3. Machine Shoo- take some action to improve schedule discipline
and perfoormance rather than hope it will improve. Farm out
those items now for the next ships that held up construction
on the 690. i.e. bolted hull valves, in-line valves. Consider
merging Production Control and Operations in machine shop under
one head; this gives complete control and responsibility to one
man, eliminating all excuses.

i 4. Scheduling- Schedule manufacturing to earliest possible ship need
-rather than scheduling the ship construction to suit machine
shop dates. Early in 688 program, manufacturing was re-scheduled
three or four tines merely to reduce delinquencies at that point
/ in time. Past management realized years ago that the span from

l'4 - XM completion to Group start should be increased to twelve weeks
V;Ej V to insure orderly material handling, grouping and have material
tJL/ ready for ship need. This was done on 37 class programs since

then, in the name of lessening delinquencies, this span has been
reduced from twelve weeks to eight weeks to four weeks. The
result of above makes the ship wait for material and on key items,
now the span from shop to ship is one day.

5. Plannig - return trade planning and expediting to the trades.
Present planning and expediting is virtually non-existant. Trade
planners appear to be restrained from truthful reporting because
the truth may reflect badly on other areas of planning or material
control.

6. Production Englneering - in many cases a duplication of what Dept.
460 used to Place one in each trade department reporting to

f/ the trade superintendent for closer cooperation and effective
results.

.. St .0,., a d.
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7. Work Measurement- appears to be a large department duplicating
budgertdepartment minus thirty percent. In most cases this de-
partment made up of people transferred from trades to work measure-
ment because they could not make budget and are now setting tar-
gets below budget. If work measurement must exist, place one in
each trade department to work closely, in a practical effort with
the trade superintendent.

8. M panower- it would appear that we are manning to a false base
or co to complete rather than mann'ng to ships' need. Very'
difficult to understand reports of 250 too many welders when
ships' need reflects a need for 250 additional welders.
Presently, manpower shortage is major in the steel trades;
however, as steel trades improve, I am sure installation man-
power needs will become major also.

9. Dent 460 pgn- presently handcuffed by Program Office due to
ear of deviating from ND Plans. Best submarine designers in

the country have been reduced to clerks writing LAR's to Newport
News rather than solving problems and getting jobs moving.

THIS DOCVLm CONAS TMDE SECRETS AND MiMER1CAL
OR HKnCx INFORMtATIONt OF tEHERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATMNI
AND IS PRMLEGED OR CONFIOUENIAL f IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DICOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFDRKATlon ACT AND/OR OE APPLCABLE STATET IT
IS SUswMo ON PNE CONDITON THAT II CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE 1ASED W PO WRIO M iU NOTICE TO NERAL
DYNAME WiRPOM.
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GENERAL OYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

MEMORANDUM

TO Mr. J. D. Pierce D.. July 23, 1974

FROM: T. Pescatello

FILE NO.:

SUBJECT: Recommendations to Accelerate SSN 688 Program

REFERENCE:

1. Hull Assembly, Hull Erettion and Hull Penetrations
should be combined into one department under a
superintendent who has the experience in these areas,
the aggressiveness and decisiveness to run the 1ob
and the foresight or planning ability to properly
set priorities and sequence the operation. The
Hull Superintendent should have direct control over
all the trades involved in putting a hull together.
TI;eshould not have to rely on other product line
trades for support because at present there is little
cross product line cooperation. There now eyists
conflicts between Hull 'Assembly and Hull Erection due
to the fact that the Hull Erection Department is
tendin" to lose sight of the boats beyond the SSii 6 2.

( = SS11 694 and SSN 696 are dying natural deaths because
of the lack of foresight in the Hull Erection Deoart-
ment. Completed hull assemblies are Just sitting on

=2 iEZ~di Ways 8 and 9 waiting for the erection butts to be

made. More hull assemblies are being completed with
no room on the Ways to land these cylinders. A tour

88ar.- 8 jVR through the SSN 694 would further emphasize the
°18^3082 graveyard, rather than shipyard, appearance and
<!;EsGg performance that exists. What is urgently needed
!z~ 1t X Xis increased coordination between Hull Assembly and

Hull Erection, coordination that can only be found
when one superintendent is running the operation.
In addition to the increased coordination that would
result from the one hull department there would also
be increased flexibility and increased effectiveness

c c Q > Z 8 o and utilization of the trades. The superintendent
would be able to more effectively crewload high

priority jobs. In ordinary terms he would have the
ability "to put out the fires" in order to get back
into normal operation. The point must be emuhasized
that the hull superintendent must have the direct

,-,c i_-Q~ control over all the trades (shipfitters, welders,
- --, : grinders, burners, carpenters and erectors) that are

involved in his end product.

C.04 1tv ,.,
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Mr. J. D. Pierce - 2 - July 23, 1974

Subject: Recommendations to Accelerate SSo 688 Program

2. Industrial Engineering, Dept. 634, should be elimin-
ated as they serve no constructive function. They
have been of no help whatsoever to the Hull Assembly
Area. The general consensus of shipyard supervisory
personnel concerning these "industrial engineers"
is "who needs them? However, for job security reasons,
very few people, if anyone at all, feel that they can'.
state this fact to higher management. If the function
of Department 634 is to measure work and progress then
they should have the people qualified to do so. They
should not have to rely on the area supervisors to
do this work for them. 'At present the area supervisor
must evaluate each of his jobs for these "industrial
engineers" and all Department 634 then does is color
in the progress and tell the area supervisor how many
hours he earned during the past week. It seems that
the biggest decision Department 634 has to make each
week is what color pencil to use. Department 63-

E does not support Operations, rather Operations supports
Department 634; And Hull Assembly Operations has
enough work to support without supporting a non-constructive
department. Secondly, Department 634 personnel cause a
morale problem within the ranks of shipyard personnel.

S313 The trades people notice Department 634 personnel doing
' s practically nothing and getting paid good salaries.
_ S Elimination of Department 634 is one of the best cost

reduction items available to Electric Brat Division.

3. Production Engineering, Dept. 393, is another depart-
ment that has been instrumental in employing non-constructive
people. Hull construction procedures, which are a
product of Department 393, are actually made by Operations
people. These hull construction procedures have been
in existence since the early sixties and have not
changed since. Why do we need these people to gen-
erate all their paperwork? We already have enough
paper to sink the whole SSN 688 Class.

4. The Planning Departments with their Production Control
have been very effective in the quantities of charts,
graphs and tables they draw that serve no obvious
purpose other than to present at Tas: Force or Key
Events meetings to justify their department's existence.
These charts, graphs, etc. are only another thermometer
in addition to those thermometers generated by Depart-
ment 634. We don't need more thermometers to tell us
how quickly we're dying; we need hypodermics to get
us out of our deathbed. If Production Control is to
be of any use it must be under the direction of the
area superintendents. We need expediters to -el the
materials required by the trades to do their Job.
Steel, not paperwork and talk, are needed to build sh'ps.
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Mr. J. D. Pierce -- 3 - July 23, 1974

Subject: Recommendations to Accelerate SSN 688 Program

4. (continued)

Right now all we're getting from the Planning Depart-
ments is a high-priced self-criticism with no realistic
solutions. No arm-chair quarterback ever won a football
game. We have too many administrators and not enough
people who get the Job done. Too many people are
being misused. They are sitting behind desks where
they could better be used on the line.

5. The head counter who supposedly measures productivity
should be eliminated. This measure is both unfair
and unrealistic and is waste of more money. We don't
need monitors to tell us to keep busy. We are presently
doing the best we can with the resources we have to
work with today. A head counter is not going to make
any area produce more than it is already producing.
If increased productivity is our goal then let us
have more people so we can keep them at their job
site rather than sending them to other sites where
their services are needed and where enroute they are
counted as non-productive.

6. In general, the division is over-organized and too
complex to work effectively. There are too many
"companies" within Electric Boat Division and each
"company" is looking out for its own interests.
Too 'many overlaps of effort exist, so really, no
one is in charge or accountable.

- m Sc-*r4
T. Pescatello
Hull Assembly Superintendent

TP/js

THIS DOCUME;-.T CO.LTAVS TRADE SEC:F.S A:!D CGMYERICAL
OR FINANCIAL ;:FORlAATION OF GEE A. DY':A.'ICS CO::PORATION
AND IS PaMLEGED O;. CO'F1:ENTnAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM D;SCLOSUI.E U.:CEA THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AkD/OR OTHER APPLICABLE STATUWES. IT
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CO~iWTiON ThAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS MEMORANDUM

Electric Boat Division

TO: Mr. J. D. Pierce D-

FROM: A. IS. Barton

FILE HNO

SUIeICT: Division Profit and Cash Plow Outlook

aIFsIp Ca:

Enclosure: Special Study dated August 2, 1974

Over the past few months, I have become increasingly concerned about our future
I., outlook. Since the profit reviews no longer reflect a realistic forecast of
- our future, I have prepared a special study of our major contracts to better

3 assess where we stand. The results of the study reinforce my grave concern about
.H our future profit and cash flow situation.

a While overhead ceiling overruns and continued Door performance on overhaul
contracts are contributing factors, the Division's biggest problem is SSIN688

=tO Class construction contract performance. Projected losses on these two contracts
exceed $100 million, a profit decline of more than $200 million below the
Division's Second Quarter position. Tne majority of the loss, $84.5 aillion, is
forecast on the SSH690-699 contract while the 551.700-710 contract accounts for
another $22.1 million. The primary reason for the profit decline is increased
manhours to complete these ships. These contracts were also adversely impacted

z1- by higher labor rates due to schedule delays and increased material costs due to
,; inflation.

; The impact of this performance on our Cash Flow outlook is equallv severe with
*&S the cumulative net cash deficit totalling nearly $190 million below the Second
EE= Quarter position or. these two contracts by 1978.

.low that ae know where we stand, the question becomes where do we go from here.
Toe first step in solving any problem is to admit that the problem exists. We

*-S oust face up to our situation and take major steps to oinimize our losses on
-I these contracts. We oust take another looh: at our operation and view every

decision in light of its iopact on o0- profitability on these contracts. We can
M no longer afford the luxury of risking a $100 nillion loss in order to keep our

is 4 customer satisfied. Decisions on whether to delay construction of the second.
contract of 551:658's in order to pursue a "best effort" delivery of Trident must
be viewed in terss of the increased SSii700 costs that result from the added

... construction time as well as the increased ravages of inflation. To aid in
this decision-nahing process, I have extoined a number of possible actions to

'E improve our position to determine their impact. These are discussed in a Risk
Analysis prepared by Cost Engineering and contained in the SSN688 contract
section of this report.

:
53
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

N:. J. D. Pierce

A. M. Barton

MEMORANDUM

D-t

-2-

The challenge before us is one of monu=ental proportions. If we are ableto rise to the occasion and meet it, we will have taken a giant step towardsolidifyIng the future of our Division and our Corporation.

A. 11. Barton

cc: N. C. Curtis

( 70:
FROM.

FILE No.:

REUSENCI:

RIFIRINHCE

. I

Ca.

.S5
e. E,

a,iv

,t.

,.i

I.

~'11
, -

'K;

. .

',



Iiecsl, a -O hc e s m- . IIISaJIIc.I aliflolon of General Dynamics Corpor tlon and Is priviledoed or conSl-

denul. It g considered ompl I romn diselosure under tim Provision of the Passdom of Informallo- Ikel and/or olher applicab* StttUt5.L
it Is submittec - the eondition 1at1 Its contents will not be released without prior written col1c, eneral DynasnIcCororrsalon.

SNW88 CIASS

-A
t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Cost Anal.ysis
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DIRC IABOR ESTIMATING TEMMQUE--688 I AND 688 II-

I. E~l/ECE Manhours

A. Actual returns and progress on substantially completed work (35%)

B. Past performance and weight report, adjusted for current productivity
(35%)

C. Account Review using actuals, progress, past projections and
*judgent (30%)

x- II. All Other Manhours

A. Manhours that were requested but not included in the Second Quarter
IEI Cost to Complete Here-used

£ III. Improvement Curve

A. Closed group and W4 work on the 690 and 692 were compared (about
,,, 50,000 hours)

E=' B. Projections for the steel work for the 690, 692, and 694 were
compared

C. Projections for the Class identifying areas for improvement and
SCi. estimates of the improvement

ID. The above technioues indicated a 90% curve was possible on the first
5@=ba seven boats. A judgment that this rate of improvement would notcontinue on the next eleven but return to the past level of 94%Is ~~~was made

'.£. IV. Subcontract

A. 688 I was adjusted for subcontract of 1,983,000 manhours

*.. * yV. Schedule

see ~~A. The delivery of the 690 was proj ected (3 months slip from theSecond Quarter Cost to Complete)

B. The people necessary to delivery three ships per year wili not be
available until the 696 boat and thus the interval for the 692
and 69_ was prpjected at six months
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DIRECT IABOR ESTYATiNm TECHIfqIUE--688 I AND 688 II
Page Two

V. Schedule (Continued)

C. After the 696 delivery, delivery for the remaining boats was pro-
Jected at four-month intervals-

VI. Construction on land-Level Facility

A. To maintain four-month inter-al, construction of two boats is

necessary on the slab. These were assumed to be the ssII698 and 699

B. 454,OO manhours were added to the 698 and 699 boats for facility
", start-up costs. This is consistent with the Trident bid

o at.

C.,

I

E°'
Cs.

S.5

C S

A5-

Cto

Ei.

I--

jS.

*e

8/7/74

._

-E
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RISK ANALYSIS

688-I

Increase Decrease
Cost Cost

(Manbours) (Manhours)
X1000 X1000

EOl/E02 Manhour Estimate 4,100 1,200
Improvement Curve 3,000 2,500
Support Area Manhours 1,500 0
Delivery Schedule 500 500

',a Total Manhours 9,100
.3.3

-S, Manhour Dollars $112,0OD $50,000
Il Delivery Schedule Rate Variance - 6,OOD 6,000.e Material Dollars 10,500 5,000

Total Dollars $128 500

e;-

E-t: - 688-II

E01/E02 Manhour Estimate 6,500 1,800
ZE', Improvement Curve 6,500 2,500

d~I Support Area Manhours 4,0oo 1,000
Delivery Schedule 1,500 1,000

Z'§ Total Manhours -00 6,300

* s Manhour Dollers $278,000 $95,o0o
Delivery Schedule Rate Variance -- 22,000 15,000
Material Dollars -- 90,40 40,000

.li Total Dollars Z e

.~ ~ ~ - .l

Is

:i.

7§\o 8/7/74

._

I
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OPERArIMTI!NU PROFM SUMt AY

Approved Buidget

First quarter Report

Second Quarter Report,

special Study

SSH(J 8 Clas Prgrit Xiwprovement
SSN00 I ($31M4'Lass) !
SSN6B8 21 ($.Profit)

Elimination of Overhead Ceiling

Potential: Outcome

8/8/74

23.0

22.3

17.6

(3,1.7)

23v 3C. <
*OT9 1. I

_j5- r
, vs

1975

29.9

32.9

35.2

(2.3)

-5d. &(.4

1.8

_r.6 4*t

0

1976

115.7

1g. 3

46.7

9.5

''I 9et'.

1.0

5 3f v
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S?BCIA1. Psvrm

* - 688 Forecast -
*.,

I ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~Cost Fee Re'vemie
.'je flnr24-71-C-0263 690/692i69f4/6956-99

*u LsB-sic Contract 369,029 43,9 412943Adjudicated Change Orders 3/30/74 243 90 333* Total regotiated - . 369 272 44,4 413,276
0- ~ Estiated Change Orders 1,890 192 2,032
ja Escalation 82.229 - 82229

e-s Total Authorized 453,391 44,1 5 0 497;557
12 ; nagement Adjuaotmnt - - _

aDisallowances 9,289 (9,239) -pi. Overrmn or (Underrun) 70/30 135.0-7 (fl9,827) 15.190al, Current Indicated Review at Ceiling -- 512 777

a; * 2000)2'4-74-C-0206 SSIPs 700-710E ast Contract 688,o50 81,873 769,923
'21 Aduicated Change Orders 3/30/74 - -* Totzal egotiated 66d,050 81,873 769,923

:it Esti-ted Change Orders 1
Escalation . - - 239,310 - 2 239,310
Total Pthorized 927,227 81,933 1,0D9,165
D'SSc.U-aces- 64n ,,5" (6,11 ) , -.=e' ~Oerrun or (Underrun) 70/30 85/15 -8 25L (1U 2,15Ui7) 76,696
Current Indicated Review .s *r 1.005 b61

oI .,,.

8/7/74

I
I,

_

-I
I
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Total at Conletion

Cuzilettve to Date Second quarter Speci2e

.Sl:!!-8 I ,-rouh Ju-dz 1974 1974 Review Stud9' Veri>.nce

turn ~~~~~~~~8,599 26,9119 54,077 7,158

Direct labor Rate $4.6182 $5 0893 $5.234'4 $.1;542

Overhead Rate 1o0.69% 94.235 96.02% 1.79%

030 Rate 12.00, 25.42% 26.93% 1.51 %

Direct labor Dollars $ 39,712 $137,012 $ 178,699 $ 41,687

02C Dollars 4,766 34,826 48,117 13,291

Overhead Dollars 43,560 129,109 171,588 42,479

Overti-e/Shift 2,220 6,922 8,980 2,058

Material Dollars loD,4- 190,313 S17 974

Total 31I5 $i-5, 20d k_597,bL97 S f7,a0

. Profit $ 3,856 (2) $ 26,028 S (84,920) S(n0,9
4
8)

P-rernue - ~ - $506,236 (i) $ 512,77(1)S 6,541

1 

- --
r-e 

---_- -_-__-__-__-__-_--_--_--_-

.t Escalation59i66543 
638

ta labor 
$ 56, 6,328

'.1 Material ~~~~~14,34.7 16 582 9 214

& Tteral 5 975I M t1r2[7 29 $ ,5'42~

Total at ConoletlOn

Cunulative to Date Second Qaarter S;ecial

Eia SS568 II rrough June 1974 1971 Review St-l Varia.ce

Hours ~~~~~~~51 40,526 47,420 6,894.

ire lab RIte $6.2352 $6.2341. $6.0494 .7153

Diec, HtlabDor 
83= - _ rB1 r.4 So o (597Y

E Overhead Rate 8 276% 84.31% 83. (.97)

020 Rate 2932% - 3522 3L820% 31.30% ,1l %

Direct labor Dollars 318 $ 9,39 ,

000 Dollars ~~~93 78,823 103,135 2,1

It Overea Dollars 260 213,189 274,856 - 61,667

a overtime/Shift 11871,9 3,4679

'a Materiel Dollars .p4. ~ ?~ 4 l .b
I ' Total - _ _ __ 04 II a

aJ Profit 256 2) 576,031 5 (35,31.2) 5(111.37-32

R t) t eilnBue Jt 52a

Reveout -- ~C~-~~' - -- 970,7 5;1,085,581 () 1,8

- ---- , - 1- --.

Escalation
il labor * 8~ ~ ~~~~6 $147,256 $ 168,391l $ 21,135

Material 3A~~~~~.14& - 49,881 - 70,919 21,038

Total V3___ 
______ _____

1At Ceilig

2 Bokd through JAe 1974, .- -'

8/7/74
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fl'PACr OF CEILIIS Z-2-P.%TMa

- Secial Stud7 -

($000's)

Total at Convletion
--- -- Ceiling Share Profit

-Dsalloences Ratio Ioact

NEW CO2STSUCTIO3
SSL.Sd.I - 0268 6,189 0/100
SSii568 xx - 0206 509 o/aoo -
SSri685 Construction - 0307 - 6'49 85/ 15 361
Trident Lead 557 95/ 5 529

j Trident Follows 79 70/ 30 56
jz Other Firm and Likely 110 70/ 30 77

Total Hew Construction 3 -

i2. RErIEL,. O'l'tUL. COKr flSIO
-' 571/597 Overhaul - 0264 889 100/ 0 839

616 Overhaul - 0277 786 100/ 0 786
1.- 607 Second Overhaul - 0255 628 100/ 0 628
=.° 619 Overhaul - 0245 932 100/ 0 9382
L 667/671 Overhaul - 0205 889 8O/ 20 711

- 585 Overhaul - 0272 829 100/ 0 829626 Overhaul - 0261 449 100/ 0 449
EJ 1!iscelleneous Firm Business 375 80/ 20 589
M, Idely Business 35S
.
1

Total Refuel, Overhaul, Conversion

i E1 I' 2 40 M/9 O 2i

LAND BASED PROToMEDES 186 100/ 0 136

ii
,;- TOTAL DIVISION 3 _ 16.96 4 9. 52g

jj Ceilimg Cisallorwnces total disalot'evnces applied to each contrpct as a res-lt of
aover--. to the 1973-1975 overhead ceilings.

II Profit impact is increase in profit at completion resulting from eliminatio, of overhead
aceiling. The share rtio varies according to the cost sharing prvyisions of our

contracts.

Iii.

Ni8/7/74
I-
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1.1. ~~~~~~~~~~Estimated
I r '1~ Coat

- ' 2nd Qr. . per Specinl

Position lManhours cchedule InflatiOn Study

Scat
Possible

Position
DrPoh I'ven

6CA I . '6813 ~ ~~~~~~~21,21,0.8 6,7011.8 6.3., 6i11 ,0.

nhovo5!jt4 , 212408 ,74. 27,9541.6 2 3 ,9 4~5 .6 , ,W:.
O t be r ' -' S ,6 7 5 45 2 .96

Direct L obor Dol lsr s : 1 3 7 Oil.O~ 36,413 7.7 h, 0.0 82 41.7 178,699.2 lh 523-8 1 44,958 .8

ODC t311,826. 9,253.9 1,355.6 2,681.0 4i8,117.2 42,427.7 38,993-9

Overhead ,"129,108.8 340319.C 3,82.5 11,332.1 IT1,588.0 151,14.Q 139,160.11
Overtimo e IJ; 519,0 1,030.1 14G.2 24.7 5,720.6 5,0117.2 11.638.7

hiift ' ' ;; .. 2,1103,0 . 655.8 79.7 120.6 3,259.1 2,839.0 2,718.2

t l o t ci olf* . 't I72 0 it3 5 B r i x I f_ j ro.o 1 5 . G7 4. 5 19 .
lMotcrial 1,1007 267+92101 t

Total Coat L " ' .,92.7 121 r.0
cnlotionl Ilcovory ' '"

Lsbar .~ .: . S W"'0 59,106.0 .0 0 0 6,327.0 65,1133.0 65,1133.0 65,433.0

llotricl''3' . "; ' >:A16,582.0 O 0 2111.0 16,796,0 16,796.o 16,196.0
m a rolotiontCloim; ^ O O _ O O O_ 19,0200.0 0

Th al 4 T5. 688.0 0. 0 , ;i~o 82. 101, . ..s Ž?.k 2.(9 .

,ntrovt Ceilins 1 : 506,236.0 , 512,7T7.0 531,977.0 512,T(0.0

PNroit o6ition 028l 0 1 W.920.1 ( *

68 /1 I 1' 32,042.6 6,796.4 38,839.0 29,139.0
,oI,.,ura 53j140 I 32,0112.6 . 6,796.11 ~~~~~~~~~~8, 510. 6 7,500.6

Other 08 5o 6 0
Direct L-lor Dollara i25762.9 12

lo, '(8,821. 13,1131.2 7,866.1 3,256.5 103,1311.9 '79,066.5

Ovcrhcod 213,190.1 35,673.2 20,633.7 5,359.1 2711,856.1 212,807.2

Overtime 7,529.6 1,268.0 728.8 1911.1 9,720.5 7,399.8

Shift 14,356.9 718.5 427.3 132.0 5,634.7 1h,337.8

)laterial . 337)9909 0 11,100.0 49,219.1 _3932 .0 19l.

Total Coat E84;,51112 1.7 65,($_. ,
aclaotiont L2cvry ' t 1

Lobor G-1l07,256. 0 0 21,135.0 168,391.0 160,391.0

llotcriol '. 4119,881.0 0 0 21,038.0 70,919.0 70,919.0

rsor a tioa l C lo 0 0 0 OO°°__ _ _

Trotal yr . 1,OU3; 91 to 0 22;°G
3FL-F.R~~~~~cc-1,05i1a.0 

1,1211,361.0

Profit Nuition 21,-j 0 I 5 90 .0

nT POSSIlE POSIOIIN IS POTI4lTIAL DE;CREASE COST PLUS COST D413 BGOVFTIENS.
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CNENRAL DYNAMICS

Flectric Boat Division

J. D. ierce/M4. C. Curtis D.i. August 9, 1974

A. M. rt-on

Division Performance Forecast - Special Study

In view of the fact that the current cost to ccplete forecasts

appear to be inaccurate in the projection of costs on both over-

oa haul and new construction contracts, I requested Cost Engeering

--and financial Analysis to make a conolete analysis of our contracts.

*" 2The criteria that I established for this analysis was that they

*e - utilize current perforance data as a basis for projection of
future performance and in addition examine the schedules for con-

pleticn of work as well as current economic conditions. Using -

these criteria, a projection of contract profit, Division total

-O I profit and cash flow was to be developed. The attached special

study is the result. It merits careful review.

The sugary section of the study contains a synopsis of the situ-

± ation on the SS2668 program which is the most important program

in the Divisicn. It is not a very satisfactory picture. I do

oC, not believe that it is inevitable that the financial results

indicated in the special study will occur. However, to avoid

them we must drastically change our approach to the S5N688

program.

After examining al. the data, a very fev items stand out as the

E principal ones 'hat oust be addressed in order to avoid substan-

tial losses. These are the potential manhours required to con--

E struct the ships, the potential for delay and inflationary costs.

G5 -here is obviously no simple solution to each of these; however,

it seems apparent, particularly in light of the findings of other

groups currently investigating this problem, that the following

ua HSteps east be taken:

7 EV 1. The shipyard performance eust be improved. This improve-

ment cannot be obtained without recognirng that our better

tradesmen must be assigaed to the SN6688 program. While

£@E this is an essential first step, it will cot solve the

Z V ' entire problem. It is apparent when looking at the number

* E-- of people required for the 683 ships that there are not

enough skilled people avaflable nor were there ever since

1970, enough skilled people available, to satisfy the re-

quirements of the 668 program. It is interesting to note

K that while perfornce in Groton is falli4ng off end this

is blamed on new hires, work sent from Groton to Quonset

is being performed by new hires at performance levels

220
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J. D. Pterce/f. C. Curtis 2 Augast 9, 1974

substantially better than those at Groton. In spite
of all the reesons promugated to explain this phenomenon,
the fact is the work was transferred frr= Groeon to Quonset

and had it remsined in Groton it would not have been acco_
plished as efficiently. App-rently there have also been -

sasples of work acc-mplished st Groton that indicate per-
fona-nce of lear::ers on certain kinds of work not ='aterially
different from ski led personnel.

My pur-pose in mentioning this is to point out that the solution

is more illusive than we may be willing to admit. It would
appear that the new hire problem is being overplayed. It my

-. ust be that a narticular size operation (Quonset has approxi-
mtely 220 tradesnen but one person controls all of the support

e_ effort involved In getting the work done) is the opti-u unit
for production. The recomoendations on monpoevr p g pro-
posed by the Coraittee strike me as a nethod of n",g up for.

'the deficiencIes in the orgpnization we have established.

°e0 Since those faniliar wIth the yard's perfornance all seem to

-'' egree that the trades are not being properly supervised, we

should seek the reason for the individual supervisar'a failure
instead of adding additional ship -aers, area supervisors

' end so forth to the nameent structure.

0,e T'he secial study projects a delay on the second flight eand as
Pa consequence indicates no additional hiring requirements until

0E 1976. This situation most be exanined not so such to ascertain

0 6fi the schedule situation'as the hiring plan. It ray well be that

I~ until we get Groton performing satisfactorily a respite in the

'-' hiring is in order. An accelerated hiring at Quonset to start
tbe steel work on 6S8's with a coresponding slip in TRIDEb
night be a solution. Farthermore, it is apparent that the

.'; problem is not an inadequate -nunber of people cn the rolls so

such as poor productivity. Consequently, an hiatus in hiring
while we improve productivity should not inpair schedules.

2. Schedules most be rantained. The potential for delay has a
t onsubstantial affet on costs in that the work is performed at

0 hpigher rates and certain kinds of material are used later at
higher costs when schedules slip. All recognize that in order

:11. to keep the entire Division from collapsing, the schedules

=sat be achieved. Sewveer, it seems that we are pursuing
schedu-l es on TRIDKZ that cannot be achieved and consequently
are impacting 

6
88'8 un-cessarily.

(, I

=5_

53-461 0 - 87 -8
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J. D. PierceM4. C. Curtis 3 August 9, 1974

Is it necessary to use the Groton facility on TRDEN!
when we are pl ing to? If we were to delay the utili-
zation of the land level construction facility for TR1I
enough to enable us to bu:ld 2 mare 

6
88's on it, would

this -ake say difference in the TRflET delivery date
that practically cen be achieved? Some means must be
found to assure that there is pressure taken off the
688 schedule because there is evidence of serious
problems. I en not en expert on scheduling but just
nandating tiat we will meet schedules does not cake it
haipen. We rust do something tint buys us some insurance
that the schedules will not slip if all our plans do not
materialize in the canner we desire. For exanple, the
Special Study has not evaluated the potential impact of
a strike by the ICC in 1975. If one should occur end
we have not considered an alternatIve such as that pro-
posed above, we will lose the schedule.

3. Materials for the SSX683 oust be given the highest prior-
L°> ity from a procurement standpoint. There are no protections

built into the 683 contract in the event we do not buy our
materials on schedule as there is in the TRIDLIT contract.
One of the more serious cost Izpacts is the estimated infla-

uO- tion cost on materials. Admittedly, the quantification of -
this is very speculative. Given the consequences we oust

-e. not hamper our 688 groprn by exrediting the scquisition of
.'' TR=TI material. There is no indication, that we perceive,

that such a policy exists.

There is a request in-house from NAVSfE that we procure the
°tze long lead material for the follaw-on TRIDE2l's. It is

evident that this will have a serious impact on our suppliers
ability to satisfy 688 requirements end the ability of our
own Procurement Department to cope with this workload. If
we have no choice but to purchase this equipment perhaps we

£- shoald make it a condition to our proposal that the 5688..fl
;:- ccontract escalation provisions be modified to reflect the

delay in acquisition of materials and the supply and demnd
Impact on costs.

_4. Priorities: Two examples are included in the special study
to denonstrate that we have not yet convinced everybody tint

Bs:0' the %S3'3 has the highest priority. One is the rate table,
page 26, and the other is a receut make versus buy decision
which was made over the objection of Cost Engineering, page

!22 25.
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J. D. Pierce/M. C. Curtis 4 Ausust 9, 1974

The sunary section of the soecial study indicates what the best
possible outccae could be if we find the zasnwers and the estiate
is in error on the high sdde. It ray be hopelessly optimistic.
If we achieve only 50% of this, our situation y still be accept-
able considering the way these contracts have evolved. It rust
be added that the forecast contained in this study is not the nost
pessimistic position. Toe data presented by the co.ittee chaired
by Bob Patton indicates a considerably more pessimistic point of
view by Industrial Engineering.

I and 1W staff are prepared to discuss the details behind this anal
*S ysis at your convenience.

e

A. . Be-rrton
Division Conotr-oller

E=. ~~cc: H. Hymna

'.

. o

It2 r0
e I t~inC prle
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SPECIAL PROFIT REVIEW STUDY

I. Sales and Earnings Performance

A. Contract Summary

B. Division Summary

II. Workload and Rate Forecast

III. SSNo88 I and SSN688 II Estimate

IV. SSN688 Risk Analysis

V. Trident Construction

VI. Overhauls--SSN571, SSN607, SSBw616, SSBN619

VII. Other Pew Construction and Overhaul Contracts

VIII. Cash Flow

{* o IX. Profit Assumptions

-Z E =o X. Summary

Z._
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SPECIAL STUDY
Sales and Earning Performance

- Contract -

Total At Completion
Second Quarter Review Special Study Variance

Contract Cost Fee Revenue Cost Fee Revenue Cost Fee, Revenue

685 117,546 5,888 123,434 118,737 5,634 124,371 1,191 (254) 937

688 I 480,208 26,028 506,236 597,697 (84,920) 512,777 117,489 (11o,948) 6,541

638 II 894,544 76,031 970,575 1,121,203 (35,342) 1,085,861 226,659 (111,373) 115,286

Trident Construction
Lead 329,601 24,720 354,321 326,903 29,921 356,824 (2,698) 5,201 2,503
3 Follows 843,951 63,296 907,247 830,444 91,931 922,375 (13,507) 28,635 15,128

571 38,758 453 39,211 48,881 (155) 48,726 10,123 (608) 9,515

607 30,998 219 31,217 34,029 (108) 33,921 3,031 (327) 2,704

616 . 43,495 978 44,473 45,61io 628 46,268 2,145 (350) 1,795

619 44,958 714 I45,672 48,6)5 378 413,993 3,657 (336) 3,321

667/671 33,751 1,458 35,209 39,410 573 39,983 5,659 (88S) 4,774

585 34,393 2,236 36,629 40,227 2,520 42,7117 5,834 284t 6,1i3

626 40,642 3,018 43,690 47,733 3,044 50,777 7,091 (4) 7,087

- Additional contract information contained in applicable section.
- SsN688 I and SSN688 II profit deterioration due primarily to increased manhours to complete the ships.
* Trident Ship reflects negotiated contract position for special study vs likely business profit rate of 71% used in

Second Quarter Review.
* Overhaul profit decline due to increased disallowances resulting from higher cost at completion and increased overhead

ceiling overruns.
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SALES AND EARItNGS FErYO34ATCE

- Division -

(Millions)

Approved Budget

First Quarter Report

Second Quarter Report

Special Study

Approved Budget

First Quarter Report

Second Quarter Report

Special Study

Sales
197 1975 ~~~~~1976

462.9 518.0 685.9

447.1 572.4 707.3

44o.2 614.5 nk4.

409.3 554.8 663.3

Onerating Profit
1974 1975 197

23.0 29.9 45.7

22.3

17.6

(34-7)

32.9

- 35.2

(2.3)

46.7

9.5

8/7/74

(
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I,,

WORILOAD ARD RATE FORECAST

The basic direct labor hour workload used for this Special Study was the

Second Quarter 1974 Cost to Conpolete with the following differences and adJust-

nents:

1. Four overhauls were deleted from likely bu-siness in order to reflect the

o= AHe iaxy's most current tentative assignments to Electric Boat:

iZe - Tentativ-e Arrivals Date

a. SSBNE,629 Overhaul January 1976

b. SS311631 Overhaul February 1977

c. Ss!.669 Refuel/Overhaul Anril 1977

d. SSIiO7 Overhaul ilarch 1978
E,

2. The SSR688's (18 ships) have been rephased to reflect anticipated delays

and hours have been increased.

3. roe likely SS-i688's (11 ships per year) have been rephased.

.5.

4. The firm overhauls have been adjusted and increased to reflect the latest
,Os

s . ' Division schedule.

S O

.,,_ 5. The workload has been extended, as required, beyond the Second quarter

1974 Cost to Complete which was generated through the year 1978 only.

The ertensior beyond 1978 was based on 'ne year 1978 level of Overhafl and

' EnZineering activity.

Attached is a recorciliation of the Second Quarter 1974 Cost to Co"plete

U *orkload to the Special Workload.

8/7/74
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DIRECT IABOR WORKLOAD RECONCILIATION

2ND QUARTER REVIEW VERSUS SPECIAL REVIEW

DIRECT LABOR HOURS

2nd quarter 1974 Cost to Complete

Additions

Deletions
SSBN30C CY-76 Overhaul
SSBN30F CY-77 Overhaul
SSN 30H CY-77 R/Overhaul
SSN 30R CY-78 Overhaul

Chnneies
ssN688 i I (690'n)

SSN6r388p II (700's)
ssN685
SSN571 Overhaul
SN616 Overhaul

SSN607 Overhaul
GSBN619 Overhaul
SSN667 Overhaul
SSN671 Overhaul

SSN505 Overhaul
SSBN626 Overhaul
.sN6813'a (Likely)
SSB3N30I CY-77 Overhaul
Trident Const. Prog.
SSN30B CY-75 Overhaul
All Other Changes

Sub-Total

Total Additions/Deletions/Changes

2nd Quarter 1974 SpecIal Review

1974i 1975 1976 1977 1978

23,845 26,011 29,446 31,723 32,857

(35)

(231)
(352)
167
826

91
205

(382)
281

(500)

(9)
(13)

(341)

(376)

23a,69

(226) (1,922) (312) -
(40) (201) (1,867) (392)
(13) (134) (1,222) (519)

- (1g8) (134) (433)

537
(3,220)

110
2

59
3119
96
79

500

(30)
(1130)

l)n
(2,263)

23,7118

4 ,ol~o
(5,8117)

(1111
2

36
7113

(64)
( 114)

(2,419)

27 ,027

3,132
(3'(4)

22

(82)
23

1149
54
3

2,927

(318)

31,115

614
3,096

(318)
16M8
294

8
3 .d62

2,518

35,75,

-C_31

(Excluding Site)
(000's)
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DIRECT LABOR RATES

The labor rates utilized in the computation of costs for this Special

Study are basically the same as those in the Second Quarter 1974 CTC. The

revised workload was analyzed and it was felt that any nix change would be

offset by additional Cost of Living adjustments, increases in wage differentials

°t for skilled labor (as the apprentice program was upgraded), etc. The shift

a, ° and overtime percentages were also the same as the Second Quarter 1974

* 2. o Review.

, It > OVERHEAD RATES

c'

Overhead rates for this study were determined by adjusting the Second

I Quarter CTC rates for volume, additional indirect personnel, and a contingency
s-'

2 factor. Workload changes bad the most significant impact on overhead rates,

*t, particularly in 1975, 1976, and 1978. Additional indirect personnel were added

E..- to the overhead forecast each year in accordance with the rationale developed

* for the Trident lead ship proposal. However, the number Of indirect personnel

Sag added for the special study (50-115) was only 40% of that added to the Trident

,;g proposal. A cumulative contingency factor increase from 1% per year to 2% was

el included starting in 1975. With more restrictive safety and environmental

' regulations, rising taxes and inflation, the original 1% cumulative factor

5 appears inadequate. These adjustments resulted in ceiling overruns of $4.4
.E=
'S million to the 1974 ceiling and $7.4 million to the 1975 ceiling, which exceeded

the Second Quarter Review position by $1.2 million and $3.2 million respectively.

°-S

-Z

js 8/7/74
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OVERHEAD RECONCILIATION

(Excluding Site) (Rates/Dollars)

2nd Qtr. 1974 Review

Volume
Additional People
Additional Contingency

Special Study

73.-4% $92.7

.6 (.6)

.9 1.1

1975 1976 1977 19 jB
Rate ($0) Rate ($000) Rate ($000) Rate ($000O

83.3% $121.7 81.0% $142.7 78.6% $160.4 75.7% $171.7

4.4 (2.8) 3.8 (3.7) .6 (-4) (3-1) 5.3
.8 1.1 1.0 1.7 .4 .8 .4 .9

1.0 1.2 2.0 3.0 3.0 6.o 4.0 10.5

_122 87.8 $143.7 82.6 *166.8 77.0% 1188.4

1973

$3.142nd Qtr. 1974 Review

Volume
Additional People
Additional Contingency

Special Study

OVERHEAD CEILING

($ Millions)

1974

$3.2

.1
1.1

1975

$4.2

.8
1.1
1.3

Total

*10.8

.9
2.2
1.3

la5.2
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SPECIAL REVIEI!

- 688 Forecast -

Cost Fee Revenue

5!s° 1o00024-71-C-0268 690/692/694/696-699

.9° Basic Contract 369,029 43,914 41,943

-me Adjudicated Change Orders 3/30/74 2 4 0 333

Total Negotiated 3922 11,04 11,7

5;E Estimated Change Orders 1,890 192 ,

.'. Escalation8229-222
o - salto 453; 391 144,196 1497,587

. Total Authorized
¢ Management Adjustment - ( -

Disallowances 9 289 (9289) 1

Overrun Or (Underrun) 70/30 13.1 19827 15.190

Current Indicated Review at Ceiling 597,697 ( 920 512777

NwRo24-714-c-o26 SSIV a 700-710
.Zs EBasic Conotract - - 688,050 81,873 769,923

a; Ad~judicated Change Orders 3/30/714 -

'?o Total Negotiated 688,050 81,873 769,923

I I Estimated Change Orders (133) 65 (68)

Escalation 239,310 - 239,310

Total Authorized 927,227 81,938 1,009,15

* Disaflowances6,1 (,1)-

Overrun or (Underrun) 70/30 85/15 187,865 (111,169) 76,696

I. Current Indicated Review 1,121,203 35,34 1,5.

'a:
;./

,E8/7/74
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Total at Completion
Cumulat've to Date Second Quarter Special

SSN688 I Through June 1974 1974 Reviev Study Variance

Hours 8,599 26,919 34,077 7,158
Direct Labor Rate $4.6182 $5.0898 $5.2440 $.1542
Overhead Rate 109.69% 94.23% 96.02% 1.79 %
ODC Rate 12.00% 25.42% 26.93% 1.51 %

Direct Labor Dollars $ 39,712 $137,012 $ 178,699 $ 41,687
ODC Dollars 4,766 34,826 48 117 13,291
Overhead Dollars 43,560 129,109 171,588 42,479
Overtime/Shift 2,220 6,922 8,980 2,058
1.'aterial Dollars 100,926 172 339 190.313 17,974

Total R191,8V S480,206 S 597,697 S 117,489

Profit $ 3.856 (2) S 26,028 $ (84,920) $(no0,948)

2 Revenue - t506,236 (1) $ 512,777 (1)$ 6541

EscalationLabor $ 5,368 $ 59,106 $ 65,433 $ 6,328
l=a Material 14,347 16 582 16,796 214

Total S L1971 s 756 $22 6,542

Total at ComDletion
Cumulative to Date Second Quarter Special

' E . ssN688 II Through June 1974 1974 Review Study Variance

.!' Hours 51 40,526 47,420 6,894

.r ¢ Direct Labor Rate $6.2352 $6.2341 $6.9494 $.7;53
.3 Overhead Rate 81.76% 84.38% 83.41% (.97)%
t-i ODC Rate 29.25% 31.20% 31.30% .10 %

Direct Labor Dollars $ 318 $252,643 $ 329,539 $ 76,894
5.; ODD Dollars 93 78,825 103,135 24,310

. E * Overhead Dollars 260 213,189 274,856 61,667
5£2 Overtime/Shift 5 11,887 15,354 3,467
;E NMaterial Dollars 4 08 60

rotal ~~~~~~~~~338.000 3 319 _____9". Total $ 5 18Eo9,4 1,2 0 2 59

sei Profit $ 256 (2) $ 76,031 $ (35,342) 4(111.373)

Revenue - 6970.575 $1.0L5,861 (e) 115,286

Escalation
labor $ 86 $147,256 $ 168,391 $ 21,135

;.a Material 3 fl4 49.881 70,919 21,038
Total S197li,137 S 239,310 2 4173

(1) At Ceiling
(2) Booked through June 1974

E: r. 8/7/74
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DIRECT LABOR ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE--
688 I and 688 II

I. SY/MS MANHOURS

The estimate for cost at completion was arrived at as follows:

A. Actual returns and progress on substantially completed work (35%)
(principally 300's, 400's and 800's).

B. Past performance and weight report, adjusted for current productivity

(35%) (principally 600's & 700's, some 500's).

C. Account Review using actuals, progress, past projections and

a,.' judgement (30%) (principally 100's & Z00's).

,.,- II. All Other Manhours for Support Departments

A. Manhours that were requested but not included in the Second Quarter

Cost to Complete were used.

- III. Improvement Curve

A. Closed group and BM work on the 690 and 692 were compared

(about 50, 000 hours).

B. Projections for the steel work for the 690, 692, and 694 were

compared.

C. Projections for the Class identifying areas for-improvement and

I. estimates of the improvement.

,2% D. The above techniques indicated a 90% curve was possible on the

-o, first seven boats. A judgement that this rate of improvement
would not continue on the next eleven but return to the past'

level of 94% was made.

-,,:

IV. Subcontract

C' A. 688 I was adjusted for subcontract of 1, 983, 000 manhours
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DIRECT LABOR ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE _-688 1 AND 688 1
Page Two

V. Schedule

A. Tife delivery of the 690 was projected (3 months slip from
the Second Quarter Cost to Complete).

B. The people necessary to deliver three ships per year will not
be available until the 696 boat and thus the interval for the
692 and 694 was projected at six months.

C. After the 694 delivery, delivery for the remaining boats was
projected at four-month intervals.

.4 VL Construction on Land-Level Facility

.ra A. To maintain four-month interval, construction of two boats is
necessary on the slab. These were assumed to be the SSN698
and 699.

B. 454, 000 manhours were added to the 698 and 699 boats for facility
ato start-up costs. This is consistent with the Trident bid.

us
E.3
Ose

..
21

5;

.5 a

vE 8 -7- 74

.;

.
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688 PROGRAM SUOWtY

Direct Labor (Mnhour X lOOO) MHteri. l Delivery

2nd qtr. SPecial 2nd

2nd Qtr. C TC t Special Study Variance CTC Study Variance qtr SpectnI variance

Sho E01/1k02 Other Total 50I/102 Other Total. (Hlorn-) j$000 ($MO) Dollars STC _k~oy~ Months

690 9 1,'2.5 ,9 .9 6,397.4 5,109.0 1,957.8 7,066.8 669.4 2483 27,801 2,967 / 36 3

692 3,659.1 755.6' 41,41l.7 1,270.0 808.0 5,086.0 671.3 23,077 241,9511 1,8TT 5/76 9/76 41

6941 2,966.6 6tO8.1 3,6115.0 3,997.0 738.8 41,735.8 1,090.8 23,1166 25,353 1,887 9/76 3/77 6

66 2685.5 653.5 3,339.0 3,591.0 723.9 41,3111.9 975.9 26,361 29,206 2,8115 12/76 7/771 8

697 2, 540.3 587.5 3,127.8 3,513.0 661.9 11,1711.9 1,0417.1 26,561 29,4114 2,853 3/77 11/77 8

698 2,1&66.o 5119.8 3,015.8 3,8r1.6 6211.8 41,1112.4, 1,1..6 211,355 27, 156 2,780 6/77 3/78 10

699 2,1111.8 538.8 2,99g. 6 3,61io.0 616.2 11,256.2 1,276.6 23,6416 26,1429 273 97 /8 1

'S i '_i iS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1X '70 ff 'i. ""

Sub Total 21.,20.8 5,67.5 26,919.3 3Ut)39 6, 13. 347,017 7,157.7 172,339 190,313 16,9

700 3,186.0 1,0311.3 11,220.3 3,676.0 1,0341.3 11,710.3 1190.0 29,11117 33,917 11,170 10/T7 11/78 13

701 2,998.0 775.9 3,773.9 3,638.0 775.9 11,1113.9 6110.0 28,985 33,1.87 11,502 2/78 3/79 13

702 2.917.7 761.1 3,732.1 3,603.0 7611. 11,367.14 635.3 29 270 33,826 4,556 7/78 7/79 12

703 2,939.7 760.11 3,700.1 3,573.0 760.11 11,333.11 633.3 29,722 311,338 14,6i6 11/78 U1/9 12

7011 2,913.3 755.11 3,668. 7 3,51.5.0 755.11 11,300.11 631.7 30,017 311,689 11,672 1/79 3/80 111

705 2,890.7 750.9 3,61,1.6 3,520.0 750.9 11,270.9 629.3 30,320 36,207 5:,88 5179 7/80 141

.706 2,869.2 751.1 3,626.3 3,1196.0 757.1 11,253.1 626.8 30,685 36,867 5,982 9/79 U/80 111

707 2,066.2 7118.4 3,6111.6 3,1176.0 7118.11 11,2211.11 609.8 31,5115 37,372 5,827 1/830 3/81 111

708 2,799.8 768.3 3,568.1 3,1156.0 760.3 41,2241.3 656.2 32,005 38,630 6,625 5/80 7/81 111

709 2,813.8 734.11 3,51.8.2 3,1137.0 731.41 11,171.11 623.2 32,662 39,2611 6,602 9/80 11/81 111

710 2,798.2 731.1 3,529.3 3,1119.0 731.1 11,15o.1 620.8 33,1112 39,722 6,580 1/81 3/82 111

Sub Total 32,012.6 8,&0b 110,623.2 3,3. s5 1196 ~ 3800 3839 8,1

Total 53231 1,5.1 6.1256.81. 1.1. 1966,5039 5863-2 1 2

608-II EO1/EO2 1i Dasic DudGet Hours plus Management Reserve

EOl/E02 1i M4achine Shop/Shipyard

August 8, 1974
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Cost Analysis

(000)

Second Quarter Review

Manhours

Direct Labor Rates

Overhead Rates

ODC Rate

Shift/Overtime

Material

Special Study

Escalation Recovery

Second Quarter

Increase

Special Study

Variance 688 I

- $480,208

$80,024*

11, 541*

' 3,194

2,698

2,058

17,974 117,489

$597,697

$ 75,688

6,541

$ 82,229
…*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ + _ _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_

Variance 688 II

$ 894,544

$92,651*

73,118*

(3,224)

330

3,467

60,319 226,661

$1,121 .205

$ 197,137

42,173

$ 239,310
_-- _- -_ --_ --_-_ --_ --_ --_-_--_

* Includes Applied OII/ODC

L _______________________________

I
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'(

MANH4UR PHASING

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Balance Over

688 I

2nd Qtr CTC 5,772.0 8,462.5 4,920.2 967.7 86.1

Adjustment 1,171.9 200.9 3.743.2 2.989.4 711.3

. Special Study 6,943.9 8,663.4 8,663.4 3,957.1 797.4

X 68B II

2nd Qtr CTC 364.2 4,660.2 8,643.0 9,711.2 9,241.0 7,892.4

Z"Adjustment 13.6 (3.681.6) (5,578.5) (682.0) 2,977.5 13,858.6

-wapecial Study 377.8 978.6 3,064.5 9,029.2 12,218.5 21,751.0
OS_

jE !The adjustment includes the additional hours required to complete the ship plus the
x rephasing to the anticipated delivery schedule.

I .

8/7/74
00

: 1
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688 I Material Reconciliation ( Million)

2nd Quarter CTC ............. 172.3

- Improvement: This is the amount of overrun excluded from the 2nd Quarter
CTC in anticipation of possible improvements in material cost
performance, now judged improbsble

Sub Total (2nd Quarter Total Estimated Cost) .175.3

Changes:
1. Parmout: It is estimated that an additional growth in

farmout premium can be expected over the 2nd Quarter ........ .5

2. Purchase Orders not Received from Newport Revs: Our latest
discussions with the Lead Yard indicate a probable additional
$600,000 worth of purchase orders per boat has yet to be received. 4.2

3. Coded Stock: A recent purification of the Ship's Bill of Material
has facilitated a more accurate assessment of the cost at
completion for coded stock. To the extent that the Ship's Bill is
stated in 1972 type prices, escalation was applied to correspond
to material deliveries for the first three and last four boats
respectively to arrive at the total coat at completion

Revised CAC $36.5 Million (5.2 avg. per boat)
2nd Qtr CAC 29.6 Million (4.2 avg. per boat)

Net Change .6.9

4. Construction Services: Latest returned costs indicate additional
increases in construction services in such items as preheat and
other fuel related items ................... 1.1

5. Schedule Slip: On the later boats it is estimated that for some
coded stock not yet purchased and moat of the construction
services not yet expended there will be an additional growth due
to the resultant escalation from an average delay in ship con-
struction schedules of 8 months ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3

Total Increase over 2nd Quarter Estimate . . . . . . . 15.0

Revised Cost at Completion .*------------------------------------1.0.3
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688 Ii Material Rrconcilistion
0'~~~~~~~~~

2nd Quarter CTC ........................................

Improvement: This representa the amount of overrun which was excluded from
the 2nd Quarter CTC in anticipation of possible improvementa
in material cost performance, now judged improbable.

Sub Total (2nd Quarter Total Estimated Coat).

Changes:

1. Fannout: It is estimated that 420,000 hours of shipyard
farmout will be required. The estimated premium is 30%.
Total cost of premium . 420.000 hours x il3.60/hour x 30 .

2. Coded Stock: (See Page 2 for Details)

3. Escalation: (See Page .2 for Details)

h. Schedule Slip:(Soe Page 3 for Details) .

Total Increase over 2nd Quarter Estimate ...........................

Revised Cost at Completion ..................................

.... . 338.0

41.7

. ... .342.7

. 1.7

10.1

32-7

11.1

55.6

39a-3F

Page 1 of 3I

($ Million)

se
C:O
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OD Change:

Page 2 of 3

1. Farmout: Detail is on Page 1

2. Coded Stock: A Ship's Bill of Material for the 2nd Flight has been developed
since the 2nd Quarter CTC. Because this bill of material is expressed in January '74
dollars, escalation as it is now projected below at 12%/year (consistent with the
Trident bid) must be added for future deliveries. The 2nd Quarter Estimate for
coded stock was built off the first flight estimated CAC

Revised estimated cost including revised escalation 69.9 (6.4 avg.

2nd Quarter Estimate:

Basic Contract 45.5
Overrun based on let flight performance
now judged to be included in revised
esralation adjustment 9.5
2nd Quarter escalation adjustment for stork 4.8

Total 2nd Quarter Estimate 59.8 (5.4 avg.

Net Change from 2nd Quarter 10.1

3. Escalation: It is estimated that from now to the mid point of the second flight
(101(b), escalation will average 12% per year, which is consistent with that used in
the Trident bid. Actual escalation to May ' 7 4 from the mid point of the first flight
(10/73) has been 20% using the cost index developed for Trident. Combining these
factors results in a total escalation from first to second flights of 57.88%.

The escalation in the bid estimate was 26.04% and thus the net increase over the bid,
1.57884 1.2604 e 25.26%

Basic Contract Estimate 297.4
Less Coded Stock which includes
revised escalation above (45.5)

Sub Total 251.9

Escalation Increase % x .2526

Escalation Increase over Basic Bid 63.6

-J

per boat)

per boat)

t%
0-

I
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The 2nd quarter CTC assumed an average 11.3%/year escalation
from first to second flights. Because no cost index was
available for the 2nd Quarter, the magnitude of extraordinary
escalation from the midpoint of the first flight to the time
of the 2nd Quarter estimate was not known.

Basic Contract Estimate 297.4

Less Coded Stock which has escslation
included in 2. above (45.5)

First Flight Overrun carried over to
2nd Flight and now judged as part of the 20%
cost index escalation mentioned above 6.9

Total Eacalatable Mnterial 258.8

2nd Quarter Escalation Increase (l.ll33 ' 1.2604) x .093

2nd Quarter Escalation Increase 240.0

In addition, the 2nd Quarter CTC included 6.9 million of Components, Specialties,
and Purchased Services overrun based on 1st Flight overrun. This overrun is now
considered to be escalation related and included in the 20% cost index escalation
mentioned above.

Total Change in escalation from 2nd quarter:

Revised escalation adder . 63.6
Less: 2nd Quarter adders - (24.0)

(6.9)

Total Escalation Increase 32.7

4. Schedule Slip: It appears that material deliveries and expenditures will slip
about 3 months from the original schedule, resulting in further additional escalation
on all material, including the above changes, of 2.87% (12%/year)

2nd Quarter Estimated Cost 342.7
Fermout 1.7
Coded Stock 10.1
Escalation 32.7

Sub Total Af
x .0287

rA. -.tn4 m#. Q 1* _.~.t....m.... 1t 11
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688 I MATERIAL RECorCnic TIo;'

Special Review vs Bid Estimate $ (000)

Bid Estimate .......................... . 139.5

Changes to Original as of 2nd Quarter 1974

1. Farmout 20.9

2. Bad Estimate (Steel, Heat Exchangers, Coded Stock) 7.5

3. Escalation 5.6

c', 4. Other (Construction services not in original scope) 1.8

Sub Total 35.8
ecu

j 2nd Quarter Estimate .175.3 175-3

Improvement .(3.0)

E- * 2nd Quarter CTC . 12.3
C-:

Changes Subsequent to 2nd Quarter 1974

-E 1 Farmout Premium .5

-z a 2. Bad Estimate (Coded Stock and other scope) 5.9

Dot 3. Escalation (primarily on Coded Stock) 6.3

4. Schedule Slip 2 .- 3 -

Sub Total 15,0

TOTAL COST AT COM'LETION ESPMATE

,- EZ,.

E-

8/7/74

_
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688 II MATERIAL RECOmChImATEOlI

Special Review vs Bid Estimate

$ (00o)

Bid Estimate .......................... . 297.4

Changes to Original as of 2nd Quarter 1974

1. Bad Estimate (by virtue of using the First
Flight Estimate as a basis for most accounts) 16.4

2. Escalation (increased from 8% to 11% for 3 yrs) 28.9

Sub Total 45.3

RZ 2nd Quarter Estimate. 342.7 342.7

o Improvement. (4.7)

2nd Quarter CTC ..... . ... .3. . . . .3. . . . .. . . . .

20 Changes Subsequent to 2nd Quarter 1974

1, Farmout Premium (420,000 bra @ 30% premium) 1.7

2. Bad Estimate (by virtue of having used
the First Flight budget as a base ship) .6

o3 3. Escalution (increased from 11% to 12% for.3 yrs
*'s plus 20% of actuals from 10/73 - 5/74 using

TRIDENT cost index) - 42.2

-5 14. Schedule Slip (3 months at 12% escalation) 11.1

Sub Total 55.6

.s° TOTAL COST AT CQLETION ESlIMATE 398.3

I.

3S
e Zr 8/7/74

_ _E
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688 RISK ANALYSIS

The possible range of the manhour estimate and material
estimate is shown below.

688 I

Potential Potential
Increase Decrease

Cost Cost
X1000 X1000

MANHOURS
SY/MS Manhour Estimate 4,100 600
Improvement Curve 1, 500 1, 000
Support Area Manhours 1, 500 0
Delivery Schedule 500 500

Total Manhours 7, 600 Z, 100

DOLLARS
Manhour Dollars $ 91,200 $ 25,200
Delivery Schedule Rate Variance 6, 000 6, 000
Material Dollars 7, 600 3, 500
Delay Claim 0 19, 300

so Potential Cost Increase/Decrease $ 104, 800 $ 54. 000
F. EoProfit Impact @ Completion ?(iU4, 800) ta40 UUo

noC SpeciWal Study Profit Position $ (85. 800) $(85. 800)
Potential Outcome $(190, 600) $(31, 800)

Ex

688-II

MANHOURS
-: ̂  SY/MS Manhour Estimate - 6, 500 900

Improvement Curve 3, 500 1, 500
1o Support Area Manhours 3, 000 1, 000
.' Delivery Schedule 1, 500 1, 000

Total Manhours 14, 500 4, 400

DOLLARS
Manhour Dollars $ 204, 000 $ 66, 000

E. Delivery Schedule Rate Variance 22, 000 15, 000
Material Dollars * 40, 200 18, 400
Delay Claim 0 38, 500

Potential Cost Increase/Decrease $ 266,200 $137, 900

Profit Impact @ Completion $ (266, 200) $104, 900Special Study Profit Position $ 35 300 $ 35. 300
Potential Outcome S(30, 500) $ 69, 600
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(23)

(
DEAil OF 688 I AND II RISK - MATERIAL

MATERIAL COST: 688 I 688 II

Potential Potential Potential Potential

Cost Cost Cost Cost
Decrease Increase Decrease Increase

$ (Milnion) (Million) $ (Million) $T (Million

1. Farmout Premium

.zz 2. Coded Stock Estimate

t, 3. Escalation in Other Mate

4 P.O.'s from MPM

cta'. 5. Schedule Slip

QS' 6. Construction Services

E, 4
0°s

21- ESCALATION RECOVERY:

° Estimated Range of
ELS Escalation Recovery

,2

:1; Current Estimated Recovery

v.a
ett

,f to Risk over Current Estimate

?° NET RISK (Cost less Escalation
Recovery)

Et

(O)

rial (included

(1-4)

(1.1)

(a-5)

0.5

1.3

in 2. and. 6.)

3.7

1.1

2.0

(3.5) 8.6

16.8 17.80 -

16.8

(O)

(1-5)

(12-3)

(included in

(1.2)

(1.0)

13.T

2.8

20.4

3. above)

41.1

4.0

(16.0) 82.0

68.4 112.6

70.8

(2.4) (41.Bp

(3-.) 7.6 _18.4) 40.2
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COST IMPROVEMENTS

_ SSN688 I and SSN688 II -

SSN688 1
Manhours

Potential Manhour Reductions (000's)

Assignment of Better Trades Personnel & Supervision 1, 000

'Trade Rollover, Multiple Manufacture 400

Methods Improvement 400

Design Improvement 100
v h * ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1,900

…-- ------- --- -- -- ------- --- ---- --- ------ ------ ---- ------- ---- --- -

Potential Cost Savings ($000's)

Value of Above Manhour Reductions $ 22, 800
°O IAdditional Backshift During 1975 (Rate Savings) 2,000

Other Changes (Farmout of Site work, slip Trident, 2, 000

emphasize budgets, etc.)
u: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$ 26,.800

iso

SSN688 II
* S Manhours

Potential Manhour Reductions (000's)

Assignment of Better Trades Personnel & Supervision 2,000
Trade Rollover, Multiple Manufacture 1, 500

Methods Improvement 1, 500

-,i2 Design Improvement 300
32t S. ~~~~~~~~~~~~300

-- ----- - - ---- ---_ -_-_ _--------------------- -------------------

.wH Potential Cost Savings ($000's)

Value of Above Manhour Reductions $ 79, 500

Early Fabrication (Rate Savings) 2, 000
Construction of One Additional Boat on Slab (Rate 10, 000

Savings)
Accelerate Material Procurement 23, 000

@_- . $114, 500

_- 8-7-74

i
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SUBCONTRACT POLICY

It is evident that we should perform 688-I work in the most cost effec-
tive physical location. This is frequently not being done. We are
continuing to subcontract 688-I work at a nremium while doing other
work in house.

-e A specific example of this is the Torpedo Handling Stowage System
Structure make or buy package, where, due to SB work being done at
Quonset, 688-I work is being subcontracted at a premium (Make or Buy

-. *eR Directive 85-1, dated August 2, 1974).

P.E In this instance:

The cost of doing the structure at EB is $761,700

Cost for farmout $910.000

E=2 Premium over EB $148,300

E.; Note: The premium may, in fact, be larger than this because
5~o - npresently cost levels at Quonset are below Groton

cost levels.

In this case had s8G work been assigned a lower priority than 688-I
work, the S8G work could have been subcontracted instead of the 688-I
work. Capacity/workforce limitations will cause us to subcontract
significant additional 688-I work, at a premium, unless priorities are

a.s reordered.

8o
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'. DIRECT LABOR RATES FOR J1NE, 1974

571 607 616 619 667 671 690 692

Shipfitters 5.15 4.91 4.66 4.80 4.92 4.99 4.62 4.47
Welders 5.48 5.36 5.28 5.01 5.01 5.23 5.02 4.58

g,~ Outside Electricians 5.29 4.71 5.06 4.65 4.77 4.63 4.45 4.22
Outsidt Machinists 5.34 5.03 5.06 4.69 5.01 4.96 4.90 4.59
Pipefitters 4.86 4.81 5.03 4.67 4.68 4.81 4.38 4.35

aatI Straight Average 5.22 4.96 5.02 4.76 4.88 4.92 4.67 4.44

The direct labor rates for the month of June for selected trades for specific boatsare shown above. The straight average rate is the arithmetic average of the otherfive rates.
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ESCALATION STUDY _

Special Review vs Claim Delay

Escalation Recovery SSN688 I ssN688 II
($000) ($000)

Forecast Rate Amount Amount

Special Review

Labor 6.0% 65,433 168,391

Material 10% 1974/8% year 16:196 70.919

TOTAL _82,229 239310

Claim Delay

labor (l-year slip) 6.0% 79,861 200,155
Material (688 I 6 mos/

688 II 3 mos) 10% 1974/8% year 21,582 77,631

TOTAL _ 101.443 277,786

ADDITIONAL RECOVERY POSSIDLE * 192214 38,476

* These amounts are those that could be obtained if it were possible to claim that there was a

delay to the Division's program caused by the Newport News performance.

D
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ESCALATION CLAIM

Table opposite indicates additional escalation recovery that could

be obtained from a claim based solely on a change in the escalation

clause of the sSN688 contracts. In the case of material escalation,

the claim could be based on the allegation that deliquent Newport News

plans and design information precluded our placement of purchase orders

to our contract schedule and consequently caused us to incur increased

a, * o material costs. In the case of labor escalation, the claim would be

based on the allegation that the late plans and design information combined

with the late receipt of material to cause delays in our start of work

on this contract.

.. ~ a/ Any claim for added labor escalation recovery on the SSN690 contract

and any claim for added escalation recovery of labor or material on the

' Ea° SSN1700 contract appears to be very speculative at this time based upon

Y E! 0 statements made by the Division to the Government in critical items

letters.

The basis for the calculation of added escalation recovery was

the application of the anticipated BIS index growth to the labor and

- s 3. material expenditure phasings contained in each of the contracts. The

.'i base months were slipped six months in the case of labor and material

on the SSN690 contract, and three months for material on theSSSN700

;E, contract to reflect the schedule impact of the late design information

-,, S discussed above.

8/8/74
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(4b)

Comments to Cash Flow Chart

The Cash Flaw Chart reflects the increase/decrease on the 2nd QuarterProfit Review total Division forecast (left column) as developed bythe Special Study utilizing revised cost to complete data for the
three major construction contracts.

Progress payments were developed using the progress payment clause ofeach contract. Physical progress percentages were developed by dividingthe forecasted cost incurred by the estimated cost at completion. Thisassumes physical progress and cost incurred are directly related.

An analysis of the chart indicates that both the SSR? 688 I and II Con-struction contracts reflect an impact on cash flat. This is primarilydue to the fact that the 2nd Quarter Profit Review reflected a profit
while the Special Study indicates a loss.

The TRIDEMH Construction contract reflects an increase in cash flowprimarily due to an increase in forecasted escalation recovery on the
contract.
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CASHI FLOW EFFECT BETWEEN SECOND QUARTER PROFIT REVIEW AND SPECIAL STUDY
0

- Major Construction Contracts Only -

(MiLlions - Cwmxlative)

Total Division Net Cash Flow Increase (Decrease) to Second Quarter
Second Special Study

Year Quarter 1974 Year Trident SSNW88 I ssN688 II Total

1974 $(41.0) 1974 $ (.2) $ (23.0) $ .2 $ (23.0)

1975 $(37.5) 1975 (.3) (91.1) 3.8 (87.6)

1976 $(46.O) 1976 14.6 (102.5) 18.5 (69.1s)

1977 l&5.5 (LL4.8)- (34.5) (103.8/)

1978 99.2 (110.9) (77,4) (08.7)

Table at right shows cumulative net cash flow reduction to Second Quarter forecast resulting from changes in profit
position on major construction contracts.

TRIDENT

The cumulative canh outflow on TRIDENT construction per the Second Quarter Review was $99.2 million by 1978.
In the Special Study, increase profit rate, higher escalation payments, and revised withholding clauses
result in Division being limited to receiving 100% of cost incurred and thus there is a cumulative net improve-
ment of $99.2 million by the end of 1978.

688-1

The cumulative cash flow reduction of $110.9 million below the second quarter position reflects reduction in
profit on this contract from $26.0 million in the Second Quarter Review to the current Special Study position
of an $84.9 mi~lion loss.
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(48)

SPECIAL STUDY PROFIT ASSUIT:.-Z

The Profit Assumptions used for the Second Quarter Review were also employed

for the Special Study with the following exceptions:

1. All major new construction and overhaul contracts were revised to

reflect current Cost Engineering estimates of cost at completion.

2. labor Escalation Recovery was projected at an index growth of 6d%

per year (vs. 5.5% in Second Quarter) from the most current base

of February 19,74. Material recovery was projected at an index growth

.' , of 10%Fp for the year 19,74 and at 8% for every year thereafter (vs.

about 6.5% in Second Quarter plus $5 million adjustment on 688 II).

The base for Trident material recovery was February 1974 while the

latest actual of April 1974 was utilized for all other contracts

Ez. due to need for additional information required to compute a composite

weighted base rate for the Trident contracts.

d 3. 688 I and II. In the Second Quarter Review, profit rates of 6%,

7%, and, 8% were used for the years 1974, 1975, and 1976 respectively,

per Corporate direction. However, in the Special Study, booking

rates reflect the projected loss based on the new cost at completion.

4. Trident Construction. Negotiated prices for lead and three follow

Tridents were used with no estimated change order revenue.

5. Revenue forecasts for all other contracts remained as per the Second

Quarter Review except for the'667/671 Overhaul and the 585 Overhaul

contracts. Change order activity totaling $2.5 million in cost was.

So
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SPICIAL STUDY PROFIT ASSUMPTI01S
Page Two

5. (Cont'd)

used on the 667/671 Overhaul and $5.0 million in cost was used on

the 585 Overhaul at the basic contract profit rates.

6. Miscellaneous Firm and Likely Overhaul BTsiness profit rates were

reduced by 1.5% to reflect recent performance and-ceiling overruns.

(Firm now 6.5%, Likely now 6%).

7. Total Engineering Second Quarter profit rate was reduced by 1/2%
-~ " eto account for increased ceiling overruns since individual profit

reviews were not revised on these contracts. This reduction results
in a 10% decrease in 1974 Engineering profit.

8. On the MARF Engine Room Construction Contract, a profit rate at

completion of 5% was used in the Second Quarter Review with a
.z- yManagement Reserve of $1,347,000. However, in the Special Study,

*¢ ~ the Management Reserve was eliminated and profit at completion was015

Zp go increased accordingly.

8/7/74
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OPERATING PROFIM SUMMARY

1974 1975 1l76

Approved Budget 23.0 29.9 45.7

First Quarter Report 22.3 32.9 46.3

Seond Quarter Report 17.6 35.2 46.7

Special Study (34.7) d.3) 9.5 J-

SSN688 Class Profit Improvement
SsN688 I ($5.1M Loss) 36,5 18.5 15.6

ssr688 II ($69.6M Profit) 1.1 6.6 12.9

Elismination of Overhead Ceiling 4.9 1.6 0.9

Potential Outcome .7.8 24- 4 39

8/8/74
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Estimated
Cost Beat

2nd Qtr. per Speeial Possible Break Even
Position Manhours Schedule Inflation Study Position Position

688 I
Manhours SY/MS 21,24i0.8 6,7011.8 27,954.6 23,945.6 21.842.8

Other 5,678.5 452.9 6.131.14 6,131.4 5,800.0
Direct Labor Dollars 137,011.8 36,1132.7 4,430.0 824.7 178 699.2 148,523.8 144 ,958.8
ODC 34,826.7 9,253.9 1,355.6 2,681.0 148,117.2 42,427.7 38,993-9
Overhead 129,108.8 34,319.6 3,827-5 4,332.1 171,588.0 151,414.8 139,160.4
Overtime 1,519.0 1,030.7 116.2 24.7 5,720.6 5,047.2 1,638.7
Shirt 2,1103.0 655.8 79.7 120.6 3,259.1 2,839.0 2,718.2
Material 172.1338 5 0 2.300.0 15,6714.5 190,313.0 186,813.0 182,300.0

Total Cost 480,207.8 81,692.7 12.119.0 23,657-6 597:697.1
Escalation Recovery 9M-

Labor 59,106.0 0 0 6,327.0 65,433.0 65,433.0 65,433.0
Material 16,582.0 0 0 214.0 16,796,o 16,796.o 16,796.0
Escalation Claim 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0

Total 75,6118.0 O. 0 6,541.0 82,229.0 101.429.0 82,229.0
Contract Ceiling, 506,236.0 512,717.0 531,977.0 512,770.0

Profit Position 26,028.2 (84,920.1) (s.o88.5) 0

688 II
Manhoaro SY/MS 32,o42.6 6,796.14 38,839.0 29,139.0

Other 8,580.6 0 8,580.6 7,580.6
Direct Lubor Dollars 252,642.9 42,266.d 25,132.4 9,497.2 329,539.3 2459b64.5
ODC 78,824 .8 13,187.2 7,8(6.4 3,256.5 103,1311.9 79,866.5
Overhead 213,i90.1 35,673.2 20,633.7 5,359.1 274,856.1 212,807.2
Overtime 7,529.6 1,268.0 728.8 194.1 9,720.5 7,399.8
Shift 4,356.9 718.5 427.3 132.0 5,634-7 4,337.8
Material 03379 11 100.0 19 21.1 98 319.0 356.919.0

Total Cost 544.2 96 907,294.8
Esralation Recovery

Labor 147,256.0 0 0 21,135.0 168,391.0 168,391.0
Material 49,881.0 0 0 21,038.0 70,919.0 70,919.0
Escalation Claim 0 0 0 0 0 38,500.0

Total _ 197,137.0 142,173.0 239.110.0 277,810.0
Contract Ceiling 1,0113,917.0 1,085,861.0 1,12I1,361.0

Profit Position 76,031.0 69.5) 6

BEST POSSIBLE POSITION IS POTENTIAL DECREASE COST PLUS COST IMPROVFNENTS.

t0
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IMPACT OF CEILING ELIMIaNATION

- Special Study -

($000' s)

Total at Completion
Ceiling Share Profit

Disallowances Ratio Itact

NEW CONSTRUCTION
ssN688 I - 0268 5,767 0/100 _
ssN688 II - 0206 458 0/100 -
ssN685 Construction - 0307 382 85/ 15 325
Trident Lead 501 95/ 5 476

s Trident Follows 71 70/ 30 50
O.5 Other firm and Likely 99 70/ 30 69

i-? Total New Construction 7,278 13/ 87

* REFUEL. OVERAUL, CONVERSION
571 597 Overhaul - 0264 799 100/ 0 799

'E 616 Overhaul - 0277 707 100/ 0 707
°' 607 Second Overhaul - 0255 565 100/ 0 565

619 Overhaul - 0245 83 100/ 0 883
667/671 Overhaul - 0205 799 80/ 20 639
585 Overhaul - 0272 745 100/ 0 745
626 Overhaul - 0261 404 100/ 0 404
Miscellaneous Firm Business 337 80/ 20 527

UE Likely Business 322
Total Refuel, Overhaul, Conversion .5616

ENGINEERING 100/ 2.194

SLAM BASED PROTOTYPES 167 167

, TOTAL DIVISION 15,200- 56/ 44 L.550

a:-Ceiling disallowances total disallowances applied to each contract as a result of
!overruns to the 1973-1975 overhead ceilings.-

'
t

Pmrofit impact is increase in profit at completion resulting from elimination of overhead
-,ceiling. The share ratio varies according to the cost sharing provisions of our
, contracts.

=9/7/71+
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AL DYNAMICS

Date: 14 October 1974

TO: David S. Lewis

& AmO4IL M. Golden

Subject: Third Quarter 1974 Program Review -

Electric Boat

.l [ 
,Here are Homer Boyd's views

Esi t 
i on the current trend at Electric Boat.

it !et!IVE

a'}* 
OCT 1I74.

'{ I. 
ONME OF

i to~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2i ~AKM
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GENERAL DYNAMICS

INTER-OFFICE MEMO Memo No. HEB-74-140
9 October 1974

To: Mr. Max Golden

From: H.E. Boyd

Subject: THIRD QUARTER 1974 PROGRAM REVIEW - ELECTRIC BOAT

.Attachments: (A) Shipyard Performance Trends
(B) Overhaul Status Summary

, A review of programs at Electric Boat in early September 1974 reveals
many areas of concern.

OVERHEAD

I,! g Interpretations of the 1972 overhead ceiling agreement by government auditors

S l 1 is resulting in sizable differences. Efforts to delete the existing agreement

met with no success in Washington. Current Navy direction is for E-B to
propose specific modifications to the agreement and submit at the local

Uye level (supships-Groton). In my opinion this is of major importance.

688 CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

LABOR

_ II |Efforts to improve performance are showing signs of working in some task
areas; but, overall the trend is worsening. Copies of elemental tasks areas

jS ^ ] trend charts fromElectric Boat are attached.

I MATERIAL

iJ | - Coded stock usage has increased to an unusually high level and will increase
material costs significantly unless this trend is turned around.

Subcontract (farm-out) in all probability will result in numerous claims along the

I 1 same lines as the claims submitted by Ft. Worth. Late material, faulty material
i | (wrong spec, material, material cut too small. unacceptable castings, etc.)

and drawings different from those furnished for bidding purposes, etc.

e { , I have seen two claims from outside vendors and it appears many more can
', ~ Ibe expected.

. ,-

(e

is
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Page 2
Memo No. IEB-74-140
9 October 1974

OVERHAULS

The overhaul programs continue to increase in cost and slip in schedule.

All ships currently in work indicate overruns at delivery (even the585

which has only been in the yard approxniately 2 months).

i I Attached is a sumnnary of cost and schedule data on ships currently in work.

41t_
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H. E. Boyd
9 October 1974

688 CONSTRUCTION (Ist FLIGHT)
aIn Millions)

Shown below is a comparison of the'ksost likely"* Corporate teAm position

(February 1974 Review) and my current feelings:

Element February 1974 September 1974

Manhours 32.2 33.3

Dollars

Labor 168.8 175.1.Ii' Overhead 134.3 139.2
Other Direct Charges 53.4 55.I

Material 171.4 180.7

Total Cost 527. 9 550.1

jL 9 Revenue 504.3 505.3

Loss (23.6) (44. 8)

The change activity seems excessively low in identifying and proposing changes

that impact cost. I have data through December 1973 on the paper received

from the design agent which totaled some 6. 600 drawing revisions; and. 7, 500

design notices, drawing revision notices and liaison problem and solution

reports. If this trend is continuing it appears we should have a large volumeiti of changes being processed-this I don't see. Data from change control is
e t shown below:

1O % All data is as of 24 August 1974

Adjudicated $747, 286 (Includes 11. 9% fee)
Unilateral Chgs.

Submitted (8) 277, 365 (includes 11. 9% fee)

Unsubmitted (9) 97, 381(includes 11. 9% fee)

' 1G*As you recall. in February the team had 3 positions:

a - Optimistic, most likely and pessimistic. Corporate Financial Management

chose to use only the optimistic position (in the formal review), which was

.. based on E-B achieving a major portion of their cost reduction items; most

£ 4 {! likely assumed achievement of slightly over 50% while pessimistic assumed

- j most would result in no cost reduction.

I8.e
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Attachment (A)
H. E. Boyd
9 October 1974

SHIPYARD PERFORMANCE TRENDS

688 Construction Program (Flight 1)

An analysis of 688 construction (first 7 ships) indicates the following:

-Chart No.
1. Overall shipyard performance is continuing to erode although at a

very slow rate.

- 138 pts. on 31 December 1973 vs. 148 pts. on 28 September 1974.

2. New construction (work on building ways basically) has shown a
steady degrading performance trend.

131 pts. on 31 December 1973 vs. 150.5 its. on 28 September 1974.

4. Manufacturing (work off hull) is following s downward trend although

* 11i It has experienced many ups and downs.

133 pta. on 31 December 1973 vs. 125 pits. on 28 September 1974.

J I ,S. Nuclear experienced a solid downtrend but during September 1974
-l g S surged upward but is still overall in a downward trend.

174 pts. on 31 December 1973 vs. 160 pts. on 28 September 1974.

ii | 0 - SA. Nuclear installations are following a steady trend of degraded per-
;, g - formance.

145 pts. on 31 December 1973 vs. 166 pta. on 28 September 1974.

6. Testing although mainly associated with overhaul tasks is following
a trend of continual degradation.

LE 135 pta. on 31 December 1973 vs. 166+ pts. on 28 September 1974.

s 1 Overhaul and Conversion

3. Overhaul performance has been extremely volatile but is trending to
sfurther degradation.

_. j144 pts. on 31 December 1973 vs. 210 ptsi on 28 September 1974.

i; SA Nuclear installation is an extremely welcome trend on overhauls as
it has followed a solid downward trend.

-j * 235 pts. on 31 December 1973 vs. 123 pts. o 28 September 1974.
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PAGE 1
TDIR. D-111 T CHTNCIG PERSOIINEL = = USTALLEo Inn E % PACK.

INlSTALLED 1illS- bfliI IR(yr INTLE O T-TO COVER4 LCG
AREA CITIEL SUJPV. Oil M1ST- IIShLDr-~ SA TAR! AGE (o

BOLL LLE1D PROG- STA. EARNE Pno0- P800- TION OVER- TOTAL
.4+5+6 !)A1'4EtD FILL tAI,24ED IUA.I ED FILL TIME (849+10) *'

______ (1) (~(2) ( (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (*) (10) (i) (12) _ 5)

(CuIAT 2) 126 181 1714 198 1516 O0 29065 43831 16608 O 7232 60439 151 73 _

GVERB 4UL 61 235 1645 994 651 0 9048 18791 8007 0 3762 26790 208 70 -

I !,-: .XAC 'U1R IN G. 194 170 2318 694 1624 0 34935 k44122 114496 O 3854 58618 126 75 _
(CPART 14)

NaCLEAtI OPERATIONS
(.CRT a) 34 128 787 350 437 0 8426 13372 3308 0 1883 16680 159 60 -

IES710. 87 53 487 263 224 0 3869 6467 2891 0 1701 9358 167 69 -
_iCHA'RT6)
CPlRATIONS OFFICE +21 +31 +207 +207 ° 0 0 - - -

TOTAL

| ScHIPAYARD TOTAL |523 1798 7158 2706 14452 0 85343 126581 45310 0 18432 171893 | 148 74 -
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Attachment (B)
H. E. Boyd
9 October 1974

OVERHAUL COST SUMMARY

Contract ValuesI Returns Corporate Dvi.1ion

Ship: Cost Fee Total Thru 8/23/74 TIC TIC

SSN.571 22. 263 1 802 24,065 41,212 49,200 47,000

SSN-585 33. 274 3. 161 36 435 9. 504 36, 800 33,138

SSN-607 15, 367 1.383 16,750 Z9, 758 34, 500 33, 381

SSN-667 16. 486 1,366 17, 852 13,184 21, 075 15, 933

SSN-671 16.757 1,389 18, 146 12. 840 22, 300 16. 239

SSBN-616 28, 836 2.595 31,431 44,765 4?.500 46,100

41 SSBN-619 28, 890 2.689 29.579 37. 610 52. 000 46, 200

t 9 3 Includes all changes currently in process at Electric Boat (including those not yet

I *submitted.

Disio. position is the curret TIC and delivery data officially submitted to the Navy

t r forfoverrun O pding.

3Based on delivery dates shown on attached bar schedule.

11
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CONTRACTSTATUSASOF 23 August 1974 ,P.l P .T

$10000.1 IuortUt4 Ot. 1974

Oiddon ELECTRIC BOAT 
Cpoloslsus tPjin HEB

h.mOm SSN-571 Overhaul 
CConnt o SiI-8-12

CnounP No. NOOOZ4-71-C-0264 
OtadnpFeoli 80/ZO

CONTRACT RASELINE REMARKS:

Cnn PNOR . Pass NORt'A Disallowances calculated at .9*

ToWu -soisd S 19,968.8 s 1, 618.3 S 21,587. 1 8 '

Pop.,td.RoeItNostdtld 2, 141.7 171.3 2,313.0 8 X

Eidm..ud * Not Papotd 152.8 12.Z 165S .0 8 S

TwContmst S 22,263.3 S 1. 801.8 S 24,065. 1 8 X

Chugnehowm Lost R.pon 8 11 4.5 S 9.0 S IZ3.5 _ II

Cullingk Pice 0 NA Cant,.t G.Ahuad 15 Aug. 197Z C.n¶,etC..ptioo 4 Jan. 1974

COST STATUS 
PROFIT STATUS

C.,P,pcat 
Corpontio

Und.lo 1O(N 
Owe, 10ed..

Co.p .. Dhioes Diodn Cnns.tq Oholon

AidCost tSoD." S 41,ZIZ.0 S41.ZI1.0 S - Tow Coenutthenst S 1.801.8 I 1, 801.8 S

Esties1it.t*.ComPla 7, 988.0 5, 788.0 ( 200. 0) PnitAdjobn..Ints

TosUIndsaud Coit, S 49,ZOO.0 S47,000.0 $(Z,ZOO.0) Iep.0otflShb.n (688.6) (688.6)

TIC UndoedOni Cotnttn Ct SI26.936.7) 8424. 7 36. 7 SZ 200. 0) Undtmn (Onsn}o)

ChnIsm LotRosen S t3.585.5S (S. 885.51 SZ.300.0 Viioent (4442.8) (4Z3.0) (19.8)

% TestisdloatedCat SIpondtd 83.8 X 87.7 X 3.9 X -

IITtWiConvolttCostsOpindd, 185. 1 X 185. I X - X

itConmnstTnohC mpI.thd 83.8 X 87.7 X 3.9 %X T.tdlndi..ted Plot S 670.4 S 690.Z 8 419.81

IndhctendC.opletitOss 1L3Jt.7.. _10QLLZS74 (3.25 lMos. pantRl.IIsIln.e.s 1.36 1.47 36S
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*CONTRACTSTATtlSASOF 23August 1974
irm'Cii)

OleleW.

SS.NC8 OC ... n.I

Cpne.clN. N0O004-73-C-r.0272

P e 1 .97
)runsii 4 Octobcr J974
"Rpurv, New

C otnfu Tpe CPIF Prepared
Cotparate PeiingO HEB

Ctanumpnul. 6-9.5-13

- SlnnlFeanoula 80/20 Beglnn ng @ $35. OM

CONTRACT BASELINE REMARKS:
Cal F hor Prie Profit Dlsallowances calculated St ,9%

Tetd Negotiled S 33. 105.9 t 3. 145. 1 S 36,ZS..0 9.55

haepod -Nit Negotiaed 7. 6 .7 8. 3 9.5 X

Eenldmted.N Nt ,,,ed 160.8 15.2 176.0 9. S

TSal Conturt S 33. 274.3 * 3. 161.0 8 36, 435.3 9. S

CleopN fmt Lu epinefrt * New t New S Now _ X

Ceillngk. S NA- Cent,, CeAhnd 8 July 1974 Conne C.plei"en 15 April 1976

COST STATUS PROFIT STATUS
Ceaps...t C.ePmne

Under l~neeI Core (Under)
Cerponale DOile Unt AeINO CoalroE Dinitlen Oldelon

AneICeuitD tat#n. S 9,504.0 5 9504.0 S - Tdi CoenPlroit S 3,161.0 8 3. 161.0 J

Enlinat te Canpleu Z7, 296.0 23,634.0 (3,662.0) °!Ft.Adjartne.tj:
TeotalIdiseedCot S 36 800.0 t 33. 138.0 S(3,662.0) lnrpntlalhenq. (360.0) 40.9 (400.9)

TIC UndeRIe., Ceedntn Cm S 13. 525..7) S 136.3 1(3, 662. 0) Undrmn uO.)nu)

CharpefreenLReport S NA S NA S - altanmnn.e (331.2) (298.2) 3.3.0)
IITetdhf1inorndCCnaEtendi 25.8 % 28.7# 2.9 9 _

NTeuICentunelCarepended 28.6 X 28.
6

S - %. X

ICenteltT1,Ce..pte.fd 25.8 X 28.7X 2.9 X TeIl.dkedPreoit S 2.469.8 1 2.903.7 S (433.9)

Eedl,.EeEC~erple~ide Bet -10/31/76 4/15/76 (6._5 Moe.) PuNIReilaeUxSeman 6.7 s 8.76 (2.06) X

------ - -
.......

T'1CTT -O

X.,.wo .nu
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CONTRACT STATUSASOF 23 August 1974
51100.) , j~~~~~uts atos 4 ct. 174

Ohiden ELECTRIC BOAT Cnti Type CPIF . poum d by

hertnm SSN-607 Overhaul Cnumt PoFl 5-9 13 #

C..iflii Nm. N00024-72_C-OZ55 ShAdn Foam.u1 7525

CONTRACT BASELINE REMARKS:

Cnnl 
flolit mPW Disallowances calculated at .9%

To NeNsotiated S 15,054.4 S 1,354.9 S 16.409.3 9

Pup.ud-NotNegoiwautd 56. 4 5. 1 61. 5 9 X

Estmatedu.NotPropond 256.0 23.0 279.0 9 #

Totl Cntct S 15. 366,8 S 1.383,0 16. 749.8 9 K 
t.D

CAgm lhao LmtRut S 8,9 S .7 -_

C pkIom NA C.n.ttmoiAhod 16 Oct. 1472 ConlucComipluni 16 Jan. 1974

COST STATUS Ud m)PROFIT5STATUS Cloa

b oo.,d, Girdn IOi i,)on CuOwat Dbdied.,)

cimo rm le Dkilen _______________ 
-

AWS CIn tmoDM' N 29.758,0 SZ9,758.0 - ToSUICCom.41 ithoit 1,383.0 S 1,303.0 t

EstlmiteiCrCplmim 4,742.0 3,623.0 (1. 119.0) POt Adiuament:

TtalndiatmdCmn S 34, 500.0 $33,381.0 S (1, 119. 0) Ipwt of Shunu (614.7) (614.7) -

TICUdUnd.0 ComeUtCon S(19. 133.2) Z1,014.2) 0 (l,119. 0) id.n(an...)

Chnp Im,= Lan 1tR 5 (644.5) S 9.3 S (653.8 Rlnmum. (310.5) (300.4 (10. 1

X%Towlhl ndhtid Cant Emnded 86. 3 8 69. 1 % 2.8 X _

% TendIContaltiCostEipded 193.7 X 193.7 X _ X

SKCmntiastTsshCoCelmikt 86.3 X 89.1 1X 2.08 % TOaiIIdlcaid fifRt S 457. $ 467.9 ( (10. 1)

* Indti C..dme.ptDat 3115175 Z12Z17 (3 Weekol ?,,RiRmititFdnuet 1.. 32.# 1.40 #f (,081 #
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INb81on t ECTlC BOAT

prspm SSN-667 Overhau1

Cotn- No. NOOOZ4-73-C-0205

CONTRACTSTATUSASOF 23 August 1974 hm I , 1
5(000.) (u . s R ow 4 O ct i ,974

CnetstType CPIF ..p.s...5 3.IIL *HEB

Ctosn~t Pool5-8. 2895. ii 14

N ~~~~~~~~~SharialFnmW& 80/20

CONTRACT SASELINE REMARKS:
tell piofiA Pu.. PuAil 4

Dhmallowances calculated at .9%
TyStd prlsud S 15. 813.7 S 1,310.9 5 17. IZ4.6 8.Z895 1

hpupaud-NotNRA"Satd 42.6 3.5 46, 1 8.2895 X

Etdm.td -NotP hop-s 6Z9. 5 S5. 2 681.7 8.2895 X

TOW Cootmt 8 16. 485, 8 S 1. 366.6 8 17.85t.4 8.2895 X

Ch. eftom Lost Rput 5 208.9 S 17.2 226.1 -- I

CdInrtk, S NA Cst-tlS..Ahood 4 Feb. 1974 Csenlt CoeplA-e20 Fcb. 1975

COST STATUS . PROFITITATUS
CaPe,.to C.rpormts

. unr WlOO,, el .l.m) O , ((Utnde1

AstslCnt Ogt. 13, 184,0 513. 184 0 _-- TtnctnIos.Eknt t 1,366.6 $1, 366.6 8

Estimu to C.,opIua 7,891.0. Z,749.0 (S. 142.0) Pmntl nAdi gmu

TOWl dktd Con SCZ 82,075.0 815. 933.0 5(5, 142.0) Impst ofsSnad (542.3) 110.6 (652.9)

TIC Uedh, Oms)C.UsCons S (4, 589.2) 8 55Z.8 s(s. 14z.0) Usdt,,sm(wrmn)

COunpf mtuRtlp st S (5, 026. 1) S (524. 1) 1(4. 502, 0) bA.l-us . (189.6) (143. 41 46Z.)2

% TeullmidudCst Epqded 62.6S 82.7 X 20.1 i X

%TWSuCwtntstCut EpsSdds 79.9 % 79.9 X -- X

14Contmt TtkCompInd 62.6 X 8Z.7 X 20.I 1- TOW ladlc.idhPeIt , $ 634.7 1,333.8 I (699.1)

InidkltdCnmplSniO.s;bt 3/31/75 2/20/75 (5 Weeks) hootemR.hd ncnt 3.0' Xm 8.37 X _36)_
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CONTRACTSTATUSASOF 23 August 1974 Pap 1 * 7

010" 
CtyELECTRIC BOAT CatnauTypa CPIh Cau

PnPlam SSN-671 Overhaul 
Concipaseofit 5-8.2895-lZX

Conust Nco. N00024-73-COZOS 
Staring Foaml 80/20

CONTRACT lASELINE IEMARKS

CLo-t l Proit ~ P-k PlortX Difallowaanees calculated at .9*

TOW Ntgotiatd S 16,073.6 S 1, 332. 5 S 17. 406. 1 B.Z895 %

PNqpcatd-ottNpt-loac d 43.3 3.6 46.9 8.8 Z95 'A

Etlimued-NotUSopoIUP 639.7 53.0 69Z.7 8.2895 X

ToW Coantrast SI.76. S 1.389. 1 8 18, 145.7 8.Z895 i

CIanl bom aLtd Mai t _ S 2Z9. 7 S 19.0 ° 48.7 - s

Caii~n1 PIc. 8 NA C.tr,.tcG.Ahnd 4 Feb. 1974 CosuatcipliZO Feb. 1975

COST STATUS CpOa PllOFIT STATUS otFeb174 poa~tSa CCapper'

Ued, lo.,)I 
ODai (Undat)

Cousal Oi bo Oidon Coeretat Ohddon Diobbs

Acsti Co." to ct. 8 IZ 840.0 SIZ. 840.0 S - Total CoeuoctPfit S 1. 389. 1 5 31,9, 1 *

Estlmate o Comploto 9,460.0 3,399.0 (6.061.0o PfltAd oieastow

Tou Inidkatd Coast 5 22,300.0 816,239.0 8 (6,061:0 ImpaoeIShanedo (551.3) 103.5 (654.8)

TICUnd.,laOCilCsotntCost S (5.543.4) t 517.6 S (6,061.0) Umdena. (Otstas)

Chaea5 fm La Ripest S (6,620.3) S (559.3) S (6,064.0) Diatalotaaes (Z00.7) (146.Z) (54.5)

sT@t Indkttud COatEtlfnd d 57.6.K 79.1 2.5 'A X 
- -

% TolCi~mtna tCot Ep..d-d 76.6 X 76.6 X - X

% CoatiaetTaikCedpllted 57.6 X 79.1 X 21.5 II TOtildktatdiNfit 637.1 3 1,346.4 S (709.3)

IsdiadCaplidtOia 3/31/75 2/20/75 (5 WedS( NOnt akatie Frasast Z.86. 8.2-9 X_ (S._43)
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CONTRACTRTATUSASOIF 23 August 1974 Piwp 1 er I
MOTIF lts DOati 4 Oct. 1974

Oiwhit ELECTRIC BOAT Cten Type CPIF hipae f
ePum SSBN-616 Overhaul and Conversion CeatetPofil 6-9-12 C.,eta PdtIHEB

Cooteoies. NO00Z4-71.C-0277 ShwaldFoqmta 80/20

CONTRACT BASELINE
Cot P n ot PI. Pnlit

Tot 11tiestid 5 28, 491.6 S 2,564.2 B 31,055.8 9 X

P(pOs-a. eNot Phroimd 206.5 18.6 225.1 9 N

Estatotd-Not hopspmd 138.2 12.4 150.6 9 X

TedCoetsont S 28. 836.3 t 2,595.2 S 31.431.5 9

Chao Iem.a opsot 5 101.2 I 9.1 S 110.3 - X

Cetiqltko S NA Comas eGto-Ahted 16 Oct. 1972 Coot-ftnC-nptioso 15 Apr. 1974

Com-e1ats ' Oialbn

Actod Caseto Ont S 44. 765.0 t 44, 765. 0

Estimoteto Ceoopto 2. 735, 0 1. 335, 0

TOtWlIdie.td eCt B 47.500.0 a 46, 100.0

TIC UndeoO tl Csetbm Co" S818, 663, 7 S (17, 263. 7

CtlooploLotastRepeot S (2,581.8) S 1898.8

X TOWlmic.ted CatnExpsadsd 94.2 % 97. 1 t

%tTOW CeotatCaltExpnd 155.2_J% 155,2 t

% Colost Tsk Coemptted 94.2 N 97. 1 X

InditsndCooptStiOts 11/15/74 10/31/74

REMARKS:

Disallowances calculated at .9%

Ship completed sea trials on
19 Sept. 1974 but requires an
inmerv trial and appears to be
approximately 15 days short to
Electric Boat schedule.

---------- I| PROFITSTATUS
C.spot.t

Rod,, lO-s)

I -

( 1. 400. 0)

1(1, 400.10)

011, 400. 0)

IS (683. 0)

2. 9 7i

- Xt

2.9 X

(15 Days)

_ Copoosto DMdtn

Tota Coots StPfst 5 2, 595.2 S 2, 595. 2

Pesta Ad loat sat:

Iopa esl Shad" (865. 0) (865. 0

UOdsn (Onmal

BidloMe-s (427.5) (414.9J

TOlIndkited ?eFil S 1,302.7 I 1,315.3

Pefit BOalto.tonF 2.F74 % 2.85 a

C sop coot
Boo, loU do

112. 6)

(12, 6)

(. 11) N

EIto

Ct3

I

.

I-
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CONTRACTSTATUSASOF 3 August 1974 . 4f I

OiWIssn ELECTRIC BOAT 
Contas Typ CPIF Prepare iby H

SSBN-.619 Overhaul and Conversion Cevnus eonlls 6-10-13 1rE

Canusa;t . NOOOZ4-72-C-O
2 4 5 ShadnlFrmala 80/20

. CONTIACT BASELINE REMARKS:

Coot Proi Pro. PrcliN Disallowances calculated .9%

Tool Nogolitald S 26, 540. Z S 2, 654.0 S 29. 194.2 10 XO

Paps,.d..te Negotisted 156.0 15.6 171.6 10 #

EWiitud .NPrpad 193.8 . 19. 3 213. 1 10 %

Told Conuvet S Z6, 890.0 S 2,688.9 8 29, 578.9 10 X

Chaqe Ir Lost Rspan S S789.7) IJ17..11 S (868.8) - X

C PiI 8hi .S N*A C.e.U.1 t-Ahtmd 19 Mar. 1973 CsotnatlCoopriso19Sjj.ePt.. IQ74 ...

. COST STATU0 S (O .F IT STATSS 111.de

C.,pormle DNiAlWn 
OWN".l* Corpoltsa

Actrd Cottoeats S 37, 610.0 s37, 610.0 S - TotdeCommaoLPhilt S 2.688.9 82,688.9 S -

EUrmaogtoCeamspim 14, 390.0 8, 590. 0 (5, 800) phit Adueormr.n:

TerilrrdiatWd Cast 852,000.0 S46, 200.0 siS800.0) hepect ofShudng (1I075.5 (1,075.5)

TICUnd WIA01)Cnaalt Cmst $(ZS, 110, 019,310.01 SiS, 800.01 lod.(et0"mm)

Cham. lemLsawB t S i6.589.71 S 1789. 71 Si. 800) ioileresooa (468.0) (415.8) (5Z.2)

%Toulladistd CatdC Etmdul 72.3 X 81.4 X (9.1) % ._.

%TsulCeueltCactE apfndsd 139.8 X 139.8 X - _

% Commta TaskCemplewd 72. 3 X 81.4 X (9. 1) X TotalIndicatdPisiti 1, 145.4 1, 197.6 5 (52.2)

lediafletd Cmplion aw 7/1/75 6/15/75 (I Month) Protoaiiadrisspeent 2.2 :. _ 2.59 X (.39) 11
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GENRAL YNAMICS . MEMORANDUM
ElectrIc Boat Division -

To: Mr. A. H. Barton e May 15, 1975.

FROM; T. S. Wadlov.r

FnL X o.: THIS DOCUMENT CO:,7A:';S TRADE SECRETS A!:D CCMME.ICAL
OR FiNANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAWI.CS CORPORATION

SUBijCT: 688-I Costs AND IS PRIVILEGED OR COlFIDENTIAL iT IS CONS!DERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM

AIFIRINCI: - OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPUCABLE STATUTES. IT
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.

- Per your request, Cost Engineering has made a quick review of
the 688-I cost picture and has concluded that the situation
continues to be much the same as we forecast it to be in the
"December 1974 Analysis." In this analysis the manhours that
were forecast as being most probable at completion manhours
were the following:

E01 + E02 Other Ops Engineering Total Division

690 6,305 1,800. 458 :' 8,563
692 5,446 887 153 6,486
69,4 5,143 . 843 147 6,136
696 4.3 - 85 147i 5,675
697 4,551 ' 776 140- 5,467.; :
698 4,542 756 137 5,435:
699 4,450': * 738 136 5,324'

T35,150 615 1,321. 43 OM

The current forecast would differ from this primarily in that:

1) The disruption being seen on the 692, 694, 696, and
697 is greater than was forecast. Therefore, it
will be necessary to add something like 900,000
hours to these ships.

2) The 
6

99 is now going to be built on a slb atan :a
additional cost of approximatelpy 620,000 hours. .:'

53-461 0 - 87 -10
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THIS DOCUMAENT CO:JA:: S TALE SE'. ETS A:;D COMLMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GE iE7AL DY,'AtICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEUED OR C31 FIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED

Mr. A. 1419 R+0 DISCLOSUkE UNMERMHE PFOVISIDNS OF THE FMN, 1975
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTIER AIPLIPASLE STATUTES. IT
It SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT-ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRIMMEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION,

3) The December estimate did not include claim preparation
costs now estimated at 1-0,000 hours.

These additions should be spread as follows:

I

EO1 + E02 Other Ops Engineering Total Division

690 30 80 no0
692 250 250
694 350 350
696 200 200
697 100
699-- -400 2140 80 I 620

Total 1,300 170 1,630

The total labor hours are therefore:

43,086

The labor rate (including ODC, OT, Shift, and OH) used for the 20c
schedule in the 1/6/75 St. Louis presentation was $11.99. For
the 20d schedule the rate was $12.24. The Cost Engineering es-
timate is based on and is consistent with the 20d schedule.
Financial Analysis' latest 20c pricing had a rate of $12.85.
Therefore, it would be appropriate to use $13.10 to price the
Cost Engineering estimate E12.85 + (12.24 - 11.99) 1 L3. 10J

Therefore the labor cost is:

44,716 x 13.10 =058s.8 -ill4on

Material cost projections have been reviewed and the estimate
of $213 miMllion still looks accurate. Therefore, total costs
expected are:

- 586 + 213= $799 Million

Revenue is currently projected at approximately $521 million;
therefore resulting in a loss of (799 - 521) = $278 million
if the REA is not considered.
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Mr. A. M. Barton -3- May 15, 1975

Tbhe previous projected loss was $220 million. The increase of

$69 million was caused as follows:

$40 -1ll4on - rates
19 milli4on - manhour increase

million - total

The mrpour increases have been explained above. The rate in-

creases were reviewed with Pete Wickha and were caused by

several things. The principle cause was an overhead rate in-

crease, but some phasing shif1 and direct labor rate changes

also occurred. Though tine did not allow a precise reconciliation,
we were satisfied that the new rate is reasonably accurate.

I would like to make one final comment regarding these fore-

casts. This is that, while we have and still do consider this

to be a reasonable estimate of what these ships could and should

cost under the circumstances that exist both in the shipyard,

the outside economy, and with regard to the design the current
performance does not support these forecasts on the latter ships.

While I have relatively little doubt that we will not come in

close to the 690 forecast, my concern increases on the latter
ships. Current performance indicates that a substantial over-

run will occur to these forecasts on the latter ships unless a

considerable improvement occurs. I will repeat, however, that

I feel these costs still can be met and do represent an out-
come which I still feel is reasonably probable.

T. S. Wadlow

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND It PRIVILEsED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
WXtMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROViSIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OFINF RMATItON ACT AND/OR OTNER APPLMASLE STATUTES. IT
it RUDMIMO ON Hlt CONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
i WLORDI§ WINTOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
PRAWC% CORPOAAtt.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS MEMORANDUM

Electric Boat Division

TO: Mr. J. D. Pierce Dot November 4, 1975

FROM: A. M. Barton lH;^ -*- r e -a : -.

FILE NO., . -.' :- ..... , .

EX - . . F~RI DOM
SUBJICT: 1976 Plan Di ei , '. , . : Ii

REFERENCI: . UNY A 1i . ,

Two weeks ago, we discussed divorcing the manpower plan from the
cost-to-complete system, and I agreed that as long as we intended to

hire fewer people than the C-T-C would indicate, no problem existed.

I must now reverse my position.

In reviewing the 1976 Plan, using the fourth quarter C-T-C statistics,

it is evident that we have an enormous hiring problem. Assuming for

a moment that a substantial part of this will not happen because we are

going to hire 15 per cent fewer people, we, nevertheless, are back in

the situation we were in in 1974. If you will recall, the 1975 Plan

developed at year end 1974 was not considered a "real plan". Instead,

the March 1975 Plan became the "real" EB plan. We seem to be

repeating this with the fourth quarter C-T-C which should be used for

the 1976 Plan. Much effort is spent developing cost control

techniques, for example the overhead plan, which must start with

detailed data which reflect the Division's goals for 1976. The detail

is supposed to be the C-T-C. If we admit that the C-T-C is no good,

this effort is wasted, and in fact, any systems designed to use the

C-T-C as a control or a forecasting base is also wasted effort.
This becomes clear when one is trying to determine the overhead costs

we intend to control in the upcoming year. All of those costs which

are considered variable with the shipyard and which are built off the

C-T-C are meaningless if the Division's Manpower Plan is other than the

C-T-C workload. In addition, all of our sales and profit forecasts

obviously do not reflect the Division's intentions. What is worse,

the C-T-C is supposed to be a communication device, and it really

is communicating false information and top management is fostering
this. It is requested that we're-examine our 1976 Plan and whatever

it is we intend to do, factor it into something which represents a

Division-wide communication medium intended to advise people of

what the Division expects.

CC: Mr. M. C. Curtis
Mr. N. D. Victor
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ALT. 20C - SSN688 CLASS PROCPSI SCFEDULE - CCW{WTS

1. Three (3) ships on slab - vitb Trideot proZra-

2. Ir-eSgnar intervls bet.ses chips

gS A. Holal over pr- hnbl.

H. -aufcture early and stove to eep even rnmufaoturicg rate

3. As.ures p::eotial CFE oteri- l prohbl on SS7DO Class viii be resolved,

t ~~~A. 1{7 s-1-e t.tigs.

I j:|:11. Sce oserator foundation castirfe

D. Eu
1
l toroid section forn-d plates

| E. Hull transition riug nachi..d plates

4, SSN'701 cod SS1702 are 1i -ouths *prt.

1j I 5 S5N707 aud SSDOS are l1 -oth. apart.

6. Delays 55Z692 laun1 h frea 6/7/75 to 8/30/75.

1;i 7. Prsducti.o rate ino.eased froa three (3) ships per year pl-aned to over four (4)

hips ps- year for about 2 ye-r..

0. Asses s alearnin curve for -tetaltation ontvollinsg path tic.. as vell ae

_cohoar- to accocodats de.reasing on-cay. tins.

J9S. Op .ti. .n.nuge.ent does not .o..id.r that the nanhours they h-ve .e.nitted

to for .onpletiog S11688 Class are suf.ficist for this schedule.

12-23-74

7 -- - - _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~- -- -- -
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FIftST AMlt SECQID CaOTMACTS

Otober 1974 Ertit-,' ct Co,,pleti-o

(000 s)

Firat Contoct Second Contraet : otc.l

C212 SIOP/SHIPYARD 27 9q 34,725 62,674
E:_llUEZZJi:;I I0 1,585 3,016
Coul. DIRE5T -5.T15 8,991 14.706

TOEAL tJXUIH _O9L 45.101 _ 0,

DOLUM

D!IEmCT EALO $191,311. $ 326,487 .$ 517,79
DniRCT F=2fl43S 57,650 141,388 199,030
OV31T:;S APam SIfT _9,826 15.4.5 25.291

TOTLL DI2ECT TAtlUM COST . 258§7
3
7 $_tJ03,___ $ 74Z, 127

MATC2IAL $ 205,794 $ 372,467 $ 578,251
0.'EPjir.D .172,527 2S0.591 46.110

TOUAL COST $6_,,3 1,146j(3 $1,783,40

SAbES$ 513,755 $1,39,000 42..633.555

P tCT(Ors) -$(123_.431 $ (26.5A6) 6______

,,t.;) I li., _ L Jvt,
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h is Wi emi i.. 0-4 s.f a -P- En bmm w&m ip.. .NW" - sewd Syrn Cfsm.

esrQ688 FIRST MD SECOIID CONTRA- COMPMAISON OP COST ZUWNTS Y

Original Subcontract/ Contract Material snfi (OcteI

Contract Farnout Schedule Chknres Inflation Manhour 01(U) lctWa'C

NSNW688 FIR9T CONTRACT
t'anhours (-0001

Machine Shop san Shipyard 21,167 (2,089) - 174 _ 8,697 279

Erseinecring 1,031 _ _ 4 _ 39S 1 431

Other Direct 4.841 - - 856 5,.715

TOTAL 14AIWUIH 27.o39 ) - - 7 35.

Dollars (4-000)
Direct Inbor 140,087 (10,027) 5,411 989 756 54,095 191,311

Direct Fringe 42,o54 (3,405) 1,631 290. 992 16,o08 57,650

Overtine and Shift 10,141 (543) 278 - (50) 9,826
Mnteril 139,479 26,277 - 56 32,575 7,397 205,7d4

Overhea 120,997 (9.359) 4 880 872 8,631 4s6 5 172.527

TOTAL COST (ESCALATED) V52,73 2,94i3 12,200 @ ______ 63 C6o

Escalntion Recoverr Ine./(Dec.) (607)
.Sal a 496 672 513755

PROFIT/(LO8G) 43 914_____

SS13688 SECOlD CONTRACT
lb nehouai (-ooo0)

Y.achine Yard na Shipysrd 30,1436 - - - - 4,289 311,725

Ernrinccring 1,517 - - - 68 1,585
Otiher Direct 6,o06 - - - - 2,930 8,991

Program lM-nager Reserve 2539 _392 - _ _ __5_ -

TOTAL NIAOUIll 40,551 _ - _, 3 ,

Dollars ($-000)
Direot Lrbor 260,240 - 9,450 - 25,221 31,576 326,1:87

' Overtim and Shft 20 890 - 447 - - (5,872) 15,hi65

liaterial 297,447 _ - _ 65,679 9,3111 372,467

Overhead/ODC 276 12,503 _ 109,017 3 850 43,97

TOTAL CCOT (ESCAIATED) 199_9_7_ 22,40 _ 1 99.917 _________

E calation Recovery Inc/(Dec.) 106,037

Sales 9 1.119.800
PnOFIT/(Loss) ____ U52
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SSN688 FIRST CONMRACT

CoMpARlSON OF ESTIMATES

Machine Shop/Shipyard

(-coo HOURS)

Shipyard Cost
Ship Target EngineerinR

Ssn690 5,800 6,010

Ssn692 4,900 5,090

SsN694 4,100 4,730

ssN696 3,329 14,290

SSN697 3,271 4,160

SsN698 3,293 4,150

SsI99 3,256 4.030

TOTAL 27,94 321460

February 1974 B-idget 21,231 21,231

February 1974
Budget

4,261

3,593

3,157

2,619

2,539

2,539

2.523

21.231

6 7i8 11.229Variance
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PROBLPrs ON THE 688 CUSS 
, ,... , 

ROT CURRENTLY COVERED 
BY 'EE REA 

'R, date, no recognition has been given t o  the  downstream or  

domhml e f f e c t  of the current  problems on 0268, 0206. m e  current 

schedule, 20 C, ahorq the  anticipated completion and delivery of 

the  699 and the  700 ?oat withla one-month of each other. (699 
-,,-; -...; .: - -  

l!iiis'delivery in te rva l  between two ships ob- 

viously c rea tes  a manpower problem. It is a continuation of an 

i n t e r v a l  behreen the 696 and 697 which have del ivery dates of 

9/3 and 10/29 respectively.  m e r e  i s  no way t h a t  EBDiv can perform 
r .  .-*.I., 

t o  these schedules. Obviously, -ii-ier ' A s t e r  program schedule, 20 D, 

provides for  a four-month economical, reasonable, contruct ioi  schedule 

should be implemented and f o l l w e d  h e d i a t e l y .  If 20 C i s  followed, 

i t  necessi tates developing two crews of tradesnen i f  there i s  in- 

s u f f i c i e n t  i n t e r v a l  t o  r o l l  o r  phase manpower from ship to ship ' 

very economically. Some i s  possible,but we do not get the maximum 

benefi ts  of d i r e c t  labor learning trying t o  perform t o  unrea l i s t ic  

schedules. This schedule w i l l  cause EBDiv t o  h i r e  an addit ional  

ha l f  of a work force t o  build the ship a t  t h i s  close an interval .  

Assuming tha t  a t  a minimum we can accomplish t h i s  task a t  somewhere 

betwten 500 t o  1,000 addi t iona l  men and using the normal LOP associated 

w i t h  any new h i r e  of 600 t o  1,000 manhours sk i l led  or semi-skilled 

would lnd ica te , tha t  we a r e  about t o  expend an addit ional  300,000 man- 
1 <*'. . ,,:=M 

hours t o  1,000,M)O manhours. mis does not  include the LOP associated 

with a dras t ic  change in the percent of semi-skilled employees that  

would be necessary t o  meet t h i s  manpower requirement $s evitenced 

by our build-up l n  1973 and 1970, and our very few sk i l led  tradesmen . . 
available.  The large percentage, therefore, w i l l  come from the 

,-m .". . - -  



remi-skilled mnrket.md the work force w i l l  be t h a t  much l e s s  

e f f i c i e n t .  

Further  compoundFng t h i s  problem i s  the  f a c t  t h a t  the Tiident 

cur ren t ly  is beginning t o  develop i t s  ovn work force over the same 

tlme frame which w i l l  require  a t  l e a s t  5C$ of the experienced work 

fo rce  f o r  new construct ion t o  be marrled wi th  add i t iona l  new employees 

which again w i l l  be f o r  the majori ty  p a r t  remi-rkilled, inexperienced 

!I employees. Ihe replacement f o r  these employees diverted t o  the 

Trldent progrsm from the 688 Class program w i l l  a l s o  be sore ly  f e l t  

because those people diverted w i l l  again be replaced with remi-skilled 

new employees. I h l s  assumes t h a t  we w i l l  maintain some overhaul work 
L.-1 

U we do no t  accept  any more overhaul work phasing outLby 1577@ dome 

of  the  h p a c t  above may be o f f s e t  by using i n s t a l l a t i o n  t rades  from 

the.overhau1 work from the l a t t e r  ha l f  of construct ion from the 

P i d e n t  program. 

It is apparent t h a t  we ins tan t& a s  soon as  possible ,  a f t e r  

negotiat ions of the 3rd contract  f o r  the  688 contract  a re  concluded. 

issue a revised construci ion schedule which r e f l e c t s  a l t e r n a t e  20 D 

which would prevent the necessi ty  of having t o  h i r e  an add i t iona l  

half  of a work force f o r  the 688 c l a s s  and would minimize the 'impact 

of the  Trident program somewhat. 

At l e a s t  the manhours associated wi th  the add i t iona l  manpower fo r  

the  688 c l a s s  16 a legi t imate c o s t  item f o r  including in the REA or 

a fu tu re  claim. 
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SSNi8S CLASS PROGRAMI

ENCLOSED ARE VARICUS HANEuARS, LABOR RATES, AND OVERHEAD RECONCILIATIONS TO THE BASIC
CONTRACTS IN THIS PROCRAM. WHIE THE PRICflU TECHNIqUES USED HAVE NOT VARIED FROM THE BIDS,
MANY OF THE ELEMENTS HAVE.

DOTH CONTRACTS NOW HAVE A SUBSTANTICAL SUBCONCRACT/FARMIJT PROGRAM.WI4IE BOTH HAVE BEEN
IMPACTED BY INFIATION AND SCHEDJLE CHANCES, THE SCOPE, DISRUPTION, SKILL MIX IMPACTS HAVE
BEEN EWUALLY AS SIGNIFICANT.

THE ssNw68 FIRST CONTRACT HAS BEEN AFFECTED BY TWO CHARGES IN ACCOUNTINGC SUPERVISION AND
PROCUREMENT CIANGED FRCM AN OVERHEAD TO A DIRECT CHARGE AND DIRCIT FRINCES WERE TAKEN FROM
OVERHEAD AND MADE AN OTHER DIRECT COST (ODC).

THE METHOD OF CALCUATING LAMOR ESCALATION RECOVERY HAS BEEN MODIFIED SUCH THAT WE ARE NOW
FORECASTING THE BIB INDEX TO GROW AT THE SAME RATE AS PROJECTED FOR ELECTRIC BCAT DIVISION
BUT TO IAW ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION'S ROWTH BY ONE YEAR.

'.~nt9

ii-.,.,
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SSN688 t..SS PROGRAM

C- rion or Cost EleCneta

Scope,
Original Subcontract/ Contract Schedule Disruption, Dec

_____________ ~~~,Q.rpnusios Utinflation Cha."e etc.f4JSSN688 F7RST corRAc T 1 C etC.Manhours (0 0t)OO
IMachine Shop/51fii t,;A. . 214,10. ; 4hi i2'Q jEC : - *' 1,498. .,., 13,281Engineering mO7Ti'A~7. m4O 

2T6
Other Direct . . 4 r; 8 Cr - tE J; ;1 ' N 2'86Totall Manhours 27 

149'9841
Dollnrs ($ 000) vit| l4f >'liWlk)X~ 

; FDirect Labor Bjj .jAq;/CLr 1 
W~iI~T~I~J;iir~Direct Fringe £12,0 (2,33 290 4,451 5,165 3,P- 21,1401Shi ft/Oves~tfre ..,U - 2 I1

4
)L,. 

4 4
y ,i,,-iiT?~ 0

ljk*,~
9
,

(O~5~Al1A~n.U. 29,.432 vA';" X~IRI'Ev9X,5Q ANID@~3 ':'- ? 5,136Total: Cost 'IU)207 4£32 5) 663
Pscalatios Recov) . Z. . ! I .. l71.239
rofit/(,Loss) 914 ,:H1..*" *.i r: ~

SS368 SECOIM CONTRACT
l4ranhouzs (-000)

Machine Shop/Shipyard 30,436 (2,750)
EnsGineorin 1,517 -Other Direct 6,061
Reserve 2 27^

Total Mnnhours 270

Dollars ($-ooo)
Direct Labor 260,240 (21,368)Direct Frimnle 82,922 (8,257)Shift/Overti 20,840 6 (949)
Material 29170117 60,834Overhead P18 6,7 413

Total Cost (Escilated) _______

Escalation Recovery 167,137
Sales .197,059
Profit/(Loss) 81,873

_._~~~~~~~~1 .073___ ._. ._.

15,996
13

1,719

- 15,712 37,532 -
- 5,012 42,318
- 1,257' 2,785 '..
- 31,000 98,315

210,239

AnnOther

1,120 3

(8,866) 23,

(2,660) 7(5,242 I:
1,500 2L1

21 120 21t
fEjt 73!

- Cw

8551' Cll
(22c

1,760 45
- 1

240 8

2,t)C0 54

95,554 37,791 427.30442 12,693 165,
7 644 (12 669) la:

23,1I00 2, 000 492,
7l,0Sr 77 020 370

1224,
(251.
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SSN688 CLASS PROGRAM

Retarget Conparisons

($-ooo)

Manhours

" I Labor Cost
1 Material Cost

Total Cost

Sales

Profit/(Loss)

Escalation Recovery

SSN688 First
20c

1 34,680o ;,t. .;

1415,717- i

519, 612 '

(101,889)

89,552

Contract
20d

33,220

106,741
205,781

;.;; 612,525

519,612

(92,913)

89,552

SSN688 Second Contract
20c 20d

42,151 40,611
1. .

684,959: 725,174
4 7 0 ,9 9 6 - 481,996

1,155,955 ~ 1,207,170

1,208,860.1 1,224,160

52,9}.3 16,990

377,376 377,376
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SSN688 CIASS PROGRAM

.S, . s~~~~~~~~~~;A.oz~p~ri4an lsheet,

'Schedule

*SSN688 First Contract
Manihours
Material

--:' Profit/Lacsa):

*SS1N688 .econd ' Contract
Manhours

, M' terial
Profit/(Loss)

Total
Mznbgursa, lc;-t

: Material
Protit/(Loss)

Yellow Book

Alt. 5 !X;' -'

33,819io
205,784

(ice o9q)

145,30?-
41osgiga!l-
40,067

79;l1Q4-
615,946.
(62,05)

- I Retarget

20d

34,68o
205,784

(101,889).

42, 151
'470,996

52,913
(92.:,? !

76,833.. ,
676,780'
(48.,9'(6)

Deceniber 1974 Analysis

;. ',20c

33,820 1 :,:;. 43,086 '
205,784 212,784
(92,913) ',; ((218,164)(

4o,6u ''~ 54,992
481 996 '.: . 48l 996

1( 16,990 t(152,137) '

714,431 , 98,078687,780 694 78
(75,923) : (370:301) 4

I.

43,086
212,784

(220,203)

54,992
492,996

(251,377)

98,078
705,780

(471,580)

Cs
--

IL-5.

I

I

20d
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.;a, - -' !. I ;

,up: v .or/kio:ur.:wt. Ch1 g

IA . v 1^:'.: . -; 1

! .; 11' . ~ 1'

eIt lid , .. I

Gre.ter Percent of.Td, s Direct

,13 pub-ota

1W. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .

. e.embi Rate , An.ysi

supenrvuor/rrtrcuraneub Change

N o1f .......
*'" . -Creater Percenta ...raas-H. r

* .TV.S:~ lation

*i; iS.cbeclu~lq,,c..

.l. ,.Suib-Total.,

Decaniber 1974# Anaijrsis - -:

ssN688 CLASS PROiRAM

Labor Rate Reconciliation-

ss§ FirAtContract9;^7

,, ;;, 45.18,;

(140)

4696,

350

23t

I .'

SSN6i88 Second Contract
.. I..

.I .. $6.42

i (
I . ;,

' ',(110)

. 68t

. ' 29t

49L

$1.35

.. : , i$7.77

I1,

0

*li
. .. .1 . . .1.I
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SSN688 CLASS PR(OXIA - ECONOMrCS

Bid vs December 1974 11 nalysis

71 1972 1973v 1974 1 196 197

2CC 
...; -i:. ria-*!S <.. ,' t;

S I" lfirst Contract 5.0 7.0 5.0 .0 5.0 7.0 5.0
SSN688 Second Contract 6.o 6.o 8.0 7.0 7.0 8.0
Cnrrent. 5.0* 7.5, 6.0* 6.o0 18.5 '6.5 6.0 11.0- efttv 

6*i-c 
c 

U.0 
X : * .)

COLA 
. .. 

.

s8i688 First Contract 3.5 5.0 > 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 7.0
58N68& Secolid Contraet 7.5 6.5 6.o 8.O 7.0 7.0
Current 3-5* 5.0* 7-5* 6.C* 6.0o 180 7.0 6.5f,-:. 

7. 6.5..i;1-U.. .*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.COLA 
70, 7 io

The HDA Union package of 1973 resulted in slightly higher rates than bid. With' the dropping of Governmentcontrols the anticipated rates for 1975 and forward are expected to be considerably higher. This Is born out byUnion packages already negotiated by other companies (sea next chart).

* Per existing contract.
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SSN688 CLASS PROGRAM

Union Increase Comparisons

'' '% IOf Base PaA

A7 ', .P . ,,2L6 1977

ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION

MDA,
COLA

;,.:j, .I t ,:WMTC
COLA

I DI. ISIO. .

;:. -' ~ :.QUINCY DIVISION
l'')t 1. X. :. .

6.0* .6.o* 18.0 7.0 )
' ':''1 . 111 - 70* e11¢* _

, I., ,' 6.0*. 18. 6.5 6.o
_ , ; - - 50 )

I. ,

II.I 1: *1

ir0' UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'
..~ .. , .. .._ ..

; ., I WEjT COAST (6 YARDS) ,,

CANADIAN

. i .
' .per Extisting Contract :

21.1* : 6.8*
._ 1, .

14.0* 3.0*
,' ? . '

13.6* 8.5*

25.0* 11.0*

6.3*

3.0*

7.9*

13.3' 4;9* 4.7*

COLA (CPI)

1¢ for each 0.5 pts. - each year -
1/3 annual increase max per year

N/A

1¢ for each 0.3 Pts. growth - every 6
months - 200 max per 6 months

10 f6rieach0O.4 pts. - unctpped

10 for each 0.3 pts.

COLA* seconcd year--lo for every. .5
points increase over 10 points growth.
Third year--1o for every .4 points
increase over 8 points.

4)

I.-CO
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SSN688 FIRST ANfr SWOND?'ONTRACTS

OVERHEAD VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Bid vs Schedule 20d
C.. v t .v C s. .

*A (4o 6bls) I UP _

A-iTC 5.lx . J8.5 j.5 6.u
COT.A SSW6a88 Pirit Contract

Direct Labor Overhead Overhead %

fontract Baelm;i7lY DIV:; .;N $140,007 141?0, 386.4

Direct Labor Related 93,019 68,464
*.1IT>D A;:LCe ri ..COR:ATl:. 14.0: .O ,.

Facilitie5 3,910

Mantpower, Traln#ij, E.R~e*r t~eq-~o, 10 X 9 9
Tooling 3,17M
Indirect Fringes,, AItLttt, .... .
Data Processing 517
Miscelflaneous r !' ..j§ -

Total D ,u- '! 1': .233,106 $210,581 .

J

SSN688 Second Contract
Direct Labor Overhead Overhead

$260,241.W $193,687 74.4

167,221 129,250

-,,O, Z' 18,525
7,753

.O e xt 7 052

o11,480
1,68o

'; | at ....... 925

.$1.27,16i. $370.952 86.8
.. ,
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688 tONTRACTUAL PLAIN

The followifg course of action is' designed to-deal with both the cash
problem snd the profit loss problem in terms of the entire 688 program.

STEP I - Negotiate an amendment to the 688-I contract which will:

a) ; Revise the escdlation article to be essentially the
Trident clause.-.

b) Eliminate the overhead ceiling.

c) Reduce the payment withholding amount.

COH!IENT - While there has been conversation which would indicate a
willingness on the part of the Navy to enter into such an agreement
on other than equal legal consideration basis, thereis no indication
whatever in the negotiations with the Contracting Officer that the
Navy will in fact proceed in that manner. On the contrary, the approach
has been to try to set up a legal consideration equation which would
extract from the company a release of future claims which would
balance on a dollar for dollar basis.tbe estiiated value to the company

X bE of items a), b) and c) above. This equation has been set up by.the
Navy'in the first instance to require a total release of all entitle-

_O twment to claims to date on 688-I. The Electric Boat Division dollar
assessment of the values is indicated below:

Eliminate + Progress + Trident - Total
O'hd Ceiling Payment Changes Escalation Release

o ° .5$25 M +$5 M +.560M - $288 M

-i E B ; ~ . . 1_ (undiscounted
To X ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~but limited to

",Its 2/74 schedule)

ot The Contracting Officer has flatly ruled out the possibility of also
-amending 688-1I contract'at this time, and it is not known whether
e *_there is a controlling reason for this position. Elefiric Boat Division-

- pointed out the discrepancy in the values on the two sides of the
'- -equation, and suggested trying to achieve a balance by also raising

the contract ceiling to something in the neighborhood of 1452. The Navy
discussed this approach in terms of anything over 1202 being an exces-

EE-. sive evaluation of the-claim potential. Since'Navy funding problems
El' are presumed to be a part of the Navy's position on this, Electric Boat
es. ' Division has concentrated on an effort to balance the equation by leav-
.E- ing out the contract ceiling adjustment for the time being, and instead
Go; cutting down the amount released to a portion of future claims only.
S- ~. A draft of such a release has been offered to and rejected by the Navy.
oER A summary evaluation of the cost given up by this partial release is:

E 26

Zi M
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Ecoomics of dglay.....L .Y $6
Tiae related 5ervies- M

T.,( PDajuption (re above) ' a c* - . .. Enown Cpnstuce~~~vq~aiang~,. _ . d It truh x CBS.
SubCoatractian Preiium r 1H N-~ .(Other),
Risk 

lo
s) ,laTefe* vs,:i'a tr l . ut'cl--C -to essen< t LO HT r I. Jo 4,4. . S7.10 M.

,~CONCLUSIONS. STEP O1 -j;iaing Paurfints on claim settlement, or evena partial payment on account of elaiis, aro so aevere that there is noacceptable Atcrnacv ur iteR., quickly as possible. To doEhis viflrequire a aev schedule and asaocicted cosat to complete at thisand a 4cerml~~~~~~natiohn t_"_. es
d <rrt n ~tahe N v te :s~cep~sh,#his It~lso! ft beaMul edagt; :in, aorer,,'tooueeed cher eaue~ be egher a*e la eqiYiae ofjlega;,,, a _onsideration or at least anapproximacion and appearaeithereof A[.t - poal,for completion ef Step 1, ia st ^a3/l/7~, ... t ^, ; .

p STEP 2;-..S'ubrtt 688 cLaips as pl o . fuxjr .. ,i - 4C'Ic

k Submit 4Hitial 688r, claim ±if satasfactory Step I 3attlementsso ~ ry 7. aot *ehiev~ed by-2//7,/7~5,_ . r..S .''2iS^' . a1~ 'l
zla-. :~~~~~. j.~~~r 6:1-.41 I~

b)_ , nyotify Navy.of,68-1I clai_ ..

-9a ,, jSupplanentC688;I claim. , r. * te

,,). ')'-Submit 6b8171 -Lii.-

e) Settle 688-i and 688-II clai.s :

COMe2t NT - The effort to date has been on 688-I only *nt fovded on the_. 2/74schedule, because that was the only one available 'lt is'elear thatif this claim is submitted as planned by 2/l/75, it will have to be,i :CplzPIenCtod,,aooi~thereafterlH.; je~lect *, ter scehedulti. ~.r
- S s -1 ' -o- ~~~ L- i t" : it S.!-.F:a -s-, -hZ=: As a resulta of the claim wqrk^to dgze, b .alo.-become slear that the-- reponder ao b~ljmbeqnst for-botb flightsar and particularly

£.ehe atb e cond fligh t, .l ba sed~on the ,lov ,quality;o i tlqe NP4i .design.with'a.e -eeuttzatdnc creaqa iantbe,-acope or. amount of work -to be accomplished by
1 ~be Shipbuilders. In order to be able to subgtantiate this Zarge amount,El. >iaiigsi-4cqt dttiltd cVtieal zaview of che entirtlPN. detail design

.Ez

,ge .E -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~2
.5..
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A second factorlcointrollinj the time of submittal of a 688-I1 claim is

the timing of recognition of£ schedule and cost-to-complete which will

support a claim. It is -expected that, the initial 688-1 claim vill establish

that there is a valid entitlement basis, and that the amount is sub-

_tantial. It is planned to be ready for submittal by 2/1/75. However, the

timing of submittal is.dependent upon satisfactory resolution of Step I

negotiatiOns. : : . H -

/ STEP 3 - A highly profitable '4ird flight contract is essential to financial

recovery of the program a whole, because it is unrealistic to sassue

-- - a recovery, through claims, of substantially all of a big cost over-run.

In order to be able to get an award on a basis which will serve this pur-

pose, the cost estimate will necessarily have to be conservative, and

the terms and conditions remove as much risk as possible.

It is planned to submit the proposal on ~time, 1/30/75, with provision for

reset of cost and ceiling (tantamount to-price redetermination) at time
o of launch of the first ship of 688-lII (1980)...

*0 -

E II

Z.f

28
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GENERAL DYNAMICS QEMOfANOU
Electric Boat Division

( ,* N. D. Victor a.. June 18, 1976

FROM: G. E. MacDonald

CILI No.:

SUNACT, SSN 688 Class Schedule Review

Subsequent to the MTC strike, the Division developed schedules forcor pletion of the SSN 688 class ships. This schedule, characterizedas 22F, was a 'best efforts" schedule to enable the Company to deliverthe ships as early as practicable. Since the formulation of thisschedule, it is evident that some key events are being accomplishedlater than contemplated by the 22F Schedule. While it is the Division'intention to continue to strive to deliver SSN 688 class ships inaccordance with the 22F Schedule or as close to it as possible, at isappropriate at this time to develop a second schedule which reflectsa more normal shipbuilding effort. This second schedule should be areasonably conservative approach including contingencies, and shouldtake into account the following conditions and assumptions:

(a) Conditions and schedule status as they exist today.

(b) All the baric producibility problems inhcreat in theNewport News design which make the ships difficult
to build.

(c) Continued high rate of design and engineering changeswill continue for at least four months after SSN 688(lead ship) delivery.

(d) SSN 688 will not go to sea until late June 1976. Thesea trial period will be extended in direct proporticnto the percentage increase in time between the actuallaunch date and the actual sea trial date as opposed tothat scheduled (i.e., a 46', increase in tire equals
delivery about December 1, 1976).

(e) Major changes to correct bad features of the designplus state of the art changes, such as MSW valves
replacement, forward compartment rearrangement, etc.,will not permit the design to stabilize on a "standard'ship until SSN 703 at the earliest.

T11'S t-"UE-. CCT!.S 5 A!', rz':'

c . I . . .. ...T -
Ey !,Pl .
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Memo to N. D. Victor -2- June 18, 1976

(f) Current ship status, continuing engineering problems,

InSurv Cards, Unsats, etc., plus time for corrected
drawings to be sent by the Design Agent, will not

permit delivery of SSN 690 until at least five months

after SSN 688 (or about April 1977).

It is not the intent of this request to ascertain when in fact the

ships will be delivered in view of the Division's 'best efforts' to

deliver these ships in the earliest possible time frame.

The schedule review should provide factual detail in support of the

delivery dates reflected in the second schedule and should also contain

sufficient data to permit assessment of the reasons fcr the difference

betwee-r this second schedule and the 20C Schedule that was developed

Frior to the strike, particularly in the case of ships nearing conplc-

tion, such as SSN 690 and SSN 692.

G. E. MacDonald

ThI, t:CL'Eq. S Th-t: cr.-::E ' C :
O. ri'j.A'CI4:1:r:.':;V: cr ! . Y:

EXE11'.¢ F n' . ; t T. r::-:-

1 5"I7TTE" E-. ~- 72:::. f: ': ...iW:.1.:.
EE SCEiEl V;.;.T PRC Wid':; EE.''::i I' C

DYKAW'ICS C0rtPorkID.,
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GENURAL DYNAMICS
.cfnc Boat Dision

March 29. 1977

Sabject Claim for Eqgotable Adj.t-ennt -
Contrct. N00024-71-C-0268 .od N00024-74-C-0206

;-:ereDf- (. ) EBDi. Itr. (G. E. MaoDon.ld) dttd December 1. 1976
r 4 FiU. No. ZOOC!Se 539

RADM. F. F. Menga-aro
I Naval Material Commnd

- - I ' (MAT OOX)
Navl Clbim Settleent Bon-d

Washington. D. C. 20360
i D..r Slr:

The eabjoot lnit ws *obmited too he N.vy by Electric Bo t
trisison on December 1 1976 by refereoco (). Stione 2. 2. 1 (688-1)

nod 3. 2.1 (688-Ili) of the laim esplnir the ship delivery chbedale which
1i the beets for the clait and for wbhih Electric Boat is entitled to recover.! As 1i pointed oot in Secton. 2. 2.1 (688-I) .nd 3. 2. 1 (688-11) of the claim

g~ vthe Eloctrit Boat Divioion has been workiog to a shipytrd ch edile which 1.
fl.. ~ Somewitht e.rlier than the claim schedule in order to mobtite the shipyard

-to th b.t effort that co.ld be made toward improving the .hedale.

to thebeet Tkt offort to fttempt to improve on thb clim schedole ha.s
; i S_ anc:ti .. d .. d the shipyard Is pree.otly workiog to the me improved5 J delivey date for the less ship, that i. December 1981. Nwever the

ehip'yrd working e.hedale delivery datos for the intervening :hlp. have
been djested to enect the itatione. it has developed since the sabmittt1
of December 1, 1976. For yeor inormaticn the corret revi-ed shipytrd
-orking shodale I. a. foUo.

SSN690 May 1977 SSN702 Jan. 1980
SSN692 Oct. 1977 SSN703 May 1980
SSN694 Jn.- 1978 SSN704 Aog. 1980
SSN696 Oct. 1978 SSN705 Nov. 1980
SSN697 Dec. 1978 SSN706 Fb. 1981
SSN698 April 1979 SSN707 March 1981
-SSN699 Joly 1979 SSN708 Jane 1981: Ba SSN700 Oct. 1979 SSN709 Sept. 1981

a j is SSN701 Nov 1979 SSN710 Dec. 1981
1I
II! Very tirly yoa,..

GENERAL DYNAMICS

s | G~~~~~~~~~~0 E. MacDcnald~~~ C G¢D~~~~~~~ccrni Manager

53-461 0 - 87 -11
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C5CnA L D YNAMIC
Dlectric -BoaaDiv~Is id f- - r- tM5ND

10 PT .Veliotis 7r0e. oeTbr2.17
-- - - -- - -- OPF"At Tco November 2 . -770. .D.Victor. 

-, E'F-4;~ E O .

. .

~~-.. . - = - S W -

S:.c 35CNL Class Scheduleas a - 7. 2

- .__cnc .. . . = _ _o .~' = -. _ t. .. _ .. _ ,.. -l..

7 _ . . .I -T

EnclIpsur'. Cl SSt16tS Class Baseline Stojdy* Dated~ 31/77

hepsrpooe of this zeta0 is to ;rcvide :.: tn tn baSic facts
-sed to develop the prooosed ssts9 Clo-ss "aster Prccram Plan

'DviCtEd is Enclosure ()

-Ie ve tat this plan, -- -if irPlE-e-te . ' take Opt-i-- -
utilization of available resources. The shedules "oere con-

ciously developed to provide conditions permitting the correct
-=ber of people to work ion the correct ob.'s in the proper se-

quence and the same crews perfohr~iijgthe simi tasiks fro ship to
ship. The work can be folly supported by existing facilities,
tools and material. We believe that oder this plan the SS1-6eB
.lass .sunarines can be produced on schedule at the lowest ex-
penditure of labor hours.

The following ground roles were appied in developing the plan:

e SS'4699 is the only sohip Ctnsotrt ted and launched
from the Land Level Construction Facility (LLSCF) o

)
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* less Scnedules - - ,;srov-er 26. i977

_ ____:____.____=:_ _ __ _ __,_._:_ _._ =__ ____ :... _ 2 ____ __ ._

-he Division's -aterial probieims will be resolved by

---''- -~ -''' ' ':r2uary., 197'; - - -

A minircu. ways time of 19:, months and a O.imiurl. launch

_ = ._ _ :-. to aelivery intervaLof1.5 conchs were developed to ,,.. ..

._:-._-- I -eliminate overcrowding of the ships or overloading of- .

facilities.

The plan recognizes a rninimun of 2½c montns delay to launch

and delivery tn SSS697 ship currently ir :re-launch condition.

(i.e-., undock.)

A minimum l.-week interval between laurcnes is raiintained

starting with 550697.

The plan nust permit work crew roll-over w.ith repotitive iob

assignoment at the worker level, covering both shop and ship-

board work to the maximum extent possible.

-Sufficientnrorposrl wll-be-ttocated to accomplish all

planned and workable w.ork to schedule- -=

Shipyard trades manning will not exceed current levels and.

will be kept constant as long as possible to allow for maturing

of skill levels and learning to take place.

The plan can be accoriodated by the Division's present manu-

facturing, shipbuilding, and test facilities.

Based upon the above ground rules we proceeded to develop the plan

as follows: 15DZ ttlt lflp-

*~ ~ ~ ~Ofi:Z 'iiz..JS ' u: E; ; -,,:. . 5: t::

ISSa c'. .In--,- -, -.;. -,,-, ;.^!
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LS:.nL Cl;ass Sc;eoules .:;o-e-_er 23, 1577
Paqe 3.

The planned undocking of the S55:697 was rescheduled 2'. months

later from January 14, 197$ to April 1, 1978 to permit an enuiv -.-

alent launch it SOS comple;ion. The .aunches of the reraining

ships were_tehen establisnae 17 weeks apart with trio exceptionsn.-

The intervals between SS'.. 2n3 ens 734 ar 55';7G7 and ;33 had to be

*> .. . expanded to 34 weeks to suit builoin; ways availability.

-lork exnerience on earlier SS!;6S8 C-.2ss ships as well os conipar-

able jobs in earlier contracts was then used to deveu: a sincle

skip "rmodel" schedule. Tn.s schedule rrovides for ar. E: o..,plete

launch with a minimum ar.nevable on hays tire of iSi .-.ontns.

Similarly it was determIr.wnc that the -,inimu achieiccle launch to

delivery interval was 15 months.

The SS703 w.oschosen; therefore, as the first model ship and all

following ships through the $55710 have identical "`rouel" schedules.

The following key feature will result from the irplementation of

the proposed plan:

The schedule provides a means for implementing a crew roll-over

plan with roll-over assignments for all jobs -- manufacturing,

installation and test. In order to overccme current unskilled

labor and green supervision problems roll-over must be planned

below the foreman to the 1 1 off , rktnrv

31.0 Is F2\~2 z".t rS2.
EE!PT Ft ..-.. :. .:' Ei.r E ' REDO
CEXE''" - :! ''--;:'...! - ' IT

'v - 2 ----- * - - -- :: *. '1 - ;EE ..... ' :.:F.. I3S tj
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,he irr*gjlarThnch inter als sv.eer, SS^,7O3ari 70

._ .. . ~55i;7C7 ~tcnd 7 wfill requi re srecial shl.1pyard wanage.-.......................... enVt- ,,_.

atter-iun 'or conpataeility \ith the roli-over plan.

~- . Cost savings will result frc:.. the decision to t!lld all

ships (eycept SS;699) on the buidi sa reys.

. hs part of thy studyit>:as-detei4 tre ntier- ships---- --

were ocer progressed. For example SSN696 launched on a

reported 76.5. progress, the real progress S -eternined

to be 71.3i for the: ship at that tire. The ;rcposed

scheales adiust for this o er prv;ressvng by htlding the

ships tn the ways 12g enc- h to Per-it an accett-bIe per-

cent rc...;letion at launch.

Manning requirements will not exceed current orboard levels,

which will permit waturing of skilltix and learning.

Realistic on ways and post launch intervals will permit real

schedule discipline. - - -

Delays in solving the Division's raterial problems beyond

January, 1978 will result in additional delay beyond these

schedules.

Realistic span times and building all ships on the ways after

SSN693 result in a delay in delivery of the last ship (SSN710)

from 8/28/82 to 5/19/84.

As an alternative to r.y above plan, the SS!E18 Class Program Office

has recoottended a schedule providing equal intervals between launches.
- THIS viE. E :.:;: T sE^EOS :r C:::::R^.-L

A;D IS P.V!;IE -z E. I : . 1: :; :;EO,

tETJPI :O.t:*; ;. ... ..,
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- -S 7 .: . . - . : : ' - -: 2 I 7

-ichlh 'results In a- eduction fi cns-i-s tires rom 19 mnor.:thsto-

, r' 2
' onfhs ...... -.tihe-res;;lting del dte of the last ship, SS'i7lO

_owever, is held to Pay 19, 79S4, (the sare end date as in Plansinc

:ro~zsed scpp edule). _c-l

: recc.mend that the final -em.`ination be 7--de by 7re Trcies as

to which schedule alternative is rore advantageous, equal launch -

intervals or lcncer ways tire.

irector of Plenning

? - . :C". - -*

CPs: sut.::^'! r ::: T:O !IA E T tZ:; .:~T.sL Ii ~3

DYF.:;::5 ItPTi.
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GENERAL CVNAMICS:
Electric Boat Division .. 7 1977 ; MeMRA U

* 70e P T. Veliotis- T.OFFIC , eays'ero

e.. N D itr - .6OLL¶WT~SPC "f5APC&S~mJRi~~~~eDA's--' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TQ 'a N C. /5e
nr j MAs _cie CP oT .ION' -

EXEMPT Fi -. P. n.LP.osr or aE FREEOON,

SMJCT; 5518 ls Shdls- CFI'I~~ATNdf-ThE~VIjR STA UW$ 4R.~-~~

maci - a - - ~~~RELEC3EO W S~~tiflEs Hd51U5 NOTC OGENERAV- S)

ENCLOSURE: (I) S5h688 Class Baseline Study, dated:October31. 1977 r *-t1C.' 4t -

'The current SS688 Class Master Program Schedule.Rev. 05 dated June29,:1977.
for SSN692 through.SSN710 cannot be achieved. Since-issue of this schedule, 19-77.
the Division-has been-experiencing an average 1 week of schedule delinquency~:6.
. .for each 4 weeks worked._ By year-end we can expect to be on -average, ls to 2 -
months behind schedule.. ' -: -. . i---'n-he- -Z; * -.::-e

:- As a direct result of unforeseen scope growth and'material problems resulting -

from late Governaent-furnished design data and Government-responsible design
* changes; this Division, since initial contract award, has been unable to .. '

adhere to any issued 688 Class Master Construction Schedule. Unrealistic'.'.
recovery schedules probably adapted -tp accoznodate Customer Procurement,
Positions with the Congress, caused intermittent crash hiring programs
resulting in further inefficiencies from inadequate skill mix.'..-*-.-.

With Government-responsible design changes significantly abated, noe is the
time to solve these problems once and for all. As a first step, Planning
recosmenis establishing "achievable' schedules based on actual experience
to date tnd incorporating reasonable schedule duration improvements through
the later ships. -.- .t ab o f -- . -As

Enclosure (1) sets forth for the first time on the 688 program; "achievable` :
schedules for each of the 17 remaining ships, formulated on the following -.
basis: . . -.

Two of the three ships current~y planned-for construction on the LLSCF
- !i.e., SSN704 and SSN709 are reassigned to building ways. This will
result in lower.construccion costs for each of these ships and enable
--sipyard management to obtain greater control of-material, people and -

facilities utilization.

, . Actual achieved time spans on SSN69D/SSN692 from Reactor Compartment
. mection to Delivery were used for current ship construCtion schedules
with a gradual reductior. In tirm spans and manhours incorporated on
later ships in the prograr.. . - ; , .
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St.-- .,...s V. **, ;_ <-.a .@..tp_ - *. i. t.

J. Veliotis 2- - Deeber:S, 7
.. , - , , ; ; , . -.. , _ ,_~~ .~ .,- - ...

Shipyard trades manning remains constant at current Ievels for as iong as
-possible to allow for maturing of skillsoand arning .'i q,'

Intervals 'between -ship' launches lengthened to.btain a qiniujsdurattbn -
'^';sof 17 tk.to' ffnally permit work c6row -roll-over-for both shop and -
shipboard worL :

.,Adequat pre-ays andton-wiysintervals provided-to accmiidat6 n t10,t'
..< ,5nnff755 of~ship'construction prior'to LaunchE.0tht utloher.1ng or ar-kv,:. ,-e

, Currentiuaterial situation broughtunder c tntroi-,lth r>aining unresolved t.C'
-_ -aterial problem -.identified' and .reredial .actio0 indertaken-Idurinl Januaryj "-'
*;l 978~. -s;-5 ; w 2,~,>:S

The proposedschedules'for SS 4as . sh;ijp wa
:iz.; with the-sciedule .forS S7 =-f :
- ,Start- of Construction tnDelivery for both;NewpoitPlewsozanhs) r ,

,, . Electriic Boat proposed schednaes (53.S.innths )ie sam mesae --..-: "'

xcin CramerS 88 Manager'is-in i theproposed-schedulis. ''

T -Ihis'-y be-or -'final opportunity to i in-thelIT fsionsdiblity'to f ~.-_
compete for neowbusiness ...Survival-of Electric.Bo'at as a business:ntity-

uldl ba'at~stake ~-

UD< g ,,, ;- - #', -I- A. iL -E. _, , Yi;cl --t;

'.'=' '! ' tr ,-,

T. S Cramer; .....
G. S. Grimes :.-.-'

0RfINAN~uTC MSfiP 4D'MITMA-JT W5P0W1
, t ,~~~~~ J= e :Xt~~~~~r 7-B;0i -ur 'OPPTD --,.

- * .IAND IS MviaLmi 61C C.-,E.LITl ..JJ ! CO½S.DE'D
^ , -xsPrtTCM CsC SC~iRE @IDEV¶' F.tVLEls CF THt PRtEDOM
_ G IFINRDRATIDR I'T AMD/OR OT':t AP;I:.RL SWTATUtin. IT

- - O . I ' ' 1S SUBWiTED GH -IEkD-hTS1Of lHAI -nTS ME*T7t.TWILL NOT
- :-s :' ' BfP ED wrlM94JSRI'bJlTtl SIBTU-I GIERiEL

t~~~~~~~~~~ru .maplE r. ,i. erDYIIAMM CWPORATIOMI~s
,. '
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S. L. LZNGFZLDRU T. R. LAXA U&O

JANUARY 23, 1976

GEMZRAL DYNAMICS - ZLZCTRIC BOAT DIVISION

As you requested, we have reviewed the computatian of the

provision for Federal income tax of the above captioned dilvsion as

refleeted on tax schedule 1 (previously sent to you). I; slould be

n:red that the audit work In the tax orea was not fully eon leted at

tle *ime of our reem rd certain of the schedule V Items had not teen

traced to the audit vorc;spers. Ouring the course of our review, the

fallowing ;oInts came to our ttention.

Client ?ar Schedules

While the preparation of the tax schedules by eene:y

personnel has Improved somewhat this year, the schedules still do not

reflect certain schedule U' such as CF? cost disallowance, zchedule

Y and SSZ-658 contract schedule W. We understand that these schedule

M's are coepleted at Corporate.

Inrestnent Tax Credit

As discussed In the preliainary tax mesorandu EB personnel

have been working closely with St. Louia corporate personnel in

developing a very aggressive Investmant tax credit approach with

reasect to the LL!C facilities. ZB personnel ore very fasu er with

ITC rules end recognie that certeain positione they have trcen could

be challenged on exawinstion. For this reason, it would ap;ear apro-

priate to break down the total investment credit taken between solid

credit and credit which could be lost on examination. Bill .Lulcahey

Indicated that by the end of 1976, approzisately 11 aillion or credit

will have been claimed on the LLEC facility and 2 million of that

would represent eggressiwe pooitions.

In 1979, the client's tax schedules reflect Investment credit

earned this year of 33,800,000 plus an additionel $222,000 on special

toole. The sajor portion of the qualifying additlone for whion the

credit was earned relates to the inboard portion of the LL7C. As

discussed In the preliminary tax memorandum, the following ;oeitlone

are being taken with respect to the LLEC which yea should be aware of.

1. LLZC te going to be considered eaeq: red and 101 credit will

be takec for th T :tatdmat r CmMaIXS

OR FINAN!LUI. 1 ;,;.tTIIN CF GE-ETAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS P.!VI E-E.- 0. - .I' : 1TI IT IS CO::ZiDERED
VE-E¶PT FC.O': ' CS I. iL'£ TE P. O'V'0 0S OF THE FREEDOM
GF i;.FDRW'TJO. ACT A,._/i7 OTi:ER APPI. ABiLE SIATUTES. IT
IS SUEMITIEJ O. Tr.E C,;;DIT;0N THAT ITS COiTENTS WILL NOT

EE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOh WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
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2. Aggressive positions are being taken with respect t-
property wse placed ln service In 1975. In addition, the
client Is clalang the credit oan disputed amouats wvere t
i1 uncerteain just what the final liability to the contrctors
w111 be (unnegotiated change orders).

3. Aggressive positions are belng taken In cleasifying addition#
between machinery and equipment, and non-qualifying building.

4. Sales tax is being deducted with respect to the entire project
which Is in direct contradiction to the acquired property
position.

It Is difficult to estimate how much of the 1975 ITC could
be lost on --aination without a complete analysis of %he 1975 costs.
Sueh an analysis could be conaidered in 1376 since the entire facility
would be coaplete and the ITC exposure could be estimated on in overall
basis.

Avenal

Avenel division Is reported as part of Ileetrie Boat. Althoug
only limited audit work was performed ln connection with Avenel, the
following pointe were noted froa our review:

1. A loss reserve of approuimetely $3,000,000 set up In 1973 is
reversing this year. The reserve was not fully utilized and
approximsately $500,000 is being reversed to inacoe. It the
reserve was not deducted for tax purposes In 1973. a
deduetion of approximately. 2.5 million should be availble
this yaar.

2. The reserve for warranty costs Increased by $150,000 thls year
to $300,000. Such Increase may not be currently deductible
for tax purposes.

3. An additional reserve for $100,000 on LlO Tankers was recorded
this year. Such reserve may not be currently deductible
for tas purposes.

Reserve for Cost Disallowanees

The reserve for uanoneeded cost disallownaes have increased
during 1975 froa $5,067,996 to $8 00,619, an Increase of $2,932,023.
The Increase In this reserve has not been tax affected on Schedule M

( :inc*e this Is only pert of the schedule V with respect to coet dl-
allowances. The other pert ofTt*;h e4e KI, reduction In book

oE - ?., *. ** -E * * ; ; -E~~~~P\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~IEEDOM
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Income represanting the a"tual di llownc. d ,rg 1975
conceded costs in *zseta owerbead. The client's tea schedufe~TfeftIr
a writ*-off of approelastely $263,000 in cosputing the reserve but no
*oputation or actual disellewanese or conceded costs In eccess over-

b:::d os been mode and, sceordingly, is cannot aomput* the 1975

t8 Schedule X

The projected loe on the 688 program has been Increased to
5130 million, this to based On a $160 million loes projected en the
fixst flyte end a 530 million profit projected on the seeond flyte.
For financial reporting purpoeas, no loes Is being recorded since a
Request for Equitable Adjustamnt (RIA) has been filed with the gowarn-
ment and It eppesrs certain that the edjustment will be at least equal
to the currently antllpated loss.

For tax ;uroses, ae we suggested In last year's saeorandum, the
two flytes were treated separately and a deduction was claimed for the
*eount of lose incurred to date an the percentsge of completion tasle.
The slient'e computation of this deduction as set forth on the schedule
sent to Hartford by John Reed with his nemorandum dated January 7,
1976, which the Zartford office did not revyew prior to filing, *s $95
sillion for 1974. It appears from that schedule that euch a ecm;utatlon
was based oa an aaticispted loes in excesa of $750 million. Proctions
of the current year schedule N by the client on the sase schedule, Indi-
cate an additional deduction of approximately $65 million besed Cn an
overall lose of $640 million.

Our computation of the sahedule 1 for 1975. Is as fellows:

IncOme or (Loss)
ProJected Income (Lose)

Contriet ('llions)l * Comelete Reornised

688 - 1 (160) 59 (94.4)
688 - II 30 9 2.7

lotel loss to date (91.7)
Loss deducted In 1974 95.0

Income to be recorded La 1975 3.3

Te are unaware of the soures of the sliest's pro ectlons which
resulted in the $65 mion deduto u ae audit work,

S6 TDoOCUMENT CONTAINS TAA'DE SECRIS AND LOMrUNCIfoAL
OR FINANXIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PKIn EOEO o; Co. FICE; TLAL FT IS CONSIDERED
VEMCPT FP.t DISC 5SU5E UD;E2 ThE P. _OVJolS OF TNE FEEDOM
CF I;FORMATIO. ACT A;D/OIl OTNEA APPJCABLE STATJ1E, IT
IS SUECIIITE.. iO.E COINDMiON TNAT ITS CONTENTS WI.L NOT
CE E E;E EIToHOUT PRIOR WRmTEN NOTICE 10 GENERAL

TO

-
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E)IEL'PT F-C CISC 0351E :;LEI T1APCEWU)-
as 1iji. 571 jSiT ACT A!Z.0/O VEhER AFPLI:A~iI CTATJTES. IS

is SUSWTTSW 0l THE CONDIOTIO THAT GEE RWL
5E RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO ER A-.nNqvlvS CORPORATIONL !.n pp re esosLve. LA eddltla& *poa *pprosel . of the &p_. 1tt
wil 11have to is recoxalsnd for tax purposes LA tbe soouat oft tte
md jetaent times the percentage of ee1pition. Buch recognition,*hich otill Bot litelr osccr La 1976, will result 5r the reversal of* substantial portion of the tiaing differaene created by these
* ednati oe.

36lf-ntSuredd Medical and 0or)n'a. Co.,naxatloA PlAnS

Belaene shoet reaerves for medicl insurance and vorman's
C0,ens6ation Insurance Can be aumarfisd as follows

197A 27= Zacrese

Medical Ineureaee 011245,514 S1,728,322 *482,SCS
Worman's Co peasetlns S 425,589 S1,212,339 5736,750

In aeeordwano with Inetructones trfr corporate, the increase
In these reserves has not beean treated am a Schedule Y Item since the
corporate policy la to currently deduct these Items.

Strike Coste

The strike *oets iaeurred ia euanectlon with the Metal Trsdes
Council etrike this year of 112,289,577 are befna deducted currently
for tax purpose. For financial reporting purposes, these costs are
being eaortiled over the life of the labor agreament signed. kccord-
ingly, a schedule I Item for eurrant strike Cost. of $11,997,756,
re'rsenting the unazartizod portion of tbe costs, 51il be dcducted
this year. Additiooally, the *moritsotian tor financial steatcent
purposes of previously deducted eosts from prior strik5e In the amount
of ;667,236 Is a schedule X Item this year.

Tastern Data systems Center

Hartford has no audit respoasibility with reepect to zastern
Date Syste-s Center an ths division So separately reporting to General
Dynamics. It shocid be noted that we did not review the Lavestseat
credit being reported by the losters Data Systems Center.

9uonset PoiSt Deferre4 Start-up

Ls eonaeetio with btginaian operatioas at Quonset Pota,
$4,612,172 of easts er apitalised oan the beloane Sheet at Decanber 31,
1975. ThSeo coete reprveset the unamortised portieo ot the deferred
start up ezpemses. To underetand that thb client considere thsse
*oSte LA the nature of oSerhead &ad terefore proper inventory items,
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which the are anortisin over the period 1975 - 1977. we _

in the 1974 points that eonsideratton be given to deducting these costa;

howOver. tb eompany decided to follov book treatment of this Item.

Costs relating to transportetion and installation of Delern.

sent furnished equiaeut at Quonset Point amounting to p1,425,871 *re

being deducted oa Schedule Y for tax purpoes this year. These costs

art included in fixed &seeti tor finaneil rporting. A similar

deduction vas taken last year of $438,148.

-r /NAOZR

eca Mr. Jo'a Reod, St. Louis

ab

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERCIAL

OR FINANCIAL u FORMATIOA OF CE::ERAl DYNAMICS CORPORATION

AND IS F. VI LEE 0. CO 0.0E*TIT1. IT IS CO:;SIDE..ED
E ENIPT F. O, CISC CSI. E UiiCER THE P OVIO.IS OF THE FREEDOM

OF L FOFUMTION ACT AC:DOID OTHER APPLICALE STATUTES. IT

IS SU3MITTED ON TKE ONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT

BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITmEN NOTICE TO GENERAL

DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

MEMORANDUM ON USE OF REVISED YEAR-END BUDGETS
AT ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION

FOR 1974

FACTS

Electric Boat Division is on a percentage of completion accounting method

for Federal income tax purposes. With respect to each fixed price type construc-

tion contract, revenue is based'on the ratio of incurred costs to total estimated

costs at year-end times the gross contract price. Estimated costs to complete a

contract are based on various financial and estimating data and are incorporated

in the Division's budgets which are prepared by Comptroller personnel.

The 688 Class Submarine program was started in 1970. The basic designs

for the subs were to be prepared by Newport News and furnished to Electric Boat

Di'ision by the Navy. Because of the complexities involved, there have been

enumerable design changes which were the principal causes of delays and increased

costs of construction beyond the original estimates. As early as 1971, EB became

aware that there were problems. Delays and cost overruns posed a serious threat

to the profitability of the contracts, but how serious the delays and cost overruns

were and whether or not they could be overcome was uncertain. By 1973 and 1974.

enough information was available to start quantifying the additional costs.

In determining the 1974 year-end budget, there were significant differences

of opinion with respect to the cost at completion. These differences were on the

order of several hundred million dollars.THI n MENT CONTid-S TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERIC
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLECABLE STATUTES. IT
IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT Is CONTENTS WILL NOt
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For book purposes, management considered all the facts and decided to

adopt a middle point of view by accuring no profit on the program. This view

anticipated improvement in the shipyard which would offset some of the cost

overruns and claims against the Navy for the extra costs caused by the design

problems.

A study completed by Electric Boat Division personnel in August 1974 showed

an estimated $84 million loss on the first contract for seven subs and an estimated

S35 million loss on the second contract for eleven subs before taking into account

any ciaims for additional revenue. In November 1974. a series of analytical

studies of the program were prepared for top executives in St. Louis in connection

with the performance on the program and a proposed bid on the third contract in

the program. The analyses dealt with estimates of labor costs made by those

performing the work and those prepared by the professional estimators. This

study, which took about two months to complete, was based on cost data at the

end of November 1974. At the same time there was sufficient factual data

available to demonstrate a substantial liability on the part of the Navy for deficient

drawings. etc., and the preparation of a claim was commenced.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DY.:A;IAICS CO'.PDRATIONAt the end of 1974, EB submitted aNjbiPjAPE#DliteOVW..FrrT~jVM-e WWWWOta~dED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNCER TUE P.OVISIONS Or THE FREECCM

S220, 000, 000. OF ItFORMATION ACT AND/C0 OT7ER APPLICA-LE SIATUTES. IT
IS SUBMITTED ON II-.E CONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS '.LL NOT
EE REtAESED WITHOUT PRIOR WRIflEN NOTICE TO GENERAL

In erly 975,performance on the DYNAMICS GORPOR'IOIn early 1975, performance oneprogram nad not improved and conse-

quently the differences of opinion which previously existed were considerably

less. The June 1975 budget reflected these more realistic cost estimates.
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The total estimated contract costs reflected in the 1974 tax return was

based on the June 1975 budget which was essentially a corrected version of the

position management took in December 1974.

DISCUSSION

The data supplied and the discussion of such data during interviews with

Internal Revenue Agents demonstrates beyond any reasonable doubt that the June

1975 budget clearly reflected the estimated costs of the program at year-end 1974.

The December 1974 budget used by shipyard personnel who thought the problems

could be solved and any overruns recovered through improved performance

proved to be overly optimistic which is why they were not adopted by management

for financial purposes at the end of 1974.

Subsequent events since 1974 make it evident that even the revised 1974

budget estimates were understated. The potential losses on these contracts are

in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Claims to date against the Navy exceed

S500 -illion.

In conclusion, it is clear that costs incurred through 1974 had far exceeded

original estimates. Data was available in 1974 to support the cost estimates used

in the 1974 tax return. There was no sudden catastrophe. Instead the problem

had surfaced early in the program and it was merely a matter of accumulating

sufficient factual information to determine the seriousness of the problem. There

was always the remote possibility that the overruns could be minimized through

ThIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL.
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYXiAMICS EOa:POPATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE P'.OVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
ne a "nuafft f -- ~A r,- £05-A21n C TYnIMM IT
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improved performance, but by the end of 1974 it was clear that such improve-

ment was in-possible. The factual information assembled in November and

December 1974, in conjunction with the preparation of the claim against the

Navy for an equitable adjustment and the bid on the third contract, more

accurately and fairly represent the true contract costs.

THIS DOCUMEfT CONITANS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL

OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIOEIITIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNCER THE PaCVISiOS OF THE FREEDOM

OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTiHER APPLICABLE STATUTES. IT

IS SUBMITTED ON THE CONDITiON THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT

BE RELEASED WITHOUIT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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IeiM!A4D0ti ON USe OF BEVISND YEAR-END BUDCSTS
AT EUCTRIC BOAT D0vISION

YOR 1974
THiS OOCuVE71T CO!TAi:S ThACE SICRETS A:sD C7M7RV'CAL
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RE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEii iiDTiE 10 GENiRAL

Zlectric Boar Divieton is on a pIRKWUR~Rtpletion accountiog

method for Federal Income tas purposes. Ravemu* Is based on the ratio of In-

curred costs to total estimated costs at year-end wIth respect to iho contract

time the gross contract price. Estimated costs to complete * contract tea

based confinsuclal datt and shpVed eastimatca and ar ncorporated in the

bivihson's budgets which are prepared by the

Th. 688 Class Suho~ar ioc proram we at ed In 1970. The baoSc de-

signs for the au a were t i ur1bebd.ahy -e Ns to.
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fon problems.~ . Zot overrun a eerioua threat to the profitability

of the contracts, but how ser

.1973 and 1974. 1 ehad enough ISforditSoito tiprt quastidying Ehi additional

In de in the 1974 yor-c budget, there differ-
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For book purposes, maoagement considered b decided

to *dopt a middle point of view uf accruing no profit on the pVog 'his vi w

anticipated improvement In the shipyard which would off fo overrun$, i-

.6, and claism against the Navy for the .. tra costs ceused by the design

problems. . 4 t- 0

_ r-_ ---ostudy completed,#n August 1974 showed an

*stimated $84 million loss on the first contract for 2eve ubs and an asti-

toted $35 million loss On the second contract for eleven subS. In November V.

1976, Lr P .. er ¢ o-- 6ia~t*4 pc _,I...L asp lyt:cal studies of-the _

progs -f (p exedives in St. Louis in co nejstonpita prop dbfdo

tie third contract in the program cate d tirtef ater-

i&l and labor costs supplied by C..Ph IN ......

~' f _aene4.4=Dapeet. 7his study, which took about two moths to COsnPwe,

,, o bsee on cost dt at the end of November 1974. At the arae tine uWoes
- ' _ Zv ad, 4 < z a

Fr P-ef Mbsnst the Favy for deficient drawings, etca2.,

4;,! 1974, ES submitted a claim to the NavyP,, te _

~~ -- ~~~ it -- L.,he

--oA + 4 ^go--i Zeu ite optimistic.

In erly 1975. bd-

crt.c tho v~- .lelpvnrd hu'Inets were closer to the LixaIn
7

""tzeS

b The June 1975 budget

reflected these more realistic

The total estimated contract costs reflected In the 1974 tax return

W cbi9ed on tl~e June 1975 budget which was ossentielly a corrected version oi
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DISCUSSION

The data supplied end 'rvi-

* with c Rererue Agents indftte beyond sny reasonable doubt that the June 1975

budget clearly reflected the estimfated costs of the rogr at year-end 1974.

The Dec r 1974 biudseN w '- h by tlp ship-

yard personnesvho tJoou bc NI probleun cauld b olvd andany overrun& recov

cred tbr ugh improved perforoanc
9

Subo~uent events since 1974 a vidant a t even]tbe fvisad

1974 budget estimates were underatated. elosre *,, d on these contracte

ore in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Claim to date sgainst the Navy

cxceed #500 1ili-on eri t c t a CD dun perror .

In conclusion, it is clear that coats incurred through 1974 had far

exceeded original estinatee. Date was available in 1974 to support the coat

estiates used in the 1974 tax return. There was no sudden catastrophe. Xn-

stead the problem had surfae: eatjly in the prograb and it wa ely satter

A-> -&-".L .. ereerioul *as of the pr6b; m.11_

OaAzac&.;- -. t the ovefruns could r inroved performance, but

by the end of 1974 it was clear that auch inprovemet wae impossible. Thefdr

!:*~ * in NonU~o veth r and December 1974, fe c f f

the bid on the third contract, nore accurately and fairly represent the truo

coptract costs.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND CWMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AiD IS PRlVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL Is CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONIS OF THE FREEDOMM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES IT
IS SUBMITIED ON THE WNDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITRIN NOTICE TO CENERA

4129177 DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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2.6 Current Status of 688 Class Submarine Program 13

The Committee discussed at length the current status of the 688 Class 14

submarine program. The Navy has indicated that it will be prepared shortly after 15

1 July 1975 to discuss the Request for Equitable Adjustment (REA) on the first flight. 16

Negotiations on the REA are expected to require six weeks or longer to complete. 17

A further report on the 688 program is contained in Item No. 12 of 18

19these minutes.
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6. Electric Boat Division -Quonset Point Facilities -Approval
of Guarantee of Rhode Island Revenue Notes

Mr. MacDonald reported that the arrangements had been substan-

tially completed for the issuance and sale by Quonset Point Facility Corporation of

up to $15, 750, 000 of Notes to finance improvements to the Quonset Point facilities

being leased to the Electric Boat Division.

Mr. MacDonald stated that, as previously reported to the Board,

the arrangements contemplated that the Corporation would guarantee repayment

of the Notes. In the discussion which followed, Mr. MacDonald answered various

questions by the Directors with respect to the arrangements. He reiterated that

the repayment of the Notes will be supported by the rental payments for the

.19
20

21
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23
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25

26

27

28

29
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facilities leased to the Corporation at Quonset Point and that the rental payments I

are guaranteed under the Corporation's facilities agreement with the U. S. Navy. 2

After discussion, on motion duly made, seconded and unanimously 3

carried, it was . 4

No. 75-38 RESOLVED, that the Chairman, the President, the Executive S

Vice President - Finance, or the Vice President and Treasurer 6

of the Corporation be, and each of them hereby is, authorized 7

in the name and on behalf of the Corporation and under Its 8

corporate seal (attested by the Secretary or an Assistant 9

Secretary of the Corporation if affixed) to execute and deliver, 10

and to delegate to other officers of the Corporation the authority 11

to execute and deliver: (I) an instrument of guarantee (the 12

"Guarantee") in favor of Industrial National Bank of Rhode 13

Island, Trustee for the holders of Notes (the "Notes"), not 14

to exceed $15. 750, 000 in the aggregate, to be issued and sold 15

by the Quonset Point Facilities Corporation through under- 16

writers in a private placement, under which the Corporation 17

will unconditionally guarantee the repayment of the Notes, 18

and (2) any other instruments that may be necessary or 19

advisable to effectuate the Guarantee; that the Guarantee 20

and other instruments (if any) shall be in such form and 21

contain such terms and provisions as the officer executing 22

the same and counsel for the Corporation shall determine 23

necessary or advisable and approve; and that the execution 24

of the Guarantee and any other instrument or instruments 25

by one of the officers of the Corporation designated above 26

or by any other officer of the Corporation pursuant to a duly 27

executed delegation shall be conclusive evidence of the 28

validity of the execution of the Guarantee and any other 29

instruments and the binding nature of the Corporation's 30

obligations as set forth in the Guarantee and any other 31

instruments. 32

THIS DOC'tVENT Ctt;TA _-S St E-CD'ErS iDN C''l:'- S PTIN
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12. Report on Status of 688 Class Submarine Program

Mr. Lewis reviewed a chart showing projected costs overruns on

21

22
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the first and second flights of the 688 program as reported in the Request for I

Equitable Adjustment compared to forecasts by the Operations Department of 2

Electric Boat, and ordered a copy of the chart filed with the records of the meeting. 3

An extended discussion ensued regarding the reasons for the over- 4

runs, the validity of the cost projections, and additional steps which might be 5

taken by the Corporation in its continuing effort to Improve productivity at 6

Electric Boat. -T' T? ." Pt D ^ 7

Mr. MacDonald reportedcen the management siwation at tlc-i F 8

Boat and other organizational matters. - 9

Mr. Jenner commented on the significance of the REA negotiations 10

and emphasized the advisability of designating an executive at the Corporate Office 11

with full time responsibility for the marine divisions. 12

Mr. Lewis stated that Electric Boat's bid on the five 688 ships com- 13

prising the third flight of the program provided for reseting the price after several 14

ships on the first flight have been delivered. The Navy has stated that it will not 15

accept a reset bid and he requested a new fixed price proposal. Mr. Lewis stated 16

that he plans to visit with Admiral Rickover on Friday, 20 June 1975, and with 17

Admiral Gooding on Sunday, 22 June 1975, In an effort to persuade the Navy to 18

accept a reset bid, but doubts that his efforts will succeed. In that event, in 19

order to protect the Corporation's position on the REA, the Corporation may be 20

forced to submit a bid as requested by the Navy. 21
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After further discussion, it was agreed that. if required, Electric 1

Boat should submit a bid at an appropriate price rather than risk Jeopardizing the 2

REA. 3

The management situation at the Electric Boat and Quincy Divisions 4

was discussed at length. Several Directors supported Mr. Jenner's suggestion 5

that an executive be designated at the Corporate Office to assume direct responsi-

bility under Mr. Lewis for the overall management of both Divisions. Mr. Lewis 7

said that this step had been considered and that he had had discussions with Mr. 8

MacDonald regarding the possibility of Mr. MacDonald's taking the assignment. 9

Mr. Lewis stated that he planned to discuss the matter further with Mr. Mac- 10

Donald, after which a decision would be made. 11

ar I . .T
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This morning, Gorden MacDonald, EVP-Marine, visited with NEC through
lunch. Gorden was in town to meet with the accountants who were here
in the city on their annual meeting. We had a long discussion of the
company and its position and a thorough review of many of the figures.
Gorden had a substantial amount of data with him which he had presented
to the Board of Directors as well as a bunch of photos which we looked
at during the course of the session on a viewgraph machine. He gave
us the basic presentation that he had made at the Board of Directors
Meeting about a week ago.

Gorden indicated that the June Board Meeting of the company was an
extremely hot meeting and there was a great deal of tension and-the whole
meeting took Many many hours. The problem was that there had been
released to the Board an indication that the situation at the Electric
Boat Division was much worse than they had originally anticipated.
We had originally been told that there might be a loss there on the first
flight of roughly $100MM with a profit on the second flight of $50MM or
a net loss of S5OMM which was to be more than covered by a request for
an equitable adjustment of up to $200MM. The new figures that were shown
to the Board at the June session indicated that there was a loss of
roughly $200MM on the first flight and $60MM on the second flight or a
total loss of P260MM before any request for equitable adjustment. The
request for equitable adjustment they estimated to be somewhere in the
area of P120MM on the first flight and 54OMM on the second or a total
of P160MM which would leave a net loss of approximately P100MM.
Needless to say, this shook up Colonel Crown and other members of the
Board of Directors and there was much recrimination and discussion.
As a result of the meeting, Gorden was asked by the Board to go and
devote 99% of his time to running Quincy and Electric Boat and was told
that he was to report directly to the Board of Directors on these two
divisions. Gorden therefore has been spending all of his time in the
Quincy/Groton area and has not been home for the last 7 weeks. He
indicated that once he began to dig into the situation in despth, he
discovered that the company had too many planners on the job at Electric
Boat and that the result was no coordination between the various groups
of planners and the management of the yard. A result of this situation
was that there was no tie between the material acquisition program and
the hiring of people, in other words people were being hired before
materials were available and contrariwise materials were available
long before the necessary people had been hired and trained. Needless
to say, this was driving up hours, overtime and cost and investment in
inventories. As a result of this mismanagement the Board was very
anxious to fire both Joe Pierce and Mel Curtis, the two individuals
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running the Electric Boat i b ever, the management of GDwas able to convince the B¢*^dlttS9\his was not the thing for the
company to do. As a result, the plan now is that Joe Pierce will be
asked to retire since he is over 60 years of age and has over 25 years
of service so that he can retire on a full pension without any penalty.
As to Mel Curtis he will presumably stay on since he gets along well
with Admiral Rickover which is a key aspect to the job. However, there
well may be somebody new going in as the manager in due course since
Mel is not the kind of executive who is a full time man but merely an
excellent trouble shooter who can go into a situation and get it
straightened out but is not the permanent man to run a division.

Gorden said that the strike which still is going on at Electric Boat
has been a blessing in disguise for the company since it has given
them the chance to regroup their forces and to take the necessary time
and steps to consolidate their picture. They now have established a
really efficient program and know where they are going to go. They
have taken a 100% physical inventory of everything in the yard. They
have had a chance to make a substantial amount of progress on the
construction programs for the capital expenditures necessary which
had been a matter that interfered with the smooth operation of the
production. Also, they have developed a really good start up plan in
full detail and this uses the full facilities that the company has at
Groton and Quonset Point including the four hays that they have plus
a new building that is available for the assembly of both the 6B8 and
the Trident submarines. In addition, the company has been able to
make great progress in all of its tools that they have acquired in-
cluding the automatic welding equipment which for some time was not
being fully utilized. The company does feel at this time that the
strike will break up by October lst. The company apparently is now
willing to compromise on the work rules if it has to and they feel
that this will result in the people going back to work. As a result,
all of the steps being taken and a really thorough reassessment of
the whole situation, Gorden now feels that the company can breakeven
on the total program of flights 1 and 2 assuming that they are able
to get approximately $160MM on the request for an equitable adjust-
ment. With respect to this, Gorden feels that it is not an unreasonable
assumption since the Navy has already offered on flight 1 $70MM as aninitial start. Gorden also feels that they will be able to get some
progress payments on the claims as they go along and the negotiations
make more progress. As a result, he feels that this will mitigate the
cash problem that could otherwise occur. He has asked Arthur Andersen
& Co., the company's auditors, to go up to Electric Boat and also to
Quincy to review these two operations immediately in anticipation of
the final audit and also so that there will be no problem or question
when the need to release the 3rd quarter net profit figure is reached
which comes around the middle of November. This August the company
had quite a problem since they had postponed their regular Directors
Meetings and then found that they had to release the figures (earnings)
to the SEC by August 15 or request a deferment. They were very reluctant
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to ask for the deferment sin I;,CoNT4EExplanations
and they did not want to get 0 gD. R with the SEC
on any of the problems. Als at they could not use the
excuse of a delay in the Boar "eeting as a reason. Gorden also assured
us that the company still has huge hidden reserves on its books or that
it can take which arise from a number of the other company programs
including the F-lll program. Gorden did have with him substantial
amount of documentation on both the Electric Boat and the Quincy Division
figures and these are going to be sent to the banks in the very near
future.

With respect to the Quincy Division, the situation there is looking
better than ever before. However, he feels that there is still some

time before he will be able to give a full assurance to the Board of

Directors including Colonel Crown that everything is perfectly okay.

However, he had a number of pictures of the progress being made including

pictures of the new crane and of ships Nos. 1, 2 and 3. In addition,

ships Nos. 4 and 5 have been started as far as cutting metal is concerned.

The pictures would indicate that ship #1 is almost completely ready and

#2 is very far along and #3 has the keel laid and the beginnings of the

ships are evident in the picture. He indicates that based on their

estimates to date, ship #1 will cost a fair amount more than they had

originally budgeted but that as they come down the learning curve the

laded ships will cost less than had been estimated so that they will

come out with a profit still on the total program. In addition, they
have been getting very positive news with respect to additional orders.

There has been a number of meetings between the company and the Burmah

Tanker people including a meeting that is to take place tomorrow up at

Quincy. At this meeting, Gorden and Dave Lewis will be there to meet

with key members of the Burmah group including Downing who is the new

head of the company. The situation would appear to indicate that the

Cherokee companies which are the companies that are financing the five

ships for the Indonesias run are being revitalized. Mr. Kulukundis
who had formerly been the head of Burmah Tankers has been hired back

again as a consultant and this in Gorden's opinion is a positive step

since he feels Kulukundis is able to get things done. Also, the

Indonesians are beginning to press Burmah for additional orders for
the two ships that are part of the original contract and also are
pressing for five more orders. In addition, Marhad has gotten into

the act since one of the reasons that Marhad was willing to give title

I11 financing commitments to Cherokee was that there was an implied
promise that there would be at least 9 ships ordered. The facility
at Charleston where theCPIece are being constructed is going along well

and Gorden also had a number of pictures of the site and progress being

made down there. The tooling is going up rapidly and the equipment

that was constructed by the Swiss firm of Vevey are being put together
in very speedy time and are doing extremely well. Gorden feels that

the situation there is now very optimistic and they are cutting metal

and really doing a great deal with respect to the first spheres. The

plan now is that they will use for the first ship spheres which are
built entirely from scratch and that will then go back and retool other
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spheres that had been partially ENtE0 :th AWiOR O ihES Ken Uo.
Also company the barges which a TiEs.ryoltrthe taspt of the
spheres from Charleston to in ti thatbhIsphresfro ChrletontoQuincy are being released to a firm that
builds the barges. Cost estimates indicate that they will be spending
roughly $59MM for capital expenditures at Charleston but that as a
result of the expenditures that they make they will be able to go Ed V
manufacture the spheres at a cost which will be the same if not a
little lower than the Pittsburgh Moleen original bids. Obviously, they
will need additional orders to be able to write off the full capital
expenditures on the program but the basic cost of the spheres will be
in the ball park that they had originally contemplated. Therefore, the
program itself looks as though it will be a profitable one and if
additional orders can be found it will be even more profitable.

The pther areas of the company are all doing quite well. Stromberg-
Carlson continues to be profitable but not as profitable as had been
hoped. The Arcadia Co. which is the area that does the inter-connect
business will lose approximately S1.8MM. As a result, this has put
Gene Berry in a cloud and it is pretty clear, according to Gorden that
a replacement will be found. As a matter of fact, both Gorden and Dave
have recently interviewed an individual for this. Obviously, this is a
highly confidential point. Fort Worth Division is doing extremely well
with the F-lll program still going well and the cost doing amazingly
well despite the fact that the end of this program is in sight. Progress
on the F-16 is going extremely well too and Gorden told me in great
confidence that the Government of Iran plans to buy approximately 250 of
the F-16s which will be announced very shortly. He tells me that the
company has no problem with respect to foreign bribes or commissions.
He said that they were actually approached a number of times on the
recent F-16 deal by various individuals who said that they could get the
order for GD if they would pay something on the side to various people.
Apparently, Dave Lewis reported this to McLucas, the Secretary of the
Air Force and this was a very big factor in giving GD an inside track
on getting this important contract. Gorden says that the construction
of the F-16 is very simple and that there is no real reason why they
would have any fear of production difficulties. Also, they are using a
tested engine and therefore feel that should not be a problem. Convair -
San Diego has been advised by the McDonnell Douglas Company that there
is an additional cutback on production of the DC-10 to two per month
which will bring up a renegotiation on price since the company is now
below the minimal number of aircraft per month be delivered under the
contract. The Datagraphix Company is doing very well this year, finally,
as a result of the big Navy contract that they have for the S3A program
with Lockheed under a directed procurement plan. The cl mines are
doing well and the Asbestos Company is still out on a strike but the
miners at Theatford apparently are beginning to show signs that they are
willing to talk. The Pomona Division is over its strike and is doing
well and making money. With respect to Canadair, the sale of the company
to the Canadian Government is still expected to go through though there
was a request for a delay in the option date which was granted to the
Canadian Government with some sort of promise form the Canadians that
there would be a favorable tax treatment with respect to the General
Dynamics. They have told the Canadian Government that they would be

I
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willing to make an investment of approximately $3MM in this new company
being formed by the Government to handle aerospace in Canada and are
hoping also to tie it into a sale of F-16s. However, Gorden tells me
that there is really no incentive on their standpoint and that they are
not doing as much or as active bidding as is McDonnell and some of the
other companies.

Gorden tells me that a bank meeting and a tour of the Electric Boat
and Quincy Divisions is planned for early October and that we should
be hearing from Wayne Wells within the very short time. By that time
Gorden feels that the Electric Boat's strike will be over and also that
the Quincy yard will be in good shape. He tells me that the company
expects that they will be able to get through January without any monies
from the Canadair sale or from the request for an equitable adjustment
or any other situation though it might be to pull down the balances
slightly. With respect to the potentials of getting money from the
Dutch Government he thinks that something still can be done on that but
he is very dubious that they can get the $400MM-$500MM that Wayne Wells
has been talking about. The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company deal
for approximately $25MM of financing for Stromberg-Carlson Finance is
looking good and should go through. Also, the Prudential Insurance Co.
is apparently still willing to wait on a very substantial increas in
the term loan that it now has available. Incidentally, Gorden said that
Wayne is doing a reasonable decent job there but that the Board of
Directors has definately decided that Wayne is not the person to be the
chief financial officer of the company. Again, this is confidential
matter.

In general, it would appear that the situation at General Dynamics is
in reasonable good shape provided that they can get the Electric Boat
situation in order and live up to what the expectations are. With
respect to that situation, the company has done very extensive studies
and planning which they had not done previously with the result that
they do think that they will be able tq perform in accordance with the
figures now being discussed. Gorden said that he would be able to give
us copies at some future date of the material he had with us and we
should be asking him for that immediately.

ge ~ ~ ~ ~~M
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Vice President
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Cost Engineering has recently updated its projection of costs on the
688-I and 6B8-II contract. Revenues, exclusive of the REA, were also
forecasted so that a net loss could be calculated. While a relatively
gross basis was used for adjusting these rates, Cost Engineering feels
that the Ixojections are nonetheless accurate within normal estisating
error. Included in this update are the results of the Cost Engineering/
Industrial Engineering "scope" review. Also included are the results
of a review of the ^f nctional area manhours which makes then consistent
with the 688-3I bid.

Two forecasts have been made. The first is the updated Cost Engineering
estimate. The current performance on the ships indicates that this set
of numbers is somewhat optimistic, though certainly stilL potentially
achievable. The second set of numbers (labeled "b') is more consistent
with the Industrial Engineering forecast and, voile recognizing substan-
tial improvements in the future, starts from cost levels based on cur-
rent performance trends.

Attached are four enclosures. The first contains the summary and pric-
ing, the second shows the manhours forecast, the third summarizes the
schedule analysis, and the fourth shows the rate derivation.

.~~~ .

T. S. Wadlow

TSW.pk

53-461 0 - 87 -12
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Enclosure (1)

6B8-1 and II Analysis Summary

688-i
a b

Shipyard Manhours (000) 36,489 38j889
Other Manhours (000) 10,270 10,930

Total 14antlbfrs (000) 46,759 49,819

Spent Manhours (000) 15,998 15,998
To Go Manhours (000) 30,797 33,821

RSatc on Spent Manhours $10.79 $10.79
Spent Labor Dollars (millionis) 172 172

Rate on To Go Manhours $14.82 $15.56
To Go Dollars (millions) $ 456 * 526

tlaterial CAC (millions) $ 212 $ 217

Total Coat (millions) 8110 S ;95.

IRevenue2 Current Forecast (millions) 523 523
Additional Changes (millions) 7 $ 7

Total (millions) $ 530 $ 530 i

(Loss) ($millions) '* (3io) $ (385)

688-II
a it

45,891 48,891
12,3L5 13,049

322 322
57,884 61,609

$13.45 $13.45
4- 4

688-I end 688-Ir
a b

$10307 $21.14
VOW6 *1 .302

$ 471 $ 493

$19521 $1,799

fl1 224 fl,224
f 20 S 20

$1,244 $1,24414

$ (277) $ 555) $(587) $*40 )

IS DOCCULE T CG T S r E ¢ . ' . . C;,ERICAL
OR FINANCIAE IA FJ. T: i E . X..;-S CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVI ETED 0 t C; .- II L II iSCDN SIDERED A
EXEMPT F`lOM DiT&O.VD;;F UV. L.; 11 P iOVISIONS OF TlHE FREEMD
OF INFORMATION tCT A110/R OT1IE APPUCLrIX STATIITES. n :
IS SUBMITTED ON IIIE CONOmON TiAT ITS CONTENTS WILL No]
BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TOW 6o1W n
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.

rI
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ThcludIZ3 Skill Potential To
Emeu rl on Scope Farmout M1lx,.. Dieruption Slab Shipyard Growth Shilawrt

2. 5,558 (20) '(187) 30' 700 6,351 1100 6,75i
2 4.943 (20) (216 ' 550 500 ' 5,757 300 '. 6,os:

3 4 767 (20) (236 ) 7,0. 400 , .. 461 : 300 5,761
4. . 4,646 (20) (490)540 .30 14936 300 5,236
5 4,554 (20)- (16)350: 200 4,6718 300 4,978
'6.-. .. 4j481 ''20) '288) '2 ' 100 4,523 300 ' 4,823

7 " 14,400 . - ; 14oo .4,783 . '5:00' 5.283

'0 49 .r . ~ ' 14,21" -....... :/:'-/8. : 254'67-: . (250) " - _ 4,195 300 11 A

1421. 300 53.

12 14 ,212 .250) .. 0 ; 200 4 36a 1100. or 4,762:.::
13. 1 4,82 (250). 200 .- '- 1413. 300-;' "'4,432
114 ' 1.4,1514 ;' .~- 50) ' .-.tS - 100 1 4,204 '300 1t':.4,5014

150 ' 2.14, 079 200 . 4,279
2 14g, 2055 '-4,255.:

*' 14,083 .- '._ :250)" 20o' " - '- :'4,033 - 200 --. 4,233 '.
=.>* 1s'4,06 s' . 250) .. '. .. - - 14,02.32 .u '-'200-*2 -.14,232;'

4 : . 2,200 - 300 45,891- 3 000 1.8,913

19 . 14,023 ' 67 (250)' 200 - - .4,00".. 2 '. 14140
20 .4,004 ' 67-:' 250): 20' ' - - '4,021 .- : 200 - :4221
231 3,985- _*-67 250) 200- - - 4,002 - 2O0 ** ,202
22 . 3,968 67 250) 200 - - . 3985 .03 22003 14185
23 .' . 3,951 "". 67. (250) . 200 - . - - '3,968' .3 000 4,3.

: 19,931 * 335 (i, 1,00 4 - 20,016 . 1,000 21,016

- ~ -: .,

312th ship baseline derived as follows: (used for 688-r and. II)
14,000 hours - detall account estlnte (rounded)
(100) hours 684 2d just4ent

39 g0 hours
x;l.o8 - supervision at 8% -

14,212 hour0

- . sc
Other Ops Di
Baselind* Sk

, .,',6, .,
1.365

907.07
875
853-

. 836

7822
7n.

., '.,,69, 1,'

-M

768
762

753

: 1;';7146-';

, §,11~i42 . ,10

2i, 739. .* 1'
10

i.R732pre.ent 73

': 1***Eepreseots 731

0.0

i
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688 Manhour Analysis I. , . I it -,. ,. is ;.oitI:;: %wNLL OT.
n '. R AI / ojfl. ilito l - rriia TOu R; r iL

mn BxginecriiT lj'll;',LS COH IGRA14,N. -4Ri

Schedule/
Disruption/
S SkilL Mix Scope Slab

. 985 ..
268
200
172
2214
2133

' '99 '' loO

'87 50:
75- 50
71 50'

-: 62 50 .120
.57 50.
-48 50 60
42 50
J4 7 50...
* 46 50

* -.:414 50

EE . 550D DI

108 50
i. rL.5 .50

10o . 50
50

10 50

117 250

Potential
Potential Total

Total Growth Other GOs
.I... .' :

0 .

2,350
1,175
1,075,
1,025

935
1,090

1,555.4
930;
910'

* 900
1,005
* 875

920
850
850
845
840

. goo

1,3r00~
*800

795
790
790 .

T4,47-5

100
100
100

75
75
75

.50

5T75.

100
50
50
50

:50
50
50
50
50

50
50

50.

50.
50
50.

250

2,450
1 275
1,175
1,100

*i1,035
.1,010
1,140

9,15

*1,655.
980
960-
950

1,055

925
970
9D00
900
895
.890

.1,350
850
845
840
840

Schedule/
Engineering Diaruption/
Baseline Skill Mixl Scone

400 285
160 1 . i5s

*150 5
150 5
150 -
150 - -

.150

225. .2D 65
145 . 5
145 5
-145 *5
* 145 5
1145 5
1145 . 5
1145 5
1145. 5
1145 - 5
1145 5

7.1,75 10 115 i

225 -10 65
1145 5
1145 . . 5
145 5
1145 5

Potential
Slab Total Growth

685 25
175' 10
155 10
155 10
150 10
150 10

40 190 10

150 10"
1 .10

150 10
25 175 10

; 150 ' 10
10 L60 lo

LSO 10
150 10

150. ' 10

35 1 126.

300
150
150
150
150

4,725 U YU U

ats 730 up a 94% curve with 400K on
lead boate fo- Procurcaent and WAC

-Oher Nnx

Co
Cn1
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Schedule/
Engineering Disruption/
Baseline Skill Mix Scope Slab Total

,450 400 285
L,275 160 . 15
t,175 -150 5
L,100 150 5
*,035 150 _
.,010 150 -
,140 . . 150

1,155. . 1,310 310

.,655:-9... -225 .. -. 10
980.:. - 145
960 . 145
950 ..145 -

.,055 145
925 145
970 145
900. 145
900 1145.:
895 . 145 .
890 . 145

1, 67-5

. 225
145

I 145
145
145

40

, .~~~~~F

65
5

: 5
5

. 5 25
:5

: 5 10
5
5

65
* 5

U.5 35

65
5

5
5

685
175'
155
155
150
150
190

300
150
150
150
175
150
160
150
150
150
150

1,835

300
150
150
150
150

* Cost Engineering
June 27,1975

* Enclosure (2)

Total Division

Potential
Potential Total Potential' Grand
Growth Engineering Total Growth Total.

25 710 9,386-- 525 9,911
10 185 7,107 410 7,517
10 165 6,691 9 410 7,101
10 165 6,1116 385 6,501
10 160 5,788 385 . 6,173
10 160 5,608 385 5,993
10 200 .6,063 I560.. 6,623

. 1,745 Z6,759 3,0 49,819

25 * 325 6,172 425:6,597
10 .. 160 5,351. 360 5,711

* 10 160 5,291 360 5 651
10 185 5,245 . 360! 5,605
10 160 5,542- 460 6,002
10 170 5,157. 360 5,517
10 160 5,284 360 . 5,644
10 160 5.079 260 5,339
10 160 5,055 260 5,315
10 160 5,028 260, 5,288

* ,.10 160 5,002 260 5,262

25- 1,96 58,206 3,725- 61,931:

300
150
150
150
150

90C,725 95 TO,10. 5

5,640
4,971
4,947
4,925
4,908

25,391

250
250
250
250
250

1,250

5,890
5,221
5,197
5,175
5,158

26,t. 4i

tential
Total
her Ops

,350 -
850
845
840
840

10

? .10
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B-laoscue (3)

Schedule Analysis

ft ~~~~~b
690 Dei~very May lg76 June 1976

Intervals 692 - 6 months 692 - 6 mooths
694 - 6 moths 694 - 6 months
Then 4 months Then 5 months for ID. ships

Then 4 months

Delivery of 710 May 1982 April. 1983

Blip of 710 15 months 26 montbs

Note:

1. Neither 
t
aaeor "b" have any strike contingency. - :

2. ab" reflects what is felt to be the impact which TRhnIT wil b have;
on the overall production capability. "a" ignores TRDEhW but ass-,rs-, -
a production rate of grester thsn three ships/year unlikely considering--
the size and complexity of the ships.

THIS DOCUMENT CONIA!iS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERICAL
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DTNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CNFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APP'CRLE STAMTES, IT

:- -. .. . SU lTED ON TE.E W ON THATjSSO.IIEhTS WIU NiOT..-.
--- SE RELEASER WOWOT PAIda EmEKN otiE TO GENERA - -

DYNAMICS CORPORATION.
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,,ate Calculation -

Ta rates are based oan the Fint Quarter i975 CC rates of $l .2 for
6688- iTo Go manhouras eand $16.13 for 688-fl To Go manhours vith the
tfouiwing adjustments: r.

688 x .4

For alt "tt -, .. -, , ,; 4

,'-, - Z t * *; t'a s~~~si-fiaowt- bec of]Estinatsi SIX Month s1ip in the mIdpits esja senchaul
slips sad the fact that the later ships vl: bhave the ajty
of the added manbours Use a 10% total rate escalationr rat _
since most of the shifted manhours will not cross the first' '
year of ean 15 contract.

Therefore the. rate is: _.

-Fr sit l'' '

Add three months more shift to the midpoint due to more
schedule shift end add five points to the overhead to be
' oosisteaPt..ith the less optimistic manbours.

Therefore the rate ins

Estimate a me year average slip in the midpoint. Use a 2:
annual total rate escalation rate, since most manbours will
cross the first year of a I contract.

Therefore the rate is:

$16.13 X 1.12 = $18.07

For alt "b"

-state a two year average slip in the mdpoint. -Also add
10 points to the overhead to be consistent with the less
optinistic manhours.

Therefore the rite ia: THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COM.'RIERICAL.
- ' 05' OR FIE.A'CIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYSAMICS CCE;ORAllON

$18.07 X 1.17 r $21.14 AND IS PRMILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
ExEMPT FEHU DISCLOSUE.E UADER 7HE PROVISIDXS OF TIHE FREEDOM
OF EIFORMATSI3 ACT AND/AR OTHER APPLICAELE STATUTES. IT
5 SU8LITED 031 VAE MNt:TEf TlII"3T 1 CONTENTS WILL NOT
UE RIEASED WIThlUT PRIOR wAnIT. 'E TO GENERAL
*y s . .YAiWRPOEASnON.
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ST. LOUIS

FOR TERRY LEN IDER

DATE APRIL 12, 1976
..

I ' . . ,.. _ .. - . . .,

lNTEROFRCE COMMUNICATION 5) _

OFFICE FROM HARTFORD. OPFICZ no ha __ _

FROM WILLIAJA J. WELDON
BRUCE M. PROUTY

I R T
SURJECT: GENEAL D)hAMT-e tmSP - ECTRIC BOAT

The following items were noted during our review for
the quarter ending March 31, 1976 at the Electric Boat Division.

1. The amortization of the 1975 )ATC strike costs and
Quonset Point start up costs for the 1st quarter
1976 are as follows:

Start Up Costs

Strike Costs

688 Other Total
190)4 $362M $552M

493) 370M 863M

$683 $732 $1415
.=.. .... ."...

We have previously discussed this with you and
are agreed that the reserve at corr'arte should
be reduced by $1,415M.

2. There has been ho change in the reserve required
for the possible liability to the unions for the
overtime inequalities in prior years. We have
discussed this with George Roos, Director of
Industrial Relations, who indicated that further
discussions have been held but no offers or
counter offers have been made.

3. There was a change in the method of allocating
the accounts payable accrual to contracts at
the end of this quarter and the change resulted
in additional sales of approximately $10.4
million and profit of $300,000. Under the prior
method the costs of 10.1 million would have been
included in inventory and no profit recorded. We
agree that the change is appropriate.

4. The division continues to hook prcfit on the
Trident contract at 7.5% of ret red costs
although the Indicated profit rate atrc=n-leticn
is 11.7%. This results in a reserve of 33.6
million. However, we. are not sugiestIng that
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this amount be recorded as income.

5. Profit on two contracts, the Trident Detail Design
and the 585 overhaul have been overbooked by
about $700,000 and this amount will be amortized
over the remainder of 1976. This resulted because
the profit rate at completion was changed on
these contracts due to a new estimate during the
quarter ending March 31, 1976. However, the
profit rate was not adjusted retroactively for
the costs incurred to date; This accounting is7
consistent with prior years and we think it is!
correct as currently recorded. S

6. The 688 program appears to be making less progress
then anticipated, however, no loss reserve is
proposed at this time. You should consider
additional disclosure of exposure and risk on
this program and also disclosure of settlement
of a portion of the REA on April 7, 1976.

As of December 31, 1975, the division was estimat-
irg a profit of approximately $40 million on the
688 program. The following summary reflects
certain items which have happened since that date.

Profit projected as of December 31, 1975 $40 million

Less
1. Settlement of REA on 688-I

contract for less than
anticipated amount. $ 8

2. Estimated overrun on
material based on prelim-
inary re-estimate. $15

3. 1.4 million hour estimated
overrun on 688-I contract
since returns for 1st quarter
have not indicated the man-
hours per percent progress
have made substantial
improvement.
1.4 million hours g $15 21 41
Loss

In essence the program Would be at zerc -rcfit if
the 1.4 million hour overrun materializes. This
would place the manhours at the level estimated
by the shipyard in August, 1975.

A..CO.- as 0.127
P...,d .S.-.

(

.1

vl�-�
. kV,

. �-�y
'V'�I;'> -"

.1j�'� � �
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A.C. 0-1)
P'i.. in _SA..

INTEROFFICE ODMMUMICATION

-3-

The REA for $199 million which was filed in
February, 1975 was settled on April 7, 1976
for $97 million. The contract modification
signed as a result of this settlement allows
the division to file an additional claim for any
items arising subsequent to May 20, 1975 on the
688-I contract and an original claim on the
688-II contract.

We believe the internal reporting on this contract
continues to be inadequate since there is no'
measurement of actual returned hours vs the
hours expected to be incurred for the actual
progress achieved.

7. There has been no change in the status of the
overhead ceiling agreement

WILLIAM 2. WELDON

BRUCE M. PROUTY

mjr
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(. CEN.hAL .W - 1

TO~ y 6i ' ow OFFICE FROM OFFICE

SLS !ifLo' 711111 L. LEflUFZLDER

AUOUST 2, '576

rD3.rrFT OF 0? S 0;1 Uo -irINiG O JULY 30

,riday Enclosed Is a aopy of a dratt ncno on our Noetine
.Fidry ad s rct.n cnvc'opc. Plcaco rericr this draft ou-efully
and 'ether tolopbone =a w:!th cliarneg, or insart tho chiugcs on
your copy ad roturn it to no. If thore are no nucgootod ohingev,
please c ate notation to that cttect on the copy and return it
to no.

Aa roon as your ccr:mento are rcocotod, I vill tosuo
the no3. in its final torn.

,gFIR1Y L. ? - !&2 R

*Enc losure

SS

TO: IUr. Robert 0. Peloer - St. Louts s
U.r. Villicn J. Veldon - Rartford-
.r. Johm L. iconereay Chicago .

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND COMMERCAL.
OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AND IS PRIVILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM D1SCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE fREEWOO
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE STATUTES. IT
Is SUIMITTED ON THE CONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT
RE RELEASED WtTHD'JT PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATIONL
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ExTrRA Fl )l COPY
(IFor W\ -v , r; f r):li.. c)

ro OFFICE FROM ST. LOUIS OFI:ICE 7

2&EI.'OIAIDU1DW FOR THE FILES TERRY L. LENGFELDZR .,. ..,.,.......

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS TRADE SECRETS AND-LOMMERCIAL
JULY 30, 1976 OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF GENERAC DYNAMICS CORPORiTIODI

AND IS PRIVLE" ED CR CO'4ZENUIAL IT I CONSIDERED
EXEMPT FROM DISCEOSUPE UNCER THE P2' r'-.: CF TVE FREEIKCM

CENLRAL DYNAiICS CORPORATION OFCT 4RhTIO'J ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLIA&L: LIATUTES. IT
IS SUBMIEVEO ON TI.E CO'DITION THAT ITS CONTENTS *WIL NOT
BE RkLEASEA WATHDOJT PRIOR tRITIEN NOTICE TO GEENERkL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.

Today we had a two-hour feeting with Gorden M'acDonald
and Art Barton of General Dynanics Corporation for the purpose
of discussing with them the results of our second quarter
quryterly review as it pertains to the Electric Boat Division.
Barton is the chief financial officer of Electric Boat and
Gorden MacDonald, a corporate executive vice president, has
been spending full-time as the chief. executive officer of the
Electric Boat Division. Present from Arthur Andersen were Bill Weldon
Electric Boat engagement partner (Hartford), John Hennessy, advisory
partner, Bob Paluer, engagenent partner, and Terry Lcngfelder,
co-engagenent partner. The meeting took place after a preliminary
meeting that the four Arthur Andersen & Co. representatives had
along with Len Stoecklein and Bruce Prouty in the St. Louis office
so that MIesars. Teldon and Prouty could report their findings
to the St. Lcuis office. Weldon and Prcuty also had been in close
contact and discussion with l4essrs. MacDonald and Barton throughout
the last several weeks in connection with this quarterly review.

The-meeting was begun by reviewing bard copies of
Bill Veldon's slide presentation (complete set attached) with
Gorden !.!aeDonald. Gorden had seen all of this material but had
not aeon the formal presentation assenbled in this format. After
these schedules vere briefly reviered at which time Bill Weldon
cornented that these schedules as well as Art Barton's schedules
outlining the division's posItion on the 688 Program had been
presented to Hennessy, Lengfelder and Palmer. Gorden MacDonald
at sone length explained the steps the division will be taking over
the next couple of weeks to improve the situation at the Electric
Boat Yard. Gorden also dwelled sonewhat on the very favorable results
thc corporation has experienced during the first three weeks of July
in the productivity area of Flight Number 1. MacDonald's steps to
ixsprove productivity relate eainly -to organinational changes that
are expected to be made. He indicated that he is returning to an
organization that vas in place 3-1/2 years ago prior to the time
).el Curtis transferred from Convair to the klectric Boat Division
to become involved in the operation' of the boctyard.

*fOR -SGSS P.J(POsIS ONL'L
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILES ._hYAMICSOCOEI'ATIO JULY 30, 1976

After Gorden's comments, John Hennessy discussed our deep
concern with the status of the program. He indicated that while great
effort is being made by Corporate and division people, statistics
Irndtcnte heat the picture on this proeran has worsened a good deal
,tner D-c lT.' r 31 and pointed out that -e reel the Board of Directors
sbhou, in w. ay be informed of our deep concerh with this program.
Gordcn.MacDonald indicated that be sees our point based on slippage
of the company's estimate to completion but takes the position that
as far as be is concerned the program, while having slipped somewhat
on paper to the point where it now indicates. to him a break-even
without the 'cushion' of a $40,000,000 profit that was indicated
and he said that the program has in fact improved since December 31,
inasmuch as conditions which existed then which had not been
recognized are now fully recognized and have been acted upon .y
management. He indicated that he sees the reasons for our concern '
but stressed that the changes being cade in the yard will correct
the deteriorating productivity situation.

Gorden indicated he plans to cake a presentation on
the status of the program to the Executive Committee on Wednesday
of next reek at which point he will expres our concern and present
to them the slides that Bill Ileldon used in his review along with
the Corporation's position on the program. Bill Weldon indicated
to Gorden be felt that a point should be made to the Executive
Committee that clearly states that the basis of the division's,
estimate is the very optimistic July results and a projection
therefrom. Gorden responded by saying that this will be made known
to the Executive Committee and there is no intent to mislead anyone
in the company.

Gorden reiterated that he feels strongly that no loss
should be recorded and he thinks the disclosure along the present
lines (i.e., that additional recoveries oust be made from the Havy
'and productivity gains must take place to ensure that the program
does not incur a loss).

Gorden MacDonald and Art Barton agreed with our observation
that August and September results should verify their position that
the inefficiencies have peaked and productivity gains beginning in
July will begin to be realized significantly. They also indicated
that a detailed study will be taking place shortly on the labor
estimates for the second flight of eleven subnarines and that if
these detailed studies and the results in August and September
Indicate absence of the needed (and expected) productivity itprovement

( ecognition will have to be made of a loss in the third quarter.

[FOR N5CIJSSIONI VlRPI'IS ONlY
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Bob Palmer then sunmarizedf his perception or the eonpany's
position being that, while there are large uncertainties in the
program, General Dynamics continues to believe that it will not
be a loss program. However, In view of these uncertainties will
undertake a carerul analysis of the early third quarter results
and the estimated hours of the second flight and make appropriate
decisionr from an accounting standpoint based on the res i2 2 of
.%rcae .Ludies.

John Hennesay indicated that we reel strongly that in
sone forum, either the Board of Directors, Executive Conmittee
or Audit Committee, the Board should b4'informed of our concern
and that it would probably be appropriate that we participate
and attend the meeting at which this matter is discussed. Gorden
indicated that an Executive Committee meeting is to be held on
Wednesday and he will reconnend to Henry Crown, the chairman of
that committee, that John Hepnessy attend the meeting on Wednesday,
August 4 or the Board of Directors' meeting on August 5. He saida''
he will use Bill Welden's slides to express our deep concern.
John indicated to Gorden that that arrangement would be satisfactory.

I indicated to Corden that it had been our experience in
the past that David Lewis sometimes has preferred that we meet with
hia prior to neeting with committees of the Board Of Directors and
offered to meet with Mr. Lewis prior to our taking part in the
Executive Committee meeting. Corden indicated that such a meeting
with David Lewis would probably be an unproductive session and that
Lewis would be in attendance at the Executive Committee meeting that
Crown will chair on Wednesddy.

During the course of the discussion, John Hennessy asked
Gorden and Art Barton whether these najo-r organizational changes
that Corden planned to make in the coning reeks would interfere
with the favorable trend of productivity that has been experienced
over the last couple of months. Both Barton and MacDonald stressed
strongly that if this is a real trend that represents improved
productivity there is no way that the organization changes will do
anything but support that trend and cause the trend to improve even
further since this momentum should not be harmed by what they feel
to be a superior organization to that one presently in erfect.

Bill Weldon asked how the organization change would affect
Mr. Vackenzie who has been one of the more effective operatives in
the Electric Boat yard over the past couple of months. Barton
indicated that the change in its first phase would not affect his Job
and that very few responsibilities would be taken away from him when
the organization change was complete so he should continue the progress
bie has been making.

TERRY L. LEIICFELDER
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GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION --
ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION - JAR 115 MLO

Deacription of Company's Business

Electric Boat is engaged almost exclusively in the
design and construction of submarines for the United States
Navy. These contracts fall Into the following major dleasi-
fications a

e. New construction
b. Overhaul and conversion
a. Engineering and prototype

construction

Sales in 1976 will approximate $850 million, of which about
$500 million will be for new construction. The bulk of the
new construction relates to the 688 program (coveing la
submarines) with a smaller amount cooing from the T-ident
(3 subs) contract. Approximately 10-12% of the 1976 sale.
volume will be from overhaul eand conversion contracts, and
the remainder (ron engineering And prototype contracts.

The new construction contracts are rPX (flzed price
incentive) contracts wbereby Electric Boat shares cost underruns
end overruna with the arvy to specified limits. When the ceiling
price on a contract has boea reached, further overruns are borne
entirely by Electric Boat. Construction contracte frequently
spread out over a period of yeare and involve millions nf
direct labor hours (the 688 program, actually made up of two
contract., will not be completed until 1?82 end will involve
approximately 75.80 million direct shipyard labor hours) which
makes it difficult to audit estimates of cost to complete.

Overhaul and conversion contracts generally range in
the J25-to-$50 million category and are normally CPIF (cost plus
incentive fee). On these contracts Electric Boat earns a fixed
fee if the total coste incurred equal the original target cost.
If there Is en overrun or underrun, the fixed fee is adjusted
based on the variance from originel target cost. There is a
guaranteed maxieum and minimum fee included in each contract and

TO
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O2 Fl'ACIAL INFORiMATION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
AiD IS PR:VILEGED OR CONFIDENTIAL IT IS CONSIDERED
EXEMPTF-RDIA DISCLOSURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT AND/OR OTHER APPLCABLE STATUTES. iT
IS SUBMITFED ON THE CONDITION THAT ITS CONTENTS WILL NOT -2-
PE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITrEN NOTICE TO GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORPORATION.

- therefore the downside riak lsalimited to excessive cost dia_
allowance under ASPR. The Division has never incurred excessive
disallowances since ASP8 defines what are considered disallowed
costs and the Division monitors these items closely. These
contracts are normally completed in cie to two years.

The engineering and prototype contracts are normally
CPFF %cost plus fixed fee). The Division is reimbursed for costs
incurred plus a fixed profit On the contract. Engineering con-
tracts are normally such smaller then the overhaul contracts and
are generally completed in less than one year. The Division has
one large ($220 million) oontract for a prototype of the Trident
reactor plant, which is a CPIF contract. Because of major cost
overruns on this prototype contract, the Division is realizing
only a nominal profit but *hould not incur a loss.

Because of the poor performance of the Division on th.
608 program, there have been major management changes at the
Division during 1976. The general manager, Mr. Pierce, and the
deputy general manager, Mr. Curtis, both resigned and Gorden
MacDonald, Executive Vice President - Finance of General
Dynamics, is the acting general manager. Ur. Curtis was replaced
by Jim Burns in the spring of 1976, however, just recently,
Mr. Burns was replaced by Hal Foley from the Electric Boat engi-
neering department who has the title of Director of Operations
and will be responsible for running the shipyard.

In addition, Mr. Hyman, the 688 program manager, has
recently resigned and a replacement has not been named. The
program office did not hare any line responsibility and, there-
fore, Mr. Hymen's resignation should not have a dramatic impact
on productivity of the shipyard.

There have also been other numerous middle management
changes during the year in an effort to improve productivity on
the 688 and Trident programs.

General Scope of Our Examination

This is a referred engagement from our St. Louis office
and involves a full audit so that we may issue en interoffice
report to St. Louis. The bulk of our audit work is concentrated
at Groton. A significant manufacturing operation has been estab-
lished at Quonset Point, Rhode Island, and we will visit that
location for purposes of understanding the operation, physical
inventories, and evaluation of the estimated labor hours to
complete the work assigned to that location.
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BE RELEASED WITHOUT PRIOR WIRITTEH NOTICE TO GENERAL

AMICS CORPORATIOI.

In deteraining our overall audit approach, VS will take
into account the major internal oontrol strengths and weaknesses
and other factors concerning the Division which are as follows:

Strengths:

1. The Division has had a large amount of experience in
both the nsv construction and overhaul areas Sad has
maintained detailed records of prior experience which
are used in estimating and monitoring costs on current
contract.

2. Detailed procedures manuals clearly define responsibil-
ities for each contract area, and one Individual is
designated as the overall coordinator of the contract.

3. Both a divisional and corporate internal audit staff
are constantly reviewing the detailed operating
prooedures of the Division to determine that approved
procedures are being followed.

4. Detailed operating budgets are prepared annually, and
actual performance is measured against this budget
monthly. Detailed explanations are obtained for
significant variations from budget.

5. Labor, which represents a significant portion of total
cost on each contract is constantly monitored to
ensure that time is charged to the correct contract.

6. Overall internal control is strong with good segregation
of duties.

Weaknesses:

1. The new construction contracts are very large and cover
a period of many years, and it is difficult to project
coats (both as to volume and rate) into the future.

2. The total cost recoverable on the contracts is in
certain instances tied to an economic index such as
the Consumer Price Index, the movement of which can
have a dramatic effect on the profitability of a
contract.

3 The Division's shipyard is echedulcd for a high percentage
of occupancy over the next three to four yeare, and
with the increased activity, it will be more difficult
to monitor costs.
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4. Procedures for monitoring physical progress on contracts
are not tied into the financial records.

5. major management changes have been made during the early
part of 1976.

6. Projected productivity improvements have not been
achieved.

Critical Audit Areas

Critical audit areas are as follots:

1. There are several problems related to the 608 program.

a. Progress on the first ships of the class hase been
slow and there have been substantial overruns
in terms of direct labor hours. The Division
is not currently anticipating a profit on the
program and will be making a complete reestimate
to determine if a loss should be recorded.

b. The Division will file a claim against the Navy
on December 1, 1976, for approximately 5300
million. Total estimated revenue to be
received on tbhe claim *ill have to be eval-
uated.

2. Volume on the Trident contract has increased signif-
icantly during 1976 and it is anticipated that
profit of approximately $12-15 million Till be
recorded on this contract in 1976. !e rill reviet
this contract to determine the estimated revenue
and costs are reasonable.

3. An overhead ceiling agreement was entered into with
the Navy in 1972. In 1975 the Defense Contract Audit
Agency (DCAA) did a preliminary audit and claimed
approximately $70 million in disallosed costs. Sub-
sequent discussions have reduced this amount to
approximately $35 million, and the Division manage-
ment believes that it 'ill be settled for $10-515
million. The ultimate settlement of this problem
may be in the courts and the status of this item will
require evaluation during the audit.
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our audit jork will be concentrated primarily on the
above long-term contracts, and *e vill make extensive use of the
expertise of one of our administrative services partners, Dick
Boyle, wbo bas bad substantial shipy _dexperience.

WILL J . WELDON -
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- GENERAL DYNAMICS --- -MEMORANDUM -- --

BEf-tric BoutDison
. ric __a -- -s-o--- - ----- - - - - -- i

0 9 Mr. C. E. MacDonald D- July 26, 1977

J( : all A. M. Barton o Oeain

FILE "O.'

SUBJECT: Second Quarter Results of Operations

RIVERENCI:

Sales for the Second Quarter were $487 million, compared to a budget of
$469 million. Net earnings were $7. 9 million, slightly more than the plan
of $7.7 million. This apparent good performance is the result of
maintaining the SSN688 Program at a zero profit or loss and recognizing
I on all Trident work.

A review of our performance on a program by program basis shows that
we are overrunning the targets established in the plan by substantial margins.
There has been a steady deterioration in our performance since this time
last year. For example, we are overrunning the target on 688-I by 64%, on
688-U1 by 24%. on Trident by 79% Overruns in the overhaul area are in the
range of 15 to 20%. We have exceeded the overhead rate by approximately
S points. By comparison to all other indicators, the overhead rate we are
achieving comes closest to meeting our targets. This may be attributable
to the fact that we are budgeting substantially below plan and the overhead
pressure that this creates is producing a beneficial result.

Our cash forecast reflects the problems being experienced in our manhour
performance. As you know, we attempt to develop an accurate near term
forecast by calculating cash flows based on estimated costs in excess of the
plan. However, even with these corrections we are over the planned $46. 3
million used, by $14. 4 million, approximately 30%.

We have not developed a cost to complete for 688 ships for the Second
Quarter because a review of the manhours submitted by the various depart-
ments has not been completed. Since, in several instances, we have already
exceeded the estimates which form a part of the 1977 Plan, it will be
necessary to complete these reviews in order that we have a credible estimate
for future analyses. As a result of the performance deterioration discussed
above another substantial increase in the estimated cost at completion of
the SSN688 is inevitable.

A. M. Barton_ -

Thi. dsesss *sis Vsd sad -s,.e - fisasews isf s f- C0id Oysmes Cp.,ss s is p d s, s_
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RISK ASSESSMENT
-. . . - . 688-1 and 688-11-
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{ GENERAL OYNAMICS -- MEMORANDUM-- -=-

Electric Boat Division---

TO: \v Mr. G. E. MacDonald a.. July 26, 1977

( .oX: A. M. Barton - )
FILE NO.:

SUJECT: Second Quarter Results of Operations

IFIRUENCE:

Sales for the Second Quarter were $487 million, compared to a budget of

$469 million. Net earnings were $7. 9 million, slightly more than the plan

of $7. 7 million. This apparent good performance is the result of

maintaining the SSN688 Program at a zero profit or loss and recognizing
.7% on all Trident work.

A review of our performance on a program by program basis shows that

we are overrunning the targets established in the plan by substantial margins.

There has been a steady deterioration in our performance since this time

last year. For example, we are overrunning the target on 688-I by 64%, on

688-II by 24%, on Trident by 79%. Overruns in the overhaul area are in the

range of 15 to 20%. We have exceeded the overhead rate by approximately

5 points. By comparison to all other indicators, the overhead rate we are

achieving comes closest to meeting our targets. This may be attributable

to the fact that we are budgeting substantially below plan and the overhead

pressure that this creates is producing a beneficial result.

Our cash forecast reflects the problems being experienced in our manhour

performance. As you know, we attempt to develop an accurate near term

forecast by calculating cash flows based on estimated costs in excess of the

plan. However, even with these corrections we are over the planned $46. 3

million used, by $14. 4 million, approximately 30%.

We have not developed a cost to complete for 688 ships for the Second

Quarter because a review of the manhours submitted by the various depart-

ments has not been completed. Since, in several instances, we have already

exceeded the estimates which form a part of the 1977 Plan, it will be

necessary to complete these reviews in order that we have a credible estimate

for future analyses. As a result of the performance deterioration discussed

above another substantial increase in the estimated cost at completion of

the SSN688 is inevitable.

A. M. Barton

This do.um,,t c tnbs md, Y.-t .nd s.mm. ril as fi-.cci. idit.m-ticc m Gen.-I Dynamis. Cscpcntic mcd is p6iuitrqd mc co-

Isdenial 1 is c...id.d .cempi froh s disci..o ,cdin th. p.o..iics .d the Freedom f I .mm ioc Aci .d/mr ter opprlctit ast.M
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RISK ASSESSMENT
688-1 and 688-lI
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GENERAL DYNAMICS

Memo No. DSL-77-08
27 January 1977

To: Gorden E. MacDonald |I| ) .

From. D. S. Lewis

Subject: Status of Electric Boar Operations

L It Is readily apparent that aggressive action must be taken to improve personnel
productivity and the housekeeping at Electric Boat if we are to expect any measure-
able reduction in submarine construction costs. We have added a large number of
new facilities and have also added a great many new people'to the Electric Boat
rolls in the past few months. 'The records show that the total output of the yard on
the 688 contract has not increased at alL even though the number of people assigned
to many of the ships have been increased by 100% or more. 'The short visit we
made to the yard on 26 January was very revealing and extremely painfuL My
reactions are as follows:

(a) In the areas we visited, there are hundreds and hundreds of people who
are operating completely without supervision. I doubt that most of our
people really want to loaf and the majority will work if they know what
to do and how to do It. In visiting some areas, some people were bard
at work while others stood around in idle conversation. 'Tere was almost
an air of arrogance about these "stand-around" people. They made
absolutely no effort to appear busy when officers or supervisors of
the division came around. They continued their conversations without
embarrassment and certainly without reaction to the presence of the
top people in the division. It Is obvious that these people feel that their
jobs are secure. The word must be out that Electric Boat badly needs
people and will hire them whether there is work to be done or not. It is
very obvious that the first-line supervision in Building 260 is essentially
non-existent.

(b) The condition of the brand new Building 260 is the most deplorable of any
operation I have ever seen in my life. This is almost impossible to
believe when you consider that the building was turned over for operations
only a few months ago. The management and people of Electric Boat are
treating Building 260 as just another piece of real estate in which to
operate in the traditional way of Electric Boatyard workers. But. how in
the world the yard management from the first line to the operations
manager, can watch this terrible situation evolve and develop without
taking action is more than I will ever be able to understand. There is- -
-no question but that poor working conditions result in poor personal
performance and poor operational results.

Thu doc.u.,nt coi t rde _u tcu ,,_ ,a, ia nor F (ma ! ofof el nem) Dynaocst Corp-ntiuo and is prihirld or cooSl
. . -- I-- IN...- . ,,*,f IN. P,-d-m ci Irfo-ai- Act &.dicr thcrma appt~linA~ rtatutit
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Memo No. DSL-77-08
27 January 1977

2. 1 am deeply concerned about the future of ElecricBoat. The warning bells are

every where. We have seen our schedules slipping. our forecasted cost-to-

complete increasing and we have been hit by several quality control problems

almost simultaneously. We have to act and quickly Fortunately, we do have

the fundamentals of a good operation available to us. Fortunately, the building

is rugged and in spite of the abuse it has not fallen down and, fortunately,.

our good workers probably have not been spoiled by the influx of sub-standard

workers. I believe that this overall issue is so great that its correction is more

important than any other thing that management at Electric Boat can de. Naturally.

any of the actions required to correct the above situations will fit in perfectly

with the present divisional plans. I believe some or all of the following actions

should be taken; plus anything else that dynamic management can think up:

(a) Personnel - I believe it is important that steps be taken to intercept

a significant number of the obviously idle and unguided personnel.

find out where they belong. for whom they work and why they are not

working where they are supposed to be. Where satisfactory answers

cannot be obtained, those people should be immediately put on suspension

or discharged. There has to be an example that the company cannot and

will not tolerate the present conditions. I also believe that it win

probably be necessary to cull out a large number of the new people

quickly, in accordance with the trial period that applies to all new hires.

While we may. in the long run, need the people and the workers that

are on the rols, we certainly do not need them yet.

I believe that all first, second and third line supervision should be called

into one meeting and absolutely blasted for allowing this poor performance

by their people. I recognize that many of our new first line supervisors

need a lot of training, but this problem is bigger than the first line

supervisors alone. Certainly, there is no way that a supervisor:worker

ratio of twelve would yield the present conditions if the supervisors

were doing any kind of a job at all.

I am very concerned that the top people in the operations in the yard do

not recognize the terrible conditions under which they are asking

their people to work.

Th o n co;curin s tr.de tore ond cOffl.il or O i foemeab io of General SynomA t Corpomtia. and i Ps rid or col.fi

-. .; . . r.-A...4 -o.mn (I.. dmdoc ud. the Owb .Of 1o tht Fr...dofm of t~fforntifltif Act *,,d/Of othtt tppceble sm 11
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(b) Facilities - it is obvious that additional money must be spent to
relocate many of the utilities required for the construction of the
submarines. We cannot continue to have cables, hoses, piping.
lumber, trash, garbage and water al over the floors of our buildings.
Somehow, there must be some plan or operational procedure that
recognizes that each workman should have his own air line or gas line
or electric cable because in some places I visited there were more
cables, etc. strung out than there were workmen assigned to an area.
There simply has to be some routing of cable rack arrangements set
up to keep the actual number of cable, etc. that are needed kept
neatly stowed with lines from the center routing being left near
the place of actual use. All cable, etc. must be kept above the floor
level and, very importantly, all workmen should be required to
collect and stow the cables, etc. to their holding fixtures after every

* shift. I know the immediate reaction will be that they cannot afford
the time to stow those cables and then have to un-stow them when the
next shift arrives. History has shown over and over again that the
net result is that can be an effective and positive way to keep the
work area clean and neat for higher efficiency.

The roof must be fixed immediately. We cannot afford to have that
expensive building with its expensive equipment subjected to periodic
rain-caused damage or inconvenience.

I would close that truck-vide door at the west end of Building 260.
I would not allow traffic through Building 260 to the outer ramp. I
would force all personnel who want to go from the outer area to the
inner building to go through the one personnel door, at which point they
can be periodically checked.

I believe the material racks for parts storage should be cleaned up,
repainted and have floors put on them. If we can't convince the fork-
lift workers to take the material off those transportation pallets, we
should have a warehouseman visit those scenes a couple of times daily
to see that the needed parts are put on the racks and that the wood
pallets are collected for return to the central transportation area. As
a matter of fact, it would save an enormous amount of time if we
eliminated the fork-lift wood pallet concept and have these materials
distributed in a simple pick-up truck, even though a warebouseman
would be required to ride along and unload the parts.

This to_ nl ontou finst t oe sa n and co of l i foslo of m l e en
1

OnuiCs Copontiofn ofd is pniIopd of codtf,,s - axA .m.d (,am .io diWlose unduy the proisions of the Fridoi of ,f I iti A . o ._ _ u u
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It is almost laughable to see those expensive transportation vehicles

carrying one or two tiny little parts on a great big wooden pallet from

one end of the yard to the other and then returning for one more little

part on one more big pallet. If we are going to increase the number of
inspectors as a concession to "incidental work" provisions of the

current contract, perhaps the union would be agreeable to having the

drivers actually put the parts on the racks themselves. Some method

must be found to eliminate some of that terrible wooden staging. It is

painful indeed to consider that we will be building Trident submarines

for the next decade using old yellow pine, tearing it down, building

It up, tearing it down and cluttering up our submarines. The present

approach is completely unacceptable.

This d-cum-n -ntuin. trade se nu and commercial or fnancil informatian of G .neral Dynamics Corporation and is prisiod or Connt
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GENERAL DYNAMICS ILhZ(

INTER-OFFICE MEMO JCK:jh/77-345
12 December 1977

To: D. S. Lewis

From: J. C. Kane

Subject: Report on Visit to EB - 8 & 9 December 1977

1. Everett Gray and I visited EB following a request to review progress in
material systems offered by Gary Crimes. We met with many of the EB
personnel but spent most of our time with Ed Banning, galter Potts and
Dave Walden. Banning has the overall material responsibility including
the Avenel and the Canadian Ball Valve Operation. Walter Potts has the
material control function under Banning and further has a role in getting
the work authorization system revamped using Dave Walden of ER and Norm
Victor of EB. Walden who had been assigned to head up a material
management systems team when we left is essentially filling that function
today with a few people from within the division and three or four Eastern
Data Center types. Walden's overall mission, however, has been considerably( shortened and his primary efforts today are on setting up the bill of
materials and part numbering systems for both classes of ship, the integration
of this overall bill of material into a work authorization file and setting
up for a physical inventory and reconciliation of the data obtained with
a revised automated records system. Through Norm Victor's shop working
with Walden the ships have been broken down into separate geographical
packages using basic cylinder sections and drawing from the existing
engineering information. A general top down engineering drawing plan is
being put together so that schedules for work, the engineering plans and
the material availability can be combined at the trade planner level to
build the ship in a logical sequence. Production control as such has been
eliminated, the personnel in that area having been reassigned to the trades
as planners. The foregoing revamp of shipbuilding plans as well as the
inventory control system and the plan to conduct a physical inventory are
the first concrete steps taken toward correction of problem No. 1 of our
study titled "Inadequate Material Systems".

2. From here on I will touch just slightly on the action being taken versus
the other problems by number as reported in the material survey:

(2) Lack of consolidated base line bill of material for each class - action -
engineering well under way towards completion of the 688 class bill of
material expected to complete by mid-January. Trident bill of material
essentially complete and in good condition.

RECEIVED

DEC 1 197
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(3) Inconsistent Scheduling - action - by 9 January it is expected that

a master schedule will be available which will be adhered to by all

elements of the shipyard and will be prograumed through the planning

department and thence to the trade planners in the operations areas.

Action has already been taken to prevent shops from working ahead of

schedule or on make-work programs based on material availability.

(4) Work Authorization System not Responsive to Shipyard Needs - action -

former work authorization system has been cancelled. Trade planning will

do what is required in the way of establishing work authority based on

master schedules. The knowledgeable people formerly in production control

are now back in the operations area as planners. There was an admission
on the part of several of the managers we talked to that Groton had

previously fallen into the trap of departments fostering their own

existence and developing their own statistics at the expense of the need

to support the shipyard's operations.

(5) Division does not know how much inventory exists - action - an

inventory management system is being set up with the assistance of Arthur

Andersen personnel and Eastern Data Center. In this area the main DSS

contact is Harry Turner who had worked with us in the planned material

systems renovation and from Arthur Andersen. Dick Boyle and Bob Elmore

are assisting. Boyle is a partner in the Hartford office and has served

in a consultant capacity to EB for a number of years. Elmore has worked

extensively with Quincy in the past. In the physical inventory planning

the principal worker here in Mr. Jack Randell, an EB employee who has had

previous experience both at Quincy and at EB. In former years he was a

material manager at EB but in recent years has served a liaison function

between Groton and Quonset Point in the operations area. The tentative

planning is to conduct a wall to wall inventory at Groton, Quonset and

the warehouse areas. It is planned that this inventory will include the

ships under construction and the work.in process in the shops. It is

estimated that it will take between 10.000 and 12,000 people for at least

seven straight days during which the yard will necessarily be closed to

all work. A training program within industrial relations is being sat

up to train the inventory-taking personnel. It is planned that teams will

be assigned to geographic grided areas perhaps 10 to 12 to a team split

between seatchers and recorders plus a knowledgeable material/operations

person and a team leader. The rough data sheets will then be sample

checked by Arthur Andersen for audit purposes before being compiled through

key punch into the computer storage. Items that are not recognizeable to

existing documentation will be placed in a "black.hole" or limbo for.

matching by qualified personnel. This area is not yet well defined. Those

items for which no descriptive information can be found will be removed to

surplus or scrap. The magnitude of the inventory task is huge and will be

extremely difficult to manage with accuracy. It was for this reason we

tempered our survey inventory recommendation to do only what we could of

physical-inventory-that-was considered-practic-al.7 If we Can-find an---

alternative to this complete inventory Everett and I will so advise Gary

Grimes.

-- - ---- -A .- : -* . . d comaerci.l or financial slsotofalon ot Gonmrl DCnmicis tCorpralion and ii privleged or coof. - . I.~..Ii-hlo sint
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(6) Lack of Program management authority - action - Takis has in
effect assumed the role of program manager. The program management
function for Trident still exists. That for 688 class is probably in
a limbo state. One of our intents in pushing for program management
was to get a handle on program policy and changes. It is my understanding
that Takis has already thrown down the gauntlet to the Navy Department
on the change issue. I gather the attitude is that we are not going to
permit changes in these ships unless they are "sub-safe" or mandatory
and then only when we can cost them out.

(7) Ineffective change control - action - I believe the EB attitude

toward changes today is markedly different and change control will be a
managed affair. I learned in an aside that the prospective commanding
officer conferences had been decreased in frequency and in the length
of time consumed. Here again I believe that arbitrary changes requested
or demanded by prospective comranding officers will fall on deaf ears.

(8) Material functions controlled by differing line functions - action -

Banning is now responsible for the total material function as well as
the offload areas. The material system is coming together under a single
authority.

The next problem areas were listed under material control:

(a) Material staging system doesn't support work schedule - action -

once the physical inventory of our materials has been taken the staging
system will probably no longer exist. This area under Walter Potts
will probably be revised so that completed work in process afterwards
needing storage will be stored in the operations area and not sent back
to staging or warehouse areas.

Cb) Coded material not available although so reported - action - following
physical inventory coded material will be listed as available only when
it is physically there. This system is automated and will be effective

once it is properly purged and controls instituted to keep the information
current.

(c) The next problem was listed as 15,000 material requisitions held
for material availability - action - work has been under way since we
left to verify the validity of these delinquent requisitions, Further,
the physical inventory and working to an established schedule as well
as returning credit material to stores will drastically reduce this
shortage problem.

(d) Off-load deliveries from material suppliers were not supporting
the yard - action - an extensive review is being made of the workload
within the-yard -shops-and particulfrly at Avr nel tV get rid ofU veroaC - -

conditions. In particular, Avenel has been heaped with workload it was

and is physically unable to complete.

fl:--flmcnt conuanutide acrte mnd --mmecimt cc financial infaentian at Decent Dynamics Corparaticn and is pVWed cc canfi
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(e) Surplus material is excessive - action - the physical inventory and
reconciliation of records should provide much useful material for current
use. Rowever, many of the pipe details that were manufactured ahead of
schedule and in quantity may turn out to be surplus and we may not be
able to salvage expensive fittings because of the extensive weld work
involved. The present plan to work only to an authorized current schedule
should hold down the generation of new surplus material. The plan is for
the yard to work no further ahead than 90 days and to manufacture no more
than two ship sets of parts ahead of need.

(f) Warehouse storage capacity insufficient - action - when surplus
and obsolete material is screened out and the yard areas cleaned up I.
believe that the storage capacity will be enough to take care of future
needs. One contributing factor to the excess of material issued was the
fact that 1,200 persons were authorized to draw material on signature.
This resulted in many cases of duplicate withdrawals and a lack of
documentation of work that was spoiled or wasted. Presently less than
200 people have authority'to sign requisitions. Further, Takis is
reviewing all purchase orders over $10,000 and a very tight review is
being made of al* purchase requisitions and requests for capital equip-
ment.

(g) General procurement delinquent - action - there has been a restructuring
of both the personnel and the organization of 'the procurement department
with the emphasis on service to the yard. There is also under way under
the particular direction of Ed Banning a move to eliminate much of the
complicated paper work structure in the procurement cycle at EL

(h) Ordering of material in advance of need - action - this was basically
an accomplished fact through the ordering of most all of the material
for the 688 class bought at one tine. That lesson has been learned and
the remaining requirements for Trident will be well scrubbed before
orders are placed.

(i) Flow of material from dock to stock too slow - action - procurement
was assigned the responsibility to push material and paper through the
receiving department. That system was instituted before we left. It
was dropped temporarily when a reduction in force was ordered following
Takis' takeover. It is now being reinstated to clear material out of
receiving

A number of problems were grouped under production control. It basically.
speaks to the work authorization system, the lack of priority policies,
the unavailability of material, the non-availability of details from
machine shop areas and an excessive amount of material in the rejection
cycle - action - these problems are being attacked by the establizhment
of clear authorized schedules, the restructuring of the work authorization
procedure ,-the plac ing-of pIanlierja-tth&' worki~n 'level 'id tthe-i'ventbr'y
and screening of material for availability.

This document cuntins trade sother and commercial or financial into-mtion At Gentrul Dynamics Ctrpuaotiun and is pridqlepd a, c0e?.
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Another group of problems talked to manufacturing and construction,
rework and scrap losses, inefficient man-loading - action - through the
new time card system supervisors are in control of their men. They are
in daily contact with the worker and the work schedules are being revised
to reflect the authorized plan. The emphasis is on securing productivity
on those items needed to support the current schedule.

There are several items listed under general management including-
lack of teamwork, ineffective supervision, incomplete indoctrination
and training, lack of pride and lack of space - action - all of these
items are being worked on. The yard is being cleaned up under a 7
man team and tons of material have been removed to scrap, to warehouses
and to salvage areas with the resultant visibility of roadways and
spaces. Supervision and motivation are being improved by productivity
meetings within the operations department and the institution of the
labor time cards. Training and indoctrination of personnel is undergoing
study and revamping. There is an obvious decrease in the number of
personnel wandering around the yard or congregating in groups off work
stations. Takis is making it a practice to not only tour the work
areas of the yard but to stop people at random to inquire their name,
their rate, their job assignment and the supervisor's name. If he
does not get satisfactory answers to these simple questions the
supervisor is called in.

Here are some generalized observations on what is going on. First
the Quincy people under Takis' direction have assumed all departmental
posts. Both nuclear and regular engineering are reporting to Spec
Reitz from Quincy. Nuclear and regular quality control are reporting
to Walter Lord of Quincy. The Security force is under Ryan from Quincy.
Luther Bolt has the operations tasks and is using Joe Williams in a slot
comparable to that vacated by Foley. Banning has all material and has
Walter Potts reporting to him in the material control and the work
authorization area as well as Walt Nagle in procurement. Banning also
at present is responsible for the Canadian facility and Avenel. Quonset
Point under Tovar is reporting directly to Takis. Gary Grimes has
facilities and finance reporting to him and has apparently taken the
lead in the interface with DSS. Lou Togneri has taken over all the
administrative functions at EB which heretofore were scattered among
many departments. According to both Takis and Gary Grimes there has
been an increase in productivity and a decrease in absenteeism.
Although there has been some griping there is an indication of people in
the yard telling Takis and Gary that they appreciated the fact that
the yard was now under firm management. Jim Burns was slated to leave
in December, Be is presently working on a project for Takis dealing
with Vevey on facilities and tooling at Quonset Point for mass production
of cylinders and corp2nents ._Burns-is-enthusiastic- about-his bstlgnmeant,
impressedviEih the efforts of Vevey so far and has at Takis' request visited
the Charleston facility. What future plans there are for Burns probably
remains to be seen. At any rate he appreciated the opportunity to be
gainfully employed.

This doscmont tonuins trade re nod comm rcl r e bfina l in atio of Generl Dy ics torpoatione s eti pris it ac
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Foremen are being given training in how to manage people and how to
manage their specific jobs. In the administrative support area now
headed by Togneri (Bill Pedace is reporting to Togneri) many examples
of gross inefficiency have already been turned up and Togperi has
got a real handful of problems to solve. He is enthusiastic about his
assignment at EB and is digging down past the layers of neglect and
disinterest. They are finding storehouses of office supplies, film
and materials far in excess of any needs with the result that material
has been surplused through shalf life limitations. There has beet little
control over mail systems. communications. office equipment, travel,
transportation and all the other minor items that can foul up am
administrative complet. In the operations area the Quincy team is
finding that the work offloaded 'to Avenel was done without enough planning
and the material and methods sent to Avenel to manufacture were not
well thought out and in many cases appeared to be the result of someone
deliberately trying to find the hardest way to manufacture an item.
Gary Grimes had several outstanding examples of how not to produce a
machined part and indicated that these examples ware not the exception.

9. The work that has gone on since 24 October is pointed toward a 9 January
date when a simplified material control system will be operable. The
bill of material, work authorization file and engineering plans will be
tailored to build the vessals in a logical sequence. It is expected

(~ that Quonset will be building complete sections of the ship to minimize
a lot of rework that has currently gone on in the Groton yard. In
defense of prior Quonset work it must be understood that most of the
incomplete work at Quonset was the result of Groton not supporting
the operation and/or demanding the arrival of incomplete cylinders
to tie in with a work schedule in the yard. My general impression was
that both the Quincy people and the managers at ED were enthusiastic
about getting on with a defined program and were working very hard

-to show a positive program on the 9 January start of new operations.
Since their arrival in EB the Quincy personnel have been living at the
Sheraton-Norwich and Takis has held a review of their daily success and
problems every evening at or following dinner. On Thursday evening
Everett and I were invited to dinner with Grimes, Reitz, Bolt and Banning.
It was obvious from the conversation that all four men were eager to tall
us of both the problems unearthed and the work they were doing to correct
them.-

LJ. C. Kane

JCX/Jjh
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INTER-OFFICE MEMO JCX:jh/77-272
19 September 1977

To: D. S. Lewis

From: J. C, Kane

Subject: Material Review Team

1. On Friday, 16 September 1977. the team presented to G. E. MacDonald
alone the major findings and recommendations of our review.
Following this general presentation, Everett Gray and I spoke to
Gorden on six items concerning management and organization. The
entire presentation was well received. It was decided in a
follow-up meeting with Gorden just after lunch that the review
would be presented to concerned department heads, with Gorden
present, on 27, 28 or 29 September dependent on his availability.

2. The entire report, including the organization and management
section, as presented to Gorden is attached. The only copies are
held by Gorden, by me and now by you. No team member or anyone
else has a copy.

3. 'When we have an opportunity, I would like to give you an oral
report on my 7 weeks' observations and interviews with many
key (new and old) management personnel. I will be back in
St. Louis Thursday morning and intend to be in Chicago over
the weekend at the D.S.S. seminar.

C, C. Kane

JCR/jjh
att .

RECEIVED

SEP 19 1977
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LPRIVATE INFORMATIO

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PIE~

R. D. SCIULLO - INVENTORY MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM REPORT - OCTOBER 19711
P. GAUTHIER - MATERIAL AVAILABILITY PROBLEMS REPORT - FEBRUARY 1976

J. C. LYON - MATERIAL SYSTEM STUDY REPORT - APRIL 1976

BUSI ESS SYSTEMS PLAN - JANUARY 1977

JOINT AUDIT REPORT ON PRODUCTION LOSSES USN - MARCH 1977
GD ITERNAL AUDIT REPORTS 76-004, 76-007, 75-025 AND 76-017

,WORK AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM, STAGING SYSTEM, STEEL PLATE, QUONSET POINT RECEIVING,

RECEIVING INSPECTION AND PURCHASING

EB MANAGEMENT PRESENTATIONS - 23 DIRECTORS AND MANAGERS

EB MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYE INTERVIEWS

EXAMINATION OF EB MATERIAL STORAGE, STAGING AND RECORD KEEPING

GROTON NEW LONDON MILLS MIDWAY

QUONSET WATERFORD

DSS MANAGEMENT PRESENTATIONS

M. BARLOW, J. II. MACBETH, W. EVANS

ATTENDED STATUS MEETINGS (PROGRAM, SHIP, MANUFACTURING, BUSINESS SYSTEM PLANNING)

PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND SOLUTIONS

9/16/77
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I lPRIVA ILNFORIMAlOM -2-

, PROBLEM: CODED MATERIAL IS OFTEN NOT AVAILABLE FOR DETAIL AND ASSEMBLY MANUFACTURING,
ALTHOUGH REPORTED AS AVAILABLE,

¢ CORRECT VE
ACTIONq 3. MODIFY PHYSICAL INVENTORY SYSTEM TO REQUIRE:

3 (CONTINUED) A. ALL ITEMS TO BE INVENTORIED AT LEAST ONCE DURING SPECIFIED CYCLE.

3 RIGID CONTROLS ON INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS.

C. IMPROVEMENT IN TIME SPAN IN MAKING ADJUSTMENTS TO INVENTORY
CONTROL RECORDS.

I4. INVENTORY CONTROL SHOULD LOCATE PERSONNEL IN KEY ENGINEERING AREAS FOR
PRE-RELEASE PROBLEM SOLVING AND EXPEDITING RELEASES. CO-LOCATION WITHIN

ENGINEERING COULD ACCELERATE ACTION ON MATERIALS.

5. ESTABLISH MANAGED SUSPENSE SYSTEM TO PROCESS DOCUMENTS WITH INCORRECT
NUMBERS TO REDUCE INVENTORY BALANCES IMMEDIATELY. SUSPENSE ITEMS MUST BE

SO O I CLEARED PROMPTLY.

03'§' !
CX~~~° PREPARED BY: R. JONES 9/16/77
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PRIVATE INFORMATION
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

-' P~~~~~~~~ERSPECTIVE

JTEAM CONCENTRATED ON PROBLEMS - DID NOT CONDUCT AN OVERALL ASSESSMENT.

3~~~~~~~~

3 ¢ * PRODUCTS, FACILITIES, CAPABILITIES, AND INGENUITY OF THE DIVISION ARE HIGHLY

ON- | IMPRESSIVE.
'3

TRIDENT SUBMARINE IS TANGIBLE PROOF OF ELECTRIC BOAT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
GENIUS. CO

.. .i

*° . LAND LEVEL FACILITY IS AN IMPRESSIVE "STATE OF THE ART" DEVELOPMENT,

3, DO<O . QUONSET POINT HAS ROOM FOR EXPANSION AND IS FULL OF ENERGETIC WORKERS,

,*,°* PERSONNEL AND SUPERVISION, AT ALL LOCATIONS, WERE HOPEFUL OF IMPROVEMENT ---
AND VOLUNTEERED THEIR HELP.

:¢3 * ALL-WITHOUT EXCEPTION - WERE COOPERATIVE AND GAVE FREELY OF THEIR TIME AND
INFORMATION,

9/16/77
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MATERIAL SHORTAGES ARE IMPACTING CONSTRUCTION

PURCHASED

MANUFACTURED - GROTON, QUONSET, AVENEL

. PROBLEMS:

MATERIAL CONTROL PROBLEMS

PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS

PRODUCTION CONTROL IMPACTS

MANUFACTURING/CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

PRINCIPAL SOLUTIONS

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT IMPACTS

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BASELINE BILL OF MATERIAL

INTEGRATED SCHEDULES

WORK AUTHORIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM

PHYSICAL INVENTORY

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY

CHANGE CONTROL
ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

9/16/77
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MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW
PROBLMANM LYSI Il

PROBLEM: INADEQUATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS

EFFECT: BOTH AUTOMATED AND MANUAL SYSTEMS CURRENTLY IN USE AT EB, ARE
FUNCTIONALLY ORIENTED AND CONTROLLED; PRODUCE LOTS OF PAPER WITH

REDUNDANT, FRAGMENTED DATA; ARE UPDATED TO VARIOUS SCHEDULES WHICH

DO NOT AGREE THROUGHOUT THE DIVISION; AND CONTAIN NUMEROUS ERRORS

I | WHICH LEAD TO A TOTAL LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN THE USEFULNESS OF DATA.

-r I

CAUSES.: 1. SHIPYARD OPERATIONS CUSTOM IS TO BUILD FROM PLANS (DRAWINGS) AND

EXPEDITE MATERIAL BY SIGHT, PLACING LITTLE OR NO EMPHASIS ON THE

ACCURACY OF RECORDS OTHER THAN DRAWINGS AND INSPECTION bATA.

2. AUTOMATED SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED OVER THE YEARS TO ACCOMMODATE
.0 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS OR DIRECTORATES.

i , 3. AUTOMATED REPORTS ARE SO LARGE THAT THEIR USEFULNESS, EVEN ON AN

0 EXCEPTION BASIS, IS DOUBTFUL AND THEIR CURRENCY AND TIMELINESS DO NOT

*0 SUPPORT CURRENT WEEK WORK PLANS.

0° . .4, MOST OF THE CURRENT AUTOMATED SYSTEMS AND ALL MANUAL SYSTEMS REVIEWED

DID NOT CONTAIN ANY REAL QUALITY REVIEW OVER DATA INPUT TO THE RECORDS,

Sa DATA ERRORS WERE EVIDENT IN ALL RECORDS REVIEWED,
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I PRIVATE INFORMATION
M PROBLEM: INADEQUATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS

3 CAUSES:' 5. LACK OF MANAGEMEN'

C (CONTINUED) , FOR THE ACCURACY
SYSTEMS.

a CKRRECTIIVE

ACTION: 1. PURSUE THE PROPOS
THE BUSINESS SYST

ALL USING DIRECTO

POLICY, PROCEDURE

CONTROL TECHNIQUE

2. CONCURRENT WITH 1

NEW SYSTEM, CONTI

-2-

T CONSENSUS ON THE CONTENT, USE AND RESPONSIBILITY

AND TIMELINESS OF DATA USED IN EXISTING AUTOMATED

ED NEW MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM RECOMMENDED BY

EMS PLANNING BOARD WITH REGULAR PARTICIPATION BY

ORATES IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH A CONSENSUS ON TI1E

.S, MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINES AND DATA PROCESSING AND

:S TO BE EMPLOYED.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED

MNUE THE SHORT TERM UPGRADE TASKS APPROVED BY THE

BSP BOARD.

3. ESTABLISH POLICIES AND PROCEDURES WHICH WILL PLACE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE TIMELINESS AND ACCURACY OF DIVISIONAL DATA AND REQUIRE ALL

DIVISIONAL USERS TO USE COMMON DATA SOURCES OF.INFORMATION.

4, CONTINUE WITH THE INSTALLATION OF THE FACTORY AUTOMATED SCHEDULE SYSTEM

(FASS) THROUGHOUT QUONSET POINT AND GROTON SHOPS.
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|PRIVATE INFORMATIONI
PROBLEM: INADEQUATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS

en CORRECTIVE

^5ACTION:

c. (CONTINUED)

5. LIMIT STATISTICAL REPORTING WHEREVER POSSIBLE AND REPLACE WITH
CRITICAL ITEM EXCEPTION REPORTING IN ORDER TO HIGHLIGHT REAL DIVISIONAL

PROBLEMS AND ACTION BEING TAKEN.

6, INSTITUTE TOP DOWN PLANNING AND SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES WHICH DISCIPLINE

WORK PLANS AND STATUS AND GIVE 'WHAT IF" VISIBILITY TO PROPOSED CHANGES,

7. PROCEED IMMEDIATELY WITH PRODUCT STRUCTURE PART NUMBERING AND UNIT OF
MEASURE EFFORTS.

8. INSTITUTE PHYSICAL INVENTORY POLICY AND PROCEDURES TO SUPPORT THE

PROPOSED INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM.

9. INSTITUTE PRODUCTION CONTROL POLICY AND PROCEDURES TO SUPPORT THE

PROPOSED MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING SYSTEM.

PREPARED BY: R. J. HOLLENBACH

-3-

Co
co
co

9/16/77
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V ~~~~~~~~MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS . 1/2

PROBLEM: LACK OF CONSOLIDATED BASELINE ENGINEERING B/M FOR EACH CLASS OF BOATS

EFFECT: 1. INABILITY TO DETERMINE AND CONTROL, FROM A COMMON DATA BASE, MATERIAL

LIABILITIES AND ASSETS WITHIN ACCEPTABLE LIMITS. IF THE INVENTORY WERE

PRECISELY KNOWN AND IF A SHIPSET OF MATERIAL WERE PRECISELY KNOWN -

EQUIVALENT SHIPSETS OF MATERIAL WOULD BE KNOWN AS WELL AS ALL IMBALANCES.
3

2. INABILITY TO COMPARE ASSETS AND COMPLETIONS TO B/M TO DETERMINE REQUIRE-

MENTS AND COST TO COMPLETE.

CAUSES: 688 SSN CLASS

n° j . NEWPORT NEWS INCREMENTAL RELEASE OF PLANS.

INITIAL LACK OF REQUISITE E. B. ENGINEERING IN THE MATERIAL REVIEW CYCLE.
UNTIMELY RECOGNITION OF DIMENSIONS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE PROBLEM.

TRIDENT AND 688 CLASS

° . a e LACK OF PRIORITY AND DEDICATION OF RESOURCES TO DEVELOP THE ENGINEERING B/M.

CORRECTIVE

WA ACTION. 1. ASSIGN A HIGH PRIORITY AND THE REQUISITE RESOURCES TO GENERATE AN ENGINEER-

ING B/M AND ITS STORAGE IN A WORKING DATA BASE,

* 2. USE OF DATA BASE INFORMATION IN FUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR DAY BY DAY PROBLEM

* ° . . SOLVING.

O/1r/77



MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

UiLIILI#ilL UilltYiYkO) J,

PRIVATE INFORMATION,

#3

V INCONSISTENT SCHEDULING

INDIVIDUAL BOAT MANAGEMENT, SHOP MANAGEMENT, SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS AND

VENDORS ARE FREQUENTLY WORKING TO SUB-LEVEL SCHEDULES WHICH DO NOT SUPPORT

THE CURRENT REVISIONS OF MASTER SCHEDULES.

FREQUENT PROGRAM RESCHEDULING

ORIGINAL SCHEDULES NOT BASED ON DETAILED FEED TO FEED TIME ALLOWANCES

SLOW RESPONSE TO CHANGED SCHEDULES WITHIN THE PAPERWORK SYSTEM

LACK OF CONFIDENCE ON THE PART OF EB PERSONNEL IN THEIR ABILITY TO
MEET SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS

Co
CD

1. RIGIDLY ENFORCE CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURE TO CURRENT SCHEDULES,

2. STOP BUILDING AHEAD OF SCHEDULE.

3. PRODUCTION CONTROL MUST BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DETAIL BOAT CONSTRUCTION
SCHEDULING AS WELL AS SHOP SCHEDULING. (NOW SPLIT BETWEEN PLANNING,

OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION CONTROL.)

4. INSTALL A DYNAMIC, NETWORK BASED SCHEDULING SYSTEM FOR BOAT CONSTRUCTION
. (SUCH AS THE MCAUTO MANAGEMENT SCHEDULING AND CONTROL SYSTEM (MSCS).)

aI

. PROBLdM:
I

w EFFECT;:.

9

33 CAUSES.
E. I

1.
2.

3.

4 .

CORRECTIVE

ACTION:

e

E
3,

i
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I

e
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e.
-

e
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PRIVATE INFORMATION

: PROBLEM: INCONSISTENT SCHEDULING -2-
2
- CORRECTIVE
C ACTIOIN: 5. INSTALL A MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING SYSTEM AND INTEGRATE IT TO

E (CONTINUED) THE NETWORK SCHEDULING SYSTEM FOR CONSTRUCTION WHICH REQUIRES:

A. DEPENDABLE TOP DOWN SCHEDULING

D ! B. INVENTORY STATUS OF RAW MATERIAL, COMPONENTS AND WORK-IN-PROCESS

3 I C. DISCIPLINED PRODUCT STRUCTURE

I |D. PART NUMBERING SYSTEM

PREPARED BY: R. J. HOLLEPBACH 9/16/77

I
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MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW
a I ~PRBLEM ANALYSIS 14

PROBLEM: THE WORK AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM IS NOT RESPONSIVE TO SHIPYARD NEEDS FOR
EXPLICIT METHODS GUIDANCE AND MATERIAL SUPPORT IN CONSTRUCTING THE SUBMARINE.

x I PRODUCTION PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS ORIGINATING FROM SHORTCOMINGS
WHICH HAVE DEVELOPED IN THE SYSTEM.

EFFECT| 1. THE GENERAL EFFECT HAS BEEN ONE OF DISORDER AND THE APPEARANCE OF MANY
DISCONNECTS AND DISCONTINUITIES IN THE PLANNED SEQUENCE OF MANUFACTURE.
THIS IS EVIDENCED BY THE FAILURE OF THE SYSTEM TO PROVIDE THE PLANNED
MANPOWER, MATERIALS, PAPER AND RESOURCES TO THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT
TIME TO COMPLETE WORK TO A SCHEDULE SUPPORTING THE NEXT OPERATION.

2. SHIPYARD SELECTS PORTIONS OF THE SYSTEM TO USE AT ITS DISCRETION AND DIS-
REGARDS REMAINDER OF PAPER.

3 ^ 3. SINCE PEOPLE DON'T COMMUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER WITHIN DISCIPLINES NEITHER
DO THE SYSTEMS THEY INVENT TO DO THEIR PORTION OF THE TASK. REDUNDANT
PAPER IN THE SHIPYARD.

CAUSES:' 1. THE PAPER IS NOT RESPONSIVE IN A TIMELY MANNER TO CHANGES.

2. THE PAPER IS RARELY IF EVER ON A REAL TIME SCHEDULE BASIS WITH THE DEMANDS
-t OF THE SHIPYARD.

. - ,.



. PRIVATE INFORMATION -2-

PROBLEM: THE WORK AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM IS NOT RESPONSIVE TO SHIPYARD NEEDS FOR EXPLICIT

METHODS GUIDANCE AND MATERIAL SUPPORT IN CONSTRUCTING THE SUBMARINE, PRODUCTION

PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS ORIGINATING FROM SHORTCOMINGS WHICH HAVE DEVELOPED

I IN THE SYSTEM,

CAUSES': 3. THE SYSTEM IS TOO BURDENSOME TO BE EFFECTIVELY CONTROLLED. IT PRODUCES

; (CONTINUED: MASSIVE VOLUMES OF PAPER AND REQUIRES HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE TO MANAGE. ERRORS,

PLAN REVISIONS AND MULTI-SHIPSET PAPER CALLS FOR COLLECTION OF HUGE VOLUMES

OF MATERIAL. THE DIVISION IS BEING RAPED OF ITS RESOURCES (OF EXPERIENCED CO

PERSONNEL AND MATERIAL) WITHOUT A PROPORTIONATE AMOUNT OF PROGRESS ON THE 'D

SUBMARINES.

4. THE PAPER AND THE SYSTEM PERMIT THE MANUFACTURE OF QUANTITIES OF MANUFAC-

L' | TURED ITEMS SUBSTANTIALLY AHEAD OF SCHEDULE WITH ATTENDANT RISK OF OBSOLES-

O- *CENCE AND REWORK.
3

5. THE PAPER-WRITERS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY REMOTE FROM THE SHIPYARD AND A
GAP IS DEVELOPING BETWEEN THE DYNAMIC DEMANDS OF TRUE TRADE PLANNING AND AN

;INSULATED CENTRAL GROUP.

6. SYSTEM IS BEING PERPETUATED FOR ITS OWN SAKE. HANDWRITTEN INFORMATION IS

n I SOMETIMES AN EXACT COPY OF INFORMATION RECORDED ON PLAN.

'.



PRIVATE INFORMATION
a PROBLEM: THE WORK AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM IS NOT RESPONSIVE TO SHIPYARD NEEDS FOR EXPLICIT

z2 METHODS GUIDANCE AND MATERIAL SUPPORT IN CONSTRUCTING THE SUBMARINE, PRODUCTION
PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS ORIGINATING FROM SHORTCOMINGS WHICH HAVE DEVELOPED

I IN THE SYSTEM.

3 a CORRECTIVE
ACTIOi: 1. ELIMINATE CURRENT WORK AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM,

2. REPLACE IT WITH A SYSTEM WHICH USES THE PLAN (DRAWING).

3. DIVIDE SUBMARINES INTO SECTION, DECK LEVEL AND SYSTEM AND BUILD AND
PROCESS TO LARGEST INSTALLABLE SECTION, RQ MI JOIN SECTIONS UNTIL ALL
WORK IS COMPLETED. LEAST EXPENSIVE WAY TO BUILD SUBMARINES IS TO INSTALL

.,. | MATERIAL WHEN THERE IS ACCESS TO MOVE AND LOCATE MATERIAL. ORGANIZE AND
DEFINE THE CURRENT SUB-SYSTEMS INTO MEANINGFUL SHIPYARD WORK PAPER THE

WAY THE SUBMARINE IS ACTUALLY BUILT.

34. RETAIN BEST FEATURES OF PIPE DETAIL SKETCHES (BEND CARDS), ISOMETRICS,

STEEL NESTING SKETCHES, ELECTRICAL PLOT AND SKETCH, ETC.

PREPARED BY: W. POTTS 9/16/77
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PRIVATE INFORMATION
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVE

PROBLE1M ANALYSIS #5

PR0BLEf: THE DIVISION DOES NOT KNOW HOW MUCH INVENTORY EXISTS OR SHOULD EXIST

THE FIGURE OF $106 TO $108 MILLION OF CODED STOCK INVENTORY IS CITED BUT
THE TOTAL INVENTORY, WHICH ENCOMPASSES NOT ONLY CODED BUT PLAN AND MARK

MATERIAL, IS UNKNOWN. THERE ARE REASONS TO BELIEVE THAT SOME OF THE

8 INVENTORY IS OBSOLETE DUE TO CHANGES; EXCESS DUE TO MULTIPLE ORDERING; AND

3. .SURPLUS CARRY-OVER FROM EARLIER CONSTRUCTION AND OVERHAUL PROGRAMS, 8

THE INVENTORY VALUE HAS BEEN ESTIMATED BETWEEN $500 MILLION AND 51 BILLION.

EFFECT:; 1. THE DIVISION MAY BE MISSING THE OPPORTUNITY TO REDUCE MATERIAL COST.OVER-
RUNS THROUGH SURPLUS AND DIVERSION ACTIONS.

2. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT DECISIONS BASED.ON INACCURATE INVENTORY RECORDS.

3. EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF TIME CONSUMED IN CONTINUALLY CHECKING RECORDS AND

o a i SEARCHING FOR MATERIAL.

4. SHORTAGES, DUE TO THE FAILURE TO INITIATE REPLACEMENT CAUSED BY REJECTIONS,

LOSSES, ETC.

~1



*_E *- I PI(IVAIL INFORMATION I
PROBLEM: THE DIVISION DOES NOT KNOW HOW MUCH INVENTORY EXISTS OR SHOULD EXIST -2-

2 CAUSES: 1. LACK OF PHYSICAL COUNTING OF INVENTORY ASSETS.

2. LACK OF COMPLETE INVENTORY SYSTEM.

3. LACK OF A DISCIPLINED CHANGE CONTROL SYSTEM,

4. LACK OF A COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE CONSOLIDATED BILL OF MATERIAL FOR 688
AND TRIDENT CLASS SHIPS.

CORRECTIVE
ACTION': 1. DEVELOP A MATERIAL INVENTORY ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM THAT WILL RECORD AND

MAINTAIN COUNT DATA RECORDED FROM PHYSICAL INVENTORIES OF ALL MATERIAL.

2. THEN, CONDUCT A "WALL-TO-WALL" PHYSICAL INVENTORY OF ALL MATERIAL ASSETS, O
TO THE MAXIMUM PRACTICAL EXTENT. INSURE DOLLAR AND UNIT CREDIBILITY OF
ACTUALS TO RECORDS.

3. DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN A CONSOLIDATED BILL-OF-MATERIAL FOR EACH CLASS OF
SHIPS.

I 4. DEVELOP A COMPUTER DATA SYSTEM WHICH MAINTAINS THE CONSOLIDATED BILL OF
.i3' .. MATERIAL FOR EACH CLASS OF SHIPS AND EXTENDS THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL THE

SHIPS IN EACH CLASS (MRP). DEVELOP ANOTHER COMPUTER DATA SYSTEM WHICH
I , MAINTAINS THE CURRENT STATUS OF ALL PHYSICAL INVENTORY. CONTINUALLY

COMPARE SCHEDULED REQUIREMENTS TO INVENTORY AND PREPARE PICK LISTS FOR
CURRENT REQUIRED INVENTORY, ORDER INFORMATION FOR ADDITIONAL INVENTORY
AND FORECASTS OF SHORTAGES IN INVENTORY, REGULARLY, DETERMINE REQUIRE-
MENTS AND COSTS TO COMPLETE.

A por~~)ene .... r r. n..,.,,. i te,
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PRIVATE INFORMATION,

d MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

.I , PROBLEM ANALYSIS #6
.3

PROBLEM: . LACK OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY

EFFECT: RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROGRAM DECISIONS, CUSTOMER INTERFACE, AND DESIGN/

CONSTRUCTION/TEST PROGRESS EITHER WINDS UP IN THE GENERAL MANAGER'S LAP OR

IS SPLIT AMONG MANY COMPETING AREAS.

CAUSES: 1. TRADITIONAL LACK OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT CONCEPT AT ELECTRIC BOAT.

2. FUNCTION NOT FULLY DEFINED.

3. AUTHORITY TO ACT AND CONTROL DEPARTMENTS NOT DELEGATED OR ASSUMED.

CORRECTIVE
ACTION: 1. FORMULATE AND DEFINE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT POLICY.

0° , 2. DELEGATE TO THE PROGRAM MANAGERS THE AUTHORITY OF THE GENERAL MANAGER FOR
THEIR PROGRAMS LESS CERTAIN SPECIFIC NON-PROGRAM ORIENTED AREAS (CAPITAL,

REAL ESTATE, ENGAGEMENTS).

3, ASSIGN PROGRAM MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVE TO EACH SHIP,
4. ASSIGN PROGRAM MANAGER TO CHAIR CHANGE BOARD,

PREPARED BY: J. C. KANE 9/16/77
-1
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MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

!PRBLEM ANALYSIS #7

PROBLEM: INEFFECTIVE CHANGE CONTROL

EFFECT. 1. SCHEDULE IMPACT.

2. REWORK AND RIPOUT,
3. OUT OF SEQUENCE INSTALLATION.

34. MATERIAL LOSS.

5. INEFFICIENT MAN LOADING,

6. LOSS OF CONTRACT REVENUE.

CAUSES: 1. LACK OF DEFINITIVE CHANGE POLICY,

2, ACCEPTANCE OF VIRTUALLY ALL CHANGES REGARDLESS OF CLASSIFICATION,
3. LACK OF CHANGE CONTROL BOARD.
4. DESIGN AGENCY/SHIPYARD RELATIONSHIP.

CORRECTIVE
>O ACTION: 1. CLASSIFY CHANGES, I.E. MANDATORY, CRITICAL, IMPROVEMENT, PRODUCIBILITY AND

NICE TO HAVE.

2, CHALLENGE ALL CHANGES TO ELIMINATE ALL THAT CANNOT MEET PREDETERMINED CRITER.
3. ESTABLISH CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION GROUP TO PROVIDE ADVICE AND IMPLEMENTATION

DIRECTION.
°4, ESTABLISH HIGH LEVEL FORMAL CHANGE BOARD CHAIRED BY PROGRAM MANAGER TO APPRO'

DISAPPROVE CHANGES,

PREPARED BY: R. JONES 9/16/77



..PRIVATE INFORMATION

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

* . PR0JLAM LIS #8

PROBLEM: MATERIAL FUNCTIONS CONTROLLED BY DIFFERING LINE FUNCTIONS (I.E. PROCUREMENT,

! MATERIAL CONTROL, ENGINEERING, PRODUCTION CONTROL AND PLANNING).

EFFECTS 1. MATERIAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES ARE NOT UNIFORMLY APPLIED.

I 2. CANNOT OBTAIN INFORMATION REGARDING INVENTORY CHARACTERISTICS, VALUE OR

TRENDS.

3. CANNOT RECORD CHECK AVAILABILITY OF ALL MATERIALS. 0

4. MULTIPLE MATERIAL SYSTEMS IN OPERATION.

CAUSES: ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

CORRECTIVE

ACTIONI: 1. COMBINE MATERIAL CONTROL AND PROCUREMENT INTO ONE ORGANIZATION.

2. DEVELOP COMMON MATERIAL SYSTEM TO CONTROL CODED, PLAN AND MARK, OFF-LOAD,

GFE, STAGED AND MRO MATERIALS.

PREPARED BY: R. JONES 9/16/77



GENERAL DYNAMICS
PRIVATE INFORMATION

MATERIAL CONTROL PROBLEMS
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
PRIVATE INFORMATION

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

I-S3 . P~~~~~~R0B~LEM ANALYSIS

* PROBLEM: MATERIAL STAGING SYSTEM DOES NOT ADEQUATELY SUPPORT SCHEDULED WORK

3 EFFECT:: 1, TRADE UNABLE TO FOLLOW OPTIMUM SEQUENCE OF MANUFACTURE AND/OR

INSTALLATION.

2. TRADES AND PRODUCTION CONTROL START A SERIES OF 'WORK-AROUND"

PLANNING CAUSING DEMANDS FOR MATERLAL OUT OF SEQUENCE.

3, OBSOLESCENCE OF AND DAMAGE TO MATERIAL STAGED TOO EARLY.

CAUSES:, 1, MATERIAL NOT AVAILABLE BECAUSE OF LATE IDENTIFICATION BY ENGINEERING/

DESIGN.

2, MATERIAL NOT PROCESSED THROUGH THE RECEIVING CYCLE IN REASONABLE TIME.

3. MATERIAL NOT AVAILABLE BECAUSE SHOP MANUFACTURING LATE,

Lj, MATERIAL IS LOST IN WAREHOUSE AND/OR STAGING BECAUSE OF INCORRECT

.O* PAPERWORK, WAREHOUSE PRACTICES, WAREHOUSE LOCATIONS, AND INEXPERIENCED

PERSONNEL. PROBLEM IS AGGRAVATED BY VOLUME OF MATERIAL REQUIRING

STORAGE.



PROBLEM: MATERIAL

CAUSES: 5
(CONTINUED)

I 6,

CORRECTIVE

ACTION: 1.

I 2,

3.

I 4.
l

PRIVATE INFORMATION

STAGING SYSTEM DOES NOT ADEQUATELY SUPPORT SCHEDULED WORK -2-

MATERIAL NOT AVAILABLE BECAUSE OF CHANGE ORDER ACTIVITY.

SCHEDULE DELAYS IN SUBMARINE CONSTRUCTION HAS BACKED-UP MATERIAL
IN STAGING AREAS THEREBY INCREASING VOLUME.

IDENTIFY AND BLITZ ALL CRITICAL SHORTAGES.

REVIEW SHOP WORKLOAD STATUS AND RESTRICT MULTI-SHIP MANUFACTURE.

VERIFY STAGED WORK PACKAGES FOR LATEST CHANGES.

CORRECT STAGING FILE DATA BASE TO REFLECT CURRENT SCHEDULING, FEED
TO FEED RELATIONSHIPS AND MATERIAL AVAILABILITY.

PREPARED BY: W. POTTS
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PRIV\ATE lINFORMATION

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW
2 PROBLEM-ANALYSIS
- |

PROBLEM: CODED MATERIAL IS OFTEN NOT AVAILABLE FOR DETAIL AND ASSEMBLY MANUFACTURING,

ALTHOUGH REPORTED AS AVAILABLE.

9 EFFECT; WORK SCHEDULED AS AVAILABLE MUST BE SET ASIDE AND RESCHEDULED WHEN LACK OF
CODED MATERIAL IS DISCOVERED,

CAUSES: 1. CURRENT SYSTEM LOGIC ASSUMES ALL CODED MATERIAL TO BE AVAILABLE.

2. EXCESSIVE DELAYS IN ENTERING TRANSACTIONS INTO THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS.
(OFTEN WEEKS AND ON OCCASIONS MONTHS.)

3. INADEQUATE PHYSICAL INVENTORY SYSTEM - MANY ERRORS IN RECORDS,

4. LATE RELEASE OF ENGINEERING.
5. ACCOUNTING HOLD UP OF INCORRECT ACCOUNT NUMBER DOCUMENTS,
6. LACK OF PROPER PRIORITY SETTING CAUSES MISALLOCATION OF CODED STOCK.

CORRECTIVE
ACTION: 1. RAPIDLY WORK TOWARD ABILITY TO MECHANICALLY STAGE MATERIAL IN ORDER TO

PROVIDE VISIBILITY, BY EXCEPTION, OF REQUIRED MATERIAL INCLUDING CODED

STOCK.

2. AN ON LINE INPUT OF STORES DOCUMENTS (REQUISITIONS, CREDITS AND RECEIVING
REPORTS) IS IMPERATIVE TO ESTABLISH VALID INVENTORY BALANCES.



PRIVATE INFO'R'M A"T'I
MATERIAL MANEMETREV1ER

' eROU~~~~LEflINAUyS15

PROBLEM: .15,000 MATERIAL REQUISITIONS HELD FOR MATERIAL AVAILABILITY.

EFFECT- 1. WORK HELD UP AWAITING RECEIPT OF MATERIAL.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF WORK-AROUND PLANS.

3. OTHER WORK PERFORMED OUT OF SEQUENCE, USUALLY AT HIGHER COST.

CAUSESi 1. MATERIAL NOT.RECEIVED FROM VENDOR.

2. MATERIAL NOT RECEIVED FROM AVENEL.

3. MATERIAL SENT TO WRONG DESTINATION. t

4. LARGE NUMBER OF UNPROCESSED CREDITS OF RETURNED MATERIAL.

5. REQUISITIONS PREPARED TO OBSOLETE SCHEDULE.

CORRECTIVE
ACTIONI: 1. PREPARE REQUISITIONS TO CORRECT SCHEDULE.

2. "PURGE' REQUISITIONS HELD UP (RHU) FILE TO VERIFY NEED AND AVAILABILITY.
3. PRODUCTION CONTROL INITIATE INTENSIVE FOLLOW-UP WITH PROCUREMENT/

*IANUFACTURING ON VERIFIED HHU'S.

4. MATERIAL CONTROL PROMPTLY PROCESS BACKLOG OF RETURNED MATERIAL CREDITS.

PREPARED BY: R. JONES 9/16/77



L GENERAL DYNAMICS i

LPRIVATE INFORIVIATI _

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PRELEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEh: . OFF-LOAD - MATERIAL DELIVERIES FROM SUPPLIERS NOT SUPPORTING YARD

-. ! MANUFACTURING SCHEDULES.

EFFECT, END-PRODUCT SCHEDULE DELAYS, DISRUPTION AND WORK-AROUNDS.

CAUSES: 1. LATE RECOGNITION BY OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION CONTROL THAT IT IS NECESSARY

I TO OFF-LOAD IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN OR RECOVER SCHEDULES,

2. PRODUCTION CONTROL DID NOT INITIALLY RECOGNIZE THE MANUFACTURING LIMITATIONS ,s

OF THE YARD. C

3. OPERATIONS DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE OVERLOAD CONDITION THAT WAS BEING FORCED

UPON THEM,

4, ENGINEERING CHANGES WHICH EITHER CAUSED REWORK OR RESULTED IN STOP AND GO
-0 i ACTIONS BY VENDORS AND AVENEL.

5. LACK OF PRE-FABRICATED MATERIAL FROM QUONSET STEEL PREPARATION.

6. PRODUCTION PLANNING PAPER (THE WA SYSTEM) IS NOT ACCURATE NOR EASILY

UNDERSTOOD BY A VENDOR.
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- .PRIVATE INFORMATION4

PROBLEM: OFF-LOAD - MATERIAL DELIVERIES FROM SUPPLIERS NOT SUPPORTING YARD MANUFACTURING.

SCHEDULES,

CORRECTIVE.

ACTIbN: 1. PRODUCTION CONTROL TO BEGIN THE OFF-LOAD PROGRAM(S) BEFORE A SHOP GETS

IN TROUBLE AND BEFORE SCHEDULES ARE LOST.

2. PRODUCTION CONTROL/MATERIAL CONTROL ENSURE THAT CODED MATERIAL IS AVAIL-

ABLE AND THAT PREFABRICATED MATERIALS ARE PROCESSED ON TIME TO FURNISH

TO SUPPLIERS.

PREPAREDIBY: E. G. BANNING 9/16/77
j PREPARED BY: E. G. BANNING 9/16/77
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E t a MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW
3PRBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: SURPLUS MATERIAL IS EXCESSIVE.

u 3 u EFFECTI 1. MATERIAL FOR SECOND FLIGHT 688 CLASS AND TRIDENT SHIPS 3, 4 AND 5
°'' ! MAY BE PROCURED AND RE-MANUFACTURED WITHOUT ANY CONSIDERATION FOR

aE 3 i MATERIAL NOW LOCATED IN SURPLUS.

--°f CAUSES:; 1. CREDIT MATERIAL RECEIVED AT QUONSET POINT IS NOT BEING INSPECTED,

RECORDED AND RETURNED TO INVENTORY.

2. EXCESSIVE CHANGE ORDERS GENERATED BY 688 DESIGN AGENT, NEWPORT NEWS

AND TRIDENT CLASS BY ELECTRIC BOAT.

3. S8G SITE HAS RETURNED APPROXIMATELY TWENTY-FIVE PALLETS OF MATERIAL

3 FROM THE SITE,

; O ! 4, DUPLICATE WITHDRAWAL OF MATERIAL BY TRADES,.

CORRECTIVE

ACTION: 1. ORGANIZE A TEAM CONSISTING OF MATERIAL CONTROL, INSPECTION AND

e- . TRANSPORTATION TO REVIEW, IDENTIFY AND DISPOSE OF MATERIAL BY

RETURNING TO STORES OR BY SELLING AS SURPLUS,



ULIlLlIML LUll I'lIU,)

PRIVATE INFORMATION
- PROBLEM: SURPLUS MATERIAL IS EXCESSIVE. -2-

B CORRECTIVE

r~o ACTION: 2. BLITZ MATERIAL-SHORTAGES DELINQUENT TO NINETY-DAY WORK PLAN. WORK

(CONTINUED) REAL SHORTAGES ONLY.

3. RESTRICT MANUFACTURE OF WORK IN ADVANCE OF NINETY DAY WORK PACKAGE
TO MINIMIZE THE EFFECTS OF CHANGES.

PREPARED BY: W. POTTS 9/16/77
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|PRIVATE INFORMATIVONIU

MATERIALMANAMENRTEVI

!PRBLEM ANALYSIS.

PROBLEM: 1. WAREHOUSE/STORAGE CAPACITY INSUFFICIENT TO ACCOMMODATE MATERIAL ORDERED

2. SYSTEM UNABLE TO COPE WITH THE VOLUME OF MATERIAL BEING RETURNED FOR
9 ~~~~~RESTOCKING IN STORAGE AREAS

EFFECTI 1. EXPENSIVE MATERIAL IS PLACED IN SEVERAL OUTSIDE STORAGE AREAS WAITING
(A) UNTIL IT IS REQUIRED OR (B) UNTIL THE MATERIAL CONTROL AND QUALITY
CONTROL CAN SPEND THE TIME TO PASS JUDGEMENT ON ITS PEDIGREE AND FIND A

STORAGE LOCATION.

2. NECESSARY IDENTIFICATIONS ARE BEING OBLITERATED.

3. MATERIAL WILL LOSE ITS PEDIGREE AND HAVE TO BE RECERTIFIED OR SOLD AS

SURPLUS.

CAUSES'I 1. BULK PURCHASES FOR MULTI-SHIPSET CONTRACTS WITHOUT CONSIDERATION FOR
AVAILABLE STORAGE SPACE.

2. POOR SCHEDULE DISCIPLINE.

* X 3. DESIGN CHANGES,

4. MATERIAL DISBURSEMENT SYSTEM PERMITS DUPLICATE WITHDRAWALS.

5. UNPROCESSED CREDIT MATERIAL IS NOT RECORDED IN INVENTORY BALANCES,
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PRIVATE INFORMATION \

PROBLEM: WAREHOUSE STORAGE CAPACITY INSUFFICIENT TO ACCOMMODATE MATERIAL ORDERED -2-

CORRECTIVE

ACTON:. 1. PROCESS ALL CREDITS PROMPTLY.

2. REORGANIZE OUTSIDE STORAGE, INVENTORY AND LOCATORS.

3. VALIDATE "HANDWRITTEN' REQUISITIONS FOR PLAN AND MARK AND ALLOCATED

CODED ITEMS TO A LEGITIMATE BOAT REQUIREMENT BEFORE RELEASING MATERIAL

FROM INVENTORY,

4. INSTITUTE "CHARGE CARD" SYSTEM IN LIEU OF SIGNATURE AUTHORIZATION FOR

REQUISITIONS.

5. REAPPRAISE REQUEST FOR CONSOLIDATED WAREHOUSE AND DETERMINE IF CURRENT

EVENTS JUSTIFY RESUBMITTAL OF C. A. R.

PREPARED BY: W. POTTS 9/16/77
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
PRIVATE INFORMATION

PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS
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P- IATE INFORMAiTVNI
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

°,. PROBLEr: GENERAL PROCUREMENT IS DELINQUENT IN SUPPLYING MATERIAL TO SHIPYARD

SCHEDULES

EFFECTS SHIP CONSTRUCTION WORK IS DELAYED AND/OR SCHEDULED WORK DISRUPTED.

CAUSES: 1. INTERNAL PROCUREMENT PROCESSES ARE SLOW AND CUMBERSOME - IMPACTED BY

COMPLEX ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS.

2. PROCUREMENT DOES NOT AGGRESSIVELY PUSH/PULL PEOPLE OUTSIDE OF THEIR
DEPARTMENT WHO MAY BE CONSTRAINING PURCHASING WORK.

3. PURCHASING DOES NOT DEVOTE ENOUGH EFFORT TO EXPEDITING.

L1. PURCHASING DOES NOT HAVE A GOOD TOOL TO MEASURE EITHER THE VENDOR OR

THE BUYER/EXPEDITOR PERFORMANCE.

.5, 4000 PURCHASE REQUISITIONS FOR CODED MATERIAL DELINQUENT TO BUYER

NEGOTIATED CONTRACT DELIVERY DATES,

6. 90,000 OPEN UNDELIVERED SHOP ORDER LINE ITEMS OF PURCHASED MATERIAL -

23,000 DELINQUENT TO SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS.

7. 7000 UNPLACED PURCHASE ORDERS AND SUPPLEMENTS; INCREASED FROM APPROXIMATELY

5200 IN JANUARY '77 (3000 OVER 4 WEEKS OLD).

8. PURCHASE REQUISITIONS DESIGNATED RHN WHEN RECEIVED IN PURCHASING, WITH AN

ESTIMATED COST OF LESS THAN $2500, TAKING AS LONG AS SIX WEEKS TO PLACE.



I-2|PRIVATE INFOR MATION -2-

PROBLEM: GENERAL PROCUREMENT IS DELINQUENT IN SUPPLYING MATERIAL TO SHIPYARD SCHEDULES

CAUSE: 9, AVERAGE OF 35 CALENDAR DAYS TO PLACE AN ORDER FOR CODED MATERIAL -

(CONTINUED) SPAN RUNS FROM FIVE DAYS TO THIRTEEN WEEKS,

CORREdTIVE

ACTIOaN: 1. DEVELOP A HARD HITTING EXPEDITING GROUP.

2. STREAM-LINE THE BUYING FUNCTIONS IN ORDER TO REACT TO RHU PURCHASE
REQUISITIONS IN AN EXPEDITIOUS FASHION.

3. DEVELOP AN EXPEDITING/BUYER TAB RUN WHICH WILL SHOW PERFORMANCE AGAINST
VENDOR ORIGINAL CONTRACT DELIVERY DATES.

I 4. CAUSE THE ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION TO BETTER SUPPORT THE BUYER/EXPEDITOR.

PREPARED BY: E. G. BANNING 9/16/77
B
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-~ - i;GENERAL DYNAMICS
PRIVATE INFORMATIO

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

°e ' ~~~~~~~PRBILEf ANALYSI

C PROBLEM: ESTIMATED QUANTITIES OF MATERIAL SCHEDULED FOR DELIVERY SUBSTANTIALLY IN

i ADVANCE OF NEED

EFFECTS: 1. MATERIAL RECEIPT RATES SUBSTANTIALLY IN EXCESS OF MANUFACTURING WITHDRAWALS,

2. EXCESSIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR WAREHOUSE SPACE AND INCREASED MATERIAL HANDLING
AND INVENTORY RELATED COSTS.

.= I 3, RISK OF CHANGE IMPACT.

0sp ! 4. INCREASED RISK OF OBSOLESCENCE AND MATERIAL LOSS.

5. INCREASED COSTS,

CAUSES:I DIVISION DECISION TO ORDER AND ACCEPT DELIVERY OF MATERIAL IN LOT SIZES OF 7

AND 11 SHIPS.

>° CORRECTIVE

ACTIO 141: 1. NONE ON THE PRESENT 688 PROGRAM.

;I *I 2. RE-EVALUATE TRIDENT MATERIAL NEED DATES BY BOAT.

PREPARED BY: G. MCANDREW 9/16/77



PRIVA1E_ iNFORMATION10
,1ATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

=-E PROBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: THE FLOW OF MATERIAL FROM RECEIPT TO STOCK IS Too SLOW.

W EFFECT UNAVAILABLE PURCHASED MATERIAL IS CAUSING DELAYS IN CONSTRUCTION AND
IN FEEDER SHOPS FREQUENTLY RESULTING IN WORK-AROUND PLANS AND OUT OF

SEQUENCE WORK,

CAUSES:! 1. MISSING PAPERWORK (MATERIAL CERTIFICATIONS, TEST RESULTS, VENDOR
DRAWINGS, ETC,) SOME ITEMS HELD MORE THAN A YEAR.

2, LACK OF EFFECTIVE PRIORITY SYSTEM FOR RECEIVING INSPECTION WORK.

3. LACK OF A REPORTING SYSTEM THAT ACCURATELY REFLECTS MATERIAL
LOCATION, STATUS AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR.MOVEMENT.

4. LOSS OF MATERIAL MARKINGS CAUSING EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF REINSPECTION,
O a- *RECERTIFICATION OR SCRAPPING OF MATERIAL,

5. DELAYS IN DISPOSITION OF RECEIVING REJECTIONS. SOME ITEMS OPEN
MORE THAN A YEAR.

fio



*_P ^LVATE INFORMATION -

x PROBLEM: THE FLOW OF MATERIAL FROM RECEIPT TO STOCK is Too SLOW -2-

9 CORRECTIVE

ACTION: 1. DO NOT REIMBURSE THE SUPPLIER UNTIL REQUIRED MATERIAL CERTIFICATIONS,

TEST REPORTS OR OTHER SOFTWARE IS RECEIVED AND ACCEPTED.

2. ASSIGN A SINGLE DEPARTMENT TO ESTABLISH A PRIORITY SYSTEM THAT REFLECTS

i a I TRUE CRITICALITY FOR PURPOSES OF EXPEDITING THE MATERIAL. (PROCUREMENT

HAS ACCEPTED THIS RESPONSIBILITY).

3, ADOPT BAR CODE LABELING AND SCANNING MATERIAL TRACKING CONCEPT.

PREPARED BY R. H. SPARKS 9/16/77
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l PRIVATE INFORMATION

PRODUCTION CONTROL IMPACTS
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PRIVATE INFORMATIu
*- ; 8 ~~~~~~MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIER

3ROBLEM ANALYSIS

;. PROBLEM: THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE WORK AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM IS

MISLEADING

3a EFFECT: PROVIDES STATISTICS WHICH DO NOT DRIVE THE SHIPYARD. PROBLEMS ARE

QUANTIFIED BY UNINFORMATIVE STATISTICS RATHER THAN BY EXPLICIT DEFINITION

OF STATUS ON -COMPONENTS - SYSTEMS - COMPARTMENTS -TEST FORMS -ETC.

CAUSES: STATISTICS GENERALLY EXPRESSED AT B/M LEVEL WITH
- NUMBER OF B/M STARTS VS SCHEDULE 4

-. - NUMBER OF B/M COMPLETES VS SCHEDULE
- PERCENT OF B/M'S 100% MATERIAL AVAILABLE
- PERCENT OF B/M's SOME SIGNIFICANT % MATERIAL AVAILABLE

- PERCENTAGE ANALYSES OF SOURCE OF DELINQUENCIES

CORRECTIVE
ACTION: 1. BREAK DOWN BOAT BY: SYSTEM - ZONE. - COMPARTMENT OR BEST COMPREHENSIVE

ENGINEERING DEFINITION CONSISTENT WITH HOW THE VESSEL IS ACTUALLY BUILT.

2. IDENTIFY PERFORMANCE PROGRESS AND MANHOURS TO DEFINABLE WORK PACKAGES

WHICH HAVE A SPECIFIC EASILY MANAGED AND UNDERSTObD WORK CONTENT.

=P E9I

-" ~~~~PREPARED BY: 6. MCANDREW 9/16/77



L PRIVATE INFORMNATjJ

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEML1ANALYSIS

C PROBLEM: LACK OF PRIORITY POLICY BY PRODUCTION CON'TROL

3 EFFECT. 1. POOR UTILIZATION OF MANPOWER AND MACHINES.

2. UNNECESSARY EXPENDITURE OF PREMIUM TIME.

.3. PRODUCING PARTS IN ADVANCE OF NEED.

A a 4. LIMITS VISIBILITY REQUIRED BY SHOP FOREMAN TO PLAN WORK ON DAY TO DAY BASIS.

5. IMPACTS DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF "OFF-LOADING" WORK.

O CAUSES:I 1. INADEQUATE SHOP LOADING.

2. LACK OF GOOD PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM.

3. "BUDDY AND BULLY" SYSTEM IMPACTS ABILITY TO PROPERLY ESTABLISH PRIORITIES.

4. ESTABLISHMENT OF PRIORITIES AND EXPEDITING OFTEN PERFORMED BY SHOP SUPERVISI
RATHER THAN PRODUCTION CONTROL.

CORRECT;IVE
ACTION: 1. ESTABLISH A DISCIPLINED SHOP LOAD FUNCTION.

2, DO NOT ALLOW THE "BUDDY AND BULLY" SYSTEM TO OVERRIDE ESTABLISHED PRIORITIE:

3. REACT PROMPTLY TO CHANGES AND STOP ORDERS.

',, ESTABLISH A DIVISION WIDE PRIORITY POLICY SIMILAR TO R. CARLSON MEMO OF

3 JUNE '77 CONCERNING TRIDENT.

------otcn nv.I - T.no. n/.IC/77IREPARED V; I? I . I W113b 'J - I I
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PRIVATE INFORMATiLN
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

'. PROBLEM: PIPE DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE

X EFFECT! 1. SCHEDULEAS JEOPARDIZED.

2, WORK IS DONE OUT OF SEQUENCE OR STOPPED.

3. UNECONOMIC APPLICATION OF MANPOWER.

z I 4. ADDED COSTS.

X CAUSES:1 1. MATERIAL NOT AVAILABLE - (PURCHASED OR AVENEL MANUFACTURED).

g,; ! 2. QUONSET POINT TEST STAND HAS INADEQUATE PRODUCTION CAPACITY.

3. DETAIL MADE BUT CANNOT BE LOCATED.

I a 1 4. DETAILS MADE OUT OF SCHEDULE SEQUENCE,

5. DETAIL MADE TO OUT OF DATE PLAN REVISION,

.6. STOP WORK - DESIGN EMERGING TO NEW REVISION.

I" ! 7. DETAIL NOT FABRICATED TO PLAN - RETURNED FOR REWORK.

8. Low PRODUCTIVITY.
9. EXCESSIVE REWORK COSTS - 20000 HOURS PER MONTH IN GROTON PIPE SHOP.



z M PROBLEM: PIPE

a.

a 00 EIV
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PIVNLATL YNATIbdI
IPRIVATE INFORMATI.U, |

DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE

1. ACCELERATED EFFORT UNDERWAY TO OFF-LOAD MACHINING OF FITTINGS.

2. PURCHASING EXPEDITING PRESENT SUPPLIERS OF PIPE FITTINGS AND VALVES,

3. MAKE QUONSET POINT PIPE FITTING TEST STAND ADEQUATE TO THE MACHINE SHOP
FLOW OF CRITICAL FITTINGS.

4. PROVIDE MORE MACHINE SHOP CAPACITY IN QUONSET POINT OR OFF-LOAD.

5. CONDUCT A COMPLETE AUDIT OF PIPE DETAILS AT NEW LONDON MILLS, WATERFORD
AND QUONSET POINT BY PERSONNEL ABLE TO RECOGNIZE AND IDENTIFY THE PARTS
TO THEIR CURRENT REVISION.

6. PRODUCTION CONTROL TO EXTEND THE "PICK LIST' TIME OF ALL PIPE DETAILS NOW
STAGED TO ALLOW FOR INCORPORATION OF CHANGES IF REQUIRED.

7. ESTABLISH A DATA LINK BETWEEN THE STAGING FILE AND THE MOST RECENT W. A.
FILE, TO VERIFY CONSISTENCY OF REVISIONS. EXCEPTIONS WILL BE WITHDRAWN
BY MATERIAL CONTROL AND INTRODUCED INTO THE PROPER CIRCUIT FOR REWORK.

8. GREATER USE OF COMPUTER GENERATED BEND CARDS" - IMPROVED INSPECTION TO
PLAN,

9. EXCHANGE OF PIPE SHOP SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL FOR INTERIM TOURS OF DUTY
BETWEEN GROTON AND QUONSET POINT TO ENGENDER A STRONGER SENSE OF IDENTITY
AND MUTUAL.DEPENDENCE.

PREPARED BY: 6. MCANDREW 9/16/77



MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PRBQLEM ANALYS

3- . PROBLEM:\

EFFECT:

CAUSES:

* CORRECTIVE

ACTION:

GENERAL DYN I'IS
PRIVATE liNFORM>ATION

DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE FROM QUONSET MACHINE SHOP

1. WORK OF USING DEPARTMENT THROWN OUT OF SEQUENCE OR STOPPED.

2. WORK-AROUND PLANS MUST BE DEVELOPED.

3. IMPACT CASCADE DUE TO FEED TO FEED RELATIONSHIP.

1. OVERLOAD CONDITION IN QUONSET MACHINE SHOP. (3500 ACTUAL EARNED HOURS VS
8000 SCHEDULED).

2. MATERIAL NOT AVAILABLE FROM WAREHOUSE AND FEEDER SHOPS.

3. LOST MATERIAL REPLACEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE FROM WAREHOUSES AND FEEDER'SHOPS.

4. AN INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINES IN 6 AND 8 INCH SIZE

IS LIMITING OUTPUT,

5. MACHINE DOWNTIME DUE TO PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM.

1. PRODUCTION CONTROL TAKE AGGRESSIVE ACTION TO 'OFF-LOAD' QUONSET MACHINE

SHOP OF APPROXIMATELY 4500 HOURS PER WEEK.

2. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND CONTROLLER'S OFFICE PERFORM COST EFFECTIVE

STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE NEED FOR FACILITY EXPANSION AT QUONSET POINT TO

HANDLE THE INCREASE IN WORK LOAD.

3; PRODUCTION CONTROL COORDINATE WITH RESPONSIBLE DEPARTMENTS TO INSURE PROMPT

ACQUISITION OF REQUIRED HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINES.



| GENERAL DYNAMICS-{
PRIVATE INFORMATION 1

M MATERIAL MNAGEMENT REVIEW
ePRBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEA: EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF MATERIAL IN REJECTION/ACCEPTANCE CYCLE

EFFECT:| 1. MATERIAL UNAVAILABLE FOR NEXT OPERATION.

a | 2. DIVERSIONS OF MATERIAL FROM LATER SHIP TO SUPPORT SCHEDULE.

-CAUSES: 1. As OF 9/3/77, 4,139 PIECES OF REJECTION PAPER (CFE'S) REPRESENTING AN
UNDETERMINED AMOUNT OF WITHHELD MATERIAL, HAVE NOT BEEN CLEARED.

* I 2. SLOW DISPOSITION OR LATE REACTION TO'REWORK, REORDER, ETC., AFTER
DISPOSITION.

CORRECTIVE
ACTIOI: 1. PRODUCTION CONTROL EXPEDITE THE ENTIRE REJECT TO ACCEPT CYCLE. PROPER

PRIORITIES NEED TO BE ASSIGNED AND FOLLOWED TO SHARPLY REDUCE THE AMOUNT
OF MATERIAL WITHHELD FROM THE NORMAL PRODUCTION FLOW.

P RS

PREPARED BY: R. 11. SPARKS 9/16/77



GENERAL DYNAMICS
I PRIVATE INFORMATION

MANUFACTURI NGKCONSTRUCT ION IMPACTS
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PRIVATE INFORMANA

AIERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: REWORK AND SCRAP MATERIAL LOSSES

* I
EFFECT: 1. IMPACT ON SHOP SCHEDULE DUE TO UNAVAILABLE MATERIAL,

2. PROJECTED LOSS OF APPROXIMATELY $2M IN MATERIAL FOR THE YEAR,

3. PROJECTED EXPENDITURE IN EXCESS OF 320,000 MANHOURS OF UNPRODUCTIVE
LABOR IN THE MACHINE SHOP AND PIPE SHOP, GROTON DURING 1977.

0
4. UNDETERMINED COMPOUNDED COSTS DUE TO IMPACT ON SUBSEQUENT WORK

i . OPERATIONS;

O CAUSES; 1. WORKMANSHIP ERRORS.

2. INCORRECT INSTRUCTIONS,

3. NON FUNDED CHANGES.

..



PROBLEM: F

CORRECTIVE

..ACTION:

U

tEWORK AND SCRAP MATERIAL LOSSES

i GENERAL DYNAMICS I
* PRIVATE INFORMATION

-2-

1. MONITOR INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYES PERFORMANCE ON A DAILY BASIS TO DETERMINE

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL TRAINING AND TAKE SUCH ACTION AS NECESSARY TO

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY,

2. STRENGTHEN THE FIRST LINE SUPERVISORS EFFECTIVENESS BY LOCATING THE

SUPERVISOR IN THE SAME AREA AS THOSE EMPLOYES REPORTING TO THAT PERSON.

3. PROVIDE A MANDATORY CONCENTRATED PROGRAM TO IMPROVE THE FIRST LINE

SUPERVISORS BASIC SKILLS, PARTICULARLY THOSE DIRECTLY RELATED TO EMPLOYE

MOTIVATION AND DISCIPLINE.

4. ENSURE THAT THE WORK PACKAGE FURNISHED THE TRADES CONTAIN ONLY THAT

INFORMATION NEEDED TO ACCOMPLISH THE ASSIGNED TASK.

0-.

PREPARED BY: R. H. SPARKS 9/16/77



ILtltlHAL DYNAMICS L
PRIVATE INFORMATION

MATERIAL MANAGEMELN REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: INEFFICIENT MAN-LOADING

EFFECT 1. BUILDING OR MANUFACTURING AHEAD OF SCHEDULE BUT INCOMPLETE.

2. NOT MAKING SCHEDULE TO PLAN.

CO3. ADDING TO MATERIAL LOCATION AND CONFIGURATION PROBLEMS.

CAUSES: 1. NOT WORKING TO THE CURRENT, AUTHORIZED PLAN/SCHEDULE.

!2. DELAYS IN PRODUCING REVISED PLANS/SCHEDULES.

I 3. LACK OF MATERIAL TO SCHEDULE.

I4. AVAILABILITY OF MATERIAL BEYOND SCHEDULE.

5. NOT EFFECTIVELY BALANCING MANPOWER NEEDS TO ALL CONTROLLING FACTORS
OF SPACE, FACILITIES, TOOLING, PAPER, AND MATERIAL.



PROBLEM: INEFFICIEI

CORREC;TIVE

ACTION: 1.
I .
1 2.

3.. *i

14.

5,

ULII.It.U flaIJ

PRIVATE INFORMATION
NT MAN-LOADING -2

WORK TO CURRENT SCHEDULE IN GROUPS AND BILLS OF MATERIAL.

CONCENTRATE ON SECURING DESIRED PRODUCTIVITY VERSUS ADDING MORE

BODIES.

STREAMLINE PLAN REVISION AND WORK AUTHORIZATION CHANGES TO

STAY ON INTENDED TIME SCHEDULES.

INSIST ON MATERIAL AVAILABLE TO SCHEDULE AND COMPLETE.

FIT NUMBERS OF PERSONNEL TO JOB TASK FOR MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS -

OVER-MANNING CAN BE SELF-DEFEATING.

PREPARED BY: J. C. KANE 9/16/77

.
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT IMPACTS
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- IGENERAL DYNAMICS -I
PRIVATE INFORMATIO_.

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW
PROBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEi: LACK OF PROGRAM PROBLEM VISIBILITY

* EFFECT. No COORDINATED EFFORT TO RESOLVE SPECIFIC PROBLEMS,

CAUSES 1. No SINGLE AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF ALL IMPACT PROBLEMS
3 OR EXERCISING CONTROL OVER ALL DEPARTMENTS REACTION TO SPECIFIC PROBLEMS.

N2. NO PHYSICAL LOCATION ASSIGNED TO DISPLAY PROBLEMS AND TRACK PROGRESS OF
P | ~~~~RESOLUTION.

.C0RREC IVE

I ACTION: 1. PROGRAM OFFICE SHOULD IDENTIFY EACH SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM AFFECTING ITS

PROGRAM, ASSIGN A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTION AND TRACK PROGRESS TO

SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION.

2. CREATE SIMPLE CHARTS AND LISTINGS FOR DISPLAY THAT, AS A MINIMUM, HIGHLIGHTS

e | EACH PROBLEM, THE PERSONS NAME W14O HAS PRIME RESPONSIBILITY FOR RESOLUTION

AND THE DATE FOR COMPLETION,

'2 3. ESTABLISH A "COMMAND" ROOM, WHERE THESE PROGRESS CHARTS ARE PROMINENTLY
DISPLAYED AND WHERE PROGRAM REVIEWS ARE IELD. THIS "PROBLEM VS PEOPLE'

IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM SERVES AS A POWERFUL MOTIVATIONAL FACTOR AS WELL AS

AN EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR FORCING ACTION.

i, >PREPARED BY: R. H. SPARKS 9/16/77
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PRIVATE INFORMATION

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
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P-RIV'ATE INF011MATION
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

ROBLLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: LACK OF TEAMWORK AT MANAGEMENT LEVELS (GROTON)

EFFECTI SPECIFIC PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION LOST IN THE EFFORTS TO GENERALIZE

THE SITUATION OR SHIFT RESPONSIBILITY TO THE 'OTHER GUY". (QUONSET POINT

AND AVENEL TREATED AS "OTHER GUY",)

CAUSES' 1. ERRONEOUS OR LATE STATUS INFORMATION,

2. FEAR OF BEING FOUND WANTING (JOB SECURITY)

3. ATTITUDE POLARIZATION AND LACK OF CENTRAL OBJECTIVE

CORRECTIVE

ACTION: 1. REBUILD TEAM SPIRIT.

2. ASSUMPTION BY ALL OF A COMMON GOAL AND A WILLINGNESS TO ASSIST THE OTHER
WITH 'HIS' PROBLEMS,

3. INSTITUTE SATURDAY MORNING PROGRESS REVIEWS WITH DEFINED RESPONSIBILITIES

AND FOLLOW-UP REQUIRED.

O I 4. INSTITUTE SOME FORM OF OFF-DUTY SOCIAL INTERCOURSE TO ENCOURAGE BETTER

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN KEY PERSONNEL.

PREPARED BY: J. C. KANE 9/16/77



PRIVATE INFORM AT 10
V M~~~~~~~~fATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

3 PRBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: INEFFECTIVE SUPERVISION AND MOTIVATION (GROTON)

EFFECT: EXCESS MANPOWER AS INDICATED BY THE LOW PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS AND THE LARGE

NUMBERS OF APPARENTLY IDLE PERSONNEL IN THE YARDS AND IN THE OFFICES.

CAUSES: 1. LACK OF LEADERSHIP AND DISCIPLINE.

2. INADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE OF THE JOB BY THE INDIVIDUAL WORKER'S SUPERVISOR.

3. PHYSICAL SEPARATION OF SUPERVISOR AND WORKERS.

.4. LACK OF MOTIVATIONAL TRAINING OR INDOCTRINATION FOR MANY INCOMING WORKERS

AND FOR OTHERS WHO DO NOT GET A CHANCE TO SEE BEYOND THE IMMEDIATE TASK.

CORRECTIVE

ACTIONi: 1. INSURE THAT SUPERVISORS HAVE TIME AND OPPORTUNITY TO SUPERVISE.

o,2. ZONE THE BOATS (AND PERHAPS YARD AREAS) INTO MANAGEABLE SECTIONS FOR

SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY,

3. STOP PRACTICE OF CALLING THE YARD 'JUNGLE' OR "ZOO - IN JEST OR OTHERWISE.

_P ;

O ; ~~~PREPARED BY: J. C. KANE 9/16/77



PR~IM~E IlIFORMATIC
, -MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: INCOMPLETE INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING (GROTON)

& EFFECT: SKILL LEVELS NOT ADEQUATE FOR COMPLEXITY OF THE JOB - INCENTIVE TO DO A GOOD

5 . JOB NOT EVIDENT. POOR WORKMANSHIP AND POOR SUPERVISION.

E CAUSES: 1. MOTIVATIONAL TRAINING DEVELOPED FOR UNSKILLED NEW HIRES NOT APPLIED TO

I 3 i TOTAL INCOMING WORK FORCE.

2. NO LITERACY REQUIREMENT FOR EMPLOYMENT YET WORK SYSTEM IS BASED ON PLANS

AND WORK AUTHORIZATION PAPER.

3. NO APPARENT ON-GOING INDOCTRINATION IN WORK VALUES FOR LABOR FORCE.

CORRECTIVE

ACTIOd: 1. APPLY SOME TRAINING MEASURES (BEYOND WORK RULES AND COMPANY REGULATIONS)

* TO THE SKILLED OR EXPERIENCED NEW HIRES.

, Ii | 2. APPEAL TO BLUE-COLLAR SENSE OF PATRIOTISM WITH INDOCTRINATION IN E. B.
° n ! HISTORY, SUBMARINE OPERATION AND VALUE TO NATIONAL DEFENSE.

3. CHECK TO SEE IF LITERACY LEVEL IS SUFFICIENTLY HIGH FOR WORK AND PROCESS

PAPER IN THE YARD AND OFFICES.

--.X 4. ON-GOING INDOCTRINATION SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO SUPERVISION AND OFFICE
EMPLOYES TO INSTILL PRIDE OF WORKMANSHIP AND SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT.

g $ D___R.AAR_ BY I1 L MN _, ' 'U/(I7
PREPARED BY: J. L. KANE W.t/10I//



PRIVATE INFORMATION

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

PROBLEM: LACK OF PRIDE (GROTON)

EFFECT! 1. BAD WORK HABITS

2. POOR HOUSEKEEPING

3, Low PRODUCTIVITY

4 ERRORS, REJECTION, LOSSES
0

5, SCHEDULE AND COST IMPACTS

6. ABSENTEEISM

CAUSES:! 1. LACK OF MOTIVATIONAL TRAINING

e 2. LACK OF ADEQUATE WORK FACILITIES, WORK AREAS AND EQUIPMENT

3. LACK OF LEADERSHIP AND DISCIPLINE

X 4
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PRIVATE INFORMATION
' PROBLEM: LACK OF PRIDE (GROTON) -2-

-a

^ > CORRECTIVE

3- ACTI&N: THE FOLLOWING ARE DIRECTED PRIMARILY TO #2 ABOVE:

1. PROVIDE A CLEANER WORK ENVIRONMENT BY REMOVING ACCUMULATED TRASH,

SURPLUS MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT LYING AROUND,

E °' 2. PROVIDE TRASH AND LITTER RECEPTACLES ADEQUATE TO THE NEEDS.

3. AFTER REMOVING UNUSED OR BADLY USED STORAGE BUILDINGS AND SHACKS
PLAN FOR MOTORIZED SWEEPER TO KEEP ROADWAYS AND WALKWAYS CLEAN.

a4. CLEAN AND PAINT BUILDINGS AS WELL AS SIGNS AND LOCATOR INFORMATION

TO HELP PROVIDE AN INCENTIVE TO KEEP AREAS CLEAN.

5. UPGRADE PERSONNEL SANITARY FACILITIES. - ONCE CLEANED UP, POLICE IF
NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN ORDER AND CLEANLINESS.

6,. PROVIDE PERSONAL EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING FOR DIRTY WORK AREAS -
(COVERALLS AND GLOVES FOR GRINDERS/WELDERS FOR EXAMPLE).

7. CONSIDER RENOVATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES FOR BETTER EFFICIENCY,

PREPARED BY: J. C. KANE 9/16/77
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PRIVATE INFORMATION
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW

'S.I | PROBLEM ANALYSIS .

PROBLEM: LACK OF SPACE FOR PERSONNEL, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL (GROTON)

| EFFECT:, 1. DIFFICULT TO ORGANIZE WORK IN ORDERLY FLOW.

2. CROWDED OFFICES CONTRIBUTE TO SLOPPY OR MISSING PAPERWORK.

3. LITTLE STORAGE SPACE FOR PHYSICALLY STAGED MATERIAL FOR INSTALLATION

OR FEEDER STORAGE FOR MANUFACTURE.

4. SEPARATION OF SUPERVISIONFROM WORKERS.

CAUSES: 1. NO REAL ESTATE LEFT FOR EXPANSION.

2. MANY BUILDINGS IMPOSSIBLE TO RENOVATE FOR MORE EFFICIENT USE.

-I 3. RETENTION OF MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS NOT UNIQUELY DEPENDENT UPON
ELECTRIC BOAT SKILLS OR EQUIPMENT.
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PRIVATE INFORMATION

! PROBLEM: LACK OF SPACE FOR PERSONNEL, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL (GROTON) -2-

' CORRECTIVE

-. a ACTION: 1. ELIMINATE THOSE MANUFACTURING AND SUB-ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS WHICH

CAN BE PERFORMED ELSEWHERE.

2. RENOVATE VACATED AREAS FOR ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL OR MATERIAL NEEDS.

E @ 3. SPECIFIC CANDIDATES FOR CHANGE ARE:

A) RETAIN A NON-FERROUS FOUNDRY CAPABILITY BUT MOVE THE FACILITY

;I . (WITH UPGRADE) TO QUONSET POINT.
0

.* t I B) REDUCE MACHINE SHOP TO LEVEL CONSISTENT WITH EMERGENCY
MANUFACTURE, REPAIR AND SHIP SUPPORT MACHINING. SUBCONTRACT TO

MAXIMUM EXTENT POSSIBLE.

C) REVIEW NEED FOR PIPE-BENDING EQUIPMENT IN WET DOCK PIPE SHOP

AND FREE UP ADDITIONAL SPACE.

D) REMOVAL OF INACTIVE MOCK-UPS TO OFF-SITE FACILITY.

PREPARED BY: J. C. KANE 9/16/77


